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ÀBSTRÀCT OF THESIS

Rather than a l-inear progression of ideas, this thesis took a

kaleidoscopic view of aspects of teaching medical- students

communication skills at a time when they l^Iere entering t.heir

clinical years. The work was done when the author was the

Director of the General Practice Teaching Unit at Modbury in

South Australia between 1-990 and 2000. During this

Communication SkiIls

time t.he

at thisauthor co-ordinated and taught

unit for al-l- Fourth Year Medical-

of Adelaide, South Australia.

Students from the UniversitY

This thesis integrated reports of 1-2 data-gathering exercises

centred on medical student communication skill-s, with the

international fiterature and al-so with the aulhor's

reflections

practitioner -

analysis in a

both medical-

patients

questions

behaviour -

practice setting

and standardised

and general

thesis r^ras the

of the behaviour of

patient (sP) with

Videotaping

standardised

the t)4)es of

AS an experienced educator

A novel perspective of this

general

student

relation to communication in the consultation.

consultations between medical students and

aIl-owed the observation of not only

the students asked, but also their non verbal

Similarly the non verbal behaviour of standardised

patients was analysed.

Initially the Iiterature on factors in the modern medical

school which could possibty act as barriers to communication

skills training (CST) were discussed. Then the literature on

the reason for teaching CST hlas described and the first study
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of the thesis presented the responses of a Iarge sample of

South Austrafians about discussing feelings and emotions with

their usual general practitioner. Following this, the

literature on whether CST for doctors could improve patient

outcomes was described and the second thesis study followed

concerning CST ouLcomes on students' questioning behaviour.

Next the literature about changes in medical schools was

discussed and

the impact of

motivation of

two thesis studies followed; one about CST and

Problem Based Learning and the other about the

st.udies in the thesis - These included their

the volunteer Standardised Patients -

Medical students' attitudes l^Iere analysed in the next four

perceptions of

consultations,CST and general practice values, videotaping

consulting.consul-ting and possible outcomes of

Next SPs' non verbal behaviour and their perceptj-ons of the

students' consulting behaviour \^Ias described f ollowed by a

study on SP satísfaction and the duration of student eye

conLact with them in the consultation. A further study on

student eye contact invol-ved subsequent use of open questions

by the student as well as the SPs' feelings of "enablement"

and satisfaction.

To see if sLudents'

consulting matched

undertaken to assess

confidence about psychological

their actual behaviour, a

aspects of

study was

this and al-so to see what the SP f elt

about the studenL's consultation.
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the summary of the study results were described and aFinally

personal

practice

training

factor in all

view given of

teaching. It

l-n

the future of undergraduate general

\^¡as f eIt that communication skilIs

a general practice setting should be a crucial

future training of medical students -
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INTRODUCTION

f t is no\¡¡ being increasingly real_ised that general practice

expressed by Drhas important

Kerr ülhite in

social and political effects as

his Bicentennial Health Initiatíve Review of

Pubric and Tropical Hearth in Austral-ia. ,rprogress in

preventive medicine, hearth promotion, behavioural healt.h and

community responsiveness to the popurationrs problems can be

substantially impeded or enhanced by the attitudes and

performances of family physicians. rt is rargely by

strengthening the primary care component of any hearth system

that it is possible to keep peopre out of hospitals and to

contain costs, to say nothing of treating them earry in the

natural history of disease" (Wtrite 1986) .

The performance

to communicate

are required to

conti-nuing care

need to be able

of family doctors is enhanced by their ability

practitionerswith patient.s. Because general

manage undif f erentiat.ed il_Iness, to provide

and to be an advocate for their pat.ients t.hey

to communicate well -

that the best place to

undergraduat.es shoul_d

Behavioural scientists

contribution to CST for

may be more val_uabIe

start teaching

be a general practice

and psychiat.rists can make a

undergraduates but

if these teachers

such a contribution

As a result,

communication

it may be

skil-1s to

setting.

valuable

with

more

work together

students seemgeneral practit.ioners.

comfortabl-e with CST that

Anecdotally

relates to every day clinical_

problems in general practice- fn t.heory, every specialist



shoul-d be able

field but in

specialists as

1eB7).

l5
to teach CST with relevance to their particular

practice, the literatures does not find that

a rule teach CST in medical schools (Bickel

role of communicat j-on skj-Ils training

The

This thesis represenLs a series of perspectives of

communication skill-s training of groups of fourth year medical

students in a general practice setting. The studies occurred

over eight years at the General Practice Teaching Unit in

South Aust.ral-ia. This Unit was equipped with videotaping

facil-ities and had 25 standardised patients (sps) most of whom

suf f ered f rom chronic il-lness.

The first aim of the thesis was to establish that

communication skills are important. to general practice. The

in medical- schools is

discussed as well- as the educational changes going on in these

institutions.

Secondly the thesis \^/as concerned with t.he question: '.Why

literature in this area wasteach communication skill-s?"

discussed as wel-l a study

which explored their comfort

of over 3,000 South Australians

in discussing their emotions and

feelings with their usual general pract.itioner.

Thirdly the literature was described on how to improve

communication skills in students and doctors. rn this area a

study \¡ras described which f ound that Communication skills



Training (CST) at the General practice Teaching
t6

Unit created

behavioural- change in students.

The fourth task was to took at changes in med.icar schools in

educational outlook. This included the use of video feedback

and standardised patients. The nature and attitudes of the

volunteer sPs in the Generar practice Teaching unit \^/ere

described. As Problem Based Learning (pBL) is now an

important part of the way medicar students learn, a st.udy v/as

reported on the impact of introducing pBL into a segment of

the CST course at the Unit.

The fifth task of the thesis was to l-ook at student factors ín

CST. Where did a st,udenL's confidence in their communication

skil-1s fít in with their betiefs in general practice and

speciarist walues? This confidence surprisingly did not

relate to values of looking after peopre which one woul_d

expect to be a general practice function.

students u/ere asked were about their attitudes

of theír consul-tatíons and their attitudes

Other questions

to videotaping

to consulting.

CST in both of

especially for

further 
" 
study

psychological

These attitudes changed significantly after

these studies. AIso studied \^/as the

students about how their communicati_on

Finding out about these

attempt.ed to link students, perceptions

orient.ation to the consultation with various

the

confidence of the

skills could improve

student, at.titudes ispatient care

important. in planning experiential Iearning

creati-ng changes in student behaviour. A

of

outcomes. These
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include SP feedback and also measuring the quest.ioning

behaviour of the students.

Another theme to be explored in t.his thesis was non verbal

behaviour. Two aspects of this were studied: the students,

initial eye contact and also the SP's open or cl-osed knee

position. In one study at the end of CST longer student eye

contact with the sP correlated with a bet.ter measure of sp

enablement - A further

students' perception of

consultati-on related to

study was undertaken to see if

how well they communicated in the

knee position of the SP. When

their communication in that

the

thatstudents reported

consul-tat.ion \^ras good,

the SPs felt that the

the SPs closed their knees more. When

student communicated wel-l and that they

doctor, theirwould go to that student if he or she was a

knees opened more.

Finally

graduate

a personal vision was described

general practice teaching and this

of the studiessummary of

discussion.

the findings

of future under-

was followed by a

described with a
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CITÀPTER I

COMMUNTCATTON SKTIJIJS TRAINING FoR GENERAIJ PRÀCTICE .AIID THE

MODERN MEDICAL SCHOOL

The importance of skilful interpersonal- communication in the

provision of general practice care is widely recognised.

There are some that argue that it is more profitable to train

counsel-lors for primary health care and to ignore improving

communication skil-ts training for general practitioners. This

philosophy ignores the mostry easy access of patients to their

generar pract.itioner, the way they present often with

undifferentiat.ed problems and physical slrmptoms and the use of

the generar practitioner by patients at reratively frequent

intervars (approximately BO% of Austral-ians consult their

generaÌ practitioner one or more times a year).

Furthermore the Royal Australian college of General

Practitioners has stated as an aim of its Family Medicine

Programme, that the competent general practitioner provides

whole person care, promotes health and the prevention of

illness, and encourages ind.ividuals and f amil-ies to accept

personal responsibility for life styte (nacep 1989) . Arso

general practitioners manage more than 9oz of the psychiatric

i]lness in the community (shepherd et al- 1,966, Goldberg et aI

1980).

The general practitioner practi-ses total- or hol-istic care and

al-so contj-nuing care (wittr or wj-thout chronic il-tness) . To be



comprehensive implies Lhe ability to

tasks require good communication.

l9
do many tasks and many

Communication skitts (Hess L969, Ivey 1983 ) are those skifls

with which (1) the doctor-patient. rel-ationship is created and

maintained; (2)

clarification and

verbal information, relevant to the

solution of patient's problems, is gathered;

and (3) t.he solution to the problem is negotiated.

Communication has been defined as

information, meaníngs and feelings

the individual" (Hargie et aI

that most forms of behaviour

apart f rom bas j_c ref lexes,

the process by

ä.re shared by

which

persons

(Brooks

set of

social

through the exchange of verbal and non-verbal messages

et aI 1985) . Communication skilled behaviour means ra

goal directed, int.er-related, situationally appropriate

behaviours which can be learned and are under the control- of

19e1) - It is widely accepted

displayed in soc j-al- contexts,

can be l-earned. Verbal

communication is such a behaviour. This counters the naive

assumption that "good communicators are born, not made" with

the implication that nothing much can be done to improve those

who are weak (Dickson et aI 1989) .

Descartes has likened the human body to a watch and has

considered the hearth of that body to be rerated to its
individuar parts (as a watch is rer-ated to cogs and springs) .

This reductionist view of heal-th has become a dominant feature

of medical education. rn commenting on the report of Frexner



which was to have far reaching resul_t.s

education, the famous 19th

practitioner, rTames Mackenzie said

placed on objective investigation

phenomena" (Mackenzie 1918) . He

studied in association with their

stresses and strains of real life"

century

trtoo much

general

rel-iance has been

to the neglect of subjective

also said "patients must be

natural environment and the

(Mackenzie 1-920) -

on 2Oth century

Scottish

20

medical

cl-are (1993) eloquentry attacks contemporary medicine for its

reductionist approach to pat.ients. He states: 'But for the

most part todayts young doctors learn about the meat and drink

of the consultation the same their predecessors and

teachers, namely observing their elders

way as

fromindeed, their

Unfortunately,

to teach them.

I say no

their elders may no longer be the best people

because there was a time, perhaps 20 or 30

years âgo,

longer

when

bedside manner,

skill deriwed from their being

t.heir skill-doctors who had only

guides and comforters to fatr back oo, given the few drugs

that worked and the few surgical procedures that courd be

carried out without appreciable hazard. rt has been

biological medicine's very achievements that have caused the

atrophy of what \^rere at one time, varued., taught and l_earned

skills " .

senior physicians

or at least the

hrere indeed masters of the

best of them were. Their

taught by a generation of

as communicators, listeners,



cl-are emphasises the public's anxiety and need

understanding of

medical jargon,

high technology

the fact that

2t

for

t.he growth of more

advances, disease

He feel-s that the

medicine,

despite

exists.(especially chronic disease) stilt

atrophíed skills musL be relearned.

Discourse analytic research has documented patients as

depowered, in that they marshall typicarly fewer interactionaÌ

resources and operate in an alien climate. However some

studies have shown that d.oct.ors and other professionals do not

speak exclusively in the 'voice of medicine' nor do pat.ients

1987).speak in the 'voice of the lifeworld' (Brown et al

This is also evident in a study of interactions between

doctors and geriatric patients (coupland et ar 1994) . rn a

study of the interaction during the first part of the

pernicious interactionat aslrmmetryconsul-tation they found no

or frame conflict.

many patients in

convent.ional-ised and

ïn answer to the question 'how are you'

this study

positive responses.

offered relatively

Health in o1d age

Brown et al wonder if

to all doctor-patient

has much to do with dignity and morale.

this interactional slrmmetry should apply

interactions.

Winefield et aI (1993) in a study of South Australian General

Practice consultations found that doctors liked best, or fert

most satisfied with their performance, in brief consultat,ions

where the medicar problem was rerat.ively easy to solve without
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a l-ot of discussion. They also disl-iked hearing about, the

patient's private or unobservable symptoms. Patient.s on the

other hand seemed to l-ike the psychosocial_ aspects of

consul-tations, f eeling most satisf ied when doctors had al-lowed

or encouraged discussion in the second stage of the

consultation and talked about the patients' opinions of the

recommended treatment. Patients liked doctor reflections,

having a third party present,

while doctors

and describing their actions and

experl_ences,

features of a consultation

In this study of 2IO general practice consultations in South

Austral-ia (winefiel-d et aI 1-994) two-thirds of the speech by

both parties v/ere found to be devoted. to information exchange

about il-l-ness and the remainder to the rel-ationship between

the participanLs. Patient. satisfaction coul-d be predicted

from discussion of private slrmptoms and psychosocial concerns.

Doctor sat,isfact.ion was most crearly predicted by shortness of

consult.ation, paucity of questions and patient responsiveness.

There h¡as no correl-ation between doctor satisf act.ion and

satisfaction. Sources

patient interaction were

specifically disliked these

of stress relating to the

related to communication 322,

pat.ient

doctor

rel-ationship 1-5>o,

expectatíons L4eo.

practitioner came

patient.

patient expectations 262 and doctor

652 of occupational stress in the general

doctor andfrom interpersonal stress between



In a study of a stratified random sample of New
23

South Wales

Generar Practitioners (Phongsavan et a] 1995) e+% of the 72L

ful-I-time general

uncomfortable about

coupled with the

probably treat

with a mental

to be involwed

practitioners felt that patients felt

being referred to a psychiatrist. This

observation that general practitioners

about 4OZ of the people who present to them

disorder makes the pract.itioner a vital person

in mental health care (Andrews 1991) -

The main skills practitioners were interested in improving

were crisis counselling (one-third), then strategies to

prevent general practitioner burnout., individual counselling,

family counselling, parentar counselling, maritar counselring

and supportive psychotherapy- of the general practitioner's

perceptions of benefit of various strategies to improve mental

heal-th care more continuing medical education t.opped the list.

This rnras foltowed by more money then opportunities for

discussion with a mental heal-th specialist (phongsavan p et al

199s) .

A North American study (Roter et al 1997) of communication

patterns in primary care physicians had as its objectives the

use of audiotape analysis to describe communication patterns

in primary care, to relate these to idear- relationship t)æes

as described in the literalure, and to explore the palterns'

rel-ationships

satisfaction.

communication

with physician and patient characteristics and

to describe the routineIts design was

in primary care based on audiotape analysis and
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patient and physician exit questionnaires. The setting was a

total of 1l- ambulatory clinics and private practices - The

participants were 727 physicians and 537 patients coping wit.h

ongoing problems rel-at.ed to disease.

The main outcomes measures using Roter Interactional- Anatysis

Syst.em (RfeS) and pat.ient and physician exit satisfaction

questionnaires hrere five distinct communication patterns :

'narrowly biomedical', characterised by closed-ended

medical questions and bíomedical tal-k occurring in 322

of visits;

1

2. 'expanded biomedical', l-ike the restricted

\¡rith moderate leve1s of psychosocial

occurring in 33? of the visits;

3

'consumerist',

questions and

visÍts).

characterised prímarily by

'biopsychosocial', refl-ecting a balance of psychosocial

and bj-omedical- t.opics (2OZ of the visits) ;

'psychosocial', characterised by psychosocial- exchange

(az of visirs);

pattern but

díscussion

patient.

(8å of

4

5

physician information giving
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Biomedi-calIy focused visits were used more often with more

sick, older and lower j-ncome patients by young, male

physicians. Physician satisfaction was lowest in the narrowly

biomedical pattern and highest in the consumerist pattern,

whil-e patient satisfactíon was highest in the psychosocial

pattern.

In the conclusions, primary care communication patterns range

from narrowly biomedical to consumerist patterns and paralle1

the ideal forms of patient-physì-cian relationships described

irr the l-iterature (Roter et al 1997) .

The'patient centred'

o\ivn Canadian general

University of Ontario

model \iìlas created by Levenstein in his

practice.

and appears

This was developed by the

in McWhinney's textbook of

family medicine (IulcWhinney 1989) .

Here the patient presents to the doctor and two pathways are

offered. The art of course is to have the doctor on the right

pat.h at any given moment of the consultation. The first path

emphasises understanding the meaning of the illness for the

patient - an understanding of illness, expectations, feelings,

fears and effects on l-ife and the other pathway is history

t.aking (which obviously in general practice is selective),

physical examination (sel-ective) and diagnosis (more

realistically this should be hypothesis) . The art is to

integrate these pathways. Management, occurs from the

beginning of the consultation.
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1.l_ How does evidence based medicine which has been a trend

in medical education fiE in wÍth CST?

with the advent of evidence based medicine comes a

question of how to use it in generar pract.ice. To be

rel-evant to general practice, evidence must be obtained

there by randomised control_l_ed trials.

Also Donald Show, in his book The Reflective

Practitioner offers the thesis that doctors are bound to

a model of professional knowledge,

technical rati_onality. This 1eads

activit.y being defined as instrumental

called by him

to professional

problem solving,

made rigorous by the application of scientific t,heory and

technique (Show 1995).

However in our actual practice we are increasingly ah¡are

of the import.ance of t.he phenomena of complexity,

uncert.ainty, instabirity, uniqueness and value confrict.

From this viewpoint, evj-dence based medicine may be the

ideal- to strive for in problem solving, but not

appricable in the large part of our work which concerns

probrem setting. problem setting involves the

therapeutic power of the doct.or's personality, the doctor

patient. rel-ationship, compliance etc (patterson !gg7) .

Evidence based medicine cannot. help if the patient

presents with somet.hing that does not exist in textbooks

or i-s dif f icult t.o measure.
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L.2 Conflict between empathy in medical students and learníng

clínical medÍcíne

Studies (ltel-fer I970,- Burstein et al 1980; Diseker &

Micliezutte 1981; Whittemore et âf, 1985) have shown a

decline in empathy towards patients as medical- students

proceed from first year to graduation. Assessing

communication skiIls in medicar students over the rong

term show that they are easily learnt, but also they are

easily forgotten (Kause et al- 1980; EngÌer et al_ 1981;

Elizur et al ]-982) this may be because of students having

to face greater ward responsibirities for patients with

increasingry complicated diseases or adopting the rol-e

model-s of other doctors and clinical- tutors (Mumf ord

'J"971,; Zabarenko et aI a97B) - Res j_stance against. a

patient-centred style of consultation behaviour may be

style in

surgical hospital wards

Technorogy may overshadow human orientation in diagnosing

due t.o the predominance of a more

senior consul-tants in medical and

(Moorhead et al 1991) .

and treating patients, and

doctor's bedside manner and

(,Jensen 1981, Cassel ]-982) .

doctor-centred

studies have noted this in

teaching medj-caI students

Medical students

behaviour are either to 'join the crowd', or

options of

to retain a

humane approach and thus become 'odd man out'l

Empathetic listening to patients r responding to their

emotionar needs and expressing supportive caring are the
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main components of an empat.het.ic approach.

Unfortunately, these are often considered a waste of time

in the hospital setting and are discouraged by c1inical

t.utors (ntlumford 1977, Zabarenko 1978) .

This problem is the devaluation of communication as a

part of the clinical- process. The art of talking and

listening is a poor competitor of technology. A study of

United States community based internal medicine practices

(Laine et al- 1996) has shown that patients rated

information sharing as the second most important factor

after clinical skitl in obtaining good health care.

Doctors rated it sixth.

Other infl-uences which discourage patient-centred

interviewing are student fear that they wil-l_ not be able

to offer solutions if psychosocial problems are raised,

and their acceptance of a responsibility to provide

solutions and corresponding dissatisfaction with

consultations where problems are not amenable to rapid

resol-ution. (Putnam et aI l-988, Tuckett et aI 1985) .

When interactional- skil-ls are taught in medical schools,

the focus ís most usually on the

take an accuraLe history from a

obscured the equally important

techniques needed to

patient. This has

need for adequate

interactional- skills when transferring information to the

patient (sanson-Fisher et aI 1991) .
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A telephone

adults (AtZ

survey of a random sample of United St.ates

response rate) has shown that physicians were

rated l-owest on communication skills. The authors

concluded that in the areas of communication and

attention to the cosLs of treatment, public needs are not

always being met (lUcgride C et aI 1994) .

Mcüühinney (McWhinney 1981) has

has asked that reductionism

made a plea for holism and

overcome its limitations. He

enlarges

says the

its scope to

hol-ist.ic view

acknowl-edges that every

the physician himsel-f

healing process.

illness is dif f erent, and t.hat

is an important, aspect of the

Medical schools around the world are addressing thís

that instruction andimbal-ance. They are realising

experience in the clinical skil1s of communication,

and sensibl-e andobserwation, examinat.ion, investigat.ion,

sensitive management is the crux of personal medicine.

For example, Harvard has a three year required

rongitudinal course in the patient-doctor rerationship

(Branch et aI L991,) . fnterviewing skills are

increasingly being taught in medical schools (Barsky et

aI 1-99I, Carroll et al 1979, Maguire 1979, pilowsky 1979,

Sanson-Fisher 1981, Van Dalen 1989).
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rn Britain Depart.ments of General practice as welr as

Psychiatry have a major role in CST (Communication Skil_Is

Training) for undergraduates. However time avairable in

the academic year L989 / 90 f or csr rnras onry 2eo of the

whol-e curricul-um and despite reports advocating simurated

patients in such training (sanson-Fisher l-9g0), their use

was not generally accepted. onty seven departments

mentioned they used rating scales (Whitehouse 1991).

Some reported data suggest t.hat medical_ graduates of

with patientsinnovative programmes communicate better

and are better prepared to dear with patient.'s social and

emotional probJ-ems than are graduates f rom trad.itionar

programmes (Santos -Gomez et al_ l_990 , Woodward. et aI

1983). However establishing csr in the curriculum may

seem like Banquo's ghost making an appearance: impossibre

to completely ignore, but certainly not especiarry

we]comed (Wrate et a1 1990) . Despit.e this a study of

medical- school-s in the usA has shown the inroads of csr

in the curricul-um to the extent that 352 of schoors are

assessing csr by patient satisfaction or compliance (Kahn

et al 1979) .

rn terms of postgraduate education at present t.here is a

wide range of courses aimed at improving the psychiatric

pract.itioners in the USA

This contrasts with few

of generalinterviewing skitls

and Brit.ain (Burns et aI 1981)

major developments in the t.raining of more experienced



general practitioners in Britain since

of the Bal-int group (Gask et aI 1987, Balint ]'gTg) .

3l
the introduction
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CHAPTER 2

WHY SHOULD CST BE TAUGHT?

communication is a skirred performance which is a vital part
of the medical- interview. There are reasons to teach csr and

these include public Health reasons, patient satisfaction,
patient compliance, the placebo effect, outcomes of chronic
illness and research findings.

2.L Comnunication can be regarded as a skíIled performance

Hargie and

interaction

Marshall p,

Marshal_l 1986 have created a model of dyadic

(Hargie O,

this model-

and their

in interpersonal communication

1986) . The central- processes in
are the goals

mot.ivation to

of the individual_s invol_ved

pursue them. f n the long t.erm goal of
obtaining an accurate medical history there are short
term goars like estabrishing rapport. rt is harder to
achieve the long term goal if t.he suJrgoals are not
achieved- Then there is a range of mediating factors
includíng cognitions, emotions var-ues and beriefs.
cognitions can be defined as: 'al1 the processes by

which the sensory input is Lransformed, red.uced,

elaborated stored, recovered and used' (Meisser, Lg67) .

The skilled professionar wir-r have developed a wide range

of cognitive schemas to faciritate probrem-solving and

decision making during interpersonar interaction,
together with the abirity to make rapid, accurate
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val-ues and belief s ar-so impinge on the consurtation.

Religious beliefs and dearing wíth a request for abort.ion

is a case in point. Ar-so in this moder important factors
are the responses of both parties.

ït can be argued that. much of generar practice consurting

is based on the creation of hlpotheses and then testing
them - Popperrs hypothetico-deductive model_. sir Karl
Popper was an Austrian born British phirosopher of this
century.

fn his Logics der Forschung (the Logic of Scientific
Discowery) he suggested that the t.rue method of science

was Nor one of observation, hypothesis and confi_rmation

but one of conjecture and experiment, in which the

concept of far-sification prayed a crucial role (popper,

1es9) .

By this concept he meant that in science, there is a

continuing process of triar and error: conjectures are

put to the test, of experiment, and those that are not

farsifíed are provisionalry accepted, thus there is no

definitive knowledge but only provisional knowredge that
is constantly being corrected.

ft may be

that can

harder to

that good communicat.ion can

be provisionally accepted

falsify.

lead to hypotheses

because they are



Roger Neiqhbour has demonstrated a systemat.ic display
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of

the verbal- and non verbar indicators of people, s thoughts

and feerings. Arguably the skilled professionar should

be able to pick up these signs.

PHYSICAI, STGNS OF MEÌi¡:TAL STÀTES

( 'Minimal cues' ) (Neighl¡our 1994 )

VERBAI NON VERBAL

SPEECH
CONTENT

l¡lhat's said
What's noL
said

2.2

SPEECH

QUAIJITY
REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEMS

IDTOM
Vocabulary
Figures of
speech
Predicates
Met.aphor
Imagery

AUDITORY
Pace
Pitch
Vol-ume
Rhythm
Modulation

VISUAL
Facial-
expression
Gaze
Eye contact
Crossing
cues

KINAESSTHETIC
Posture
Distance
Touch
Gesture
Mobility
Muscle tone
Breathing

communication between doctor and patient - the ¡redicar

interview

The modern literature on the relationship between d.octors

and their patients contains over 8,000 articles,

monographs, chapters and books (Goold et al Iggg). The

medical j-nterview is the major medium of health care and

has 3 funct,ions and 1_4 structural elements (Lipkin Lg97) .

The 3 functions which inextricably interact are:

a) gathering information

b) developing and maintaining a therapeutic relationship
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

c)

The

11

12-

13.

T4

communicating informat ion .

structural- elements are:

Prepare the environment

Prepare oneself

Observe the patient

Greet the pat.ient

Begin the interview

Detect and overcome barriers to communication

Survey problems

Negotiate priorities

Develop a narrative thread

Establish the life context of the patient

Est.abl-ish a safety net

Present findings and options

Negotiate plans

Close the intervi-ew.

10.

There are dangers in current practice in primary medical

care that these aims of medical- interviewing wirr be

thwarted. The dangers are:

1. The rise of "evidence based medicine" and the use of

st.andard protocors - This ignores the incredibre

variation in patient preferences and characteristics

and biological diversity (Goold et a1 1999).

2. Government requirements of general practit.ioners

which are designed to save money. For example,

forcing the doctor to spend time to get permission to



prescribe cerîtain expensive

available time for the patient
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can mean less

consul-Lation.

drugs

in the

3. Pressure by the doctor to make a bett.er profit by

"pushing them (the

means

patient) through"

less accurate data

more often.

co1 Iect ion;

in recognising the real- problems,. Iess

in test and treatment choices based on

knowledge of the individual patient; less trust,- less

Less time

difficulty

efficiency

healing;

1,997) .

more errors and more waste (Tamblyn et aI

The first thing that

psychosocial

is discarded as visit
length shortens is

aI l-986) .

discussion (Roland et.

4. The modern primary care doctor has a confrict - to
care for indiwiduar patients and to co-ordinate or

restrain access to services. Goor-d et aI (rggg) ask

"whose doctor is it anyway? " By this they mean, is
the doctor rea1Iy answerabre t,o the funding third
part.y or to the patient?

Patients correctly wonder if doctors are caring for
them, the plan (Hearth Maintenance organisations in
USA, COAG trials in Australia) , ot their own jobs or
incomes- This ambiguity encourages rack of trust,
promotes adversarial- relationshíps and inhibits
patient.-centred care.
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Some reasons to teach CST

An increasing number of studies have demonstrated that

patients frequentry recall very l-ittre of the information

given to them by doct.ors (Ley L977) . Direct.

observationar studies of doctors' interact.ive skirl_s have

indicated that very few use techniques such as explicit

categorisation, providing simple concrete directions and

checking for understanding of information (Ley 1983) .

carroll- 1991 reports that a telephone survey across the

United States of 1OOO pati-ents has reveal_ed

four had changed doctors. This was

communicat.ion problems. These \^/ere - the

them feel uncomfortabl-e (55å), did not

that one in

because of

doclor made

respecL the

relieve the

diagnosis

(51?), did

patients'

patients'

(522), did

opinions

anxieties

or concerns (53?), did not

for the given treatment, or

not ans\^rer the patients' questions

not seem to care much about the patient or their health
(50?), did not make sure the patient undersLood what was

said (482) and did not explain what he/she \^ras doing and

why (472). I¡ùhat the sampre said t.hey wanted most from

their docLors was, a clear explanation of the patient.s

choices for treatment (572), asking the patient what they

thought was \^/rong (50?) , checking with the patient for

any questions he/she may have 5o?), certainty that the

patient has explained all_ of his/her concerns (4gZ) ,

confirmation that the patient und.erstands all the doctor
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has said (+gZ) and explanation what procedures mean and

why they may be necessary (472).

csr must be justified to take its place in crowded

curricura at universities and in t.he postgraduate arena.

Whil-e a body of evidence supports CST,

Holy Grail of justification continues. Areas of support

studies,

i1Iness,

come from public heal_th, pat.ient satisfaction

compliance studies, clinical outcomes in chronic

somatisation studies and the demonstrable improvement in
csr skill-s in students, trainees and general

practitioners.

Pr¡b1ic Health

one approach to health communication has been integrating

the use of the media with interpersonar communication

(lrwin 1990 ) . whire mass media can be independ.ent.ty

successfur in information diffusion campaigns, greater

and longer lasting effects tlpically forrow from

interpersonal- communication support (Rice et al 19g9). A

st.udy of methods of patient education from New Mexico has

shown no significant difference in the number of

preventíve procedures performed after the introduction of

patient education materials into the waiting room (Mead

et al 1995) .

studies have used this method to educate communities

the search for the

2.4

about health habits and heart, cancer and respiratory
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Centre

for Communication Research and Centre for Research in

Disease Prevention (Maccoby et al

1985, Flora et al 1989). Patients

I¡/ere more satisf ied and less

1977, Farquaar et aI

in an Australian st.udy

anxious with general

practitioners who \^¡ere trained in communication skills

(Evans et al- L992). However doctors who act as

communicating catalysts in the process of behavioural

achieve much by simplychange in preventive medicine can

helping a patient move from t.he pre-contemplative to the

contemplative stage of any behavioural change. Sirnple

motivation and support will help the patient get from

pre-contemplatíon to contemplation to action to

maintenance and finally the goal of long term behaviour

change and help the patient deal with any relapses along

the way (Prochaska et aI 1986) .

Anti smoking campaigns in Finland (puska et al 1985) and

Austral-ia have achieved better results with the

integration of a community programme with the media

programme. In NSVü general practit.ioners $/ith anti

smoking kits achieved an abstinence rate of Aïeo at three

months (fgger et aI 1983)- Heyrrood et al (]-994) noted

that those risk factors for cardiovascular disease

amenabl-e to pharmacological management (such as

hypertension) receive more attention than those which

require behavioural modification (such as smoking
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cessation) despite the l-atter offering the greatest

potential in the prevention of cardiovascular disease.

PaÈient satísfaction

Adequate medical interviewing skills are needed for

patient satisfaction. Studies have shown that the level

of patient satisfaction depends on the doctors' attitude

and on the amount of information that they communicate to

the patient (Korsch et aI 1972, ComsLock et al ]-gg2) - It

has been found t.hat eliciting the patient's view of the

problem plays an J-mportant part in the successfur ouLcome

of a consultation (Tucket.t et al 1985) .

The impact of CST

care is difficult

(Gask et aI L99I)

by general practice traj-nees on patient

to assess. One study cited by Gask

has found that such training does have

an impact on patient. care and satisfaction.

Patients in an Australian study were more satisfied and

l-ess anxious with General practitioners who were trained

in communicat.ion skills (Evans 1,992). A¡. Australian

study of patient satisfaction in 133 generar practices

has found three major factors using factor analysis. The

mosL important to overall satisfaction r^ras a collection

of it.ems which could be broadly characterised as

'measuring the patient's perception of the interaction

between patient and practitioner,. This v/as more

important than technical aspect.s of the consultat.ion or
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4t

order of

strength in the interaction factor were wirlingness to

l-isten (by the doctor) , ability to answer questions,

respect shown by doctor, willingness Lo answer questions,

explanation given by doctor, doctor's concern about

problem, way doctor examines yoü, notice doctor takes of

wishes, doctor's willingness to spend time, ability to

treat problems, doctors knowledge, advice given by doctor

and amount of time doctor spends (steven et al- 1,999) .

Pat.ient satisfacti-on is one of the variabl_es linked to

compliance (Ley et al 1982, Korsch et al 1968, Becker et

al L984, Dimatteo 1979, stone L979) . patients who get

more information are more satisfied than those who get

thatless (HaI] et al_ 19Bg) and an interviewing style

focuses on psychosociar concerns is also rerat.ed to
patient satisfaction (Berkat.is et al 1991)

Patients' satisfaction shows some correl_ation with both

compliance and s]¡mptom rerief (Fitzpat.rick L984, Harl et

ar 1988) . Although measures of patient sati-sfact.ion with

medical- care are arways positively skewed the two areas

most frequently noted to cause dissatisfactíon are the

doctor's lack of skirr in communicating information and

respect for the patient.

Rather than being beneficial_ only as a

greater compliance, the patient's

step on the way to

sense of being
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respect.ed and cared for may reduce anxieties encouraging

coping efforts, and supportively buffer him or her

against the isolatj-on, stigma and daily practical

difficulties of il-Iness. Hopefulness may have

immunol-ogical correlates and. this must be bett.er for

heal-th than chronic slress, d.epression and social

deprivation (O'Leary 1990). posen (1993) has documented

how non medical literature has portrayed the physician's

Doctor Finet (ZoIa 1887)

respect get pretty short

bedside manner fn Zola's

information giving and patient

shrift.

rrMonsieur Finet spent a long time examining the sick

man while (Lise) and her husband watched anxiously. The

doctor's silence conf irmed their anxiety. When he sat

down in the kitchen to

to question him: "So,

week eh? Heavens, what

that you're writing? "

write a prescription they decided

Might. last a

What's all

its serious is it?

a long prescription

Monsieur Finet made no repIy. He was used to this sort

of interrogation by peasants bewildered and upset by the

sight of illness and he had taken the wise decision of

treating them like horses, refusing to enter into

conversation with them.

The attit.ude of a group of doctors to the consultat.ion is

described by Balzac in Cousin pons (BaLzac IB47):
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rrAs they took leave of one another

threshol-d of the main entrance they \^/ere

on the

letting

chattingscience and truth out of the bag

together as doctors do once the

consultation is overil.

and

farce of a

Patient satisfaction in a meta anarysis by Hal_t et ar

(1988) was more closely re]ated to provid.er behaviours of

information giving than to partnership buirding. The

authors fert that giving information refl_ected the

provider's caring disposition and positive regard. Being

its own is not enough.nice or caring on

In a British study (Salmon et

intentions when attending a

physical symptoms were unrel_ated

factors such as patient beliefs

aI 7994) of patient's

general practit.ioner,

to intentions and other

about the origins of

their symptoms r^rere more important. determinants of what

such pati-ents sought from their Gp. By contrast, the

revel- of psychological slrmptoms correlated. with the

desire for support from the Gp. so emotionally

dístressed patients attend primariry to seek support and

t.his study showed that they do not seek greater levels of

medical- treatment or information than other patients.

The amount of support already experienced from family and

friends hras unrelated to the further support. sought from

the GP.



The GP's hrere sensitive to the seeking of

However they \^rere insensitive to the patients

for explanat.ion and

specifically want from

(Ingham et aÌ 1986).

later to comment on

consultations about

"good" or rìbad" a

emerged. The l_mage

humanr^ras a carlng
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reassure factors that

support.

intentions

patients

aI 1989)their GP (Salmon et

When patients were asked a week

video recordings of their orivn

whether the general practitioner r^/as

pattern of practitioner behaviour

of the "good" general practitioner

being, an individual who listens,

concerned and who acts like anunderst.ands and

ordinary person

(Arborecius et a1

l_s

and treats the patient as equal

1-992)

A general practice

that mosL patients

intended to.

(Snyder et al- I976) has shown

to air the problems they had

study

fail

Maguire et ar report that patients can be provided with
j-nadequate information about investigation, aetiology,

prognosis or management. (Maguire et al 1986)

Several studies (lVare et aI t979, Dimatteo et al_ lg7g,

Hulka et al L975, hlare et aI 1975, Ben-Sira 1_976 and

Dimat,teo et a] 1980) have shown that it is the ability of

the physician to communicate concern, warmth and interest

in the patient as a whol-e person which produces a
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The physician's

expertise in curing the il-rness is rarely seen to count

more than his or her facility to care for the patient,s

psychosocial needs. These studies have covered a broad

range of health settings. rn the famiry practice study

(Dimatteo et ar l-980) older patients rated the affective

care of their physicians more favourably than younger

patients and so did patients who had been with their

physician for a longer time. Dimatteo feels that the

alarming popularity of unscientific approaches to hearth

care where satisfaction is used to support questionabre

medical practices suggests that patients, need.s for the

interpersonar aspects of medical care are so strong that

they are willing to reject the establ-ished technicar

advantages of the modern medical system in order to

receiwe such care.

A possible explanation for the significance patients

place on their doctors' affective behaviour is that

reassurance and rerief from anxiety are part. of the

reason people seek professionar help in the firsL place.

sometimes somatic complaints are expressions of problems

havi-ng more to do with psychosocial distress than with

organic disease and satisfaction may result from the

doctor's ability to engage them on an emotional- lever

without disparaging their slrmptoms. (Ben-sira et ar

1e76) .
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satisfaction with

general practitioners (Willíams et aI 1991-) it r¡ras found

that while consumers expressed high overall satisfaction

with their general practitioner, or specific questioning

3B? of the sample felt that they could not discuss

personal problems with their general pract.itioner. The

specific criteria which yield the highest association

with overall- satisf action scores had l-ess to do with

things such as access, availability, level and type of

service provision etc and much more to do with the nature

and quality of the doctor-patient relationship and the

general practitioner' s prof essional- skil-l-s (i. e. psycho-

social and interpersonal criteria) .

Older peopì-e tended to be more satisfied with most

aspects of general practice, than middle aged and younger

a north LondoncounterparLs - 592 of adolescents in

general practice study found it embarrassing to talk to

their general practitioner about personal concerns (Xari

et al 1-997) -

Analysis of videotapes of consultations show that general

practitioners fail to understand $/hy patients have come

in as many as 252 of consul-tations. Some of this may be

due to poor skil-ls of communication on the part of the

practitioner (Arborelius et aI 1991) .
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of General Pract.ice in Edinburgh has been

'definition, determinants and delivery ofresearching

qualit.y care

since 1983.

consultation

which held

style (fast,

1-992) .

During this

recognised

satisfaction

the

in general practice' in a series of projects

fnitial work showed correl_ation between

length and patíent satisfaction generally

and doctorm1xafter controlling for case

medium or slow consulter)

study a

with the

which

(Howie et aI

sub set of six questions r¡¡as

general measure of patient

focus toappeared to give

to understand and

particular

patients'

il-lness.

abitity to cope with their

These enabl-ement questions are considered

their creators to be both rel_atively valid, reliable

useful instruments for use in studies of the process

by

and

and

outcome of general pract.ice consultations. rn research

into scottish fundhording it v/as found that after

cont.rolling for case mix, 'enabrement' again correrated

with 'consultation length'

l-evel

at population level_, practice

level and at, doctor (Howie et al 1995)

This work has shown that 'enablement' can be scored in

various dif ferent u/ays (mean score i zero, l-ow or high

scores; percentage above and bel0w the median score) and

that. ranking doctors on those different measures again

produce simil-ar distrlbutions.
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2.6 Compliance

Ever sj-nce Hippocrates noted t.hat patients often rie when

they say

prowiders

compliance

they have

have been

taken their medicine, health care

concerned with the issues of patient

Hippocratesand non adherence to treatment.

once said: "keep a watch also on the faults of the

the taking ofpatients, which often make them 1ie about

things prescribed" . Rosenstock 19g5 states: ' . . clearly,

the difficurty does not lie in any rack of interest in

health malters, nor with any public reructance to attempt

cures of illness, but rather in people,s unwilringness or

inability to adopt those specific regimens prescribed by

health professionals" (Rosenstock 19g5) .

The most typical range of non adherence is from 30? to

60Z (Masek, 1,992) . Treatment non adherence can resul_t in

personal injury, recurrent infections, increased pat.ient

visits, unnecessary diagnostic tests, emergency care,

arternative treatment.s, increased or additionar

medicat.ions, eventual hospitalisation, fail-ure to obtain

the therapeutic outcome, short term and tong term

degenerative changes, and inabirity t.o establish the

efficacy of a therapeutic regimen (Meichenbaum et al

L9B7) .

How doctors rerate to their patient.s is critical_ in
affecting the adherence process. Adherence enhancing

procedures onry work in the context of a concerned,



compassionate rel-atj-onship where the patient is viewed

a knowledgeable alIy who must actively part.icipate in

treatment process (Anderson eL aI l-982) .
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AS

the

There are many variables in patient compliance with

advice or therapy. About half of at1 medical- advice

given tends not to be followed (pendl_eton et al 1990) .

Unnecessary admissions, therapy, complications and

investigations can resul-t from poor compliance. An

association has been demonstrated between the quality of

a consult.ation using relatively simple measures and

subsequent patient compliance (Korsch et al_ L97L, Irassen

l-990). It has been also shown that patients comply

better with adwice in the consult.ation when t.hey have

been involved in making a decision (finf 1976) -

Philosophically the word patient adherence may be a

better word to use, than compliance has connotations of

passive acceptance of advice or therapy rather than

active participation. In a study of 27L general

practitioner consul-tations the doctor-pat.ient

communication was examined in the conLext of decision

making about

practitioners

they discussed

prescription medications. The general

tended to overestimate the extent to which

patient.s' ability

plan as weII as the

patients opinion about

side ef f ects. Al-so

to fo1low the treatment

which they elicited theextent to

the prescribed medication and its

242 of the patients left the

consultation v/ith an "illusion of competence,,, a belief



that important topics had been discussed

they had not. been mentioned at all_.

acceptance

decisions
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when, in fact,

one prerequisite for compliance is the patientrs recal-l

of the doctor's instructions, and recall_ in turn is

facj-l-itat.ed by specific and comprehensibl-e t.erms, lack of

jargon, repetition and hearing the most important parts

of the message first (Ley, 1988).

Despite considerabre research into the effect of medicar

advice on patient behaviour, only about 50? of patients

comply with long-term drug regimes. When it comes to

changes in lifestyre the percent.age of patients who

comply with medical- advice is often in the order of

single figures. Butler et al OggA) see patient

resi-stance to change as not entirely the patient,s fault.

They view it as stemming partly from t.he hray cl-inicians

talk to patients. Giving advice is usually inadequate to

moti-vate people to embark on major lifestyle changes.

Butl-er et ar propose a negotiat.ion-based framework that

harnesses patients' intrinsic motivation to make their

own decisions. This approach encourages clinicians'

patients' decisions, even if theseof

run counter to current medical wisdom

Many people are leaving orthodox medicine for

complementary medicine. The main reasons that peopre

embark on complementary medicine are:
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a

a

a

it is perceived as more natural

it allows a more active rol-e for the patient

orthodox medicine has failed to provide relief

for a specific complaint

side effects have occurred with orthodox

medicine

a more positiwe patient-practitioner relation-

ship is wanted (Vincent et al- 1996)

o

a

2.7 The placebo effect

Balint in his book The Doctor, His Patient and the

Illness (ea1int, 1952) repeatedly referred to the

concept of the drug "doctor". By this he meant the

therapeutic potential in the doctor hím or hersel_f

as a human being. The word placebo (Latin 'f shall

please') was first. used in the 14th century (Shapiro

1964) - At present several theories are taken

seriously as possible explanations for the placebo

ef f ect, and these incl-ude cl-assic Pavlovian

conditioning, response expectancy

psychoneuroimmunological response (Anton

1,999) . A research design that can

investigate components

balanced placebo design

of the placebo effect

and a

et al-

validly

is the

(Kfeijnen et al- 1,994) .
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Thomas (L987) , a general practitioner, used this

research design.

consulting "wel-I"

The resul-ts indicated the power of

on patient satisfaction. Thomas

randomly assigned 2OO

no definite diagnosis

treatment arms a

symptomatic patients in whom

consultation conducted in a

'positive' manner, with and without treatment,. and

a consultatíon conducted in a.negalive, manner,

with and without treatment. Two weeks after the

consultation, he found a significant. difference in

patient satisfaction between the posì_tive and

negative groups, but not between the t.reated and

untreated groups. This is a future method to assess

the impact. of extraneous factors on specific

treatment effects.

2.8 Clinícal- outcomes ín chronic íIlness

chronic illness is defined as feeling unwerr- for more

than six months, whether or not an object.ive cause can be

found. Demographic changes

society with increases in

in the age st.ructure of our

the elderly population has

meant that changing proportions of acute to chronic

could be made to one of four

to today'sdisease presented

been accompanied by

role, and in the

changes in

doctor patient

1e8e) .

general practitioner have

the general practitioners,

relationship (Bates et aI

1,987, McWhinney



Chronj-c ill-ness is usually but not
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always associated with

an objective

I imitat ions

cause and produces often illness-related

to normal activities. Such aspects make

chronic ill-ness a f ar more physicaì-ly, psychorogically

and emotionalry involved and comprex phenomena for both

patient and general pract.itioner, than those of the

simple acute care situation. The tradítionar rol-e of the

general practitioner is struclured around the short term,

diagnostic, biomedical- moder of i1Iness, with medicar-

power and authority retained by the doctor (parsons,

1es1) .

A qualitative study of some Austrarian general practice

patients has suggested that patients with complex chronic

conditions may require longer review of their illness and

treatment as wel-l- as an opportunity to raise issues and

concerns about their illness, its impact on their lives

and their personal management st.rategies (Martin l-ggg) -

However this study did not emphasise on going chronic

illness management. where the relationship between patient

and doclor, a professionar and responsible doctor rore

and the provision of comprehensive and convenient

servi-ces have been shown to be more important than

consultation Iength.

Patients are considered to be changed so as to conform to

the expectations of the doctor (Cox et â1, I97S).
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The generar practitioner's aim in this acute sick rore

model is to return the sick person to good health and

within society. However,

with someone suffering a

normal- l-evel- of

when taking such

chronj-c j-IIness,

return to good

functioning

an approach

considering that the

health, or t.heir

patient may never

normal l-evels of

physical, psychological,

(as well as the doctor's

funct j-oning, the patient's

emotional- and social needs

professional- expectations) are certainry not realised.

The changing rol-e of the generar practitioner then,

involves a dif f erent approach to t.he d.octor pat,ient

rel-ationship.

human being,

aspects to

reductionist

thus unlike the biomedical_

Here more so the patient is seen as a

an int.egrated whole with many different

be dealt with. A hol_istic rather t.han

vi-ew is needed in chronic ill-ness managemenL

acute-care model- of medicine,

the doctor patient rel-ationship is characteristic more of

a therapeutic team, (oft.en al-so invorving other members

of the primary heal-th care team and also some medicat

specialists). In such a team doctor and patient work

together to herp decide the best means of management of

the í]lness instead of simply aiming to treat the

iIlness.

rn chronic ílrness the health care team can offer ad.vice,

but the pat.ient,

implementation,

in the end must be responsible for its

as he or she lives !ùith the illness and



therefore administers appropriate therapy.

Benef icial- outcomes

only from paLient

compliance but to

report and in the

illness that can
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(Buttfiel-d et

of medical consultations range not

and doctor satisfaction and patient

improvements in health both by sel-f

relatively f ew sympt.oms of chronic

be measured objectively. These

â1, 1990) .

Patient and doctor have far more of an equar relationship

with each other, no compromise of the patient's possible

wel-l- being arises through power struggles, or through

rack of invol-vement of the most informed person of alr in

the il-lness management decision making: the patient.

All- of this is the more important as chronic illnesses

have suppranted infectious and parasitic diseases as the

pre-dominant. medical- disorders in industrial_ised naLions

(Gerson et al 1975) .

objective measurement.s include blood pressure in

in diabetes.hl4gertension

There is now

and glycosylated haemoglobin

evidence of associations between al-l_ these

desirable outcomes and a consultation style by the doct.or

which allows or encourages active patient participation

in the consultat.ion, particularly aft.er t.he diagnosis has

been made by the doctor (Henbest et al- 1990, Kaplan et al_

7989, Rost et aI 1989, Winefield 199]-) .
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Patients are active processors and recipients of

information; there is therefore a clear need to develop

a mutuality of expectations between patients and HCps.

Only when such expectations are congruent will pat.ient

satisfaction and accompanying treatment adherence be

increased. Such joint consideration of mutual

expectations wiII help to nurture a more equitable

relatíonship between patients and HCps, a relationship

where patients can assume greater responsibility for the

outcome of the treatment. The task for the HCp shifts to

one of helping patients help themselves, as described by

Szasz and Hollender's (fSSe) mutual participation model_.

The advice of the doctor is only one of many sources of

j-nfluence on the patient's decision to take the drug as

prescribed or not. From this point of view, the three

models of doctor-patient interaction proposed by Szasz

and Hollender (1956) may have wider applicability than

Parsons' (1951) description of the sick role.

They propose three t)T)es of doctor-patient relationships

depending upon the severity of the patient, s condition.

The first they describe is act.ivity passivity. This ty¡le

of relationship applies when the patient is acutely ill,

or injured and helpless and the treatment proceeds

wíthout any real effort on the patient,s part.
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The second type of relationship, quidance-co- operation or

the building health care provider co-operating mode, is

appropriate during the most acute conditions and/or acute

exacerbations of a chronic il-rness. Here the patient is

ill but aware of the si-tuation.

The mutual partici pation relationship is an active

partnership in which

in power. fL applies

heal-th care professional_s are equal

to chronic diseases, prewention and

consult.ations with signif icant psychosocial- f actors.

Patients who already know their doctor, rather than those

conditions that demand good

chronic diseases, emotional problems or i11 defined

dj-sease, were al-so more likely to have consul-tations with

markers of better communication (Bain Lgjg) -

meet j-ng her or him f or the f irst time are

communicate better (Snyder et aI 1,976) - While

communication,

If a doctor is patient. cent.red he or

communication skills to understand

has a religious commitmenl or not.

like1y to

those with

such as

she should have the

whether the patient

Studies have shown

links between religious

health (Matthews et al-

have been lower rates

depression and suicide

commitment and physical or mental_

1998) . In mental healt.h t.here

of substance abuse, anxiety,

while in physical heatt.h Iower

rates of hlpertension, heart disease and cancer (Levin et

aI 1987, Kune et al- 1993) New data suggests findings



such as quicker recovery from

1998, Koenig et al- 7992) .
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depression (Koenig et al

2.9 Randomised controlled trials of doctor-patient

communication in a general practíce setting

These trials have been described by Stewart (1995)

Evans et al- (L987) randomly selected from four hundred

general practice patients with a variety of problems and

studied the effect of an inlervention of two three hour

seminars r,'rith practitioners on history taking on the

experimental

were forty

communication measure

group. Subjects were L7-75 years and there

There was nogeneral pract.itioners.

and the patient

resul-ts showedanxiety l-evel. The mean state anxiety

scores on the state-trait anxiety inventory for groups

treated by trained and untrained physicians of 42.9 (SO

7 .I) and 45 .3 (S¡ 7 .2) respectively (p < O. OO1) .

Roter et al (fggf) in a RCT of 652 consecutive family

practice and primary care internal medicine practice

(mean age 40, number of physicians 69) had as their

intervention physicians receiving eight hours training on

verbal skills to hand1e emotion or eight hours training

on verbal skill-s for problem solving, or no intervention.

AIt physician and patient statements were classified.

For the 311 patients with high distress at baseline, t.he

respective mean reducLions in distress at two weeks r¡rere

outcome measure was
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6.55, 6.89 and 5-27 (out of 30) for the two intervention

groups and control- group respectively. (p < 0.05) .

Randonised controlled trials of physician-paÈíent

comrnunícation during history taking in an outpatient

setting

Despite an outpatient setting these studies are incl_uded.

They are also different in that patient education is the

intervent.ion.

Greenfiel-d et al (1985) studied 45 patients vùith peptic

ulcer and the experiment.al group had a 20 minute session

to improve t.heir participation in the int,erview and

information-seeking skil-l-s. signif icant dif ferences for

the experimental and control_ groups for physical

limitation were found.

The classical study of Kaplan et aI (fg8g) involved 252

patients with breast cancer, diabetes, hl4gertension or

peptic ulcer (age approximately 50 years).

The number of physicians was not specified and the

experimental- group

participation in

had a twenty minute session to improve

the interview and information seeking

skills. A1l physician and patient statements were

patient outcome measures hrere heal_th and

functional stalus, blood pressure and blood glucose

revers - The experimental- group made more assertions and

classified. The



received more informat.ion from d.octors than
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t.he control

group. communication measures significantly affected

patÍent hea1t.h, functionar stat.us and physiological

measures.

2.ll Randomised eontrolled trials

communication during discussion of

stat.us

of physician-patienb

the management plan

RCT's al-so involvedThe Roter, Greenf iel_d and Kaplan

in theelements of communi_cation discussion of the

management plan.

None of these RCT's related to general practice but the

closest was the study by Greenfield et al- (19s8) . Here

59 patients with diabetes with a mean age of 49 in

outpatients were randomised wit.h the experímental_ group

getting a 20 minute session to improve participation in

the interview and information seeking skilrs - patients

in this group ended

better functional

up with higher communícation scores,

haemoglobin l-evel_ than control

and lower glycosylated

subjects < 0.05.

2 -L2 Psychiatric rlrness and com¡runicat,ion skirrs
fn Britain 10-15? of the population suffer mental il_lness

time and doubte the number of contact.sat any point of

for mental- il-lness occur in primary care . The main point.

disorders is notof contact for peopJ_e with psychiatric

psychiatry services or community psychiatric teams but

the general practitioner (Sharp et aI 1989) .
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The economic effect of these disorders shows that the

costs of treatment are smarl- in general practice compared

vrith the costs of sickness absence and earry retirement.

The total- cost of neurosis in generar practice in Britain

in 1989 was estímated to be 6000 mitlion pounds. (Croft-

,Jef freys et al l_989) .

V'lhat makes a general practit.ioner

psychiatric illness? Gotdberg et

good detectors are, ort the whole,

a good detector of

aI (1993) feel that

more self confident,

empathetic, interested in psychiatry with

knowledge and are overall of higher academic

accurate

ability.

use ofTheir interview style is characterised. by

screening questions for psychological

questioning about the family and home,

clarification of complaints. They are more

verbal- and non-verbal cues of distress and

the

distress,

and greater

sensitive t.o

are better at

dearing with over tarkativeness. A higher detection rate

has arso been associated with the ability of t.he

practitioners to provoke or enhance the emission of

'cues' indicative of psychological distress, ê.9.

sighing, tearfulness, agitation (non verbal) or direct

mentioning of depression.

Goldberg al-so f ound that behaviours intuitively Iinked

are associated with decreasedwith poor

emission of

detection

such cues by patients. I¡'Ihile further work is



needed in this f ield, it is cl-ear that the type

interview conducted by the doctor plays a cruciar role.
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of

whíl-e it is sometimes suggested that interviewing abirity
is an innate, largely unalterabr-e skirt, detection can be

greatly increased by improving knowledge about

psychiatric ilr-nesses and by paying attention to the

factors which contribut.e to better interviewing
technique. Video training courses with peer revl-e\^/ afe

an effective toor for identifying errors in technigue and

enhancing case detection (Co1dberg and Steele l_980).

A need for communication skilrs studies have shown that
50? of psychosociar- and psychiatric probJ_ems are missed
(Davenport et ar r9g7) , 542 of patient problems and 452

of patient concerns are neither ericited by the physician
nor disclosed by the patient (Stewart et al_ Ig79) .

Patients and physicians do not agree on the main

presenting problem in 5O? of visits (Starf iel-d et al-

1981).

An American study suggests that the physician-patient

encounter is strongly influenced by the patient,s health.
using the medical outcomes study short-form general

health survey Bertakis et aI (fgg:) found in a sample of
150 new patíenls at a university primary care centre that
better heatth scores resur-ted (when consur-tations \^/ere

videotaped and analysed with the Davis observation code)



r^rhen a greater portion of the consultation rilas

a smaller
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spent on

portionphysical examinatíon and chatting and

of the visit on history taking.

predicted by diminished patient mental

Counselling

healt.h scores

was

Thus it seems that patients need to feel comfortable

about discussing their feelíngs and emotions with their

usual- general practitioner. This may be related to the

age of the patient. This idea r,.ras explored in the

following thesis study. I performed a study on 3O04

South Austral-ians concerninq these feelings and emotions.
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in2

STI'DY I

13 Does patients, age

. discussing feelings

practítioner?

emotional-

Patients

problems of patients

have expectations during

(Kessler et

these consultations and

ínf luence percept,ions of comfort

and emotions with their usual general

fntroduction

The consul-tation is a doctor, s most important and

intimate professional_ activity. In the space of a 40

year career the average practitioner will consul_t with

patients 120,000 to 160,000 times which is an amazing

1995) . It has

care physician

number of times for any task (Lipkin et a1

also been suggested that the primary

spends from 20 252 of his or her time coping with

al 198s).

wanting to talk about their own feelings during a

consultation has been shown to be increasingly important.

Williams et al (1995) have shown that a third of general

practice patients in a British study want.ed to express

t.heir feelings. Also peopte may seek help from a general

practitioner in the first prace to obtain reassurance and.

hence decrease their feelings of anxiety (Ben sira 1_976) .

Patients who express their feelings have been shown in

other generaì- practice studies (stewart L9g4, Romm et aI

L976) to be more rikery satisfied with the consurLation

and compliant ten days lat.er and to have better s)¡mptom

control. Actual- positive healt.h oulcome f rom

consultations with patients suffering from diabetes,



hypertension and peptic ulcer has been
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associated with

more expression of emotion, more control- by patients and

more information sought by patients and given by the

doctor (Kaplan et al 1989).

The general practitioner's behaviour in the consul-tation

may infruence whether the patient feers comfortabl_e

enough to express their feelings and emotions. Bertakis

et ar (1991) in a study of patients with chronic diseases

found that patient satisfaction was greater when the

doctor's emotional- tone was 1ess dominating and the

psychosocial- topi-cs.

is t.he ability of the

doctor counselled Lhe patient for

Several studi-es have shown that it

doctor to communi-cate concern, warmth and interest 1n the

pat.ient holistically that produces a positi-ve response

HalI et aI l-981,from the patient (gen

I¡lasserman 1984, Dj_matteo

Sira 1976,

et a1 7979, Dimatteo et. al 1980,

Hul-ka et al 7975) - This nature and quality of the

doctor-pat.ient rerationship causes far more patient

satj-sfaction with the practitioner than fact.ors such as

access, availability, l-ever and t14pe of service (I,titriams

et al- 1991) .

rn Austral-ia this area has been under researched but one

can assume that the findings of the previous northern

hemisphere st.udies apply here. The data that \^re do have

seems to indicate that what. satisfies patients in generar

practice consurtati-ons may not be congruent with the



doctor's satisfaction (Winefield et aI 1995).

patients may be

general practice

more satísfied as a study of Norwegian

patients has found that the practit.ioner

recognised more

caregivíng with

1997) - There

sorrow, loneliness and the demands of

increasing patient age (Gulbrand.sen et aI

is theref ore a need t,o explore patient

been undert,akensatisfaction further and this st.udy has

to anal-yse perceptions of a

in discussing feelings and

general practitioner.

were hel-d
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Older

group of patient.s of comfort

emotions with their usual

your

very

usual

Method

A question concerning

feelings and emotions

perceived comfort in discussing

with a person's usual general

practitioner \^¡as incruded in a survey conducted by the

south Austral-ian Health commission in october-December

1993.

Personal interviews at househol_ds throughout the state

and the question asked by the interviewer was:

"When you see your usual general

be in discussing

practit ioner, horlrl

comfortabLe would you feelings and

categories:emotÍons?" They were asked to nominate the

"very comfortable.

comfortable, not at

GP/have never seen a

fairly comfortable, not

all comfortable and haven't a

GP"



This quest.ion v/as included in an '.C)mnibus,, survey

other questions from state hearth organisations and

total duration of an inLerview was 3O minutes.
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with

the

The sample was selected from metropoJ-itan and rurar

areas. The meLroporitan sample \¡/as taken f rom 320

randomry selected corlectors' districts used by the

Austrarian Bureau of statistics ín the 1991 census.

within each col-rector's district, a starting point was

randomly selected. From this starting point, using a

predetermined selection process based on a 'skip pattern,

of four households, 10 dwerlings \^rere chosen. onty one

interview v/as conducted per househol-d and, where more

than one person aged 15 or over resided in the household,

the respondent was the person whose birthday was next.

The country sample automatically included arI

cities/towns with a population síze of 10,000 or more in

the 1991- census. The bal-ance of the country sample hras

selected from centres with a population of 1,000 or more

in the ]-991- census, with probability proportional to

size- Thus the country sample hras serf weighting. A

cluster size of 10 h/as also employed in the country

sample at each of the 100 starting points. Again, one

person was serected per dwelling using the same

procedures as for the metropolitan area.
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otherTo ensure that

questions ) \¡ias

interviews were

questJ-ons \â/ere

in fact., been

they were the

the whole survey (including

constructed in an appropriate wây, 50

conducted during September 1993. üthere

difficurties were apparent, users hrere contacted and

changes made. The 60 interviewers who worked on the

survey were briefed from 1"t october 1gg3. rnterviewing

continued through october, November and was concl-uded at

the end of the first week in December. prior to data

input 5Z

random and

of each interviewer, s work was selected at

the respondents re-contacted. A number of

asked of respondents to ensure they had,

birthday next at

interviewed including confirmation that.

person in the household to have their

the time of interview.

Data were weighted by the inverse of the individual's

probability of selection, then re-weighted to benchmarks

derived from the 1,99r census of population and housing

from the ABS by age sex and l-ocation. The relatively few

míssing responses to questions were fol_Iowed up by

telephone where possible.

where a refusal- was encountered, another interviewer

called with up to 6 separate visits -

Results

From the 4,200 househords in the sampring frame there was

no cont.act after 6 visits at different times of the
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day/evening and different days of the week for 330. For

II7 the houses were vacant (including 14 holiday houses

at Wallaroo and Kingston SE) . For 27 the selected

respondent was away for the duration of the survey and in

2 the dwelling was considered unsafe to enter.

This then l-eft 3724 contacted households which gave a

response rate of 892. Of t.hese househol_ds f ailure to

answer the questions from the intervie\i/er was due to lack

of interest or being

mentally noL capable

too busy (583), being ill or

(t+¡ or being unabl-e to speak

theEnglish (74) . In 41,2 of

selected occupant chose 'very

the statement: "When you

practitioner, how comfortabl-e

the 3,724 households

comfortabl-e' in response to

see your usual- general

woul-d you be in discussing

your feelings and emotions" (Tabl-e 1) .

Tab1e 1: When you see your usual general- practíEíoner, l'ow
comforEable would you be in díscussíng youÍ feeIíngs
and emotíons?

%of
respondents

Very comfortable

Fair1y comfortable

Not very comfortable

Not at all- comfortable

Have not a usual- GP/have never
seen a GP

Not interested
Too il-l
Cannot speak English
ToÈal

n = 3724

4t
23

10

4

2

1-6

2

2

100
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The 3004 respondents who agreed to

question \¡rere anaÌysed by age and

estimated Sout.h Australian population

This Australian Bureau of Statistics

answer the survey

compared with the

in 7993 (Table 2) -

estimate was based

on the 1-99I

updated for

interstate

census of the South Australian population and

subsequent births, deaths and overseas and

migration (Australian Bureau of Statistics

1993 ) . There was a significant difference between t.his

sample of 3004 and the overall South Austral-ian

population (1-,1-62,L'77) for age groups, X2 A9-6, df L2, p

< 0.05. There v/as also a significant difference for

gender v/ith 49?

of the sample)

sample) . (One

of the population male (compared with 4l_?

and 50.8? femal-e (compared with 59? of the

sample test for proportion z = -5.7) .



Table 2: ABS estímated populaEion by age group South
AustraTía 7993, compaïed wíth sanple

The 3004 respondents who agreed to anshrer the

question \ivere also examined by age group (fig 1)

7l

survey

The

chi square test for a trend. in proport j-ons (x2rn) was

in each age group whoused on the proportions of those

st.ated comfort with tarking about feel-ings and emotions

with their usual general practitioner (stated comfort) X2

< 0.0002. Thus the null hypothesis of1pTR = 113, df

no age group

favour of a

comfort with

difference in st.ated comfort was rejected in

trend of increasing proportions of stated

age group membership. By subtracting the

(I2+, df 5) the chi square departure (X2

Àge
grouPa

SÀ
Population

number

Sa.urple
nunber

sÀ
Population
percentage

Sanple
percentage

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45- 49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65-69

70-74

75+

TotaI

101-, 43 0

71-5 ,257

1l-l_, 3 g0

l-19, 390

113,l_04

1_O'7 ,952

96 ,691,

73 ,537

64,726

63,378

64,022

52 ,896

78,4L4

LL62,L77

186

234

273

345

336

2s0

224

1_ 81

l- 8I

]-75

212

188

2t2

3004

8.7

9.9

9.6

10.3

9.7

9.3

8.3

5.3

5.6

5.5

5.5

4.6

6.7

100

6.2

7.8

9.1-

11.5

lt.2
8.3

7.4

6.0

6.3

5.8

7-7

6.2

7.L

100

trend chi square



DEP) of 11 r,'ras obtained which with 4 degrees

was significant at the SZ Level. Thus while

for perce j-ved comf ort increasing by age

significant, it vras not linear. Seventy one

Ninety

had a

group

proportions. There

in reported comfort

respondents

Analysing

72

of freedom

the trend

group was

percent of

stated they

this by age

decreasing

difference

those in the 15-24 year age group reported comfort and

this percentage increased wit.h each age group.

Figure 1:

seven percent of all these

usual general

showed no

practitioner.

trend of increasing or

hras a significant gender

100%

90%

80o/o

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Perceived comfort of respondents in discussing emotions and
feelings with their usual General practitioner

15-24 25-34 35-44 45_54 55_64
Age group of respondents having usual Generat practitioner

n = 3004

g
¡¡o
Ëo
E
oo

between femal_e respondents (91?)
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compared u¡ith mal-e respondents (772) x2 4 .6 , df 1_, p <

Seventy one percent of those who were never

reported comfort compared with g1? of those

married, in a de facto relationship, separated,

or widowed X2 36.3, df 7-, p < o.Ooo1.

0.05.

Of the 3004 respondents 114 were

vüith 2,890 who had left school.

thosc stiIl at school reported

of those who had left (x2 B, df

stil-l- at school compared

Sixt.y eight percent of

comfort compared with 792

7-, p < 0.01) .

married

who \'\rere

divorced

Of the 2,890 who had left school_, L,255 had

qualifications (trade qualifications, certificates/

diplomas, bachelor degrees) and 7-,635 did not. Seventy

seven percent of those l^rith qualifications reported

comfort compared with 81? of those hrithout (x2 6-4, df L,

p < O.O2) .

The totar gross annuar household income was stated by

2,530 of the 3004 respondents. There was no significant.

difference in reported comfort in those who stated their

income (772) and t.hose who did not (81?) - Of those who

stated their income as between g2O,OOO and g60,OOO (t977)

the reported comfort was 77.42 for $2O,0Ol_ to $40,000,

76 .32 for $41, 000 to 960, 000 and 72 . eZ for 961, OO0 t.o

$89,000. However there was no significant trend in the



proportion reporting comfort by increasing
14

total gross

annual househord income. There was no comparable south

Australian economic dat.a avairabre for t.he year of this

survey.

Discussion

In this study, a selected person was contacted face to

face in 3,724 out of a sample of 4,200 households (g9?) .

The characteristics of those who courd not be contact,ed.

were not known and it is possible that many of them were

it.inerant and hence may not have been comfortabre in

discussing feelings and emotions with their usual- general

practitioner. of those who were contacted 476 were not

interviewed because of t.heir lack of interest, being ill

or mentally not capable and being unable to speak

English -

This left a sample of 3OO4 (722) respondents who were not

Compared with the population ofa representat.ive sample

South Aust.ral-ia in the year of the study there was a

Iittl-e under representation in the age group 15 to 29

l-ittle over representat.ion of those 55 years

There hras also an under representation of

years and a

people from remoLe rural- areas.

In this sample of 3004 there was a

trend for respondents to state

comf ortable in discussing t.heir

significant non linear

more that they were

and over

f eel-ings and emotions



when they see t.heir usual general practitioner
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as the

respondent's age increased. Significantly fewer of those

who said they were never married stated comfort in

discussing feelings and emotions with their usual general

practitioner compared with those who said they \ivere

married, in a de facto relationship, separated, divorced

or widowed. Those respondents who r¡/ere still at school

stated significantly l-ess comfort than those who had left

school-. It seems that the less stated comfort in those

who were still at school and also in those who were never

marríed could possibly be a reflection of the younger age

of the respondents.

There was no significant difference between age groups of

the number of respondents stating they had a usual

general practitioner. AIso the respondents between 15

and 29 were a little under represented and those 55 and

over a 1itt.le over represented so the lesser stated

comfort in young people in this area may in fact have

been an understatement.

Other studies support this possibility with younger

people having fewer encounters with the general

practitioner (Bridges Webb et aI 1-992) , less sensit.ivit.y

to the affective care of their general practitioner

(Dimatteo et al- 1980, A1-Bashir 1991) and Less continuity

of care (Haigh-Smith et al) . In Australia people aged 15

to 24 have half as many consultations as those between 65



to '74 with a doctor. However the younger group has

actions as the
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three

ol-derquarters as many health related

group (National Heal-th Survey 1989-90) . In

'health related actions' were defined as

consultations with other health

problems

individual-

r¡/ere IeSs

because

willing to

they feared

charge for

general

longer

this analysis

those actions

specifically

practitioners

consult.ations'

Commissíon

involving t.he use

hospital episodes,

consul-tations and

professionals: and

of health services,

consultations with doctors, dental

those actions indicating a person's

response to illness/injury other than the use or non use

of health services, and including self treatment.

Identified actions in this group vrere days a\^ray from work

or school, other days of reduced activity, and the use of

medications, including vitamins and sunscreens. A more

recent Australian study using the SF36 subjective health

measure has found no difference between younger and older

health scores (Nationalpeople

Heal-th

in perceived emotional

Survey SF36 l-995) . This suggests a rel_uctance of

younger people to consult with their doctor about

psychological distress and future research is needed in

South Australia to look for barriers to consulting in

this group. A Victorian (Veit et al_ J.995 ) study of

general practitioners has identified barriers in the

health system which hinder provision of effective

adolescent health care. These include confidentiality

family rather than anbecause of having a

Medicare Card. Some

Health Insurance



investigation. This is a problem if long

being discouraged,

u
consultations

as there iswith young people are

evidence that such consul-tations may be

heal-th

Iinked to dealing

(Howiewith psycho social- problems and promotion

et al 1991) . Another barrier identified hras poor

undergraduate medical- training. Research is also needed

to see if those young people who have discomfort in

discussing feelings and emotions with their usual general

practitioner actually consult l_ess.

Of great concern j-s the perceived discomfort of 1 in 4 of

the 15 to 29 year olds in the sample, in discussing

their usual generalfeelings and

practitioner.

comfortable and

emotions with

Twenty percent

6 .6>" vrere not

stated they were not very

at all- comf ortable. A

recenL uNrcEF report of fourteen industrial-ised nations

ranked Austral-ia as having the highest suicide rales for

males 15 to 24 years (UNICEF L993). Australia and New

Zeal-and have been described as unique among worrd nations

for having suicide rates in young people that are greater

than the overa]l suicide rates and south Austral-ia has

similar rates (Austrarian Bureau of st.at.istics rg94,

Pritchard 1992) .

rt has been calcul-ated that of looo young people who have

suicidal ideas approximately 50

suicide and one will die by suicide

aI L997). Also, as many people who

to 100 will attempt

per annum (Cantor et

suicide are depressed



and many who suicide

comfortable with your

important.

In the sample of 3004 there

number of femal-e respondents
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have seen a doctor recently, feeling

doctor to t.al-k about feelings seems

was a significantly higher

who stated comfort

with males. More research is needed to see

compared

if this

applies to young mal-e patients. There was no significant

difference beLween those respondents who rnrere born in

Australia or overseas, or living in the met.ropolitan area

or thc country, or by total gross annual income.

More research is needed to see when people feer comfort

in discussing feelings and emotions with their general

practitioner, especially with rel-ation to the patj-ent,s

age. Perhaps frequency of consultation affects this , or

perhaps chronic illness management in the older patient

develops a mutual parti-cipation (szasz et ar r9s6) form

of consurting which invol-ves patient discrosure and in

which the doctor may even be taught by the patient. that.

barriers to thefeelings must be l_istened to. The

expression of patient feel-ings and emotions must be

explored further and the rol-e of the general practitioner

examined.

Clearly

students

communication skitls training for medical_

for young patíents needs to be reviewed in

Australian Medical schoofs. As the generar practit.ioner



is the f irst l-ine

academic departments

be responsible for

academic departments

can demonstrate

communication skills

of contact in the

of general practice

this training. How
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health system,

should largely

many Australian

of general practice are there that

a signif j-cant improvement in

of their attached medical students?

At the postgraduate level shoutd the Royal Austrarian

college of General- practitioners re-evaluate the

assessment. of communication skitl_s in t.he pat.ient

consult.ation and Management rnterview parts of the

Fellowship Examination? The correge has an excellent

track record in assessing such skil-ls but perhaps

assessing candidates whire they interview young

st.andardised patients might be a worthwhire innovation.

A recent encouraging step has been taken by the

Austral-ian GovernmenL with the provision of a multi media

education kit for general practitj_oners on youth suicide.

The college j-s arso offering a pract.ice assessment audit

for patients aged L5-24 years for ínterest,ed. general

practitioners as part of their continuing medical

educati-on.

Conclusion

A sample of 3004 south Austral-ians \¡/as asked in a face to

face household interview: "when you see your usual

general practitioner, how comfortabre wourd you be in

discussing your feetings and emotions?,,



There \^ras a significant non linear trend for

to agree more that

their feelings and

they were comfortable in

emotions when they see

general practitioner, âs the respondent's

It seemed that the less stated comfort in

80

respondents

discussing

their usual-

age increased-

those who were

never married and t.hose who were still at school could be

a reflection of the younger age of the respondents

More research is required into possible barriers in the

health system to effective adol-escent consulting as well

as how effectively medical students are being trained in

communication skil-l-s, wiLh younger patients .

2.L4 Conclusion

In this

response

there is

chapter the literature has been described in

to the question: lVhy should CST be taught?,'

ewidence that doctors' communication skills need

improvement.

communicated

There is also evidence that a doctor who

wel1 has a better chance to help patients

patientwith preventj-ve

sati-sfaction and

health behaviour and to improve

compliance. Good communication by the

doctor can creaLe better chronic illness outcomes. This

suffering from chronic il_l-ness

future general practice.

is important as patients

will- be very much part of

A study of 3004 South Australians, which was an

unrepresentative sample, has raised questions about how
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to address the discomfort of some younger patients about

discussing feelings and emotions with their usuar generar

practitioner. rf further studies support these findings

this would be a good reason to use CST lr¡ith

undergraduates wit.h a focus on communicating with young

paLients.
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CIIAPTER 3

CAN CST FOR DOCTORS IMPROVE PÀTIENT OUTCOMES?

There are outcomes rel-ated to t.he hrays doctors communicate.

As well as these outcomes there are

to deal- with somatising patients and

in the consultationways

these

CST. There is al-so long term value in

can be taught with

teaching general

wel-l- as medical

for students whichstudents. A study is described about CST

improves open ended psychological questioning with Ses

3.1 Communícation practices Ín relation to outcones

Studies have shown that the quality of cl-inical

communication is related to positive health outcomes

(Kaplan et al 1989, Headache St.udy Group of the

University of l¡lestern Ontario, 1986) . Reduction in blood

pressure hras significantly greater in patients who during

visits to the doctor, had been all-owed to express their

heal-th concerns without interruptions (Orth et al I9B7) .

Subjects in a recerrt study with lower perceived control

over decisions about their heal-th have higher blood

Concordance between

practitioners communicatj-on skil1s as

et al- 1992) .pressure (Legg-England

physician and patient in identifying the nature and

seriousness of the clinical problem is rel_ated to

improving or resolving the problem (Stewart et aI 1979,

Starfiel-d et aI 7979, Bass et al_ 1986) .
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Explaining and understanding patient concerns, even when

they cannot be resolved, results in a significant fall in

anxiety (tvlacleod 1991) . Greater participation by the

patient in the encounter J-mproves satisfaction and

compliance (Roter 1-977) and outcome of treatment (eg

diabetíc and hlpertensive control) (Kaplan et aI 1989).

The level of psychological distress in patients with

serious il-l-ness is less when they perceive themselves to

have received adequate information (¡'allowfield et aI

1986, Fall0wfield et aI 1990).

In a Canadian study of the closing phase of a general

practice visit the doctor using open ended questions,

showing responsiveness to patients, being sel_f d.isclosing

and in engaging in psychosocial discussion with patj_ents

significantly increased the closing phase in time

(greater than 2 minutes) (I¡ühite et al 1,999) - Al_so

comments which al-l-ow patients to be more expressi-ve and

assertive like: "Do you have any other concerns?',, ..How

do you f eel about . . . . ?,, and ..you seem hesitant about

....", improve

practice study

the doctor has

communication in a general

Open ended questioning by

elicit more information more

doctor patient

1991_ ) .( street

been shown to

efficiently (Roter et aI 7987) -

If cont.rolling questions

closed ended questions

are used however, (ie largely

as clini-cians rarely ask open

ísaended questions in medicat interviews) there



negative ef fect on patient sati_sf act.ion,

patíent. absenteeism from work and functional_

(Hatt et al 1988, Kap1an et al- 1989) .
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increased

limitation

Beneficial cl-inical communication is feasible routinely

in crinical practice and can be achieved duríng normar

clinical- encounters, without unduly prolonging them,

provided t.hat. the clinician has rearned the relevant

techniques (Greco et al 1966, Stewart et aI 19g9) . The

length of a general pract,ice consultation may be rinked

to dearing with psychosocial- problems, more long-Lerm

health problems and health promotion (Howie et al 1991).

A recent systematic review of ten analytical studies and

el-even randomised controrl-ed trials indicated that, l_n

sixt.een studies, more effective communication T¡¡AS

signif icantly rel-at.ed to improved heaf th outcomes

(Stewart 1995) .

rt is not clear whether interventions in health care are

more effective in informed pat.ients who are invol_ved in

decision making about their care of whether the exercise

of choice itself is t.herapeutic. An exampre of this

phenomenon is in t.he coronary Drug project (coronary Drug

Project Research, 1980) and the P Bl_ocker Heart Attack

Trial- (Horowitz et â1, 1990) where it seemed that the

subjects who chose to take their medication (the

complíers) had significantly lower mortal-ity irrespect.ive
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were

Using a

after

making style Kaplan

participation changed

primary care training

scored better than those

with their

part.icipatory

scal-e of five

scale based on three questions asked of

the consultation about participating

that patients

patients

decision

of l-ow

in int,erviewing skills

such

of whether they taking t.he active drug or the

placebo

While meta-analyses (HaIl et al_ 1988) have established a

moderate relationship between doctor j_nformation-giving

and patient satisfaction the rel-ationship between patient

satisfaction and health improvement is not yet clear
(winef ield et al 1995 ) . until \^re can quantify hearth

sensitively and Kaplan et aI (1989) have pioneered this

there is little hope that the most sophisticat.ed analyses

of communicatory process can be correlated with hearth

improwements. Recent recognition that health status

measures must incl-ude emotional_ wel_1 being as wel_1 as

physical functioning (v'Iare 1995) is a step in the right
direction as is the recent. review by stewart (1995) on

communicaLion and health outcomes i-s also encouraging.

doctors more. Those doctors with

found

training

without

OT

with lower volume practices and t.hose

training. Doctors

who \¡/ere sat.isfied

level- of autonomy scored higher on the

scal-e (Kaplan et aI 1996) - On a Likert

points three questions were asked



1 If there was a choice between Lreatments

doctor ask you to help make the

(Definitely yes to Definitely no).
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would this

decision?

2. How often does this doctor make an effort to give you

some control over your treatment? (Very often to

Never) .

3. How often does this doctor ask you to t.ake some of

the responsibility for your treatment? (Very often

to Not at all)

Kaplan et aI (fggS) have defined physician participat.ory

decision

physicians

providing

treatment

care'.

making style (pDM)

to involve patients

treatment opt j-ons,

conditions and a sense

AS the 'propensity of

t.reatment decisions by

sense of control over

of responsibility for

l_n

a

Higher scores were associated with greater patient

satisfaction. It hras concluded that. participatory

decision-making style is infl_uenced by the physicians,

background, training, practice volume and professional

autonomy. Because participatory decision-making style is

related to patient satisfaction and loyalty to the

physician, cost containment strategies that reduce time

with patients and decrease physician autonomy may result

in suboptimal outcomes.
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Physicians

diseases

who routinely invol-ve patients with chronic

in treaLment decisions (presenting

discussing the pros and cons of those options,

patient preferences,

treatment plans) can

and reaching

be said to

mutually

options,

eJ- iciting

agreed-on

have a "shared" or

"participatory" decision-making style- Such physicians

may have greater success in securing patient co-operation

- and therefore may have better patient health outcomes

than physicians with more controlling decision making

styles -

Howie et aI (]-997) looked at various aspects of care in

six Scottish fundholding practices, involving 49 doctors,

over 5,000 patients and almost 9,000 consullations- They

devised, in an attempt to defi-ne quality in the general

This ispractice consul-tation a measure of 'enablement.'

based on the response to six questions designed

patient's feelings of confidence, ability and coping

after a consultation. They found t.hat enabl-ement scores

correlated highly with consul-tation length.

Howie points out that their instrument needs to be

compared with other measures such as patient satisfaction

and tested in other t14ges of practice and social

settings. They have done careful psychometric work on

construct validity and reliability of the instrument but

present no evidence of external validation of their

to elicit



measure. Do patients who say they feel

their iIl-ness?actually cope better with Is it simply

quantity of time that matters, or does the nature of what

goes on during that time make a difference?

Howie et al (fgge) have Ìater compared their patient

enablement instrument (PEI) with two patient satisfaction

instruments - The Medical Interview Satisfaction ScaIe

(tqfSS) and The Consultation Satisfaction Questionnaire.

They concluded in a mul-ticentred United Kingdom study

that the PEI measures a dimension of patients' experience

of the consul-tation that is different from satisfaction.

At the consul-Lation 1evel, enablement correlates best

with the duration of consultations and how wel-l- the

apply at

work in

the doctor. These correlates

as wel-I more enabling doctors

small-er practices

1999) .

than less enabling doctors (Howie et al

involvement for complex

The biopsychosocial model

general pract.ice

was used and
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more enabl-ed

in Norway an

and patient

consultations -

the questionnaire

by the patient

aI (tggq) are

patient knows

doctor IeveI

Laerum et aI (1998) are developing

instrumenL for consultation improvement

(102 questions) \¡/as appreciated more

rather than the doctor. Argent

developing a complex communication

which measures each utterance. The

et

skill-s rating scale

'how' 'why'of the

utterance as weII as content, rel_evance, level of



psychological depth, responding to simulator cues,
89

use of

blocking strategies to avoid sensitive issues and which

speaker is in control are measured. This scar_e is
cumbersome and is being simplified.

Looking

duration

at an array of United States practices both the

of the patient,s relationship with his or her

physician and ronger rength of office vísit were

signif icant.ly and linearly rel-ated to pDM style. The most

participat,ory vísits occurred. among patients who had been

seeing their physician at least five years.

Participatory style increased with increasing rength of
office visit, up to visits of 2r to 30 minutes; after 30

minutes, PDM styre tended to increase but the increase

did not reach statistical- significance.

Argent al-so found that patients over is and adul_ts

younger t.han age 30, those with high school educatíon or
less, minority patients and mare patients had. the l-east

participatory visits with their physician.

Male patients seeing mar-e physicians had the r_east

participatory visits compared with mal_e patients seeing

f emal-e physicians, and compared. wit.h f emare patients
seeing physicians of either gender. Femal_e physicians

exhibit more "partnership building,' conversation, provide

more information, and engage in more conversation that is



emoLionally posiLive,

(Roter et al- L99I) -
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compared with their male colleagues

3.2

Residents trained in primary care-track or j-nterviewing

skilIs training

better ratings

patients (Roter

programs are more likely to receive

of communication skills from simulated

et al- 1990) .

There are measurable differences in practice styres

between family physicians and internist,s in a carifornian

study (Bertakis et al unpublished 1997). lmproved heafth

status (as measured by Mos sF-36) was significantly

rel-ated to patient-physician interactions characterised

by a more extensive use of counselling. Famity

physicians used more counselling and devoted more time to

health behaviour, while internists' medicaÌ encounters

placed more emphasis on the technical aspects of care.

The el-ement of physician practice style which most

strongÌy influenced patient satisfaction was increased

patient participation

Somatisation Studies

somatisation has been defined as how patients come to

seek medical herp for bodily slrmptoms misattributed by

them to organic disease (Murphy 1989). Goldberg and

Bridges in a study of general practice patients attending

their doctor added two further criteria to the
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definition (Bridges et aI 1985) . They are psychiatric

disorder shown by standardised interview and the

like]ihood that treatment of the d.i-sord.er would reduce or

eliminate the physical slrmptoms. when al-l these criteria

were applied to all ne\¡r episodes of il]ness in the

general practice study, one in five patients fulfirled

them.

ft is possible to deal- with

patients. The problem of what

this problem in some

to say when t.he general

negative

(Cheyne

practitioner has performed an essentially

physical

1733 ) a

examinat j-on u/as described by Cheyne

long time ago

often when I have been consulted in a

case, and found it to be commonly cal_I 'd
nervous, f have been in the utmost difficulty,

when desir'd to name t.he distemper , for f ear of

affronting them, or fixing a reproach on a

family or personrl

Gask et ar 7989, has devised a csr package which aims to

improve the management of somatisation by general

practice trainees and has demonstrated that the skilrs

required can be effectively learnt.

A teaching package consisting of a videotape of

reat.t.ribution of somatic presentation of psychiatric
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conditions in generar medical- settings prus rore pray and

video feedback has been successfur with genera] practíce

trainees. A significant improvement occurred. with

general interview skirrs and reattribut.ion skirls (Kaaya

et al L992) .

rn a study of 69 community based primary care physicians,

308 adult patients were identified as having

psychological distress on the 2g item general heatth

questionnaire. This American study showed. that íf

primary care physicians enquire, mosL psychologicalry

distressed, somatically presenting patients wirr discrose

psychosocial-

physicians

psychosocial

problems (Wolraich 1,992) Primary

increase

care

can engender

disclosure

a substantial

simply by adding one

interpersonal problems

1n

or two

to t.heirquestions about mood or

clinical interviews.
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RE-ATTRTBUTION OF THE SYMPTOMS OF THE SOMATIZING PÀTIENTS QO%

OF GENERAL PRÀCTICE PÀTIENTS)

Linking Somatíc Slarptoms to Pyschologíca1 Distrege

3 St.ages: Feeling understood

Changing the agenda

Making the link

Stage 1: Feeling understood

Take a fulI history of the pain

- elicit other associated slrmptoms

- ask about a typical pain day

Respond to mood cues

- clarification

- empathetic comments

- probe mood state

Explore social and family factors

Check for biol-ogical s).mptoms

Carry out a brief, focussed physical examination

Stage 2: Changing the Agenda

feed back results of the physical examination

acknowledge the reality of the pain

reframe the patientrs complaint remind the

patient of mood slrmptoms and link to life events -



Stage 3:

Moriss et aI (fSge) found

general practitioners to use
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that training experienced

the reattribution model of

Making the Link

(7 different strategies for doing this) onty 1-2 of

these may be needed:

- between anxiety and physical slrmptoms

- between depression and physical slrmptoms

- by practical demonstration

- to life events

- in the 'here and now'

- with ill-ness in other family members

(by explaining shared sympt.oms - tidentificat.ion'

by explaining shared il-Iness behaviours)

Linda Gask as described on the previous page was highly

psychiat.riccost effective, partly

s)¡mptoms of patients with

partly by reducing direct

was made by:

by improving the

somat.ized mental disorders and

health costs. Direct saving

Lower referral and Lower costs of referral_ with a

negligible increase in primary heal-th care costs. The

research methodology could not eliminate improvements in

the after training cohort from natural_ improvement or

changes in health care provision. A randomised

controlled trial is needed.



3.3 Long term value of teaching general

interviewing skiLls

95

practitioners

When considering how best to teach interview skil_ls, it

has been asserted that certain fundamental criteria must

be fulfilled: teaching should be effectj_ve in the sense

that skills are acquired and be superior to other

methods; acquired skills should generalíse to a variety

of clinical settings and be maintained over time; and

finally, and most important of all, teaching should

favourably influence patient care (Sanson-Fisher 1981) .

That interview skills can be taught is beyond doubt and

this includes the area of general practice (Gask et aI

1e88).

Furthermore, it has been clearly demonstrated that

specific teaching is

educational- pract j-ce i

al- 1976, Stil-Iman et aI

superior to cl-assical medical

e. student clerkships (Rutter et

1-976) . Kauss et al- (1990) , along

Lhesewith Maguire

skill-s l-ast.

students had

training in

and asking

problems

doctors

et aI (1986) have demonstrated that

Maguire found that young doctors who as

aIl-ocated to video f eedback

maintained their superiority

over convent.ionally trained peers after 5 years. Both

groups, however, performed poorty in using open

been randomly

interviewing,

about the psychosocial impact

Kauss found that the interview

questions

of health

skill-s of

inducted to a medical- rotation were related to



the degree of specific training reported by

respective medical school_s.

Gask et aI (]-992) , have fol]owed up a group of

found that
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their

general

acquiredpract.ice trainees at 1B months and

interview skills were maintained and

place during the follow up period.

further change took

She measured questions probing the problem by doctor's

(open) and closed,

cue source, verbal,

utterances. This included directive

physical, psychological, socJ_a1 and

non verbal, delayed, notes check list, other

she had 10 trainees and af ter training there \^/as a

significant rise in the percentage of open questions

asked by the t.rainees as werl as a significant decrease

in the percentage of close ended. questions. significant

improvement ín the percent.age of social- questions

occurred but a decrease occurred for the percentage of

psychological questions .
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Gask has defined her cue source as follows:

Category

Pat.ient - Ied

a) verbal-

Exanple

Dr:

b) non verbal

c) delayed-verbal Dr

Doctor led:

d) notes

e) check l-ist PI:

Dr:

f) other

The most common utterances fall-

checklist 30, 22, 14 (beginning, 18

and other 49, 43, 4j - There was no

Pt: "The headaches make me
awful to live with".
ItHow are t.hings at
home? "

rrYou seem very low in
spirit.s, are these
headaches getting you
down?rt

rrYou said earlier that
t.he headaches make you
awful to l_ive with,
Ìr<.:w are things at
home?rl

(inspects the
notes) "How are your
headaches? " .

rr J I ve been having
t.errible headaches't

"Do Lhey affect your
eyesight? "

under the werbal,

months and follow up)

empathetic

1-, 2, 1.

Dr

Dr

change in

utterances )
staL,ements (mean percentage of all

(Dr: "This must be very difficult for you) facil-itat.ion

L, L,1. (Dr: Patient. falters "Go on.-.") clarifying

comments 2, 2, 1. (pt: tr... and I get "shirty',).

The checklist 30, 22, 1,4 was significant 30 to 14 p<0.01

two tail-ed Friedman two way anova. checking out was



3.4

described as Pt: rr and I get "shirtytt. Dr
98

rrDo you

mean irritable? "

Inprowernent of CST skills in students, t,rainees and

general practitioners

According

complaints

ski11s.

to Gray 1,982, the majority of patient

about doctor behaviour deal- with interpersonal

is generally agreed that the quality of

determines the success of the general

rt
communication

practice consul-tation but. studies have suggested that

this is poor (Byrne et aI L976, Maguire 1986, Cartwright

et al- 1981, Halmes et al 1979) .

It is possible to improve communication skil_ls in

students, trainees and general practitioners. Most

in training. Maguire

of video feedback on

concern students

a lasting effect

five years Iater with interviewing

with accurate diagnosis, empathy and

1983, demonstrated improved questioning

and listening

video feedback

skills with CST for medical students using

whil-e OmoIoIu ]-984 demonstrated improved

and encouragement of

published reports

1,986 demonstrated

medical students

skill-s associated

warmth. V'Iakef ord

eye contacL, positive

patient involvement.

reinforcemenL

Irwin et al L984, found better use

of confrontation, better cover of psychosocíaL

well- as clarification and exposition skills.

]-SSUCS AS
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Gask et aI 1988, have shown that general practice

trainees taught in a problem-based model with group video

feedback can improve the ability to identify psychiatric

illness accurately and can change their int.erview

behaviours. General practitioners aft.er group meetings

and audiotape feedback have been shown to j-mprove their

general interviewing skills (Verby et al- 7979) .

Gask uses a teaching model that concentrates on

behavioural skills like asking open questions,

f acilitating, summarising, clarifying, r'êguesting

specific examples, responding to affective cues,

reflecting feelings and demonstrating empathy. The main

role for the teacher is to facil-itate this process of

reflection, discussion and rehearsal-. Her teaching model

therefore concenLrates on behavioural skil-l-s and uses a

reflect.ive, student-centred approach (Boud et al- 1985)

which differs from the pedagogic feedback described in

some other courses (Maguire et aI 7978; Vüilliams 1987) -

General- practice trainees who are better able to detect

emotional disorder are al-so very much better at giving

patients informat.ion and advice about their treatment.

It is possible

variable - t.he

that both these skill-s reflect a common

possession of good communication skitls

(Mj-11-ar et aI 1991-) .
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There may be any extra clinj-cal spin of f in the

consul-tation for attending to psychosocial_ aspects. In a

Dutch study of 75 general practitioners, a positive

correl-ation v/as f ound between perf orming obligatory

physical examination and paying attention to psychosocial

aspects (Smits et al 1991) .

The traditional way of teaching

histories often fails to teach enough interviewing

full- and accurate

(Maguire et al

skiIls to enable them to obtain a

account of their patients,

A9'76) - Most st.udents however

problems

can acquire these skil-Is

through training, which includes four components:

handouts dearing with t.he information to be obt.ained and

the skirls to be used; systematic practice with patients;

feedback of performance by audio or video replay; and

discussion with a tutor (Maguire et a1 L97B, ütrakeford

1-983) . Viewing of students, videotapes by students

themselves has been shown to be ineffective (scrreidt et

aI 1986) .

Maguire et al- (1986) fol-rowed. up undergraduates for 4-6

years who had been randomised to a video feedback

training group and a control gïoup. Maguire et al

studied their subsequent interviewing behaviour when

they became doctors. Compared with the control group,

the doctors who had previous video feedback as

undergraduates clarified patients' statements more, used

medical students to take

them
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s'more open

problems,

prevented

point, gave

information,

considered to be more competent

doctors from the control_ group.

questions, noticed verbal clues to pati

enquired about patients' psychosocial probl

needless repetition, kept patients to the

verbal and visual encouragement, 9ot precise

used brief questions and reduced the use of

jargon. The doctors from the video feedback group were

empathetic than the

\¡üere alSO perCeived

assured. However

and

They

selfas somewhat

neither group

consuLtation.

warmer and more

demonstrated skill in beginning or ending a

ski-lIs more for the

trained doct,ors used interviewing

three categories of illnesses - tife

disabling and psychiatric.threatening, chronic

other studies show that postgraduate basic group video

feedback can improve the psychiatric interviewing skilts

of primary care residents (Gask et al- 19gg) and

experienced primary care physicians (Gask et aI 1,987) .

studies of the patj-ents of doclors with video feedback

training have shown effectiveness of the doct.or to occur

with patients who \^¡ere both signif icantly anxious and

depressed - it appeared that the training helped these

doctors to "contain" Lhe anxiety of their patients and

this finding was confirmed by patient satisfaction

ratings (Gask et al 1993) .

A new orientation is appearing in western medical schoors

and emphasis is increasing on both amburatory cl-inical

The
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training and the doctor patient encounter (Tauber 1"992\.

Most of the studies on undergraduate communication skills
training (csr) have been done in a hospital setting so

there is a need to demonstrate improvement in sLud.ents,

communication skills after training in a general practice

setting.

rn order to assess the effect of csr on the questioning

technigue and the aspect of fourth year students,

consultation with standardised patients, a study was

undertaken at t,he General practice Teachíng unit (study

II).
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STTIDY II

3.5 rmprovÍng the communícation skills of nredical students ín

a general pracÈice settíng

In a consultation the doctor-patient communicatj-on can be

assessed by measuring (amongst other things) the t.1pes of

questions asked by the doct.or. euestioning by the doctor

is a common form of exchange between the two parties and

a literature review (poter et al- 19gg) has shown the

questions asked are mostly closed questions, i. e. a ..yes,,

or ì\no" ans!ì/er is expected. open questions asked by the

clc-rctor in the consult,ation prompt the revelat j_on of

substantía1ly more relevant information than closed

questions. when family practice residents use open

directive questions (How...?, Where...?, What...?, and when

they use open questi-ons foltowed by crosed questions,

their ability to detect psychiatric illness improves

(Goldberg et al 1983) . rt has al-so been shown that

patients who suffer from cancer disclosed more of their

significant concerns if their doctors use open rather

than closed questions (Maguire et aI 1996) -

Usherwood (f993) studied a small group of volunteer

medical- students in a general practice setting and found

that those who had audiotape feedback about their

consul-tations had, during interviews with simurated

patients, recorded more open questions, fewer questions

referring to

to feelings,

physical

beliefs

symptoms, more questions referring

or behaviour and fewer questions of
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a check list type by the end of training. A student

centred model was used (Gask 1988) in this training which

used video feedback using a problem based approach and

encouragement of student reflection on their consulting

skilIs.

V'lhile it is known that Gask's model of training with

feedback can improve communication skill-s when used in

one group compared with a control, it is not known what

woul-d happen if both groups received this model of

training and the experimental group receiwed more video

feedback than the other. There are no studies on the

effect of greater exposure of undergraduates to video

f eedback on the t.ypes of questions asked in their

consultations in a general practice setting compared with

some exposure and the following study endeavours to

measure this.

Aim

The aim of the study r¡r¡as to eval-uate the effect of two

communication skil1s training on fourt.h year

students from the University of Adelaide in a

t14pes of

medical

general

General-

practice setting. The setting was the Modbury

Practice Teaching Unit in South Australia which

the author establ-ished for Communication Skills Training.

This unit has several consulting rooms, video cameras and

access to standardised patients.
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Methodology

Subj ects

During 1993 to 1,994, 242 fourth year medical students

attended the General Practice Teaching Unit at Modbury l_n

South Australia. Groups

(which excluded larger or

of 4 students entered

smaller groups) if 20

a general

had public

communication skil-l-s in

v/ere available (some weeks

the study

hours of

practice

holidays

than 20

teaching

setting

and when this occurred

hours) . The Teaching

described in Appendices

of communication skills

c.

the training v/as l-ess

Unit structure and function is

A and B- An overall- philosophy

training j-s described in Appendix

After a

concept

timing

the 4 students were immediately given 4 consuLtations

with standardised patients. The author personally

trained each standardised patient to accurat.ely reprod.uce

in each consultation the skeleton of a story in a

own heal-th.

sheets are

consultation

fifteen minute introduction to videotaping, the

of interviewing standardised patients and the

of each consulLation (f O minut.es using a timer) ;

of

that was very close Lo their

t.he histories and inf ormationExamples

given in Appendix D. The story \^ras recorded and

memorised by the

prior videotaped

standardised patient and checked with

dummy

received

consultations where the

standardised patient feedback from the author-



Each standardised patient suffered from a
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chronic

illness. Each standardised patient's notes had a health

summary and some basic notes about the condition from

which they were suffering. These urere read by the

student for 3 minutes before they cal-Ied their patient

into the consulting room from the waiting room. The

students were not tol-d what to do, save .behave as you

think a locum general practitioner would'. These T6

consultations were then videotaped- The method of

training

Appendix

the use

model- in

ill-ness (Szasz

description of the

and Holl-ender

suffering

1es6) .

these standardised patients is described in

E. A tutorial for all 4 students fotl-owed on

of Szaz and Hollander's mutual participation

from chronic

A detailed

consulting for patients

t.raining is given in Appendix F

On the next morning the students received a tutorial on

saf et.y netting in general practice, non verbal

communj-cation and hypothetico-deductive reasoning. This

was followed by the video debriefing of four of the

previous day's vj-deotapes (1 per student.) by the tutor

who taught them on the previous day. The tapes \iüere

debriefed using Pendl-eton's Rul_es (pendl-eton 1990) , and

each student received a written analysis of the questions

they asked during the consultation. These were .probing

the problem questions,, whether the standardised patient

gave verbal cues, whether they were picked up by the
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student and whether the student gave information (Gask et

al 1988) .

Proeess

on the next day students vrere placed into either an

experimental or control group using random numbers. The

students and their subsequent standardised

bl-ind to which type of group they v¡ere

Each student

on listening

from the

consul-tations with

of werbal feedback

preventive care following an

tutoring on holistic and

observation of the tutor, s

patients \^rere

in, but the

the problem

information

also wat.ched a

IN

trainers were noL - The curricul-um in the next six hours

vÌas different for the experimental and control group.

in the experimental- group received t.utoring

skil-Is; three episodes of video feedback

tutor and felfow students, following

standardised patients,- three episodes

from the same standardised patient.s

and one written analysis of probing

questions, cues given, cues received and

given from a consul-tation.

The control- group received

videotape

videotape

patient.s

Goldberg)

of a consultation.

on reattributing

They

slrmptoms

Each student in this

to a psychosocial_ cause (produced

somatising

by Gask and

this area.and practised some mini skills in

group had only one episode of video

a consultation with a standardisedfeedback following
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and no

received
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no verbal- feedback from the st.andardised patient

analysis of questions

or information giving.

asked, cues given or

The time spent learning

t,.ras identical for control_ and experimental groups

Measures

After this six hour segment of the course alr students

(in experimental and control groups) were vid.eotaped

consulting a new group of standardised patients four

times. The videotapes from the beginning of training and

at the end were rated by an assi-stant researcher with a

degree in psychology. The psychologist hras brind to

whether the tapes were from the beginning or the end of

the course or whether they were from the experimental or

control- group. Prior to this analysis a pirot analysis of

tapes \¡/as conducted and agreement reached on how to

crassify some of the observations that could have

overlapped categories. A list of definitions of

questions and cue giving and receiving was drawn up and

adhered to (Appendix G) . An eighth of the consul_tations

were reassessed for inter-rater reliability using a

weighted Kappa st.atisticat anaÌysis. The video tapes

hrere analysed by measuring t.he number of ,'probing the

problem quest.ions', . These questions were open non

directive questions, (e.g. How are you getting on?);

open physical, (e.9. How are you steeping?); open

psychological, (e.9. How are you feeling?); open social,
(e.9. When did you l_ose your j ob? ) ; cl_osed physical,



(e.9. Do you have a

Are you depressed?)

married?) questions.

Teaching Unit over the

and sixty two students

cough?) ; closed psychological
109

(e .g.

General- Practice

study. One hundred

and closed social (e.9. Are you

AIso measured were the number of

cues (affect laden statements) given by the st.andardised

patient and the number of cues picked up by the student

and finally whether the student gave informat.ion or not.

Using this form of analysis four pre and four post

training

patients

skil-1s as

videotapes of consult,ations with standardised

were studied for each student. Communication

defined above were then compared by the aut.hor

by experimental- or control group

Repeated measures analysis of variance hrere carried out

on the rate of the quest,ions asked, crle behaviour and

information giving to determj-ne the effects of t.raining.

Results

Two hundred and forty

attended

two medical students in their

fourth year

study because their group did not contain

or the existence of a public holiday

attachment made their course l_ess than

the Modbury

duration of the

were excluded from entry into t.he

four student.s

during their

20 hours in

duration. There ü/as no signif icant. dj-f f erence in the

females in the evaluated studentsproportion of males to

compared with the excl_uded students (Chi square 0. 07 df 1



in the eval-uated students compare with the excruded

students (Table 1). (Chi square 1.89 df 1 p > 0.1).

p > 0.1) . AIso there \^ras no significant

the proportion of students aged 22 and over

Thus it shows that participating

representative of the entire class

ll0
difference in

and under 22

students were

of fourth-year

Table 1

students at this University for two consecutive years.

From the 80 students who ent.ered

members of

experj-mental

pretraining

t.he control group and

the study 40 hrere

40 members of the

group.

and 4 post

AlI of the students produced 4

training videotaped consultations.

The total number of videotaped consul-tations v/as 640 and

from these 74,683 observations were made which incruded

12,41,7 probing the problem questions. Al_I of the

videotapes hrere assessed. by a qualified psychologist.

NI'MBER OF STI'DENTS

Evaluated Non evaluated
groupE

Mal-e

sJrouPs

42

38

(52.s2)

(47 .sZ)

86 (s3?)

(472)Femal-e 76

Under
years

22
48 (602) 82 (s1?)

22 years
and over 32 (40?) 80 ( sz)
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A pil-ot study was performed which produced agreement on

borderl-ine interpretat.ions of some questions. Ninety-six

consultations (!42) were reclassified for inter-rater

reliability of the coding method using a weighted Kappa

analysis for every observation except for those under the

classification, information given, where a Kappa analysis

r,'¡as used. The values for inter-rater reliability are

shown in Table 2. Very good agreement is shown for 9 of

the cat.egories measured and perfect agreement for the

category, information given.

Table 2

IMTER- RÀTER RELTABII,ITY

Category Assessed Score

Open questions Kw = 0.97

Open physical- questions Kw = 0.9

Open psychological questions Kw = 0.89

Open social questions Kr,r = 0.9

Closed physical questions Kr¡/ = 0.94

Closed psychoJ-ogíca1 quesLions Kw = 0.9

Cl-osed social questions Kw = 0.93

Number of cues given Kw = 0.95

Number of cues not picked up Kw = 0.94

Information given/not given K=1

Kw = üleighted Kappa
K = Kappa
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To determine the effects of training on the rate of each

of the 7 "probing the problem, questions, 2 measures of

cue behaviour and 1 measure of information giving,

repeated measures anaryses of variance were carried out.

As can be seen from Table 3, af ter the training t.here

were significantly more open non directive questions,

open psychological questions, open social questions but

al-so more closed psychological questions. There \¡rere

significantly fewer cues given by the standardised

patients but also fewer cues not commented on (Tab1e 4).

There was only one statistically significant interaction

bet.ween group and training. Before the training the

control group asked significant.ly more open psychological

questions than the experímental group. After training

the trend was reversed, ie the experimental- group asked

more open psychological questions than the control group.
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Table 3

Means, etandard deviations, F test for before and after and F test
resurts for the main effect of training for the probíng-the-

em tions (in 4 conEultations)

SÈudent Group

T11pe of Probing Question Control
n=40

Experi-
rrental
n=40

F F

Lraining

*0.001 Open non
directive

Pre(t) Mean
SD
Mean
SD

7 -65
3.33
8.78
3.11_

7 .88 4.4L
4 .98
9.03
3 .33

Post
(b)

2 Open physical Pre

Post

Mean
SD
Mean
SD

12.20
6 .26

13.58
5.27

11.58 3.59
6.39

13.68
7 .60

0.16

3 Open
psychological

Pre

Post

Mean
SD

Mean
SD

1.35
1.88
3.18
2-66

0.93 81
1 .10
5.60
3.72

o1*** 4.95-

1-5 .27.-.

4 Open social Pre

Post

Mean
SD
Mean
SD

2-63
2 .69
3.88
3.01

2.83 1r.92---
3.38
4 .63
2.99

0.39

5 Closed
physical

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Mean
SD
Mean

34.30
'1,6 .29
32 .40

33.88 2.93
t_3.81
29.03

0-56

6 Closed
psychological

Mean
SD
Mean
SD

6.50
5. t_4

9.90
4 .82

7.83 25.22--- 0. O0
5.01

l_1.18
5 -4L

7 Closed social Pre

Post

Mean
SD
Mean
SD

7 .83
6.68

10.33
6.33

8.35 3.49
7.79
9 .63
6. s0

0.37

p < .05, p < .001-

(a)

(b)
Pre
Post =

p < .01,

Pre- training
Post-training



Means, standard deviations, F test for before and after and F
tests for the ¡rain effect of training for the cue behaviour and.
ínformation giving (in 4 consultations)

Student Group

Cue behaviour and information
giving

Control
n=40

Experi-
mental
n=40

F F

È¡aining

0.09t_ Cues giwen pre (a) Mean
SD
Mean
SD

8.33
6 -73
6.88
6.54

7 .25 4.57-
5.24
6.15
4 .10

Post
(b)

2 Cues not
commented on

Pre Mean 3.55
3.69
2 .40
3 .16

4.28 l-1.06..- 0.54
4 .65
2 .48
2 -96

SD
Post Mean

SD

3 Information
given

Pre Mean
SD
Mean
SD

3 .93
o .27
3 .90
0.30

3 -73 0. L3
0.60
3 - 80
o.4L

0 .52

PosÈ

"p . .05, < .01, *** p a

= Pre-training
= Post-training

p 0 01_

(a)

(b)
Pre
Post

Tab1e 4

tt4

Discussion

rt. seems that reinforcement of video feedback by tutor

and standardised patient and analysis of questj_ons asked

is an effective r,.¡ay of increasing open ended

psychological questioning by these medicar students.

Most of the feedback

experimental group but

was from the tutor in

standardised patient feedback

have been very important also as it has been found

this

may

in

another

patients

increase

medical

study of medical students that

\^rere at least as ef f ective in

in post training student

faculty members (Vannatta

open ended

standardised

producing an

questions as

et al 1996) .
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This student behavj-our was measured while they consurted

with standardised patients. v'Ihile the standardised

patients were presenting with scenarios crosely related

to their or¡rn health, they \^/ere not real patients, so we

do not know if the student. behavioural change would have

occurred with real patients. However a Dutch study of

trainees in a general practice setting found that

Lrainees who demonstrated poor communication skirls with

st.andardised patients did the same wit.h true general

practice patients (pieters et al 1994) -

Asking open ended questions about feelings is an

important part of the effect.ive primary professional- care

consul-tation. Teaching doctors to ask open ended

psychological questions

reduction in patient's

has been shown to contribute to a

emotional- distress in

professional care setting (Roter et al 1995) .

to require at

1993) which is

If controlling

Iargely closed ended as

studies have shown there

satisfaction, increased

Ieast 2% days of training

a similar overall time

a prrmary

This seems

(Levinson et aI

our training.

doctor (i.e.

common type)

on patient

work and

to

questions are used by the

t.his is the most

is a negative effect

absenteeism from

increased functional limitation (HaII et aI l_999, KapIan

et aI 1989) .
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Patient compliance has been linked to explicit requests

by family doctors for patient's opinions and open ended

psychological questions obviously could be part of that

process (Stewart. 1984) . There is an important. link

between the patients' perceptions of socioemotional

aspects of the physician-patJ-ent relationship and their

reported satisfaction with medical care (Dimatteo et al

1980) - Also patients are more satisfied when they are

all-owed to discuss their own experiences (Winefield et aI

1-991-) and talk about psychosocial issues (Bertakis et aI

1-991.) . Use of psychosocially oriented interviewing

techniques has been associated v/ith disclosure about

family and child health and behaviour (Wisson et al

1,994) - During

information with

history taking patients who give

their own words rat.her than by answering

the doctors' closed ended questions have good patient

satisfaction and compliance (Cecil_ et aI L997) and good

measurabl-e health outcomes (Orth et aI 1-987) .

whether the student behaviour in this study wirt l-ast is

not known. Maguire (1986) found lasting benefit in CST

training that spanned five years and attributed the

success to video feedback. The group that receiwed no

video feedback scored poorly on open questioning and

covering psychosocial problems. In our study the

student,s who received less video feedback scored lower in

these same areas. rt seems that vj-deo feedback is a very



powerful- CST t.ooI f or improving the f requency

psychological questioning in consultations.

tll
of open

Whil-e the students in this study increased their number

of closed psychological questions in both experimental-

significant.and control groups

difference between

significantly there Ìi/as no

these two groups before or after

training. Greater video feedback seems to encourage open

questions that involve the standardised patients,

feelings and emotions - The use of open questions

suggests a rel-easing of power by the student to allow the

SP to freely express themselves. While this is

encouraging and in Maguire's study the positive results

of video feedback lasted for years there may be need. for

caution. It seems that hospital history taking with it, s

closed ended systems review questions does not encourage

much open ended psychological questioning. Kagan (I979)

has observed that. "students do not .naturaI1y, d.iscuss

with a patient their mutual relationship,, and that

students fear the time commitment, needed if patients are

allowed to express their feelings. Reiser et al (1994)

also feer that students compartmental-ize their thinking

about t.he goals and techniques of interviewing and do

patient-centred interviews for the communications part of

the curriculum and biomedical- symptom-focussed interviews

everywhere else. If these things are true then the

student has overcome at least in this part of the

curriculum several barriers in order to behave with open



patíent. centred questioning. perhaps students
118

are

unaware of the extent to which they dominate the patient.

until- their behaviour 1itera]1y stares them in the face

repeatedly on the video screen and t.hey are 'safely,

encouraged t.o ref lect. on this.

However there may be students who ask open ended

psychological questions for strat.egic learning purposes

(ie to pass the course) . If (and this \^/as not our aim)

we have students who speak differentry but do not develop

basic skil-1s at cultivating and using the therapeutic

relationship then as teachers we are wasting our time

(ü'Iinefield 1992) . In this training we tried to focus on

the deep attit.udinar base of the students' work and as

Skelton et al- (tggl) suggest, let that form their skifls

in the belief r.hat this will

attitudes. Perhaps the only

attitudinal driven communication

outcomes ín their patients when

mat.erially al-ter their

way to measure deep

skilIs is to look at

they get

and more research is needed

measures This study suggests

to receive more video feedback to

ended psychological questions

help them ask more

than is needed

to develop

that medical-

into practice,

such outcome

students need

open

for

improving open non directive questioning and open sociar

questioning.
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3.6 Postgraduate communícation skills trainíng

Many general practitioners recognise the need for CST

In 1985 The Royal Aust.ral_ian College of General

Practitioners conducted a major field survey (Anderson

and Co, 1-985) and one of the areas studied. was which

factors determine quatity of care. It showed al_most

unanimous agreement between 3 groups (naCep members, non

members and specialists) on t.he following statement. The

abil-ity to detect and treat emotionar and social problems

as well- as physical il-lness has a significant effect on

quality. Surprisingly patients did not consider this

skill as relevanL to ensuring quality care. However a

survey of 3000 Adelaide general practice patients

(stevens et aI L982) indicated patient concern about

communication difficul_ty with their doctor.

rn a survey of 72o south Austral-ian general practitioners

nearly \/3 stat.ed t.he main area where they needed

additionar knowredge and skil-I was in counselÌing and./or

psychiatry. (Review of General- practice Education in

South Australia 2nd Report 1989)

The educational- needs of s34 fulI time New south wales

general practitioners were assessed by self administered

questionnaire with reference to mental- hearth care

practices (Phongsavan et al 1995) . rt \^ras found that

mental health problems recognised by general

practitioners at least once per week were psychosomatic



(93?), emotional

(7LZ) and family

sexual problems, sexual abuse and major

problems less frequent.ly than once per week. The

practitioners' educational priorities were diagnostic and

counserring skíl-ls, with particular emphasis on crisis,

family, individual and marital counselling and strategies

to prevent general practitioner burnout.

(89?), addictj-on

(egz). At least

120

(79e"), social/economic

two-thirds recognised

psychiatric

by general practitioners of t.he number ofA study

heartsink

Sheffield,

patients

Unit.ed

they

Kingdom

doctorscharacteristics of

report on their l_ist in

has shown that individual

are associated with the

reported number of these patients. sixty per cent of the

variance in the number reported was accounted for by t.he

forrowing four variabres: greater perceived workload;

lower job satisfaction; lack of training on counserring

and/or communication skirts, and lack of appropriate

postgraduate qualif ications. The aut.hors concruded t.hat

to reduce the number of

be necessary not only to

satisfaction, but al_so

such patients experienced it

reduce workload and increase

may

job

into get some training

communication skil_Is (tqaLhers et aI l-995) .

Known problems ín practice about doctor-patíent

com¡runication

communication problems in medicar practice are both

important and common. s4% of patient complaints and 452

of patient concerns are not el-icited by physicians



(Stewart et at a979)
t2t

Psychosocial and psychiatric

problems are common in general medical practice, but

these diagnoses are missed in up to 50å of cases

(Schulberg et aI 1988, Freeling et aI 1985). In one

study patients were interrupted by physicians so soon

after they began describing their presenting problems (on

average within 18 seconds) ttrat they faired to discl_ose

other significant concerns (Beckman et al 1984).

Most complaints by the public about physicians deal_ not

with clinical competency problems, but with communication

problems (Richards et aI 1990) and the majority of

malpractice allegations arise from communication errors

(Shapiro et aI 1989) . Resident.s or traínees (platt et al_

7979) and practising physicians (Byrne et al 1_994) have

shown substantial deficiencies when studied. Only a 1ow

proportion of visits with doctors incl_ude any patient

education (Waitzkin 1-984) , and a surprisingly high

proportion of patients do not understand or remember what

their physicians teIl them about diagnosis and treat,ment

(Ley 1988) .

Poor communication has been implicated in medicar

accidents (Ennís et al 1990), and ín subsequent

Iitigation (Vincent 1-992) . There is a growing practice

amongst United

offer discounts

(Carrol-1 1991) .

States malpractice insurance carriers to

to practitioners who take CST courses

Cultural- differences also impede the



\^/ork \^rith patients (xleiniman et

et al 1990) . Patíent anxiety

related to uncertainty and

explanation and feedback from

doctors often misperceive the

r22

al I978, Waxler-Morrison

and dissatisfaction is

l-ack of inf ormation,

the doctor. However,

type of

is often

and in

amount and

shared

information patients want. Doctors'

unclear, both as regards the use

rel-ation to a lack of the expected

(Faden et aIrelatively common terms

Ianguage

of jargon

1981,

meanings of

Mackillop et

al 1988, Frances et aI 1969, Simpson 1980).

Crouch and McCauley (1986) studied the consulting

behaviour of 20 family practice residents and found t.hat

the cl-osed-ended style of guestioning appeared to

interfere with the doctor's gathering and responding to

important family information.

Concern has been expressed that using computers for

record keeping during the doctor-patient consultation may

be detrimental to the doctor-patient relationship (Royal

College of General Practitioners 1982; Sheldon et al_

1-980, Evans et a1 1-984) .

However prior studies have shown that differences among

physicians affected the physician-patient relationship

more than whether the physician used a computer during

the clinical encounters (Cruikshank 1985) . Because

patients lack training in medical vocabulary they may
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misunderstand or not recal-f h¡hat the doctor said. The

t,ransration problems of medicar versus lay language have

been described by many authors including Scott et al

(1984) and Gibbs et al (1987) . Bourhis et aI (1989)

further point out that the use of medical- jargon also has

affective significance: efforts by the doctor to

converge

seen as

patients

emotional

to the language style of their patients witl be

signs of liking or respect.

as wanting

advice or

can be summarised

medical

Primary care

explanations,

more generaì-

information

support,

(Salmon et aI 1989) .

Norell (1983) feels that the professional upbringing of

mosL cri-nicians has been based on the model-, rcurative

medicine' , with patj-ents regarded as disease bearers or

not genuinely i]I - The main concern has been to correct

the pathological conditions whether inherited or

acquired, to restore patients to better health first

patients are invited to recite any of their slrmptoms;

and then, 'please ans\^/er these questions. Now kindry keep

very sti1l and remain quiet whil-e you are examined and

tests arranged. welr this is my advice; here is the

prescription; follow those instruct,ions,. trust me.

Next patient!'

A study of the verbal exchange of general practitioners

consulting in their surgeries by Byrne et aI (A976) has

shown that doctors are remarkabry consistent in the ways
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forin which they consult wit.h patients. Training

time

the t.hird the

consulting skirrs hras considered deficient and. brame

attached to medical schoors. 'Just as the bad teacher

wil-I: "Teach all day without anyone learning a thing,, ,

so the bad doctor wirr doctor all- day whilst. the patient

refuses or is unable to cure himsel-f .

MichaeL Batint, son of a family doctor from 1951- ran

regular seminars ín London

published his book: 'The

íI1-ness'. ft was t.he first

at the Tavistock clinic and

doct.or, his patient and the

anyone had ever

first.

put the

íl1-ness last, doctor and pat.ient,

His work describes 3 previously unrecognised aspects of

the patient-physician rel-ationship. The first was the

recognition of the physician as a "drug" which emphasised

the dynamics of the interaction between patient and

doctor with dosage of t.he doctor in visits or

interacti-ons being appropríate or inappropriate. The

second is the ..deeper diagnosis,, which meant

understanding the psychosocial context of the patient and

which implies t.he

doctor's rol-e

'apostolic function'

of teacher, trainer

1964) .

and mol-der of the

patient (ealint

There are many such anaryses of the consurtation and

examples are as follows
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oxford university and the oxford Region,s vocat.ionar

training scheme for general practice have after years of

research and medical practice, developed an approach to

learning and teaching the consultation. This method can

be used with video feedback.

Pendreton (1981), described how at the consurtations

antecedents and consequences come together

of care. Before the consultation there is

into a cycle

a change of

determineshealth and the pat,ient's

whether to exit with no

health understanding

treatment, self treatment or

alternatj-ve care or to take the probtem to the general

practitioner.

At the consurtation some resurts may be immediate (eg the

patient's concerns may have d.ecreased. or increased) ,

intermedj-ate (compriance linked to patient satisfaction,

patient's health understanding etc) and long t.erm effects
(changes in the patient'|s hearth f olrowing pat.ient.s

adherence and health understanding). pendleton berieves

heal-th understanding plays a cruciar rol-e in the cycre of

care.

Pendlet.on et al (1990), have defined seven tasks in the

consultation. They arl require good communication

skiIls. These tasks are:
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5
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1. To define the reasons for the patient's attend.ance

includíng:

i the nature and hist.ory of the problems

ii their aetiology

iii the patientrs ideas, concerns and expectat,ions

iv the effects of the probl_ems

2 - To consider other problems

i continuing problems

ii at risk factors

3. To choose with the patient an appropriate action for

each problem

To achieve a shared understanding of the problems

wit.h the patient

To involve the patient in the management and

encourage him to accept. appropriate responsibility

To use time and resources appropriately

To estabrish or maintain a relationship h¡ith the

patient which helps to achieve the other tasks

Pendleton et ar (1990), use this framework to assess a

consultation and for debriefing map the consurtation on

the first five headings. A mark is put on the map at the

relevant heading after either the doctor or patient

speaks. At the spots the observer can write comments,

what was said or the number indicating the spot on a

a line is marked on a Likert. scale

6

7

video recording.

without numbers

covers the same

Then

for t.he consul-tation rating scale which

headings. The result is the basis for



to ask the trainee how they felt the consultation went,

positive feedback from the trainer, how the trainee would

rrdorr the consuftation if there was a next time and

specific criticism from the trainer in a simil_ar view.

Al-so the method allows for different styles of general

practitioner consulting .

debriefing a trainee on the

comments about the consulting

The teaching met.hod f or

Sheffield is based on

int.erviewing devised by Art
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consul-tation with precise

tasks. The format used is

general practice trainees at

the model of problem-based

Lesser at McMaster University

and problem-oriented

explore and

problems.

(Lesser 1985) . This is skil1-based

and emphasises skill-s needed to detecL,

clarify the patient's current psychosocial

Teaching

present

is in groups and the trainee is

videotapes that. have caused

encouraged to

him or her

difficult.y. The trainee prior to viewi_ng the tape of the

consultat j-on provides background details and terl-s the

group in what way they can help and what they would like

the group to focus on- The key step for the trainer in

improving skills is stopping the tape and rehearsing what

could have been done or said differently at that point. in

Lhe interview (Gask et aI 1991).

When the tape is

the trainee what.

stopped the facilitator does not telt

to do, but uses prompts like "why do you



think I stopped the tape? Did you

happening at that point? Vùhat did you

patient's voice?

when she started

Did you notice how her voice

128

not.ice anything

notice about the

changed

did ir.

phrasing statements or using

be dealt with similarly: "how

talking about her husband? How

change? I' New ways of

different strategies can

would you have done it.? What woul-d you say? "

The teaching focuses on three important sources of

information which have been described in detail by Lesser

(1e8s) .

1. V'Ihat the patient tells the doctor

2. What. the doctor 'seesl the appearance and behaviour

of the patient

3 . How the doctor f eel-s. Neighbour (1-9gj) , stresses

sel-f a\^/areness during the consultation

Replaying on video the beginning of the consult.ation may

create questions for the trainer on eye contact, putting

the patient at ease

question. Further on

(pitch and tone) are Teaching focuses on how

This can be done byone can respond to these cues

asking open-ended quest.ions, clarifying, asking for an

example and comment j-ng on non-verbal cues in a non-

t.hreatening way. Gask et al (tggf ) , teach how to ask the

pat.ient specifically about health betiefs and concerns.

and beginning with an open ended

verbal-, non-verbal- and vocal cues

located.
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and say that it

supporting with a

doctor and the ttygutt
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hray of demonstratj-ng empathy

explicit statements that are

Iink between the rr J rr of the

have a very specific

requires

cl-ear

of the patient: I'I can see that it

is very difficult for you to talk about this".

v'lhen the group has been meeting for a while trainees

include management skills training. Gask feels that for

groups that meet regularly, skill_s are improved most if

participants can bring back another recordj-ng made with

the same patient, when they have tried to use the skirls

and strategies suggested by the group. Here audiotapes

a video inmay be easier to obtain

their surgery.

from trainees who l-ack

Evaluation includes subjective eval-uation by participants

(easy) , subjective evaLuation by rol_e players, object,ive

evaluation of change in skil-l-s, and impact on patient

care (referred to earlier).

Gask et al (1988), have developed a real practice

assessment for trainees and general practitioners. Four

dif ferent t)æes of rating are mad.e:

1. classification of the d.octor's staLements. The unit.

of analysis was the medical utt,erance and the rating

int.o one or

dJ-rective,

scal-e allowed al_l utterances to be placed

more of 1,4 categories (eg open question,
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cl-osed - physical, psychological,

comments etc).

The trainee was rated as

mentioned the patient's

contact at t.he beginning

there v/as a sense of how

130

social, clarifying

to whether or not he/she

name or established eye

of the interview, whether

distressed the patient !ì/as,

accurat,ely

of problems

whether the patient's main problem was

def ined and whet.her specif ic examples

were asked for.

4

3 . Percentage cues missed. Counts \¡/ere made of the

total number of af f ect l-aden comments (e . g . I canr t

cope, f feel_ sad) and non-verbal cues expressed by

the patient and the number of each not commented upon

by the trainee.

Finally a simple rating scale was used to assess

t'appropriat,eness of advice to present.ing problem" and.

frequency of empathetic statements oï gestures and

the ability of the trainee to focus on the patient's

problem.

Using this rating scal-e, Gask found that after training,

distresstrainees were more like1y to sense the patientrs

and to define the main problem accurately, ask more

psychosocial questions, comment on affect-raden comments,

give more psychosocial- advice and this v/as appropriate to

the patientrs presenting problem- They also demonstrated

a more empathic interviewing styre. The psychiatric



diagnostJ-c ski1ls also improved and this
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benefited less

able trainees the most.

Gask et al- (L987) , rated experienced general

practitioners before and after a CST course using the

same ratj-ng sca1e. Comparison with trainees showed them

to possess considerable interviewing skills before

training, but none the less instruction in a defined

technique of assessment and management enable them to

improve these skilfs signíficantly. It seems a

postgraduate course of this type has much to offer the

experienced general practit.ioners and trainers. A

foIlow-up study is in progress looking at t.he general

practitioners post training interviewing style in t.heir

own surgeries and also assessing patients' satisfaction

fol-lowing their encounters with general practitioners.

Goldberg et aI (1989), state that patients commonly

present to generar practitioners with somatic slrmptoms

for which no adequate physicar cause can be found, which

are accompanied by the slrmptoms of an anxiety state or a

depressive il-lness. This is a major pubric hearth

problem and a model- has been created. to encourage

patients to re-attribute these s).mptoms and rerate them

t.o psychosocial problems.

The first part of the model is "feeling understoodil:



associated s)rmptoms, a t)æica1 pain day

2- Respond to mood rcuesr, clarificatíon of complaint,

empathetic comment., probe mood state

3. Explore social and family factors.

4. Explore health beliefs.

5. Carry out a brief, focused physical examination.

Then changing the agenda:

1. Feedback results of physical examination

2. Acknowledge reality of pain-

Re-frame patient's

symptoms, and link

complaint: remind them of other

to life events.

Then making the link:

1. Take a full history of the pain, elicit

Explanation: anxiety

secrete more adrenalin

(when people are anxious

3
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other

they

makes

1

in their blood and; this

t.heir heart. go faster) .

2. Explanation: depression

3. Demonstration: practical (patient asked to hold a

heawy book to demonst.rate muscle tension).

4. Demonstration: life events

5. Demonstration: here and now (symptoms now)



6 Projection using family member

symptoms?).
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(anyone else with same

a training videotape in

plus material for paired

is increasing. Seventy

due tois said to be

A training package

which this model is

comprising

described,

role pfay

hras given

of new skills and smalf group video feedback

to general practice

1985) . Evaluation of

trainees in Manchester

(Bridges this teaching package

revealed that the skil1s can be effectively learned.

In the Unit.ed States communicatíon skil_Is training

programmes for practising doctors

percent of malpractice litigation

poor communication and doctors attending training

programmes are eligible for discounts on their

malpract.ice premiums. one out of five Americans have

changed their doctor because their physicians made them

feel- uncomfortable, did not rel-ieve anxieties or did not

ans\^/er questions properly (Esajian l_991) .

Other issues are emerging which demand

British study careful qualitative

measures were used (Tuckett 1996)

conclude that because of the change

illness (more chronic disease) and

proper CST. fn a

and quantitative

and the aut,hors

in the nature of

the greater public

need to allow

conceptions of

with chronic

awareness of health issues, physicians

patients to articulate more of their owrt

illness. In other words when dealing



illness it takes two to tango. This

the doctor and the patient under focus.

t34
puts the power of

The term 'patient centred mediciner was first devised by

Balint, Hunt, ,.Toyce, Marinker and Woodcock (L970) , as a

contrast to traditional- illness-centred medicine (or

disease or doctor-centred medicine) .

The Royal CoIIege of Genera1 Practitioners in Britain has

established mandatory performance criteria to be

demonstrated for the examination for membership in L996

and 1997 which include skilIs in communication (Tate

1996) . The criteria listed are:

a

a

a

The candidate is seen to encourage the

contribution at appropriate points

consulLation.

patient' s

in the

The candidat.e is seen not to total-Iy ignore cues that

are present in the consultation

Appropriate details are elicited to place the

complaint (s) in a social and psychological- context.

The candidate obtains sufficient information for no

serious condition to be missed.



The physical

or disprove

been formed

concern.
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examination chosen is like1y to confirm

the hypothesis that could reasonably have

or is designed to address a patient,s

o

a

a

a

a

The candidate appears to make a clinically

appropriate working diagnosis

Diagnosis, management and effects of treatment are

explained.

The content

language used

needs -

of what the candidate says and the

are appropriate to what the patient

The management plan is appropríate for the working

diagnosis, reflecting a good und.erst.anding of modern

accepted medical practice.

The candidate shares management options with the

patient

The candidate prescribes appropriately.

orHair (1989), has argued that the doctor patient

relationship in a consul-tation can be analysed by

rerational- communication theory. Here the intensity of
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control by the doctor or pat.ient in the interview is

studied - on analysis of power of the players. The

amount of trupness" (attempts to control) "downness"

(submission to attempts to control) and "acrossnessrl

(neutrality) in the communication is measured.

Friederichs-Fitzwater et aI (I99I) , from the University

of CalÍfornia, Davis, have developed this measure to

study a family

institutional or

practice clinic, âfi AIDs clinic, âr

rooms or doctors'

home hospice

offices.

programme and hospital

The consultations were

utterance given a threeaudiotaped and

digit code.

each individual's

The first.

1=doctor, 2=patient, the

digit represented the speaker;

second described the format of

the message (assertion, question, talk-over/ non

complete, other) and the third digit the response mode of

the message (support, non support, extension, ans\^rer,

instruction, order, disconfirmat.ion, topic change,

init.iation-termination) Future studies with videotape

will consider non verbal communication. These three

digit codes are then translated. into control codes.

There are three tlpes of contror directions (Rogers et ar

1,975) - one Up f ì I which indicates gaining control of t.he

interaction (eg orders, topic changes, i-nstructions etc),

one d.own tJ I which indicates moving towards allowing,

seeking or accepting control of the interaction (eg

support measures) and one across t ll which indicates

moving towards neutrarising control of the interaction.
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The control- directions of the two speakers are then

paired based on sequential- responses. For example a pair

of responses from speakers with both assigned a one-up

cod.e is described as competitive symmetry flìl . A pair

of one-d.own messages fiJl is called submissive slrmmetry,

t lJl or a pair of one across messages is calted

neutralised symmetry (neither speaker is allowing or

attempting control of the interaction) . Complementary

messages are tlj I or tjl I . A computer programme has been

devísed (Oe Saeger 1988 ) to visually d.isplay the

consultation. The programme prepares a graph where t.he

consult.ation is plotted to visually display competitive,

submissive or neut.ralised slrmmetry. Total frequencies

are created for the message format for each communicator

and of the paired sequence response modes.

The fíndings

differences in

from the FamiIy Practice Clinic suggest

relational control from the predominantly

neutral-ised syrnmet.ry pairs

hospital room

found in the AIDs clinic, the

Here there was ahospice and

complimentary mode

mainly

thatThis finding indicates

physicians responded more often to patient's one-d.own

messages with one-up messages (Zll times), and t.he

patients were more willing t,o yield. control to the

physician (228 times) in t.he Fami1y practice Clinic.

Physicians talked over patients more in the FamiIy
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office but not

in the ArDs c]inic or the hospice. Domineering behaviour

by patients was seen in the Family practice Clinic, the

ArDs clinic and the hospice but not the hospitar office.

overall physicians and patients in the study tended to

concentrate their messages into onry three of the nine

possible relationship categories: extension, support and

ansv/er. These findings indicate doctor-centred

interactions with a pattern of the doct.or frequently

changing the subject, asking more questions and tarking

more than the patient. Many examples from the

transcripts of t.his study \^/ere obtained where the patient

woul-d raise an emotional issue or question and the

physician would respond with a question about physical

symptoms, thus, controlling the meaning of the iLlness.

rf this finding can be translated to larger studies,

there is cause for concern. This is because in studíes

of the effects of the physician-patient rel-ationship on

physiologicar hearth status of the pati-ent - ort.h et aI

1987, found improvements in follow-up brood pressure

among patients who \¡/ere alrowed. uninterrupted

communication of their hearth concerns. Also patients

are most satisfied with interviews that encourage them to

talk about psychologicar issues in an atmosphere where

there is no physician domination (Bertakis et al- 1991) .
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The RoyaI Australian CoIlege of

Training Program ín Austral-ia

communication ski1ls for trainees
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General- Practitioners,

promoLes training in

(an example of this is

in South Aust.ralia) .

educators in South Austratia have

the first year trainee programme

Here smal-I group tutorials are followed by practice with

simul-ated patients or rol-e pfay and immediate feedback.

Davies and Farmer (1991), emphasise the critical role of

a group leader in the programme. He or she has to be a

guardian (to maintain the correct environment for

constructive criticism), a resource person and a role

model of appropriate group behaviour. There are

different ways to debrief wideos in consultations in

smal-l groups. Medical

developed an approach

five CIsrr (Farmer 1986)

debriefing videos

This model- creates

cal-led'rthe

a supportive

of the video

to

environment. by giving the trainee control

recorder and encouraging them to first explore positive

the group l-eader acLsaspects of the consullation. Here

as a catalyst, not a critic.

In 1,996, the Queensland branch of The Royal Austral_ian

College of General- Practitioners Training program

implemented an act.ive listening modure for its general

practice Regist.rars. one of the aíms of this modure hras

to enhance the interpersonal- skirls of general practice

Registrars within the consul_tation. While patients,

assessments were significantry higher for Registrars who

participated in t.he ínterpersonal skill_s module, the



study was not a randomised one and the control group 
^:ï

more rural Registrars who had high scores at t.he

beginning (Greco et aI 1998)

The qualit.ies of the teacher are important in CST. When

a smal-l group is invol-ved the leader (according to Davies

and Farmer L992) should have complementary roles

guardian, resource person and rol_e model of appropriate

group behaviour.

As guardian he/she shoul-d encourage maximum participat.ion

of al-I members while maintaining a protective and non-

threatening enwironment. As resource person he/she

shoul-d have the special knowledge skitls and experience

of a general practitioner to share with the group.

As role model- of appropriat.e group behaviour he/she

should foIlow the forlowing prescription "one of the best

things a

behavi-our

accepts,

invites

facilitator can do is to

that make for a good

encourages/ engages

others to self

engage in the kinds of

group interaction: he

in rel-evant self disclosure,

examinat,ion, responds to

conf rontation by examining his or¡rn behaviour in the

community of the group, expresses his feelings, co-

operates with others, sticks to the here and now, owns

the interactions that take prace between others, tries to

invol-ve himself wit.h others, encourages others to involve



themsel-ves with hj-m, and generally searches for
t4l

nel^r ways

of being present to others (Egan I9i3)

Trainees in the General- Practice Teaching Unit at Modbury

Hospital in South Austral_ia are tested at each

consul-tation for picking up the patientts hidden agenda.

This is done by studying the Nottingham Health profile of

the patient after the history is taken. Not surprisingty

trainees miss depression and psychosocial- concerns in the

patients the most (Moorhead 1991) . The Unit also uses a

feedback form which has been used to assess interpersonar-

skills. Des Marchais et al_ (1990) , redefined the

Flanagan method (Flanagan ]-954) which evolved from

nurses', receptionists, and patients, views of critical_

incidents in an optimal doctor-patient relationship.

From 101 descriptions, 20 were selected from a team

comprj-sed of c1inl-cians, psychologists, psychiatrists and

medical- educators. The items serected were thought to

reflect four major dimensions of adequate interpersonar

skill-s: politeness, empathy, communication, and quality

of the information given to the patient. The test

chronologically forlows the steps of the consurtation and

can be used quickly. A rank out of a hundred can be

given.

rn Queensrand a rating scale for assessing clinical
performance of trainee general practitioners has been

developed (Hays 1990). The aim of this scale is not only



to all-ow evaluation by the training supervisor

for self-evaluation. Trialling the scale 1ed
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but. also

to the

addition of measuring eye contact and where t.he doctor

sits during consurtation, arso open ended questions and

psychosocial history.

Patient sat,isfaction has been Iinked. to CST in an

Australian interventíon study (Evans et aI i-ggl) .

General practitioners who received six hours of training

on patient satisfaction and on the psychological

variab]es in the physician-patient interaction had

patients who were more satisfied and l-ess anxious after a

visit as compared with patients of a contror group of

physicians.

The value of the practitionerrs communication skitrs in

the consul-tation is widely recognj-sed. An increasing

body of l-iterature is supporting communication skilrs

training for general practice in such areas as public

hearth, patient satisfacti-on, malpractice litigation,

compriance, somati-sation and clinical- outcomes in chronic

iIIness.

There are increasing reports of the success of

communication skirrs training for medical_ students,

general practice

practitÍoners. Use

trainees and experienced general

of videotapes to

but critical

provide feedback is

to this process isuniversally recognised
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the trainer's empathetic, constructive yet challenging

feedback. Communicat.ion skills training is expanding in

medical- schools, in post-graduate training schemes and in

continuing education schemes for experienced general

practitioners.

Bridges-Vùebb et aI (1992) , in a study of 495 Australian

general practitj-oners recorded information about all

surgery and home encounters with patients. TreaLments by

counselling and advice were recorded at a rate of 25 -5

per 100 encounters. Advice, including reassurance/

support,

per 100

counselling 2.7 .

advice and support

patient encounters

was the most commonly recorded subgroup at 15.7

counselling about health

and \^ras recorded at a rate of 5.7 per 1OO

This was fol-lowed by unspecified advice (4.6)

about nutrition (3.1) and individual

encounters fol-Iowed by

(5 .5) and psychological counselling (3 .4 ) ,t.reatment

advice r' \¡/as the most common individual other treatment

Bridges-V*Iebb et al f eel

encounters.

counsell-ing

psychosocial

however that

practice. Some of the general practitioners

doctor-

general

in the

survey rarely recorded it. The rates for counselring and

advice \^Iere slightly higher for females in al-l- age groups

except under 15 years. To put counselling and adwice

into perspective, therapeutic procedures had. a rate of 10

per 100 encounters and ot.her procedures 4-B and for every

100 problems managed, 68 prescriptions r^rere recorded. ft

probably occur as part of most

being an inherent part of
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coul-d be argued that communication skirls are important

in all- encounters not just counsell-ing and advice

encounters

continuing medj-cal education in communication skir-r-s may

not change general practitioner behaviour if the course

is too short. A course of 4 x half hour workshops in

oregon usA found no difference in doctor's communication

skil1s between the experimental and control_ groups.

However, there is evidence that a longer course has the

possibility of changing t.he frequency of open ended

questions and givi-ng information using the Roter

Interactional Analysis Scheme (Tnui et aI I9g2) .

Seldom has the patient

not benefit from the

population of those who do or do

attitudes and skills learned by

practitioners, been consul-ted by researchers. some think

that family practice training programs will only ,,meet

the needs of the providers and their speculation about

consumers". For a majority of probrems patients expect

their family physician to be caring, show concern for

f amily probrems, ask questions and be syrnpat.het.ic but not

be an expert.

consumers may be valuable as a resource for the training

and assessment of the communicatíon skil-rs of medical

practitioners. This is supported by a New Zearand study

where an examination of Lhe general practitioner
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to be at a fevel- consistent
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I^Iefe

assessed by non medically trained nominees of community

of theorganisations. To estimate the reliability

consumer examr-ner, the examiners rescored a random

sel-ection of videotaped candidate encounters. The test-

retest correlations of consumer scoring \^/ere demonstrated

with adequate examination

reliability hence consumer examiners are seen t,o be

performance.

in the exam

refiable, with a different perspective on

f t is not approprj-ate to medicalise t.hem

training (Thomson 1994) .

A standardised patient is

represent a

eval-uatíon

al-so f or

real pat j-ent case

they can be used

practicing doctors.

related to their

a performer

for use in

f or medical-

trained to

teaching and

students, but

standardisedValidity

adequacy as substitute

of

patients

patients,

they have

clinical outcomes such

one measure of which is the degree to which

gone undetected by practising physicians.

However it remains to be determined whether physician

can be used to predict certain

as compliance or altered health

performance with Sp, s

states (Burri, McCaughan and Burrows 1_976; Norman et aI

198s).

sP's have carried recording devices so that detairs of

the encounter could be accuratery reassessed (Hoppe et al

1990,' Roter and Hall- a9B7) . one study noted signif icant
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\^/ere selected because of
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and

to recognise

A trial of 24

University of South Carol-ina who

poor correl-ation between symptom

that which v/as documented in the patient record, with

important implications

(Norman 1985 ) . About. a

for quality-of-care assessment

third of family doctors in a

study in Manchester were unabl-e to make ratings of

psychiatric disturbance whiòh agreed with the number of

slrmptoms reported by their patients on a psychiatric

screening questionnaire (Davenport 1987) .

It is possible to train family doclors

psychiatric illness with more accuracy.

residents in the trainj-ng program of the Department of

Family Practice of the

health questionnaire, was

(GoIdberg

Twelwe residents in the

individual teaching with

index group were each given

David Goldberq of four sessions

of 45 minutes each. In t.he first session the instructor

set forth a, simple model- for making psychiatric

assessments in a family-practice setting and showed the

ratings of

reported

undertaken

trainee videotaped

style, which had

psychiatric disturbance and symptom levels as

on the general

1992) .

The trainee reacted to

excerpts of his or her o\,vn interview

been recorded during Phase 1 of the

the recording of himselfproj ect

wit.hin the framework of the model; the instructor was

there to provide mj-croteaching for any specific
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behaviours that the doctor needed to acquire by giving

him opportunities to practise them in the supervision

session, and he was generally supportive and encouraging.

In subsequent sessions the traínees were shown excerpLs

from videotaped interviews with patients that had taken

place between teaching sessions: the instructor sel-ected

excerpts which either showed the trainee practising a

behaviour which was new for him or illustrated a moment

in an interview which might have been handled better. It

was seldom necessary for the instructor to point out

these moments to the trainee, since t.hey t.ended to be

very critical about t.heir own performance. As the study

proceeded it became clear that many of the doctors made

an almost conscious decision not to probe for symptoms of

minor psychiatric disorder, since they did not know what

to do about these dj-sorders once they had elicited them.

The instructor therefore found himself adopting a less

critical slance towards the trainees, and providing much

more advice about the management of individual patients

than had been envisaged when the study was planned.

After the training sessions this group had significantly

improved the accuracy of their assessments.

Communication skí1Is and Àustralían rural- general

practitÍoners

Communication ski1ls in rural Austral-ian general

practitioners have been seen as important by patients.

3.7



Rural Australians have demonstrated a preparedness

bypassing
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to

than necessary,

practitioner, to

more comfort.able (Humphreys et aI 1993)

few Australian rural case studies into

patients' attitudes to general pract.ice services it v¡as

travel- further

closest general

whom they feel

In one of the

found that the most

doctor were compassion

The authors of this

consul-t a doctor with

often the

important qualities

and an ability to

sought in a

communicate.

3.8

study acknowl-edged that these

in undergraduate medicalpriorities \^¡ere not ref Iected

education at the time (Cymbalist et at 19BB) .

A recent rural study in NSW shows that overall, rural

residents consider social accessibility (or

acceptability) and continuity of care to be more

important than geographical proximity in both their

decision to consult and their choice of a d.octor

(Humphreys et al L997) -

Practical aspects of teaching csr to experienced general

practitioners with respect to managing somatising

patíents

The f ollowing comments are a personal ref r-ect.ion on a

training session provided by the author to 16 experienced

general practitioners at a Division of General practice

Continuing Medical Education (CME) eveníng. ft was hel_d

in the Division's headquarters in a suburb of Adelaide

with a light meal at 6.3opm forlowed by the cME session
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which r,vas schedul-ed f rom 7pm to 9pm in August 1998.

There $/ere 10 male and 6 femare practitioners who had.

chosen to attend CME sessions run by t.he division. The

topic for cME was heartsink patients with an emphasis on

managing somatising patients. Ha]f of the mal-e d.octors

would have been over 50 years of age and most of the

female doctors under 50 -

The Preparation

The aim was to give

patients f ol-l-owed by

consultation with a

a short introduction on heartsink

a quite

heartsink

amusing wideotape on a

patient, then a short

somatisation. The nextinformation giving session on

interactive component. was using Gask, s tape on

Reat.tribution which had as its second component 8 mini

tasks to perform in a roleplay scenario with patient and

doctor and finally 2 standardised patients who somatise

were used.

To transport material to another site really means that

al-l the material shourd fit in the boot of a car. The

f ollowing items can creat.e a 2 hour workshop on

(as part of theReattribution of Somatising patients

heartsink patient management strategy) :

1. 2 Tv monitors which play videotapes urith 2 remote

cont,rols. (rt flying to a venue arrange to hire them

at the nearest large town beforehand).



2 Video camera

workshop but

experienced

and tripod would be

from our recent
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helpful for a 2% day

CME experience with

would not begeneral practitioners

suitable for a 2 hour session as it may take a lot of

time to video desensitise the participants

3. 2 sphygmomanometers.

4. 2 tables and 4 chairs to be organised by the people

at the venue beforehand. There shourd be two rooms

capable

patient -

of housing 7 maximum plus a standardised

A small screen monitor is adequate for such

a room

5. 2 desk writing pad compendiums.

6- 2 mechanical t.imers (for tO minute consulting)

7 - Handouts:

i on the 10 heartsink types of patient

ii on characteristics, of somatising patients

iii on reattribution techniques (a summary of Gask, s

videotape)

iv a copy of one standardised patient, s Royal

Australian College of General practitioners'

Health Summary
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Health Summary

what the "doctor"

l5l
second standardised patient, s

This helps the observers to read

in the consultation is reading.

or Xray resul-ts are not given to

copy of the

Any test results

the observers.

8. 3 videotapes:

i a segment from the British TV series by Andrew

Davies called "A Very Peculiar practice,,. This

is a 'fictitious' depictment of the behaviour

of a group of general_ practitioners in a

University medical practice. The segment is

about a heartsink interview between a young

general practitioner and an overbearing

University Professor- There is an element of

somatising and manipulat.ive behaviour ínvolved.

ii 2 Gask and Gotdberg tapes on Reattribution

Techniques.

Reflections in chronoLogical order:

1. we need to know that the numbers are less than i-5 and

there are two separate rooms where each group of

approximately 7 can work without hearing the other

group.

2 - we need to fax our timetable to inform beforehand

that we start on time so h/e can have 2 hours of time.
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of

acquaintances who were frightened to show their

consulting skil-l-s to their compet,itors for patients.

aII theOn reflection one should not assume that

experienced general practitioners are confident about

their communicating skills enough to do simple tasks

l-et afone consult st.andardised patients. r noticed

that the older mal-e doctors laughed more at the warm

up tape (especially about jokes about the 1ow status

of general practitioners and doing rectal

examinations) and contributed the l_east to the

interactive learning. They partially sabotaged one

group who was lead by a non decisive woman l-eader who

col-luded with them and did not. vol-unteer hersel-f for

a single task.

It seems that pedagogy

medical- education for

is alive and well in

general practitioners.

final plenary sessíon the practitioners continually tried

what to do aboutto make me int.o a guru and asked me

management of patient.s who are too secretive, or who have

personarity disorders. rt \^/as like some undergraduate

teaching where the teacher is there to give knowredge.

on asking what the questioning practitioner did about the

patient in question an answer which showed careful

thinking would emerge.

from specialists who

particular diseases -

continuing

At the

Their previous CME obviously was

told them what to do in managing

them, thisDespite informing



session was to help brush up on

some students still took notes.
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reattributing skills,

Conclueions:

1. It. is possible that many general practitioners have

poor communicating skil-ls -

2 Many experienced practitioners resist adult learning

in their CME preferring to passively absorb

information from a perceived guru who is not a

general practitioner. The system of altocating

point.s for pedagogic education rewards this and is an

out of date and ineffective approach. This system

invol-ves organisations l-ike the Royal Australian

College of General Practitioners and much funding (in

the form of food) comes from drug companies. Studies

on general practice CME have shown the practitioners,

concern is about updating clinical ski1ls noL

consulting skills (Munro et al- 1982, Forrest et aI

1989, Moorhead et aI L994 and Appendix).

Many general practitioners may not perceive the need

to have CST, they may feel CST is an innate art which

cannot be taught. and they may feel that CST can

threaten the very foundation of care they have been

practising all their lives. My experience wit.h this

CST session is that t.he practitioners felt the same

way (Havelock 1990).

3
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Vthat to do for next tinre?

l-. Ask how may are in the audience?

Do they know each other well enough to trust each

other?

3. Are they younger doctors?

4. What sort of CME do you usually do - androgogy

pedagogy (chiId(adul-t learning) or the ubiquitous

learning) (Watt 1-990) ?

5. Issue cards (some with tasks some blank) so receiving

This might avoida number implies a certain task.

having no volunteers.

3.9 Conclusion

Improved blood pressure, diabetic control and better

mental- health are outcomes that have been linked to good

has beendoctor communicat.ion according to studies - V'Iork

done to create measures of outcome for general practice

and Howie's enablement score and Kaplan, s participatory

decision making score have been described. somatisation

is common in general practice patients and it is

important to teach doctors to reattribute such patients,

symptoms back to the underlying psychosocial cause.

2



Studies have noted how CST improves

in medical students and the study at

Teaching Unit

psychological

video feedback.
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communication skills

the General Practice

described how improvement in open

questioning occurred with more student
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CIIÀPTER 4

CTIÀI{GE IN EDUCÀTIONAL OUTLOOK IN WESTERN MEDICAL

scHoor,s A BÀCKGROT'ND FOR CST

rn this chapter changes in western medical- schoors are

discussed. Does probrem based learning sit comfortably with

CST and how valuable are standardised patients?

4.1 Changes and problems in medical schools

A new orientation is appearing in western medical- schoors

and a ne\¡r emphasis is appearing on mbulatory clinisal

training

The new

and the doctor patient encounter (Tauber ]-992) .

orientation is probably best represented by the

report of the panel on the general professionar educat.ion

of the physician and college preparation for medicine.

(Cpsp) (Association of American Medical

The pre-GPEP standard for medical

establ-ished in the first decade of

Colleges 1984).

education r,'¡as

this century as

(Fl-exner 1910) .encapsulated in the

Flexner was influenced

Flexner Report

by Welch who was a supporter of

German reductionism. Here clinicar medicine was seen as

a scientific discipline to be taught by famous scientists

(femkin 1950) . Osler disagreed with this approach as he

saw it creating a scientific ethos which woul-d impose

itself between physician and patient (Osler 1962) -

Problems which have been recognised in these medicar

schools include rigidit.y of the curriculum, overroaded
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irrelevant lectures, âÍt

learning, memorisat.ion

of concepts, Iack of

emphasis

rather

on teaching rather than

than

1

integration

separation

the understanding

within the course or the examinations, a

from the intellectual life of the university,

and a serious disjunction between societ.al need and the

education of doctors (Rappteye j-932, Karmel report 1973,

shel-drake et al r978, Thompson 19g1, The GpEp Report

1'984, Renwick w 1988, The Edinburgh Decraration 19gg,

Doherty 1988) .

The Edinburgh Decl-aration of 19gg stated the reforms

needed as:

widening the educational- settings in which medical-

education takes p1ace.

2 - National health priorities as the context for

education.

3. Acti-ve learning through l-if e (with appropriate

reforms of the examj_nation system) .

4 - Professíonal- competence as the purpose of al-r

learning.

5. Traíning of medical teachers as educators.

6. Health promotion and prevention of ill_ness

7 . Integration of science and clinical practice.
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8. Sel-ection of entrants, for non cognitive as well as

intellectual attributes.

9 - Co-ordination of education with healt.h delivery

serv]-ces.

10. Bal-anced production for the national need for

doctors.

11. Co-operation of the health professional-s (mu1ti

professional- training) .

L2. Continuing medical education as a main sphere of

medi-cal educati-on.

In the USA, the association of medical colleges in it.s

the nev/ physician as

committed to work, to

GPEP Report (1984) idealizes

'caring, compassionate

Iearning, to rationality, to science and to serving the

greater society'. This broadens the Fl-exner approach

which endorsed an optimistic reliance on the application

of basic research- The emphasis on the laboratory, the

heavy rel-iance on the objective, i.e. quantifiable data,

the overwhelming concern with disease as a malfunctioned

component (as opposed to holistic heatth concerns)

oriented the Flexnerian physician increasingly towards a

technocracy. His report (Flexner 1910) was ínfluenced by

Welch who was a supporter of rigid German reductionism

flying on the successes of microbiology at the turn of

the century- Here clinical medicine was seen as a

scientific discipline to be taught by famous scientj-sts



itself between physician and patient (Osler j,962)

When psychometric testing using the Californian

psychological inventory was performed on Monash

university students in Austral-ia during the basic science

component of the medicar curricurum it was found that

high academic achievement in many components of the

curriculum in students was rinked to personarity profiles

that seemed inappropriat.e to their chosen careers as

physicians.

qualities in

Medical- schools espousing humanistic

their educationat objectives may be

(Temkin 1950) . osler disagreed with

saw it creating a scientific ethos

a contradictory message to

those with inappropriate

a9e6) .

Catafonia

this approach

which would
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as he

r_mpose

offering

rewarding

(Tutton

their students by

personal qualities

vùhen cl-inicar skil-1s and communication skirls were

assessed by standard patient consultations which were

rated, the final year students in medical schools in

demonstrated t.hat there was no correlation

between scores with t.he method of crinical skirl
assessment and academic knowredge assessment (Gomez et al

7e97 )

characteristics of teachers and their environment may

affect the quality of csr. Most csr trainers today \^/ere

themsel-ves educated in an era when communication skirl_s

were hardly taught at all. Too frequently it has been

assumed that csr trainers, through their very pract.ice of
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of thegained

involvedspecifíc skilIs

(Silverman et al

true.

in medical communication

1998) . This of course is not always

Administration in areas of medj-cal education can help or

hinder CST. Sil-verman et aI (fgg8) feel- that it is vital

that the importance of communication skirrs teaching is

understood by those in positions of authority and power

Deans of medical- institutions, administrators of heal_th

management organisations, hospitals and health

authorities, medical societ.ies, royal colIeges, medical

associations, funding agencies and medical politicians.

Among teachers of communication skitls are some who

confess to being ignorant of the whole subject of

communication skills (Eastwood 1985) . Hargie et aI

(1987) have argued that because of the current rack of

expert staff within the health professions in respect of

skill-ed Lrainers of communication skil-Is, the use of bot.h

a behavioural scientist and a tutor representing the

professionar background of trainees is needed. This type

of work necessitates the marriage of two separate bodies

of knowledge and if neither is not adequately represented

then the training experience may be impaired. Hargie et

al- feel that the behaviourar scientist will- ensure that

training focuses upon the communication issues rn/ithout

paying too much attent.ion to professional- contents, whire

the practitioner - tutor can ensure that any discussion



of communicatj-on takes place within the realities
l6l

of the

actual practice situat.ion. A fine bal-ance can occur here

between 'process' and .product, Trainees have endorse

this approach (Morrow et aI 1986)

The werch/osrer conflict may today have harmfur effect.s

on csr training in a generar practice setting (Moorhead

et al- 1991) . The critícism of t.he Frexner moder on which

many medical schools have operated occurred at a

conference on medical communication i_n Toronto in 1991.

The Toronto consensus statement of a99r agrees that

traditional medical education at arl levels is generarly

ineffective in t.eaching clinical communication (rahn

7979, Kern 1989, Maguire 1984).

sufficient data have now accumulated. to prove that

problems in doct.or-patient communication are extremely

common and adversely affect patient management- rt has

been repeatedry shown that the crinical skírrs needed to

improwe these problems can be taught and that. the

subsequent benefit.s to medicar practice are demonstrable,

feasible on a routine basis, and enduring. There is

therefore a clear and urgent need for teaching of these

crinical skills to be incorporated int.o medicar schoor

curricula and continued into postgraduate training and

courses in continuing medical- education. rf current

knowledge is now implemented in clinical practice, and if

are addressed, there may bethe priorities for research

material j-mprovement in the patient-doctor rerationship.
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4.2 Problem based learning

Many concerned medical educators ber-ieve t.hat traditional

medical- schoors are so bad that it is easier to leave

them and start all over

schools which are often

again. They work

referred to as

in new medical

and/or problem-oriented medical school_s

te87) .

However the luxury of starting from scratch is

possible in traditional_ medical school_s (Kamien

community

(Kantrowitz

based

et al-

rarely

1993).

Given the wide range of personalities and professional

interests involved in traditional- medical- schoors and the

general l-ack of interest in the literature, it. is

unlikely that members of such a school witr be able to

reach a consensus for action without some external help.

The Educating Future physicians for ontario project

(McMaster University 1992) is collecting information from

a wide spectrum of peopre and resources Lo mat.ch

education with what the pubric wants and needs from its

doctors (Rosser et al_ 1994) .

The study is in regular consul-tation with representatives

from 5 canadian medicar school-s in ontario and a hearth

care consumersr advisory committee which includes people

with chronic disease and disabilities.

This raises the guestion is a medical school a

community of schol-ars or schol_ars of the community? Cox

have risen that(l-984) argues that community expectations
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t.he medical graduate will accept responsibility for

sensitive handling of delicate interpersonal relations,

counselling in sexuality and bereavement, and empathising

with the patient's emot.ional needs during consultation,

as well- as helping sort out welf are, occupational,

housing and other environmental- problems. The

fascinatíon with the scientific and technical side of

medicine, and the effect of specialisatíon

practice from the home to the hospital and

1ed, howewer, t.o t.he relative neglect of this

of medicine in order to

side- He argues that

debated whether the

deal effectively with

universities

in shifting

cl-inic, have

caring side

the curing

have not clearly

legitimately and

and psychological

medical task

realistically incl-udes

aspects of illness, and

medical school may be in

and skill-s in its graduates.

what the responsibility of the

ensuring appropriate attitudes

the social

Teaching CST

skilIs, Cox

service have

requires educational and administrative

argues

well

that in universities research and

codif ied pat,t,erns f or t.heir reward

systems, teaching and administ.ration do not

Abrahamson (1988) argues that it is time for us

(academics) to acknowledge that curriculum development in

a medical- school- is not logical or even educational,. it.

is political and emotional. He feels t.he solution is to

empower faculties with the curriculum noL individual

departments.
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It i-s instructive to learn what patients expect from a

doctor. An extensive review of the literature has

revealed 9 major groups of factors (Spiegel & Backaut,

1e80)

1. Accessibility and convenience of services

2. Availability of resources

3. Continuity of care

4 - Efficacy of outcomes of care

5. Financial arrangements for palrment of health care

6. Humaneness of care given

7 - Quality of competence of the staff providing the care

The thoroughness of information gathering by health

care staff

9 . Pl-easantness of surroundings.

Five of these hawe the requirements of the doctor

possessing good comrnunication skil-l-s.

Integrating epidemiolgy, pathophysiology and therapeutics

through a problem-solving approach to casework has been

test.ed at McMaster and Newcastl_e NSW and shown to prod.uce

graduates with bett.er analytic and communication skills

(Hamilton L992, Saunders et aI i.992) .

fmproving communication and patient education skil_ls by

teaching them as specific techniques has been shown to

8



improve not only history taking but
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aIso, examination

technique and diagnostic accuracy (Maguire et al 1986) .

A British study (Cartwright 1967) found when people hrere

asked the quest.ion: rIf you could have 10 minutes

uninterrupted discussion wit.h your doctor or with another

doctor you found sympathetic, is there anything you would

like to ask him about - either for yourself or your

of thefamily?r

respondents.

The response was yes for 18?

Better communication skil-Is in the doctor

might remedy this situation.

A "personal doctor" according to patients should have the

following characterj-stics :

1. A good full explainer of things (jSZ)

2. The doctor would know them by name if he met them in

the street (662) .

3 The doctor patient relationship is friendly rather

t.han business like (442) .

4 - They feel they might discuss a personal problem that

wirh him (2s*).was not a stríctly medical one

only 11å of patients had a generar practitioner who was a

rpersonal doctorr on all_ these criteria, but mosl people

(88?) had a doctor who met one or more of them.

The emphasis in problem based learning (pBL) is that. the

problems must be based on reality. of course most heal-th



problems are community not hospital based

knowledge of

our thinking
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In PBL small-

the worl-d

activity.

group learning with tutor supervision is the norm. pBL

as a method of instruct.ion stands firm wíthin the

rationalist tradition (Schmidt, 1995) .

Rationalism presupposes that our

systematJ-c descriptions of reality derived from careful

observation but cognitive structures resulting from

logical reasoning (Popper 1950).

It is possible that student.s learn better in PBL if they

and work withonly have limited knowledge of the subject

smal-l- groups

DeGrawe et al

rather than individuals (Schmidt et al 1-989,

198s).

is primarily the product of

Theories are developed through

New South üIales showed that

deduction not so much

promotion of

1-929 ) and the

people to know

who use problem

t.hey are bett.er

Data from 139

University of Newcastle in

graduates from this problem-

The history of PBL starts with the

independent learning in children (Dewey

idea of an intrinsic curiosity that drives

more about their world (Bruner 1959) -

It may be t.hat. those medical school_s

based learning create doctors who feel

prepared for interpersonal j-nteraction.

first year doctors from the

based medical school rated their undergraduate

medical schoolpreparation more highly than tradit.ional

graduates to prepare them for practice in the areas of
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with

other health care workers, preventive care, holistic care

and self-directed learning. These findings persisted

when ratings \^/ere adjusted for the effects of age and

gender (Hi1l et al 1998) .

Medical students who learnt with pBL in the new pathway

currj-cul-um at Harvard demonstrated greater psychosocial

knowledge, better relationar skil-rs and more humanistic

attitudes (Moore et al- 1994) - Medical students are not

the only ones to experience these thoughts. Occupational

therapists at the universit.y of rrl-inios perceived that a

PBL approach which was adopted consistent.Iy across the

curricul-um contributed to the development of

communication, information management, criticar reasoning

and team building ski1ls, whilst those from Duquesne

uniwersity in Pittsburgh responded that pBL enhanced

their prof essional behavj_our and this incl_uded

interpersonal- communication skill-s and. teamwork (stern

L997) . This leads one to rook for further evidence of

the effect of PBL on communication skil-l-s training- We

felt we shoul-d assess the impact of pBL on a session of

csr vrith our own students at the Generar practice

Teaching Unit.
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STT]DY III

4.3 What is the inpact of adding PBIJ to Communication Skills

Trainíng?

Problem Based Learning offers considerable overlap wj_t.h

Communication Skills Training methods and provid.es an

ideal opportunity to extend the Communication Curriculum.

what could be more problem based than a standardised

Patient case which l-earners work through over time,

moving from information gathering to problem solving,

then to investigating knowledge gaps and learning

opportunitíes and rater returning to the st.andardised

patient to explain findings and plan further care (Kurt.z

et al- 1998) ?

ft may also be that those medj-caI schools who use pBL

creaLe doctors who feel they are better prepared for

interpersonal interaction. A group of

medical

Austral-ian medical_

graduates from a PBL based school- rated their

undergraduate preparation more highly than traditional

medical school graduates to prepare them for practice in

the area of interpersonal ski11s, confidence,

col-laboration with other health care workers, preventive

care, holistic care and self directed learning. These

findings persisted when ratings were adjusted for the

effects of age and gender (Hill et al- 1999) .
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activity addresses a
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have been described. They are the

situation which might or might not

is multifaceted; much of

is conduct.ed with small groups of students

participate actively in

PBL does not fulfil all of

is mechanical- in practice

are expected to

be a problem;

the activity

and students

the situation

their own learning.

these objectives and

with the only aim of

acquisition may miss

deeper, hol-istic and

f or t.he development

problem solving based on knowledge

the potential for stimulation of

creative thought and the opportunit.y

of interpersonal and communication

Sometimes

PBL which

skil-ls (Boud et al- 1994) .

At the General Practice Teaching Unit at Modbury in South

tutor and st.udentAustralia h¡e studied feedhack about the

questioning style in a segment of a communications course

where PBL was introduced.

Aim

We wished to find ouL whether int.roducing pBL to a

segment on communication skilIs training made any

difference to the students, feedback on the qualities of

their tutor and also how many open ended psychologicar

questions they asked of their standardised patient before

and af ter t.he PBL part. of the segment.
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Method

The students were 35 Fourth Year medical students

attending the unit between May and ,JuIy and a further 35

in August and November in L999. These two training

periods were compared.

fn the first, each medical student (from a group of 4)

interviewed a standardised patient (SP) after 3 minutes

reading about the SP's general hisLory, test results and

some information about the SP's condition. The

consultations were all timed to last 10 minutes with a

timer and videotaped. After SP feedback and a tutorial on

communication skil-Is (CST), feedback on the studenLs,

videotapes was giwen

tutor at the end of

t.he tutor. Eval-uations of the

training \^/ere obtained from 35

by

the

students. Despite good feedback about the Lutor, student.s

reporLed difficulties in knowing what action was required

to manage the patient in their consultations and this was

felt to impede their concentration on communication

skills. This prompted us Lo change the session to al-Iow

the students to find out more knowledge about the

problems presented by the SP.

The ne\^/ session which commenced in August involved

students in t\^ro pairs. In each pair, one student

consulted an SP whil-e being videotaped, while the other

observed. Brief feedback was then given by the Sp in the

form of a ParticipaLory decisíon making style



questionnaire (Kaplan et aI L996) . The Sp was

"Tf

rate the student's style, o[ a 5 point scale "using t.he

there were a choice betweenfollowing questions: 1)

treatments, would this doctor ask you to help make the

decision? (def inítely yes to def initely no),' ¡ 2) ..How

often does this doctor make an effort to give you some

control over your t,reatment? (very often to never) ? ; and

3) "hoÌ¡r often does this doctor ask you to take some of

the responsibility for your treatment? (very often to not.

at al-I) ?" Resources related to their Sps, problems were

then made available for a self-directed learning session

for one hour ie PBL-

There were 2 sPs. one presented as a lady in her forties

who had missed her period.

students for the self

standardised patient were

The resources provided for the

directed PBL about this

a brief summary about prenatal

which included

Down Syndrome

from the Queen

about Chorionic

t7t
asked to

information on Chorionic Vill_us

and Neural Tube Defects; a

Elizabeth Hospital in South

Vil-l-us Sampling which they give

Diagnosis

Sampl i-ng,

handout

Austral-ia

to their

patients

Samplíng.

Genetic

pat.ients

who are

The student,s

and their patient. consent form for

about to undergo Chorionic Villus

could if they chose read about

Disorders (Taylor

L996) and

1997) , Chromosomal

Deaì-ing with pregnancyAbnormalities (Nelson

(Rosenfeld 7997). A videotape was supplied on prenatal_

Diagnosis (NSW Genetic Education program 1992) .
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The other SP vüas a man in his late fifties who was

concerned about

provided for the

articles on the Practice Approach

the Management

to Managing

of Erectile

Erectil-e Impotence. The resources

students for the self directed PBL were

General

Impotence (Johnson t996);

Dysfunction (Handelsman

f or Erectil-e Dysfunction

on particular tlnpes of

also provided.

1998) and New treatment Options

(McMahon L999) . Two videotapes

pharmacological management were

The remaining student v/as videotaped consul-ting with the

same sP. Detail-ed sP feedback folrowed and the students

of both groups met together with their tutor for feedback

on their tapes.

Af ter 35 students had undertaken the ner¡r session,

feedback about their tut.or was compared in the forlowing

areas using five-point Likert scales:

Communicated ef fectively

Encouraged student participation

Well organised

Stimulated student interest

Ent.husiastic about teaching

The new students were al-so asked to respond to the

1

2

3

4

5

stat.ements:
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7

The PBL process \^¡as helpful to

I have developed new skil-Is/

of this session

t73

my learning

strategies as a result

On the Likert scal-e 5 indicated .,Strongly agree', and L

"Strongly disagree". The measure of student communication

skil1 was the number of open psychological questions

asked in the 10 minute consultations.

There \^rere 1,2 consultations that rivere checked by another

rater who had been trained to assess open ended

psychological questions from videotaped consul_tations

Results

There were 35 responses on the tutor feedback questions

for the Before PBL group and 35 for the After group.

There was no statistical difference in the 2 groups for

the students' sex - both groups had 24 males and l-1

females. Neither was there a significant difference in

age (Before group - 2I years or under 15 students and

After group 9 students Chi square 2.28 df 1- p O .2) . AIso

there was no significant difference in the students,

country of birth (Before - born in Australia l-'l and After

10 Chi square 2.2 df 1- p O -2) .

There were no significant differences in the feedback

about the tutor in the two groups. Tabl-e l-
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There were L2 consultations that were checked by another

rater who had been trained to assess

from videotaped

agreement in t.he

questions (which

between raters in

of open ended

consultation v/as

consultations

number of open

was the measure

open ended questions

There hras perf ect

ended psychological

of student skiII)

these consultations. The mean number

psychological questions in the first

1.55 (S¡ 1.04) and the second 1.16 (SD

1.01) however this was not a significant difference (t

2.04 df 34 p 0.38).

A1I of the 35 students in the nehr PBL session responded

to the question: "The PBL process was helpful to my

learning. " The mean score for this statement \,ì¡as 3 .93

(so 0.9s). The

have developed

session." The

second question they responded to r^ras: ,.f

nev/ skills/strategies as a result of this

mean score for this statement \^/as 4 -23 (SO

0.88)



STIIDENT FEEDBÀCK ÀBOUT THEIR TUTOR IN TWO GROUPS OF STT'DENTS
BEFORE À}ID AFTER THE INTRODUCTTON OF PBL

QUESTTON Before
PBL

After
PBL

1 Communicated
effectively

Mean
SD

4 -43
0.6s

4 .43
0.65

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

2 Enthusiastic about
teaching

Mean
SD

4 .54
0.61

4 .54
0.61

3 Encouraged student
part.icipation

Mean
SD

4 .40
o -77

4 .43
0.65

4. Well organised Mean
SD

4 -37
o -77

4.29
o -75

5 Simulated student
interest

Mean 4 .43
o -74

4 -26
0.70SD

Table L
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DiscussÍon

There seems to be little difference in the feedback given

by the group of students who did not have PBL included in

thej-r session to their tutor compared with those who did.

The tulor remained the same for both groups and so did

the education set.ting. It seems that t.he good tutor

feedback did not suffer with the introduction of PBL into

this Communication Skitts Training segment.

The sex, age group and country of birth was simifar in

both groups. The standardised patients in the training

hrere trained to a strict protocol and were the same

people on most of the occasj-ons. They were consulted the

same number of times in both groups and the duration of

the consultation was equal on each occasion. However the



groups \¡/ere not matched as the tutor

by the student marking a questionnaire

met.hod of identification.
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feedback was given

that contained no

It appeared that students' consultations were no less

biomedically focussed (in the sense of fewer open ended

psychological questions) after the sel-f-directed PBL

session compared with their performance in t.he

consultation before it. What this means is not clear as

there is no data for comparison from the old course. The

second consultation followed the first with the presumed

advantage of feedback about the students' negotiating

skil-1s and acquired new knowledge.

The students did ask open-ended psychological quest.ions

in their consul-tation after self directed PBL. One would

think that the second consultation would be more about

management rather than gathering information and asking

open-ended psychological questions woul-d help in the

negotiating process of patient management. An effective

negotiator understands the perspective, needs and

aspirat.ions of the other party and therefore understand.s

the nature of t.he disagreement or conflict. In the

medical interview this responsibility fal-1s to the

clinician, especially in the management aspect of the

consul-tation. Open psychological questioning is one of

t.he specific elicitation skills needed to find out about

the patient's ideas concerning the nature of the problem,
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1995 ) . I(nowing about this

rel-ationship needs
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(Lipkin

should l-ead to a management

that is shared and this should lead to better compliance

if the patients \^/ere real-. The need to ask such questions

was emphasised to the students on the previous day of the

course. Open ended psychological questions were used as

in the GPTU benefitsa measure because previous work

students to ask more such questions.

The problems

student. One

themselves may have been threatening to the

erectile impot.ence and the other a

a man presenting with

woman in her forties

(a real test done onwhose pregnancy test was positive

donated urine from the ante natar crinic). These problems

would test the ability of the student to negotiate an

outcome satisfact.ory to the patient.

The imprications of finding no d.ifferences j-n open ended

questions are unclear. Other benefits or losses of

including PBL into CST are speculations. For example,

does the communication between the students as they do

their PBL segment between the consultations improve other

aspects of their communication skirls or decrease them?

Does acquisition of new knowredge enhance or decrease

their communication skil-Is?

The measure of communication skil-ls in this st.udy was

only one of many t.hat coul_d have been used.. Future

consultation was for
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research should include such things as open and cl_osed

physical, psychological and social questioning and

response to the patient's cues. Measures of negot.iating

skills woul-d be helpful here tike administering Kaplan, s

Participatory Decision Making Questionnaire to the Sp.

Most of the resource materials whether journal articles,

videotapes or textbook readings were in a pure biomedical_

reductionist mode. This also coul-d have inftuenced the

behaviour of the students but they stil-I managed to ask

some open ended psychological questions.

It appears that including a segment of sel_f directed pBL

into a Communication Ski1ls Training session is

acceptable to the students in this study and had no

impact on how they rated their tutor. tVhile the st.udents,

open-ended psychological questioning appeared not to

significant.ly change in the consulting immediately before

and after the PBL the meaning of this remains unclear.

Future research is needed t.o evaluate the impact of

Probl-em Based Learning on Communication Skills Training.

4.4 Evidence based medicine and comnunication in generar

practice

There is currently a

the world and

wave of evidence based medicine

sr^/eepl-ng

general

evidence

practice. There

based medicine

it is making some inroads into

are three criteria however for

Lo work (Hov/itt et a1 1,999) .
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studies
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the evidence must' be obtained by population

Then the practitioner has to identify the

patient who may benefit from the treatment (this assumes

the practitioner knows about the best practice). A key

factor in the imprementation is the patient and his/her

beliefs. Often patient beliefs Iike perceived

vulnerability, perceived seriousness, seeking to prolong

life, accepting death and attitudes to change mean t.hat

evidence based medicine is 1ike1y to have only limit.ed

practice as these beliefs may

the evidence based regimen

general practitioner.

4.5 Medical schools and general practice research

Howie (tgge) has identified a credibilitv

applicability in

block compliance

recommended by the

general

with

practice research

1000 examples of

from medical schools.

gap in general

During t996,

research centred written

British academic

reports were

the British

general practice

reviewed. Many of

,fournal of General-l_nthem \¡rere published

Practi-ce but this

criticism from it's

Journal has received persistent

readers about accessibility, interest

and relevance of its contents. Howie feels there shourd

be a greater determination to pursue projects and

programmes of enquiry that unite researcher and

researched by which he means general practice research

shourd benefit everyday general practice (Howie rg96,

Personal Communication). Any research that helps
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students or doctors to Iearn how to be an effective

communicating general practitioner hopefully fulfils

Howie's requirements. The intell-ectually important parts

of Howie's patient care mode1 are consulting skills and

these are particularly resistant to quantifícation.

4.6 Patient-doctor negobiatíon

The idea of patient-doctor negotiation is not a ne\^/ one.

that negotiation

et al 1956), and(Szasz

a voluntary al-liance

This voluntary a1l-iance can help

In the 1950's Sasz and Hollender

can help patients heì-p themselves

this has since been described as

(Siegler 1981, Balint et aI T996) -

noted

clarifying role ambiguitj-es, in

interest and in reaching shared

1997) which help both themselves

(Balint et al 1,996) . Batint et al writing in an American

environment feel- that t.he first duty of the physician is

advocate forto continue to act as the patient, s

appropriate care against all comers. At the same time,

patients and doct.ors in

resolving differences of

decisions (Charles et aI

(Qui11 1983) and society

must educate the patient as tothe physician as teacher

what. is appropriate care

responsible and ful1y

so that the

informed in

patient can al-so be

making autonomous

is the "basis forthat thisdecisions. They believe

alliance of patients and physicians in society that can

of t.he essential-effectively ensure the preservation

basics of the therapeutic relationship and infl_uence the
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evol-ution of our healLh care system so that it can indeed.

provide optimum care for atl citizens while being

responsible in the use of social resources.,,

Concordance of belief between doctor and patient has been

positively associated with outcomes such as adherence to

treatment, (Donovan et al- 1992, Homedes 1991), problem

resolution as judged by pati-ents

and doctors (Starfield et al- 1981)

(Starfield et aI L979)

and doctor recognition

of problems at follow up (Starf iel_d et al_ 1979) .

Buetow (1998) be1i-eves that the need is not merely for an

for an integrat.ed strategy that reconcil_esbut.

because it does

agreemenl

the main interests of the patient and doctor, and other

groups such as family and community. He has four

strategies of negotiation when non concordance occurs in

a patient cenLred consultation. The best is "bridging"

that leaves

both patient and

not necessitate a compromise

doctor unsatisfied.

The example

a primipara,

gestation.

given is: "a 33 year old professional woman,

attends for an antenatal visit at 36 weeks,

She

her preference

requests ä vaginal delivery and states

for a 'natural' birth but her doctor

favours a caesarean section because the foetus is

present.ing by the breech"

trial of labour if the

Here bridging coufd involve a

gestation

women delivers before 40 weeks



Another negotiating tactic is "trading", or

for costs (including non financial costs) .

can also satisfy the needs of each party it

to "sacrifice one's own needs in the

discussion in reLurn for full satisfaction

t82

compensation

While this

requires one

area under

in some other

area". Here the doctor could agree to a trial of labour

but suggests an epidural anaesthetic because it would be

useful for a normal vaginal breech delivery and also in

the event of a caesarean section becoming necessary.

A third approach is "Iog rolling" where pat.ient and

doctor reach a compromise which "on1y partly satisfies

one or both but which can be developed and monitored over

time" - Here the doctor and the expectant mother might

agree to a caesarean sect.ion under epidural anaesthesia

if the baby has not. emerged spontaneously.

"Damage limitation" is the l-east desirabl-e strategy. It

means prescribing a Benzodiazepine Lo a sleepless patient

but not to do ít again.

4.7 Undergraduate Com¡runicatíon Skil1s Training

There are many such training schemes but a refined

example is found at Maastricht. In 7974 a nev/ medical

faculty \i/as

adopt.ed the

founded in Maastricht, The Netherlands. It

problem based learning approach of t.he

University of

problems and

McMaster, Canada. Learning is guided by

in small groups. The subject matter is

possibility to applytheme oriented and there is the
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skil-1s with ample time and facil-ities for self

The teachers are given credits for block or

co-ordination in hours and promotion is based on

demonstrated teaching skilI. Assessment is by central

examination and examinations are for educational

feedback, not decision making.

In response to a

t.heir encounters

faculty wish that students preparing for

with patients should not be dependent on

the hospital

that cl-inical-

the curriculum,

population present

competence should

the SkiIlsl-ab was

at a certain time, and

be an integral part of

established in 'J,975.

Four skills

training) ,

(1så) and

doctor-patient

Topics include

dummies and models is made.

fn communication skills training the quality of the

are addressed. Physical examination (SOZ of

therapeutic skill-s (15å) , laboratory ski]Is

communication skills (2OZ). Much use of

interaction is the topic of training.

how to ask open ended questions and how to

practising

knowledge

explore the

through their

situations

reasons f or encount.er. As students go

course the complexity of skills,

and integrating skill with

l_ncreases.

rnterviews with simulated patients are carried out once

every three weeks throughout the course fn first year
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hrith one

the emphasis is on how the problem affects

life style. Several- students meet with

and compare information. In second year

with simulated patients represents an area

block they are working in eg examination

Physical examination is gradually worked

patient encounters

a teacher and are

after the encounter

into the encounLer. These simulated

complaint and

the patient's

these patients

the interview

related to the

of the abdomen

take place without the

recorded on videotape.

the simul-ated patient

congruence and trust).

presence of

fmmediately

provi-des f eedback (re empathy,

The vi-deotapes are watched by the students of one group

of eight. They write down remarks and comments with the

tape. one week l-ater these remarks and comments are

eval-uated by the same group with a generar practitioner

(in the second year) and a behavioural- scientist (in the

third and fourt.h year) . fn fift.h and sixth year the

students t.ake part in clinical

1989) . It has been observed in

rotations (Van Dalen

the final two

the course (the clinical years) greater medical

years of

knowledge

seems to inhibit the good results

years (Van Dalen 1991).

of CST in the earlier

Pascoe et al (r976) , proposed a rist. of characteristics

needed for teaching and learning interpersonal skirls and

this was modified by Riccardi et al (1983) . van Daren et
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CSTaI (1989), have applied

programme at Maastricht.

are given:

these criteria to the

The following characteristics

1-. rsorate the essential elements of the communication

skill-, define them and teach them systematically (At

Maastricht. the basic ski11s of CST are taught in

first and second year)

2. Let students practice the skirrs in either simurated

or actual interpersonal-

each student

situations (in second and

fourth year has 3 0 simul-ated pat j-ents

and observes their peers' situations. Excursions to

health pract.itioners

al-so. In f if th and

to aIlow CST practice occurs

sixth year real- patients are

int.erviewed and examined)

Give immediate descriptive (not normative) feedhack

on student performance, including sel_f assessment,

pat.ient and peer feedback (At Maastricht feedback for

role playing and simulated patient contact is guided

by the Maastricht history-taking and advj_ce checklist

(Criinen et al 1985, Kraan et aI IggT) -

3

4 - Give training in small groups. At Maastricht. the

number in a group ranges from B-10.

5. Utilise the dynamics of the group process to promote

bot.h support and stimulation for learning. CST
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groups remained unchanged for L2 months then new

groups are formed and a new teacher obtained.

6. Provide for repetition, reinforcement

assessment as integral parts of

programme. Evaluation and feedback

Maastricht training and because of the

and ongoing

t.he training

is part of

large number

let students know what

be used. Students role

with simulated patients are

be dissected

of simulated patient

repetition.

contacts opportunities exist for

'7. Carry out assessment by direct observation of

students in action and

specific criterion will

playing and performances

videotaped and reviewed.

4.8

Videotapes can

j-nto separate elementary skil_1s, êg turning off t.he

sound can enable non-verbal_ communication to be

studied. The Maastricht history taking and advice

checklist has identified specific criteria to be

used.

The role of Standardised patients

At. the skitrslab heawy use is made of simulated patients.

130 simulated patient.s are used and are paid fl 17 (A910)

per hour. There are 17 fufl-t.ime equivalents of staff

and 26 training rooms.

van Daren et al has listed items that shoul-d be incruded

in the script for simulated patients (Van Dalen et al
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1991) . He believes the script should include the

fol-l-owing elements:

Biographical data which incl-udes â9ê, gender,

profession, marital status and social circumstances.

z Starting position: Which doctor does the patient

visit and under what circumstances? For example,

your former physician has retired and a young female

physician has taken over his practice. You do not

but she has the informationknow anything

your former

history) .

about her,

physician had about you (your medical

Main complaint: The

This can either be

reason for visiting the doctor.

told at the beginning but it is

3

possible that the doctor does

of it without persistently

questions.

not get to the bottom

asking a number of

4 Spontaneous information: This is information that

should be given t,o all st.udents/trainees in every

simulated patient contact. This informatíon is given

bit by bit in the course of the interview.

Non-spontaneous information: This incl-udes the rest

of the essential- informatj-on necessary to understand

the patient's complaint. It is information given to

the student/trainee as arrrewardrrfor attending to

the patient. The way in which the simulated patient

5
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gives non-spontaneous information can range from a

cfear and complete answer to a vague answer or no

reply at all to the student's first question. Open

questions are meant to stay within the patient's

frame of reference, with which the simulated patient

must naturally be familiar.

6. The psychological meaning of the patients complaint:

Everything the patient thought about his complaint

fears, wishes, expectations-

7 . Expectations: What does the simulated patient expect

from the doctor? Reassurance? An extensive physical

examinatj-on? Moral support? or a combination of

these?

8- Reasons for visiting: What induced the patient to

vi-sit the doctor.

9 fnterpretation of

about the \^ray in

the role: A11 the necessary remarks

which

perform the role eg r,ùay

verbal signs, clothing.

the simul-ated patient must

of entering the room, non-

10. Physical slrmptoms: The simulated patient must be

informed about the nature of these symptoms - how

painful the pressure on the abdomen is in a case of

appendicit.is?

11. Physical examination: What examination is required

and what is not allowed-
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12. Data patient share: Past history and biographical

data must be on a patient chart for the

student/trainee and the simulated patient must know

what is on this chart.

13. The educational- objectíves of a simulation should be

specified eg to cope with a distressed, worried

patient and explained to the simulated patient. It

shoul-d also be made clear how the information is

given by the simul-ated patient during the simulation

eg verbalising the complaint, expressing nervousness,

non-verbally, implicitly and expressing expectations,

and concealing s).mptoms and complaints.

Van Dal-en trains six simulated patients who play the same

role together and opportunity is given to practice the

role. The trainer can test the simulated patientrs

improwisation abilities with unexpected questions and by

bringing up subjects that received minimal_ attention in

the script. Then simulated patients are trained to gíve

descriptive non-threatening feedback with a balance

between positive and negative feedback.

Assessment in the SkilIsIab is done according to the

OSCET s (Observed Subj ective Clinical-

hrere introduced in 1,975 by Harden

require students to rotate around a

Examinations) which

et aI (tglS) and

series of stations.

They are gì-ven various tasks which are marked according

to a re-arranged strategy. At Maastricht great care is
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taken to test observabre behaviour and a revised version

of the Maastricht history taking and advice checklist

(MAAS-R) is used to assess medical interviewing skill_s.

MAAS-R includes basic interviewing skilrs (exproring

reason for encounter, structuring the consul-tation,

exchangj-ng reciprocity by

doctor's statement, exploring

inviting reaction to the

and reflecting emotions and

giving proper

questions) and

conclude in assessment

multiple

(1ee1),

of MAAS-R that

considering the

are encouraging.

assessment is

reliabil ity

resul-ts

and cases

summaries and avoiding jargon and

medical content. Van Thiel et aI

generalisability analysis

inf luence of docLors, rat.ers

Reliability

restricted

rmproves

to basic

considerably

interviewing

if

skiIls. Using a

different rater for each case, basic skirrs had better

feasibility and retiabirity and a testing time of two

hours which was much better than incruding medical

content and scoring the total_ MAAS-R.

rn analysing performance-based. tests with standardized

patients van der vleuten et at (1990), conclude that

intercase retiability is a far greater probrem than

inter-raLer reriability. rn arr- st.udies reviewed, it was

consistently found that performance of an examinee on one

case is a poor predictor for performance on another case.

This has been termed the case-specificity problem. case

variability has been shown to be important in assessíng a

doctor's patient centredness. I¡Iinef ierd et al (rggs)



have shown significant. differences

pat.ient centredness when consultations

psychosocial-, complex and straight.

highest patient centredness reserved.

consultations. While doctors were

are linked to more

in the
191

doctors'

r¡rere classified as

forward with the

for psychosocial

significantly more

satisfied with short consultations, patients,

satisfaction did not differ significantly by type of

consultation. However patient satisfaction was positively

related to the doctor, s patient centredness in

psychosocial consultations .

This has consequences for medical- education when teaching

communication skirrs. The cases on which they consurt

and are assessed should ideally be simil-ar and refl_ect.ing

a common theme. All- our standardised patients at the

Modbury General

chronic iIIness.

Pract j-ce Teaching Unit present with

We know that successful outcomes of

consultations with patients who suffer from diabetes or

inf ormat.ion seeking byhypertension

the patient, more patient

more emotional

control,

exchange

more patient

in the initial

such goals in a

involvement and

visit (Kap1an et

consul-tation would

aI 1989). Achieving

reguire the psychosocial aspect,s to be

discussed i-f only to identify the patient,s ideas,

thoughts and expectations (pendleton et al_ 1990).

Psychosocial consurtations wourd incrude chronic il-lness

management with its szasz and Holtender model_ of mutuar



participation

sharing, mutual

t92
(1956) which advocates ideas of power

interdependency and mutual- satisfaction

Simulat.ed patients have been predominantly used for

teaching and evaluating skil-l-s in history taking and

physical examination. Barrows (Barrows and Abrahamson

1-964, Barrows ]-9'7I) has def ined the simulated patient as:

"A person who has been t.rained to completely

simulate a patient or any aspect of a patient's

il-l-ness, depending on educational need . A

simulated patient can reproduce faithfully the

physiological, emotional, historial and physicaì-

manifestations of a patient. on observation,

interview and examination" .

Newbl-e (L979) , states that simulated patients are

more readily available, can be scheduled, can

overcome certain risk problems, can pfay ethically

and medically unacceptable problems and can be

trained to give feedback to the student.

Little research has been done on standardised

patients themselves. Professíonal actors who had

simulated a variety of patient

educational purposes \^rere shown to be

risk of physical and/or emotional

disorders for

at no greater

distress than

actors who had not role-played as an Sp (xaftutin et

aI 1975) - SPs may have developed a more balanced
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view of health professionals, developing better

communication skills and becoming more tolerant of

others (Woodward et al- 1995) However a study of

SPs in Alabama (Rubin et al 1998) has shown Sps

heal-th to be worse one year after participating in

objective structured clinical examinations (OSCES)

The objective structured clinical examination has now

been applied to several disciplines and has been

described in general practice (gatt-Turner 1983) . fts

advantages and disadvantages have been summarised by Fabb

et al (1989) .

The Department, of General Pract,ice at Edinburgh has an

of f ive minut.eexamination circuit of 76 stations

duration each-

and 'problem

rcommunication'

'attitudes' from

They test 'knowledge' , ' interpretation'

solving' f rom the cognit j_ve domain,

from the psychomotor domain and

the af f ecti-ve domain. There are two

tests of communication skil-Is with simul_ated

One invol-ves

experl-ence

skilIs is

patients.

the other

the inter

below the

t.hat the

dependent

(process

giving advice

observing

(Thomson

examination correlations

history taking and

1987) . However

in communication fell_

minimum standard recommended by EbeI (1,9j9)

Thomson feels from the Edinburgh

ability to demonstrate communication

not only on the possession of that skill



dependent) but also on the candidates knowledge of

Candidatesillness concerned (content dependent).

medical students and4t.h and 5th year general practice

certain

during

trainees. Thomson agrees with the statement that

aspects of

undergraduate

communícation skill-s deteriorate

education (Sanson-Fisher et a1 1980) but

feels they substantially improve through postgraduaLe

experr_ence -

Van der Vleuten and Swanson (1990), from Maastricht have

Iisted eight suggestions for improved use of sj_mulated

patient bases tests in OSCE's. They are:

1. Scores on short simulated patient based tests are not

meaningful,

reproducible

because they are not sufficiently

2. There ís no need to have more than one rater per

station. ff extra raters are available, the number

of stations should be increased ínstead

3. Non-physicians can also be used as raters given

more readilyappropriate training; often they are

available and less expensive.

4 - Simul-ated patient based tests should emphasise

assessment of hands-on skills, such as history

194

the

vTere

taking, counselling etc
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5. sel-ection of station formats forl-ows f rom the hands

on cl-inical skills t.o be assessed.

6 Relatively little measurement error is introduced by

training multiple simul-ated patients.

rn a study from the George vùashington school of Medicine

(Sasson et al 7999) senior medical students who had

served as vol-unteer sPs f or f ourth year students r^rere

when their own communication skirls were tested in a

similar manner. The united states Medical Licensing

Examinations aims to incorporate sp cr-inicar

examinations, in response, medical schoots wilr use more

sP examinaLions in their own curricura. These

assessed to see if they

interpersonal communicat ion

inexperienced peers, senj_or

SP experience consistently

examinations are expensive

patients are used and the

but sometimes these opinions

general practitioners (Cooper

had improved in t.heir own

skills - Compared with t.heir

medical students with prior

demonstrated superior scores

if professional- standardised

authors of the article feel

that an SP program using senior students wiII

attractive alternative. Such programs may have

prove an

the added

advantage of making better communicators of senior

medical student teachers as wel-l as the students they

teach

In assessment of students Sp, s opinions may be important

those of academicclash with

et al 1998) .
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How valid is

competence and

study (Pieters

the use of simulated patients? Does

performance make a difference? A Dutch

trainees' performance

1994) compared general practice

r,.rith SPs and selected practice

patíents. lnterpersonal skill-s were assessed on the same

level for trainees for both tlpes of pat.ient. The

predictive rate of an inadequate rating in communication

skills was high. The assessment of consurtation

behavj-our in a general practice setting with simulated

patients refrects werr with trainees who perform badry

with true practice cases. Therefore simulated. patient.s

can be useful- for feedback- The practicar aspects of

using standardised patients are described in the

Appendix.

when medical schoors wil-l not pay sps, vol-unteers need to

be sought. lrlhat inf luences people to vorunteer as an sp?

The foflowing study attempts to answer this:

STT'DY IV

4.9 A comparison of vorunteer standardised patients and

Hospital Volunteers - What motivates them?

Standardised pat.ient.s are now used commonly in

et al

for the teaching

interview skills, physical examination

School-s

taking,

patient

and eval-uation of

Medical

history

ski11s,

examination skil_1s, problem based 1earning,



patient counselling and interpersonal skiI1s
t9l

and

physician/patient relationships. They are also useful for

teaching specific skills líke dealing with dífficult. or

sensitive issues. A standardised patient (Sp) is a

performer trained to represent a real case for teaching

and eval-uation (Barrows 1-97I) -

It takes considerabl-e time and effort to create and

maintain a group of standardised patients. Apart from

the costs of training and the maj-ntenance of rooms and

cameras and the human cost of supervi-sing, there are Sp

f inanc j-al- costs. The medical school with the largest

number of standardised patients in the world belongs to

the University of Limburg in Hol-land (Zuidweg 1986). In

the l-ate 1980's SPs at the Medical School_ in Limburg were

paid the equivalent of A$10 an hour for t.heir services

(van Dalen et al- 1991) . About the same time in southern

California SPs were paid A$20 and Ag25 per hour depending

on the location of t.he medical schoor and other factors

(Abrahamson et al- L992) . A study of senior medical_

students from the university of Minnesota Med.icar school

found that students were motivated to participate as sps

and examiners for a second year oscE exam for several

reasons. These were the money they were paid, âr

clinicalinterest in medical education and improwing

eval-uation as well as the percept.ion that it woul-d be fun

and int.eresting (Feickert et al l-992) .
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of SPsThe current educational climate supports the use

volunteers has

but the rearities of rarge medicar school- classes timit
their use, as sPs work best in a smarl- group rearning

environment. Al-so l-imited faculty resources inhibit. their
use (Uieman et aI 1987). When medical schools do not

provide funding for palrment of Sps, or give the use of

t.hem a ]ow priority, t.here is a need t.o decide whether to

use them at all_ or to call for volunLeers.

This study aimed

and needs of SPs

to gain understanding of the motivations

The Volunteer Functions Inventory is a

questionnaire

and in that

that has been trialed in t.he United States

process a diversity

been demonst.rated

of motivations of

People have needs and motives which

(C1ary et al 1998) .

are important to them

and vol-unteer tasks do or do not afford opportunities to

fulfil- these needs and motives. rf these needs are not

met then volunteers will cease their helpfurness to

whatever organisation they hawe nominated to work in

Even if rates of vorunteering decline with age however,

substantial numbers of t.he e1derly,

old (zS+) and the ol_dest.-ol_d (85+)

even among the old-

still- continue to

volunteer. About an eighth of Americans over the age of

8O are vol-unt.eers (Fischei 1991) . In Australia a survey

of wolunteers aged over 65 has shown that 482 of them

to help others/community

do somet.hing worthwhil_e.

vol-unteered because they wanted

and 292 because t.hey wanted to



,fust over 1 in 10 reported as their

instruction (Austral-ian Bureau of Statistics 1995)

In Australia, as in other Western

makers are turning their attention

t99

activity teaching and

countries, policy-

to older people,

a rich potential

known about the

particularly the early

source of vol-unteers.

motivation which drives Austral-ia to volunteer

retired, as

Nothing

people in

AS

to become, in particular, Standardised patients. This

st.udy attempts to f ind out what mot,ivates the

Standardised Patients to vol_unteer at the General

Practice Teaching Unit at Modbury Hospital in South

Australia.

Aim

The aim of this study is to compare the perceived

motivations of a group of volunteer standard.ised patients

with a group of vorunteers working in other rores in the

same hospital.

Method

rn L999, 23 volunteer standardised patients filr-ed out

the volunteer Function rnventory at the Generar practice

Teaching unit and praced the completed questionnaires in

a box. similarly other hospitar vol-unteers firl-ed out t.he

same questionnaire at the Unit. Twenty one of the 23

vol-unteer SPs were then matched by age groups (:O 49,
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89) and retirement status to other (non Sp)

hospital volunteers.

The vorunteer Functions rnventory Ì^¡as used for measuring

6 functions. These \¡vere social- function, career benefits,

val-ues benef its, enhancement benef its, protective

1) . Eachbenefits and understanding

function had 3 items for the

function (TabIe

respondent to reply to and

this was done on a 7 point Likert scal_e. The volunteers

motivating you in your volunteer work how

you are the f ollowing ideas?,, The i_tems

were asked "fn

important to

ranged from 1

The response

questionnaire.

with the other

= not important to 7 = extremely important.

to the 18 statements were analysed for both

groups - Responses for the 18 questions \^rere scored by the

number the respondents chose on the Likert scale. A

paired t test was used to compare the mean scores of each

statement for each case and control. social class was

determined according to the Australian standard

cl-assif ication of occupations (Aust.ralian Bureau of

Statistics 1995) .

Results

AIl of the standardised patients (23) completed the

2l SP volunteers

percent (10) of

It was possible to match

volunteers Forty

with

seven

the SPs were female compared 63 percent (I7) of the

control group (chi square with correction for continuity

6.64 df 1 p < 0.01) . There were 16 current or past
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professionals, associate professionals and trades persons

(76%) among the SP group compared with 5 (242) ín t.he

control group (Cni square with correcLion for continuity

4-45 df 1 p < 0.05). There were 76 (76e") of those who

were retired in both groups.

The mean scores for each statement for the Functions

Inventory for SP and

was a significantly

control are shown in Tabl-e 1. There

lower mean score in

the importance of the statement in the

to me learned that

the SP group for

SociaI Function

f do volunteerarea "People close

work" and this group

for the importance of

Benef it.s area - These

had si-gnificantly l-ower mean scores

the 3 statements in the Enhancement

were "My sel-f -esteem was enhanced",.

"f felt important" and "I felt better about myself,,. As

well- the same group had lower mean scores for the

importance of atI of the statements in the Protective

Benefits area. These were "f was able to escape some of

my troubles"; oI \^¡as able to work through some of my own

personal problems" and "f fel-t less loneIy',. fn the

Understanding Function area the same group reported a

Iesser importance to the statements ,.I learned how to

deal with a greater variety of people" and ..f was able to

explore my o\^/n personal strengths".
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Table 1

RJATED IMPORTÀ}ICE OF MOTIVÀTTONS TO VOLTINTEER

FUNCTTONS IM¡ENTORY SCORE

SP Control
SOEIÀL FT'NCTION

People close to me learned
that I do volunteer work

Mean
SD

2.51
2.L3

4.24
2.34

p < 0.05

People that I know best saw
that I volunteered

Mean
SD

2 .57
1.96

3 .43
2 .27

NS

My friends found out that I
did vol-unteer work

Mean
SD 1

81
94

3 .67
2.t0

NS

CÀREER BENEFITS

I made new contacts that
might help my business or
career

Mean
SD

1.90
1. 5r-

r .66
r-.35

NS

I was able to explore
possible career optíons

Mean
SD

2.05
1. s3

1- .62
r-.16

NS

I was able to add important
experience to my resume

Mean
SD

2 .46
2.OA

2.24
2.L7

NS

VÀI,UES BENEFITS

f am genuinely concerned
about Èhe people who were
helped

Mean
SD

5.9s
L.20

6 .43
1.08

NS

I did something for a cause I
believed ín

Mean
SD

6. 05
1-.12

6

1
43
08

NS

I performed a service for an
important group

Mean
SD

6.38
o.74

6.05
L.72

NS

ENIIANCEA{EIII BENEFITS

My self esteem was enhanced Mean
SD

3.05
2 _1L

4 .46
2.13

p < 0.05

I felt important Mean
SD

2 .67
1. 98

3
2

74
24

p < 0.05

I felt better about myself Mean
SD

3.90
1. 89

5 .38
L.72

p < 0.05

PROTEETIIIE BENEFITS

I was able to escape some of
my troubles

f was able to work through
some of my own personal
problems

Mean
SD

2.38
1. 91

4.70
2.36

p < 0.05

Mean
SD

2.9r
2.72

4.05
J- .96

p < 0.05

I fel-t less lonely Mean
SD

2 .47
1, .97

4.10
2.32

p < 0.05

I'!ÙDERSTÃ,I{D ING FT'NCTTON

f learned more about the
cause for which I worked

Mean
SD

5.10
2.O5

5.86
L,42

NS

I learned how to deal with a
greater variety of people

Mean
SD

4.33
2.27

5 .48
7. .66

p < 0.05

I was able to explore my or^rn
personal strengths

Mean
SD

3.7L
2.22

5.05
1-.99

p < 0.05
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Díscussion

Proper choice of adequate controls is a weakness in this

study as the control group was not randomly sel-ected from

the non SP volunteer group. The control group was made up

of those hospital volunteers who volunteered to fill ouL

the Volunteer Inventory. As the hospital_ did not know how

many volunteers they had, the total pool of volunt,eers

was not known.

The highest mean scores of motivation for t.he Sp

volunteers were given to

an import.ant

beliewed in"

the statements "I performed a

service for and *I did something for

am genuinely concerned

about the people who were helped,,. However these Values

Benefits received similar scores in the control- group. ft

may be that the SP volunteers see themselwes as helping a

different group.

achieved by word

The recruitment. of the SP volunteers was

of mouth and advertising in the local

a cause I

newspaper. The

mouth only. The

of people and

vol-unLeer task

associate professional

socioeconomic groups

included engineers

practitioner, naval

teacher.

control group was recruj_ted by word of

newspaper woul-d have reached a wider pool

perhaps the educational theme of the

was more appealing to the professional_.

and trades people than other

group";

and "f

of people.

solicitor,

The SP volunteers

accountanL, generala

officer, social worker, nurse and a



Warburton et aI (1998), has

vol-unleers are significantly more

higher occupational classes, are

employed and are more like1y

found that
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Austral-ian

likely to come from the

less like1y to be self

to view their health

positively. Why the SP volunteers should be more like

this stereotl4ge is hard to assess. As mentioned, our

vol-unteers hrere advertised f or in t.he local_ newspaper

which is not done by t.he hospital for t.heir volunleers.

Other studies have shown that the possession of a higher

degree does not predict the dependability of the impact

of a volunteer's work and neither does religion, but it

does predict how much of an impact a person is likely to

hawe. (Cnaan et al 1993, Ialineberg 1990 , Zweigenhaf t.

1996) . I¡tre have no data on the impact of Sps on the

students by the SP's socioeconomic group.

rt seems that the standardised patient volunteers had a

different set of perceived values

to value less

to the control group

They appeared the enhancement and

protective benefits

control group. In

Volunteer Functions

of volunteering when compared to the

the United States, Cary trialed the

Inventory on 67 older volunteers (25

men and 36 women) whose mean age was 70. The study was

Indiana -done in a community hospital in Western Central

The vorunteers worked 4.5 hours a week for L2 weeks. The

mean score in this study (Cary et al l_998 ) for

Enhancement function \^¡as 4.99 (SO 1,.22) and for

Protective function 3 .92 (SD 1.66) . These scores rn/ere



closer to those of our control group which
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were

Enhancement (4 -66 (SO 2.1,3) and protection 4.08 (SD

2.I9). Our SPs had scores of 3-2 (Sn 2.03)for Enhancement

and 2-59 (S¡ 1.98) for Protective. However in our study

the number of hours worked per week was not measured..

our sPs prayed their hearth rol-es in consultations with

medical students who were in the early st.age of ctinical

were playing their own healthexposure. Most

story which was

of the SPs

about their chronic health problems. As

they reported that Enhancement Benefits and protective

Benefits were not as important to them compared. with the

control- group, it may be that our Sps had adjusted well

to the impact of their chronic il_lness and they did not

need any enhancement or protective benefits from this

volunteering experience. on the other hand the sps were

repeatedly presenting a story in the consurtation which

was very crosery rerated to their real heal-th probrems.

It could be argued that they did not expect that this

experience woul-d arlow them to escape from some of their

problems. Also it seemed that. overal_I the Sps did not

expect to use

their personal

the consultation to work through some of

problems. ft also may be that seeing one

make them feel_ less

IoneÌy. As self esteem, feeling important and feeling

better about themserves did not seem as important, the sp

group may have been fess emotionally vulnerabl_e.

ne\^r student after another would not



Most of the vol-unteers in both groups

Zweigenhaft et al- (tgge) in their study
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were retired.

of 98 volunteer

workers at. a community hospital in central North Carol_ina

found that the older volunteers were rated as more

effective t.han the younger volunteers. The older people

endorsed items in the survey that v/ere more related to

social

finding

1978 ) .

egoistic behaviour and this

of another study (eidron

The North Carol-ina study indicated that older

volunteers were more dependable than younger volunteers

and this \iì/as especially so with volunteers aged between

80 and 90. AIso women \^rere found in Zweigenhaft,s study

to be more dependable and more likeIy to have a positive

impact Lhan men. Our study did not measure dependabil_ity

issues and this should be an area for future research.

fn concl-usion this study found that the Sp group

contained people of, currently or previously, a more

professional, associate professional and trades

background who seemed to place less importance on the

Enhancement and Protection Benefits of volunteering. This

group

This

al-so contained more men t.han t.he control gïoup

may have been due to the recruitment st.rategy of

advertising for their positions in the local press. Apart

cast any light onfrom this strategy this study does not

obligation rather than

lvas similar to that

a specif ic stronger mot.ivation

group compared with the control

to volunteer in the Sp

perhaps for

V'lhiIe the

group except

possessing certain education qualifications



control- group was

vol-unteers future
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not representative of the hospital

research shoul-d concentrate on any

further motivational differences between Sp volunteers

and other hospital wolunteers

4.10 Assessment of undergraduate CST

There seems to be various ways to assess CST.

To test communication ski1ls along with knowledge and

of New Mexicoproblem solving

(Kaufman et aI

abilities the University

1-989) has created an individual process

assessment (IPA).

question which is

(¡elerti l-9Bo) -

ft is simil-ar to the modified essay

one way to assess content and process

A modified essay question (Ung¡ is a question which is

preceded by an j-t.em of information and students use the

data in order to make a clinical decision. There are two

traps in conslructing such questJ-ons. One is to test

factual information only and another is to create a

situation where the answer to one question determines the

answer to the next. The student then gets penalised

twice if the first question is h¡rong (some woul_d argue

that in real life that sometimes happens to the

patient ! ) .

Another form of student evaluation is used at Southern

rl-linois university (shel-ine 1991). Here students must



pass a number of

probl-em- solving

graduation.
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discrete role playing (and videotaped)

vignettes in order to qualify for

!{o1f et aI (1987 ) by analysing first year medical

students in a controlled study at Michigan Medical School

found that according to trigger statement, responses and

patient scenario responses large group l-ectures on

medical- intervj-ewing and communication skitls were

ineffective. ft was felt that acquiring such skills

required small groups and a structured learning situation

which included opportunities to practice the skill-s in a

non threatenj-ng environment which encourages experiment

and does not penalise for making mistakes. The use of

simulated patient.s in this context \^/as found to be very

valuabl-e.

The most effective measure of outcomes from CST appears

the patient

et al 1984,

to be the assessment of student behaviour in

int.erview. (WoIraich et al- 1982, Shepherd

I(nox et aI l-985, Ewans 1990) .

SPs in t.he assessment of

Queensland . They used a

the problem, poorignoring

rushed,

that if

al-I lumped toget.her

students are

Yelland (1998) has used

GP consulting skilIs in

scal-e including comf ort,

explanation and feeling

Evans et aI (1993 ) f eel-s

to be able to display appropriate

three conditions musL be fulfilled.communication skiIls,
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1. Students need to know and understand a minimum of the

corpus of

communication

knowledge and theory

exchanges in general and

underlying

consultation

processes in particular.

2 They require a positive attitude towards using these

skills in their interactions with patients.

3 They need to

communication

be trained in a repertoire of specific

skil-1s and techniques and be placed in

practised withthe situat.ion where these can be

patients

Studies suggest that students find it easier to learn how

to utilise and develop a wider variety of questions and

questioning style; and how to foster clear communicatj_on

and also how to begin and end a consuftation. What seems

more difficul-t for them is facilj-tation of the interview,

empathic responding; exploration of psychosocial issues

and maintenance of relevance. (fvey 1983, Evans et al

1989, Evans 1990) .

Evans (tggz ) feels that medical students in their

preclinical years, when patient contact is timited or non

be abLe to int.egrate CST into theirexistent may not

repertoire

effective

of interview behaviours in a maxi_mally

way-

Evans et aI (1989) have also found that trained fourth

year medical students in Mel-bourne can be trained to

improve their interviewing behaviour in their history-



taking consultations with patients but. despite

fncreasingly, courses in

incorporated into medica1

(l,ggl ) provides seven

clinical issues which
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this there

communication skiI1s are being

training. Sanson Fisher et aI

criteria by which to select

are appropriate foci for

are few corresponding changes in psychological test

scores of non verbal sensitivity and empathy. An

interviewing skil-ls course for first year medical

students showed an increase in these skilts. By the time

they reached fourth year the group did not maintai-n its

scores on these skills and a significant decline in

empathy skills \^/as noted. If medical students are to

graduate with their original empathy intact, a follow up

course in fourth year is indicated (Craig L992) .

communication skill-s courses - These are

1. The issue musL be one which is encountered freguently

in cl-inical practice;

2 - The issue must be associated with a high burden of

ill-ness;

3. There must be evidence t.hat practitioners need to

improve skills for dealing with the issue;

4 - There must be an intervention, of which communj-cation

skill-s are an integral component, that. is

demonstrat.ively ef f ective for dealing with t.he

clinical issue;
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cost -effective5. The intervention musL represent

means of deal-ing with the issue;

6. The intervention must be acceptable to doctors and be

able to be incorporated into routine medical

practice

7 . The intervention must be acceptable to patients.

fn 1985 the Deans of all 126 United States Med.ical

schools were asked to provide information on human varues

courses in their curriculum. Most reported a first. and

second year (American Medical Academic years) course

sponsored by a clinical or humanities department or by an

interdisciplinary team that included clinical faculty

members. The most frequently mentioned method was

reinforcement or addltion of human values emphases during

medj-cal- clerkships. The process considered to be mosL

important by respondents in achieving this integration

was a combination of interactions among facult.y members,

improvement of human values courses and t.he support of

the Dean. However barriers to such integration were

ident.ified. In summary they riì/ere:

1. Many faculty members act as if medicine is a hard

science and that whatever the humanities might offer

is avocational and, therefore extraneous.

2. When institutional- commitment to human values

teaching lags, thinly staffed programs results. Such



minimally support.ed programs

human values teaching can be

perpetuate the
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idea that

done "on Lhe cheap"

3. A smal-I core of faculty members committed to human

values education cannot substitute for critical

attention on the part of all- who serve as role models

or offset the example of faculty members who

discourage students' exploration of patients' values

and emotions.

4 Studentsr concentration in years one and two on

pathophysiology r,./ithout any training with patients

produces medical- student clerks who try to graft

their knowledge of diseases onto people; when the

graft is unsuccessful, the students tend to tabel the

patienLs as boring or difficult.

5 Many premedical

education at the

students concentrate on scientific

preparation that

for human values

expense of

woul-d provide

during medical

Most of the t.eachers of human val_ues in t.he medical

school were from philosophy, general practice or general

streak. They were

a broad liberal- arts

a stronger foundation

schooL.

medicine with a strong practical

devoted to their patients, good non medical readers

crit.ical observers of their own education and aware of

vacuumrs in the students education (Bickel 1987).

The biomedical and psychosocj-al aspects of medicine st.i1l

tend to be segregated in medical_ schools and latety the



psychosocial- realm is often

f inancial cutbacks (Markel- et

(Reiser 1988) .

a casualty of
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misguided

aI 1990) or efficiency

Family medicine instruct.ors of communications skills in a

medical school- were found to be rated above psychiatry

inst.ruct.ors significantly by medical students in areas

like usefulness of rol-e playing sessions, the credibility

and realism of videotaping sessions and the

recommendation that the course be continued.

A survey

school-s in

of communication skills training in medical

the United

shown a consislenl use

Kingdom (Hargie et al 1998) has

of video-recorded roleplays with

accompanying video playbacks and group discussion.

However CST has been shown to be highly varied from

University to University and many University staff oppose

its existence.

A survey of British medical schools communication skills

training has found that most of the training is done in

the Department.s of General Practice and Psychiatry

(Hargie et aI 1998) . In this survey it was found that

those schools that offered more formal tutor training

seemed to have a more professional- approach overall in

relation to detailed student assessment.s involving video

the criticisms

still pertinent

of assessment

and communication skills tutor. Many of

were reported as

including

procedures

from earlier

the of standardi-sation

surveys

lack

(Whitehouse 1991,) and a general lack of
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commitment to student assessment in communication skills

training (Fredrikson and Bull L992) .

A review of communication skills training in the United

Kingdom's school-s of medicine hras undertaken in l-998 to

assess this form of training and involved a postal survey

of 26 United Kingdom school-s (Hargie et a1 1998) . An

earlier review (Whitehouse

of Psychiatry and General

major part in teaching CST.

educational objectives and

avail-able. In this academic

L99L) found that

Practice contínued

Departments

to play a

There was wide variation in

in the curricul-ar time

year (L989/90) concern was

expressed by lrlhitehouse (of the Department of General

Practice, Universi-t.y of Manchester) that the methods of

assessment were poor and so was the integration between

departments. Few medical schools in a 1,992 review

(Frederikson et aI 1,992) were committed to formal

instruction, assessment and evaluatj-on of the subject

within the medical school.

The 1998 survey by Hargie et aI of the School of

Behavioural- and Communication Sciences at the University

of UIster, found again considerable wariability in

assessment. Also there r¡'¡as considerable variability in

such areas as course content, timing, duration and

assessment. Foremost among the dif f icul_ties encount.ered

in implementing CST appeared to be lack of adequate

physical resources and suitably trained staff. Future

plans were often sketchy and inchoate.



Crisp (rgee)

placed on the

reflected in

professional

teaching

simul-ated

f eel-s that in Britain great

importance of clinical- skills

the priority given to them

examination, and yet their

emphasis

and this
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is

l_s

in the final

communication

aspects are rarely well defined within the curriculum or

directly assessed. Crisp advocates the teaching and

assessment of communication skil-1s as a continuous

process throughout undergraduate and postgraduate medical

educatíon for clinical practice.

whil-e progress has occurred on both sides of the Atlantic

with CST in medical school_s, it is obvious that problems

st.il-l- exist. In 199L Novack et al_ assessed the

educat,ional practices, problems and needs in the teaching

of medical- interviewing and interpersonal skills.

Questionnaires \¡/ere sent' to curricul_ar Deans and

int,roductory course l-eaders in all united states medical

schools. Of 130 programs, 1-l-4 Deans (88å) and 92 course

directors (71å) responded. Since a survey in 1,977 almost

teaching in medicalaII medical school-s now of f ered

interviewing and incerpersonal- skil-rs. More Faculty from

a greater variety of disciplines vrere involved in this

teaching. A considerabre increase since t.he r9i7 survey

I¡/as seen in the observation and f eedback of students,

interviews with patients. Arso a variety of effective

methods were used and these methods included

patients and role playing. The majority of
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schools addressed students' personal growth through

discussion or support groups.

However t.here \^rere problems. Like British Medical

Schools most schools lacked a Faculty development

process. About half of the introductory courses on

medical interviewing took place within t.he physical

diagnosis courses, often wíthout systematic observation,

feedback and evaluation of student skills. Many US

medj-caI school programs did not' explicitly incorporate

certain educational principles into t.heir course designs.

Compared with the L9't7 review there appeared to be little

co-ordination or sequencing of teaching int.erpersonal

skill-s throughout the curriculum in most medical schools

(similar findings occurred in the British survey). Most

US Deans identified significant barriers to improving

teaching.

Another threat Lo CST is that Departments of General

Practice will be asked not only to teach CST but lateIy

to take on more medical teaching because turn arounds of

hospital patients today mean students see l_ess ctinical

medicine - In ]-994 14 out of 28 British medica] school

department.s of general practice were planning to teach

community based clinical skills. The problems t.hat

emerged for general practice tutors in teaching these

clinical- skil-Is included insufficient time and resources

and poor self esteem (Robinson et aI 1994) . A crucial

need was expressed for good cenLral and peripheral



organisation. It is clear

organisation will miss out

training. Eight schools

based learning and cut

curricula.

This curricul-um change is

needed to ensure that
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t.hat medical- schools with bad

in this future move in medical

\^/ere going to introduce problem

the factual- content of their

occurring rapidly and

communicat.ion ski11s

care 1s

doesn't get pushed aside by insensitive

training

curriculum

planners

No eval-uation of Gaskrs model of training has been

reported for undergraduates except for a study of 22

final- year medical- students training in their general

practice segmenL of the Sheffietd University course

(Usherwood 1-993 ) . Vthile signif icant improvemenL was

reported with more open quest.ions, fewer closed physical

questions and more psychosocial questions the study was

uncontrol-Ied. This may not be critical_ as one assumes

the teaching model used was not used elsewhere in the

final year. üIhile students were paired to control for

case specificity so that during the second int.erview each

met the simulated patient who had first been interviewed

by the other member of the pair, it meant that overall

students vúere not being assessed on the same simulated

patient at eit.her pre or post testing. The teaching in

this study consist.ed of 2 weeks in local general

practices and two sessions of linked interview skiIls

teaching. Usherwood reports that even at the end of the



course students stil-l asked on average more .t"*'.tå

questions than open questions and most questions were of

the check list type. The Sheffield Department of General

Practice has been co-operating with the Department of

Surgery and Department of Medicine to introduce the

teaching model- into outpatients for students.

Reiser et al- (\984) felt t.hat students compartmental-ize

techniques oftheir thinking

interviewing and

about the goals and

do

psychiatric round

patient-centred

then biomedical

interviews everlnrhere else. Engel

patient centredness is unlikely to be

is advocated only

because of their

establishment.

intervi-ews on t.he

slrmptom- f ocussed

(1982) felt that

accept.ed while it

by psychiatrists and psychologists,

marginal status within the medical

Kagan (tglg) observed that "students do not 'nat.urally'

discuss with a patient their mutual relationship and the

same occurs even when given direct inst.ruction in the

skill. " Kagan also felt that students fear the time

commitment and Putnam et aI (1988) fel-t that interns

"expressed great discomfort at allowing patients to talk

about their illnesses in their or/\,n words because they

\^/ere afraid patients would bring up emotionally charged

issues which they could not. handle. "

Winef iel-d (L992 ) f eel-s that it may be an over-

s j-mpIíf ication t.o aim only to train doct.ors to speak

differently (eg allow or encourage patients to assume



greater

skil-l-s
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control of the conversation), if their basic

at cultivating and using the therapeutJ-c

remain under developed.rel-ationship

Evaluat.ions of t.hese specialised programs have shown t.hat

students given specialised training on communication

theory and practice subsequently display significantly

improved interpersonal skills in interviews with patients

compared with their more t.raditionally trained

counterparts.

Students who are trained show greater warmth and empathy

(Alroy et aI 1984, Evans et aI 1989) and received higher

satisfaction from t.heir patients (Evans et al 1,992 (a) ) .

Consumers of heal-th care have been used to analyse

simulated general practice consul-tations. In a New

Zeal-and study consumer and medical examiners showed

significant differences in t.heir scoring behaviours. In

7 .82 of interviews there \^/as disagreement as to whether

medical students should pass these consultations or not

(Thomson l-993) .

There well may be a danger in the superficial way of

treat.j-ng communication skill-s training. It is possible

that some courses for medical students focus on 'surface

skills' and reinforce this with examinaLions of role

plays with a pass/fail outcome.

Skelton and his colleagues comment on this and argue that

it makes more sense to focus on the (deep) at.titudinal
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base of students' work and let t,hat form their skill-s in

man', as Hamlet said, 'mây smile and smile and be a

vill-ain': There seems no point in a communications

course whose function is to train people to shake the

patient's hand unless there is an understanding of when

and why this matters (Skelton et a1 7997) .

4.11 Socrates and teaching in General Practíce

The aim of subjecting the student to four videotaped

consul-tations at the beginning of the undergraduate

course at the General Practice Teaching Unit was to

create awareness of a learning

Fourth Year

need (see appendix: The

Curri-cul-um f or

the belief that this will

attitudes. The latter position

Practice Teaching Unit) .

Socratic paradigm in his

vocational training which

materially alter their

is counter-intuitive - tA

is relevant

Teaching

Neighbour

book on

at t.he General

tal-ks of a new

general practice

to this approach

after consulting.and the questions I ask of the students

Socrates' educational paradigm start.ed from an agreed

agreedt.opic, inferred those concepts needing an

definition, and then embarked on a three stage process of

elenchus (testing by question and answer), aporia

(awareness of a learning need), and theatetus (alIowing

intrinsic wisdom to emerge).



The nub of the issue is perceived particularly r"ra"ry 'OI

the pupil (especially when behaviour is videotaped) who

feel-s a compelling need to learn in order to preserve

self confidence or self respect.

Neighbour mentions that Pl-ato on several occasions

mentions Socrates' Daimonion - the still small voice

inside him which would warn him when he was talking his

way into trouble. Neighbour (tgge ) feels t.hat Socrates

\^IaS lls].ng

expressions,

of feedback.

a weakening

these more

principles of course apply to

his interlocutor's minimal cues facial

body language, speech patterns as a form

When he perceived signs of disagreement or

of rapport he would immediately deal with

pressing concerns Thesebefore continuing.

good consulting.

Neighbour (L996) feels

only the collaborative

cut-and-thrust dial-ect

the particular insight

he was ready for.

f or peeping Toms,-

parrot - learning;

that Socrates v/as convinced that

format of here-and-now one-to-one

could lead a particular pupil to

which on that particular occasion

Curiosity

wisdom

expressed at a distance is

acquired at a distance is

for two people who are serious about

self-enhancement, the encounter is everything.

The two familiar models of general practice teaching are

traditional (tfre l-ocus of educational opportunity resides

with the teacher) and quest driven (problem based, self



directed

residing

Socratic

v/ith the

with the

encounter
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locus of educational opportunitv

student). Neighbour feels in the

the locus of opportunity is in the

This model he callsrel-ationship between the two.

apprenticeship

insecurity is

the importance of learning in safe

seen during the apprent.iceship.

summarises this process of howNeigh-bour

apprentice

beliewe

feedback

teaching

works.

learns (Neighbour 1,996 ) and this

the inner

is how I

videotape

unfamiliar

circumstances generate a need for mutative information

informat.ion capable of producing tasting and varuabre

change after fresh circumstances have revealed. important

competence threatening short.comings. r have notice many

students behaving this way after their first videotaped

general practice consultation. This need resurts in a

disquieting state of cognitive dissonance which compers

one to resolve and generates a potential energy for

learning.

indicated by

This is f elt subj ectively and is al_so

behavioural minimal cues detectabl_e by an

consulting skill-s with

First he states that

1n

attuned and perceptive teacher

from the st.udent) . 'Kairos,

(eg closed body language

time for action, the critical

Greek means the right

moment, ân auspicious

period when conditions and portents are at their most

favourabre- The l-earner's inner apprentice attempts to

reduce cognitive dissonance either by discounting the

mutative information, or (helped by awareness-raising



questioning, and

restructuring the

and values, ie

Leachers don't provide the

humiliation or a pass fail-

student and sensitise them

under conditions of safe insecurity
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by

knowledge

learning) .

store, including its beliefs

, Personally I think some

safe insecurity here and use

judgement which can punish the

not to take future notice of

mutative information, or to just do enough to pass and

then forget everything.

the awareness-raising questioning as a

designed to elicit as fully and non

immedíately

percept.ions,

criticise orbel-ief s and values,

modify them. The purpose of a tutorial is to reach a

point of Kairos.

Neighbour then states that repertoire-enhancing learning

Neighbour defines

style of enquiry

judgementaJ-Iy as

avail-ab]e state

produces a

of hi-s own

sense of

meanr_ng

possible a person's

knowledge, thoughts,

ü/ithout attempt.ing to

of

cognitive resonance which is a term

the positive feeling we get after

has been resolved and successful-cognj-tive

Iearning

describes

dissonance

A deeper version of this he

an unusually powerful feeling

of cognitive resonance when a part.icularly far-reaching

or deep-going piece of learning has taken place.

Cognitive resonance and in extreme cases, a powerful

epiphany also have learner-specific minimal cues - The

has taken place.

as 'epiphany'
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space, hierarchically
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an educational expansion

organised, into

the trajectory

which the l-earner

grows and develops as of apprenticeship

unf ol-ds (neighbour 1996 )

Neighbour reflects on cognitive dissonance and comments

that inner-directed teaching stands or falls on the

ability to spot (in the student or trainee) the physical

signs of cognitive dissonance. An ability to recognise

cognitive dissonance as it. arises in a student is perhaps

the sj-ngle most val-uable skill an inner-orj-ent.ed teacher

can develop (Neigh-bour 1996) . These include insecurity,

nervousness, fidgeting, restlessness, sel-f-consciousness,

awkwardness, embarrassment, hesitancy, evasiweness,

aggression, hostility,

and/or physical tension,

guardedness, defensiveness,

vocalbrusqueness, irritation,

'avoidance' behaviour reduced eye contact, physical

of concentration,backing off, day dreaming, loss

surprise, curiosiLy, inappropriate humour or laughter,

sudden increase or decrease in energy level, unexpected

rush of emotion.

In my teaching especiall-y with the first video debriefing

occur withof fourt.h year students all of these

particular frequency of a decrease

physical tension and insecurity.

symptoms

in energy level,
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Neighbour (tgge) also examines value laden phrases not

only in students or Lrainees but al-so in their teachers.

He feels value laden phrases in t.he smal-l group teaching

environment are minimal cues to learning needs. An

example is a trainer who says the "student or trainer

needs to be spoon fed". He quotes 'Juvenal's well known

paradox here: 'Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?' Hence

value-laden phrases are a trickier learning cue to deal

with t.han the censoring by the student of what is said

because of the cognitive dissonance they induce in the

teacher. Hence the teacher needs to register his or her

cognitive dissonance - for example the teacher may have

evoked feelings of antagonism, bewilderment or strong

sympat.hy - and al-l-ow j-t to prompt a re-examination of his

own learning needs.

4.12 Conclusion

CST in medical- schoofs has become a greater part of the

curricul-um but in some medical schoofs assessment of the

students' skil-l-s may need improvement. CST will need to

integrate with

in thís chapter

diminishing the students'

consul-tation. More studies

problem based learning more and one study

hints that integration can occur

questioning behaviour

are needed however.

without

in the

The role of the standardised patient seems very important

in CST. Volunteer SPs may be needed in the future as

Iess funding is available in some countries for medical
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schools. More studies are needed to see why people

volunteer for t.he SP role and indeed how to keep them

vol-unteering.

The philosophy of learning underpins good video feedback

for students and careful handling of cognitive-dissonance

to achieve "Kairos" seems to be the hallmark of a good

teacher.
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CIIAPTER 5

ATTITI'DES OF MEDTCAI. STT'DENTS ABOUT ÀSPECTS OF CST

rn teaching communication skills it is herpful to underst.and

how medical students feer about communication in the

consultati-on. Known attitudes about confidence in

communicat.ion have been rinked to beliefs rinked. to t.]¡pes of

medical career choice- rt is important to understand what

medical- students feel about being videotaped, consulting and

the communication skilIshow confident they are about how

training can help them potentially to improve patient care.

5.1 Career choice

f t is uncl-ear whether improvemenls in undergraduate

extend to al-1medical students' communication skills

students or just to certain groups and if so what the

charact.eristics of those subgroups are. To make such

courses more effective we need to know more about the

factors which influence their effect and how individual

students' receptiveness to training is mediated by pre-

attitudes, abil-it.ies and other characteristics.existing

What is known is that women students are more skilled and

empathetic than men students (Marteau et al_ 1991). Women

students and doctors differ from t.heir mare correagues in
both attitudes to patients and their communication

skilrs, tending to hold more positive attitudes to giving

patients information and showing more empathetj_c
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al

1982, Wasserman et al- 1984, ütreisman eL aI 1985) . V'Ihat is

not known is that influence of women students on men

students during communication skills training.

Personality profiles of students at Medical School entry

have been found to be accuraLe predict.ors for specialty

choice in the case

obs t e t r j- c s / gynaecology

l99I) , but. no specific

general practice.

of paediatrics,

psychiatry (ZedIowand

surgery,

et aI

personality type was found for

A study of general practitioners twenty-five years after

graduation found burnout correlated with the finding of

1ow self esteem, feelings of inadequacy, dysphoria and

excessive worry at entrance to medica1 school (McCranie

et al 1988) . This does not mean that all- general

practitioners had Iow esteem on Medical School entry

however.

Career choice may be a factor in acquiring communication

skilIs - Marteu et aI (1991) , found that students who

perceive communication skil-Is as l_ess rel_evant to

medicine and were confident but noL more competent at

communicating effectively were more likely to prefer a

career j-n hospital medicine or surgery. There are

several- possible interpretations of these results

(Marteau et al- 1991) .
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First that students who are generally more confident

choose t.he career option of hospital medicine. Second,

that students select the career option that matches their

value system: students who perceive communication skills

as most relevant to medici-ne choose general practice;

those who see it as less relevant choose hospital

medicine, q/here such skilIs are traditionally l-ess

valued. If the l-atter explanation is correct, one way of

breaking down the assumption that good communication

skil1s are not relevant to hospital medicine would be for

hospital doctors to be involved in communication skil_Is

training. fn many medical school-s communj_cation skills

are taught by general- practitioners and psychologists,

thereby re-inforcing a view that communication skirls are

critj-ca1 to general practice but perhaps not to other

branches of medicine. Marteau al-so found that students'

judgements of their ability to communicate effectively

were poor. I¡Ihere conf idence and ski1l were related,

greater confidence was assocÍated with poorer skill in

verbal and non-verbal facilitation and the ability to

pick up verbal and non-verbal_ Ieads from the patient -

There are several- possible explanations for this finding.

First, students may perceive the ability to communicate

effectively as a skill inherent in all those with good

verbal skill-s, and hence fail to judge their own skills

using criteria of the sort. adopted by t.eachers of

communication skil-1s -
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Alternatively, students may adopt simil-ar criteria to

those used by teachers, but lack sufficient feedback to

be able to judge their skills accurately. In explaining

the negative

and non-verbal

verbal l-eads

required.

insensitive

insensitive

association between confidence and verbal

facilitation and picking up verbal and non

rt
from patients, further explanation is

is possible that students who are

judge communication skil-Is accurately is Iikely to serve

as a barrier to improving skilfs, âs those with poorer

skills wiIl not have the motivation to participate or

learn from teaching of t.hese skills. It is possible that

the benefits from teaching may be improved if students

were given detailed, video feedback on their skills at

the outset.

It may be worth asking students how confident they are at

assessing t.heir own communication skil1s accurately

before and after training.

to patientsr communications are similarly

to their own abilities. The inability to

have been f ound to inf l-uence medical

choices. They incl-ude sex, parental

social background. AIso personality

to family practice

and size of the

working conditions

attitudes, commitment

by the medical school, curriculum

Several factors

students career

occupation and

attributes and

program; pay prestige and promotion;



and intrinsic speciality differences (Egerton
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I979, Beck

eL al L977, Mitchell 1975) -

Some longitudinal surveys have shown a 702 consistency

rate in career choice for specialities (Glasser et al

]-982). A difference has been demonstrated between men

and women with internal medicine and surgery being more

popular among men students and obstetrics and gynaecology

students (wlcGrath et al-and primary care among women

79'77; Zimmy et al 1982, Mira et al I99I, Kruijthof et al

7992) .

It has also been shown that significantly more women

prefer to practise as

I¡lhen medical students

residents and teachers or

curriculum they significantly

higher rate. (Brearley et al

part-timers (,farallah et aI 1994) .

are exposed to family practice

a special family practice

choose family medicine at a

L982, Harris et aI ]-982) .

Personal socj-al values of medical- students are important

in career choice (Martini et al- 1994). Medical school

graduates entering residencies in the Unit.ed States in

the generalist specialities rated fact.ors relating to

influencinghelping others and social responsibility

t.heir career choice more than did studenLs

specialties (Kassebaum, Szenas 1994) .

enterj-ng other

Several studies have shown student's attitudes towards

as

family practice. Those

needed more affiliation,

interested in family practice

were less materialistic and were



among the

preferred

wanted to

aspects of

was more

help peopi-e as

the patients'

obvious than

be

warmth, concern

impersonable and

rejection wiII
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They

and

effective patient

non adherence to

interfering with

encourage patient

Ieast aggressive (CoIIins et al 1975) .

to treat holistícally (Askew et aI f978)

primary care specialities (Burkett et al- 1-982)

They want a personal

alI the family and

relationship with patients, to treat

provide cradle to the grave care

with few manuaf(Stephens 1982).

skills and to treat

They prefer a career

a wide range of j-lIness. Some of the

areas chosen by medical students as influencing a career

choice in general practice al-so have been shown to

provide professional satisfaction for generâI

practitioners.

This incLudes the doctor-patient relationship and

clinical competence. Communication skills are useless if

t.he doct.or-patient. relationship is bad. A doctor who

acts in an unfriendly manner, is distant, shows no

wel1 as considering psychosocial

problems. This latt.er attribute

in students who sel-ected non

or interest, is unapproachable and

who shows disagreement, f ormalit.y and

communication and

treatment (Becker et aI 1980) .

P1enty of remuneration has been shown as a variable in

choosing career in an American study (Shulkin 1989) but

not j-n a Saudi Arabian study (.larall-ah et aI 1994) .
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influence the

Between L919
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curriculum at the medical school may

choice of career of medical sludents.

and 1993 the Universit.y of New Mexico, s

school of medicine had two t,racks for the first two years

of medical school-: a conventional t.rack and t.he primary

care curriculum (eCC¡, ¿ community-oriented, problem-

the 140

who had

based track. In 1990 a survey rÀras conducted of

graduates from the first. four classes (1993-1986)

completed their postgraduate training. The PCC graduales

work in areas that were\^/ere much more likety

geographically medically underserved and practice in

publicly funded healt.h care settings as well as care for

non-paying patients. Also the PCC graduates more

frequently identified patient. problems and curiosity as

providing motivation for their learning (Mennin et aI

1996).

to

Students may be poor

skill-s. Gruppen et

f ourth year medical-

ratings than those of

This

judges of their own communication

aI (tggl) found that a group of

students gave themselves higher

the standardised patients they were

f alls in Iine with another st.udyinterviewing.

which shows that student self assessmenL in interpreting

ECGs or Xrays is more accurate than self-assessmenL in

familiar cl-inical tasks (Fitzgerald et aI 1995).

MarLeau et al- believe that more wiII be achieved when

there is more interest, concern and active reinforcement
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thefrom University Departments

teaching, especially those

studentst eyes.

behaviours

other than those doing

that are prestigious in the

Practicing empathy skills in small- groups in which actual

interviews rivere conducted seem ef f ective ín helping

medical- students acquire these skills. Large group

l-ectures have been shown to be ineffective.

Barbee et aI (tglO) did a small follow up study on ten

ski1]s. Themedical students and their interviewing

period of most rapid improvement in interviewing skill_s

occurred during initial training and l-ittle change

occurred between the junior and senior years. Interview

performance correlated better with future clinical

performance than did the preclinical academic record.

In the pre clinical interviewing skilIs course at St

George's

asked to

Hospital, London (Kendrik 1993) students were

identify examples of specific interviewing

in video taped general practice consultations,

and to judge whet.her the behaviours were hetpful or

unhelpful in eliciting relevant informatj_on from the

patient - Students who had been given experience in

int.erviewing patients in smal1 groups led by general

practitioners identified significantly more helpful and

unhelpful interviewing behaviour in the taped

consul-Lat.ions than st.udents who had not received the
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suggested that duringsmall group teaching. It has been

the pre clinical years medical students are

aims to foster

optimally

posit.ivereceptive

attitudes

to teaching which

towards the value of

the clerkship

(Barrows 1990)

communication and patient

perspectives (De Groot L987, HeIfer 1,970) . De Groot

argues that once a student has entered clinical training,

he or she will be most concerned with appearing

technically competent in the eyes of both patients and

clinical tutors and that any exploration of patients'

perspectives will threaten his or her ability to

accomplish this. Thus students might be best able to

gain understanding of patient perspectives in the pre

clinical years whilst they are free of these competing

pressures.

Even when students are in clinical settings with

patienLs,

course and

encouraged

trained to

as in an introduction to clinical medicine

year, inquiry ski11s are not

perform memorised

(review of systems, family

instead of practising the

The students are usually

standard question routines

history, past hist.ory etc)

more difficult skill of

by interns implies loss of

exploration of a patient's

whereas leading implies

problem-related inquiry (Rimoldi 198S)

Applying

control

ínterview techniques

by the intern because

problem needs following

dominance. Light (1979) describes medical students who



keep the

expense

progress

knowledge
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patient ignorant so they can gain control at the

of the patient's uncertainty. As students

through the medical- school they acquire more

and experience and they feel more competent

about managing illness compared with the patient. This

makes them feel more powerful and the medical

institutional- system supports this (eg being allowed, to

wear a white coat). Hence psychosocial issues in

consulting become subservient to the biomedical doctor

centred modeI.

Other authors hawe suggested that. studentsr views of the

value of communication differ accordi_ng to their

orientation towards either the humanitarian or the

technical- sc j-entif ic aspects of medicine. Marteau et aI

(fggf) found that students who expressed a preference for

a career in the surgical specialties also perceived

communication skill-s as less rel_evant to medicine.

rn eliciting information about communication skilrs

informants' lies and evasions may result from either

ul-terior motíves, usually directed at a person or group

other than the researcher, or a desire to please the

researcher (Whyte a982) . In desiring to please, ân

interviewee usually operates with a model of behaviour in

mind (eg good communication is needed in medical

consul-tations) . van Maanen (tglg) notes that conscious

deception may occur to cover the individual's ..hidden
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This could possibly be knowingfailings" lf disclosed.

one is a poor communicator

Medical students who hrere placed in a rural

environment for 9 months in the third year

practice

of their

course in Minnesota showed they had better communication

skil-1s than city students but no differences academically

(Verby, 7987) -

There are hardly any studies that have evafuated subject

background and performance in actual practice. Students

with a strong subject background in both science and

humanities are far more tikely to complete the Newcastle

(XSW) medical degree than students who have subject.

strength in science alone. This also predicts better

annual- ratings in their internshi-p - This may not be

surprising since a large component of medj-cal practice

requires good communication skills.

There \^ras, in the Newcastle experience, no difference in

internship ratings between those who scored highly at

interview or on psychometric testing and those with lower

scores. Nor was there a difference with older students

(Rolfe et aI 199s) .

First year medical students from Nebraska h¡ere

significantly higher than a national sample of college

students in the personality traits of succour, nurturing



and heterosexuality.

sample in the traits

abasement (Martini et

Thorson et al (1991),

They were fower than
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the national

of order, exhibition, dominance and

aI 1994). Personality according to

is not a good predictor of either

they

such things as the medical

attitudes towards old people or attitudes toward death

and dying

STI'DY V

5.2 Student perceptions about comnunícation skills and

choosing a medical career in general practice

Little is known as to where students' perceptions of

confidence in their own communication skills fits in with

making a medical career choice. At. t.he Modbury General

Practice Teaching Unit the opportunity was taken to ask

sludents what their choice of future career would be and

what they thought of some values known to be l-inked to

general practice.

Medical graduates who enter the general specialties, like

general practice, general medicine and general surgery

tend to rate factors relating to helping others and

social- responsibility as influencing their career choice

more than students entering other specialties, eg

orthopaedics,

When family

cardiac surgery (Kassebaum et al- 1-994)

doctors look back at their personal val-ues

when they were students f ee1 that these \^rere

stronger

school

influences than

curriculum in their eventual career choice
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values may

exist even before students enter medical school. A study

of students just entering medical school who eventually

became primary care doctors has shown t.hem to have more

interest in personal and social adjust.ment rather than an

orientation towards academics (Schubot f996) .

Other features

family practice

(Bowman et al

which seem to apply to those interested in

include a smaller interest in material-ism

L996, Kassler et aI 1991, Fincher et al

7994) , a need for more affiliation and a l-ess aggressive

personality (askew et al- L978) , a wish to deal_ with the

psychosocial aspects of patients' problems (Burkett et al

L982) and a wish to practice family and continuing care

(Stephens 1982) - Also featured are l-ess interest in

prestige (Kassler et aI t991,, BIand et al- 1995 ) , an

interest in providing comprehensive care (Fincher et al

1994, Bland et al- 1995), having non-physician parents

(Bland et al- L995) , wishing to help people rather than

promotion into leadership positions (Kassenbaum et aI

1995) and a l-ow interest in technology (Osborn j_993).

Demographically in Australia r,rromen continue to be poorly

represented in the medical specialities. Women medical

students choose general practice during aII stages of

medical training for flexibility of training and working

hours (Redman et aI 1994).
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of

confidence in their own communication skil-Is fits in with

making a medical career choice. Marteau et al (1991_)

found that students who perceive communication skills as

less relevant to medicine and who were confident but not

at communication, hrere more likely tomore competent

prefer a career

than general

explanation and

just entering

future career

in hospital

practice.

the opportunity was

their clinical- years

would be and what

medicine or surgery rather

This paradox needs more

taken to ask students

what their choice of

they thought of some

values known to be linked to particular medical careers

Aim

The aj-m of this study is to find

confidence in communication skills

medical professional that the

communication skills are good, relate to other

reasons for medical- career choi-ce

Method

131 fourth year medical students at the University of

their perceivedAdelaide \^/ere given a questionnaire about

importance of 20 variables that could be linked to making

a career choice in medicine (most of those variables were

described in the introduction of this study). The

questionnaire was administered just before their general

practice training from February to October 1995 - The

ouL how the

and being

medical

variables

told by a

student' s

perceived



data \^ras analysed using SPSS for Windows Factor

with

were
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Analysis

varimax

asked to

us j-ng principal components analysis (pCa)

rotation and Kaiser normalisation. They

indicate the degree of importance on a

ranging from: Not at all important at 1

Important at 5, of variables in response to

"AL present, in choosing your own Medical

into a specialty or general practíce), how

you feel the following factors are?" The

shown in Table 1.

Results

Career (going

important do

variabl-es are

distributed to al-1 the f ourthquestÍonnaires were

students and 130 \^/ere returned

Likert scale,

to Extremely

the question:

(99 .22 response

males and 46.92

131

year

rate) of 53.1ãThe sample

f emal-es. The mean

43.LZ were born in

Malaysia and 26.L2

consisted

age of the

Australia

in another

sample was

while 30.83

22.4 years and

were born in

were undecided about whether

country.

to choose a specialty or

general practice,

general practice.

29 -22 chose a specialty and 10.8? chose

Twent.y seven of the 1-30 respondents (2IZ) indicated they

were not confident about their communication skilIs

Sixty per cent

specialise 1-62

about their

Of those who stated they r^¡ere going to

indicated they were not confident

communication skills. For those who were unsure about



wanting to specialise or go into general practJ-ce

corresponding value was 222 and for those wanting to

into general practice, 292. There was however
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the

statistically significant difference between the three

groups (Chi square 0.7 df 4 NS).

An exploratory factor analysis (principal components

analysis with varimax rotation; SPSS 8.0 for Vùindows) was

used to explore the factor structure of the 20 items from

the questionnaire about reasons for career choice among

fourth-year medical students. Several model-s were

examined, namely, 7-, 5-, 4-, and 3-factor, in an at.tempt

to find a simple and relat.ively easy-to-interpret

solution. Simple in t.his context refers to a model in

which each or most variabl-es have high loadings on one

factor only and low loadings on the remaining factors.

As Tabachnick and Fidell- (L996) point out, the presence

of complex variables, ie variabl-es which load highly on

more than one factor, makes ',interpretation of factors

more ambiguous" (p0ZS). The frequent.ly employed cut-off

point of .30 for factor 1-oadings was applied in this

study.

The default criterion for factor extraction indicated the

presence of seven factors. However, the 7-factor

go

no

so1ution contained too many variables

substantially on 2 or 3 faclors, and was thus

impossible to interpret. Moreover, ân inspection

loading

almost

of the



scree plot indicated the presence of 3-5

Both the S-fact.or and  -factor solutions
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factors only.

also contained

too many

showed

complex variabl-es. The 3-fact.or solution stiII

some degree of complexity for some of the

the factors r^rere easier to interpret thanvariables, but

the solutions with four and more factors.

Tab1e 2 presents the matrix of factor loadings for the 3-

factor solution. As can be seen, the first factor,

containíng both communication items, could be interpreted

as easy and rewarding work. The second factor, could be

interpreted as people orientation and the third factor

could be interpreted as fit with needs-
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Table 1

VARIÀBLES TIIAT COULD BE I,INKED TO MAI(ING A CAREER
CHOICE IN MEDICINE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

I4
1-5

16

L7

18

L9

20

Being able to work part time.
My age.

Preferring to work with patients of one sex
or another.
My personality.
The amount of income I will get.
Confidence in communication skills -

Opportunity for promotion.
Helping people.
Working in hospital.
My sex.
Preferring to work with a specific age group
(eg- children) .

My parents' or paftner's encouragement.
Being told by a medical professional that my
communication skil1s are good.

Working in the community.

Using manual skil-Is a l-ot.
Treating patients holistically.
Prowiding care to patients ..From cradle to
grave".
Availability of training places.
Working in close contact with peers.

Ialanting a personal relationship with
patients
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Component

2

actor I: Easy and rewarding work
Opport.unity for promotion
The amount of income I will get
Being told by a Medical professional
that my communication skills are good

My parents' or partnerts
encouragement

Confidence in communication skills
Availability of training places
My personality
Working in Hospital
tor II: People orientation
Providing care to patients 'rFrom
cradle to grave'l
Treating patients holistically
üIorking in the community

Helping people
Working in close contact with peers
Ialanting a personal relationship with
patients
Using manual- skil-ls a lot
tor III: Fit with needs

Preferring to work with a specific
age group (e.g., children)
Preferring to work with patients of
one sex or another
Being able to work part time
My sex

.69

.69

.65

.64

.60

.56

.43

.4L

.18

-.09
.09

.39

- -I2

-.1_0

.06

.31

.05

-2r
.30

.38

.02

-L6

.30

.68

.64

.52

.50

.4t

-05

.04

- .L4

.07

.06

.02

.05

11_

1,2

l-5

12 .03

.21- .70 .05

L7 .40 .20

-.1,9
. l_5

-.24
.16

.39

.58

.56

.46

06 10 .62

.31 - .L2 .62

24s

Tab1e 2

Rotated Conponent Matrix for the 3-Factor Solution

Díscussion

Both the communication items 'confidence in communication

skilLs' and 'being told by a medical professional- that. my

communication skills are good, \,rrere present in the first



factor which consist,ed of mainly easy and rewarding

patients from

communiLy' ,

cradle to

'treating

The items

time

and
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work

such as

grave',

patients

in the

items. This factor cont,ained no items which are known

student beliefs for choosing general practice

'providing care to

'working in the

hol-istically' and'helping people'

first factor, 'the amount of income

'opportunit.y f or promotion' ,

'avail-ability of training

hospital'

specialising

all suggest beliefs towards

at the

places'

student

I will 9et',

of the study

'working in

(Bowman et aI 1,996, Kassler et al L99I,

Kassenbaum et al- 1995).

These findings about confidence in communication skills

are supported by anolher

who were confident about

hospital medicine or

study which showed that st.udents

their communication skills chose

surgery (Marteau et al- 1991) .

Marteau also found that these students !ì/ere less

competent at communicat.ing effectively, and these

students felt that their communication skil_l_s \¡rere less

rel-evant to medicine. In the present study these

variabl-es were not measured and future studies are needed

in this area. There is al-so concern in the literature

that. students may be poor judges of their communication

skiIls. Gruppen et aI (f997 ) have found that fourth year

medical students gave themselves more marks than

st.andardised patients did for interviewing skilIs.
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The item 'being told by a medical- professional that my

communication skills are good' \¡tas associated with the

factor easy and rewarding work on1y. The absence of this

in the people orientation items (general practice it.ems),

could possibly be related to students who chose general

practice items having less awe of academic teachers

(Schubot 1,996) who are more likely to be hospital

specialists (Bland 1995) .

The main finding in this study seems

confi-dence in communication skil-Ìs

medical professional that the

skills are good covary with items

easy and rewarding career, rather

wishing to have close personal

patients. It. becomes crucial to do

if perceived confidence is actually

to be that the items

and being told by a

student's communication

about medicine being an

than with items about

rel-ationship with

more research to see

linked

as many would

skills is a

feel that competence in

desirable attribute in

to competence

communication

a general

in one's

medicine

practitioner. It is as though confidence

communication ski-lls is seen as one reason for

being easy, rather than as a necessary attribute for

developing relationships with patients.

5.3 Medícal sÈudenÈe and int,erviewees with a non English

speaking background

Preliminary resul-ts from medical student intervj-ews with

Australians of non English speaking background show that
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some interviewees did not understand t.he significance of

confidentiality, interviewees

where the reasons for asking

prefer opening questions

the question are stated

only respond to the verypreviously,

l-ast element

interviev/ees

interviewees often

of the intervier¡rer's statement or response,

prefer a slow pace of consultation and

sil-ences convey respect in English and Arabic languages.

(However Sue (1990), feels it may serve as a regulator in

some Asian languages to continue a point or in French,

Spanish and Russian it may

Int.ervie\¡/ees appreciate encouragers

feel less anxíous that they are

adequately and al-so are happier if

expressing themselves

non verbal- and verbal

convey

Iike: "I

agreement) .

see" so they

minimal- encouragers seem linked naturally-

Medical students felt reluctant to go into personal areas

of the interview and many interviewees woul-d have liked

to express

1994). There

themsel-ves in these areas (Todisco et aI

is a danger of creating

but this can be minimised

other demographic variabl-es

(Pedersen 1991) .

ethnic stereotlnpes

interview includes

gender religion etc

where the

Iike age,

Farnill et aI (tggl ) validated a rating scale of

videotaped consultations with medical students and non

English speaking interviewees who talked about l-ife in

general. The ratj-ng scale ranged from low 1 to high 5.

Five aspects of communication were measured - structured
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inquiry, facilitation of emotional expression (S
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items) ,

positivity of response and respect for the client (five

items), simple vocabulary and sentence structure (two

items), commencíng and terminating the interview (two

items) . The total- scal-e was L9 items (Department of

Behavioural Sciences in Medicine, Blackburn BuiIding,

University of Sydney).

Changes in ¡redical students during their course

Many beginning students starL their medical education

with a sense of commitment, enthusiasm, optimism,

alt.ruism and ideaJ-ism, white graduate doctors are

expected to be caring, humanistic, compassionate and

dedicated to their patients (Muller 1984) . The

intervening professionalization process can l-ead to the

very opposite characteristics to those intended:

clmicism, dehumanisation, pessimism and deflation (Coombs

et al 1979, Muller L984, Kay 1990) .

V'Iolf et aI (1991) reported that higher perceived

medical- students

mistreatment \ivere

mistreatment (982 of his sample of

reported this and the sources of such

in order residents/interns, nurses, clinical teachers and

cl-assmates) scores on a mistreatment index were

positively related to a perceived increase in clmicism

over the course of four years of medical education.
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students'Without specific

communication skills

traJ-ning, medical-

seem to decl-ine during medical

training. (Preven et aI 1986, Sanson Fisher et al 1980,

Alroy et al L984, Helfer 1970, Mumford l-971).

Communication skill-s may rise and fal1 during medical

students'

University

participated

training. A study

of Connecticut

in five clinical

the

such

skiIls teaching and

four years of medical

swings in skill-s of

of 292 graduates of the

Schoo1 of Medicine who

assessment programmes during

school was reported to show

communication. They r¡/ere rated on by standardised

patients. Results showed that students' development of

skills differed, hrith cLosure items showing the greatest

increase and social history items showing the greatest

decline, with an overall initial- increase and then a

decline in interviewing skills over the four years. The

authors Pfeiffer et al (1998) consider these results to

be due to the de-emphasis of communication skills during

the clinical years and the culture of medicine to which

students are exposed during these years.

5.5 Characteristics of rnedical students

There are famil-ia1 factors in going to medical- school -

A high proportion of medical students (2t.22) are

themselves children of medical fathers (McManus l-985) .

Roath et al (1977) , studied new entrants to four medical



schools in Britain and found that the number of
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parents

Cardiff

18 .1-å in the Dundee , 9 -I9eo

in the Southampton medical

student samples. At the University of Wal-es 1-3e. of t.he

actually medically qualified

student sample, compared with

in the Sheffiefd and 4.559ø

was 6.]-62 in the

medical school compared with

the general population, giving a

(Huckl-e et al 1991) . AIso here

first degree

group had

approximately

attended

O -222 of

relatives of the medical student proband

relative risk of 6I

medical students are more likely than zoology students to

have medically educated relatives.

McManus (1984), found that social class has lj_ttle

bearíng on admission to medical school- but having a

medical parent increased the relative l-ikelihood of

acceptance to a medical- school 1,.73 times (McManus et al

L985). Another important factor was academj-c achievement

and earfy application.

Medical students on the whole do not have significantly

different IQ's from other University students. For

example, Matarazzo eL aI (1972) found that i_n America the

IQ of medj-cal students was I25.5.

With regard to the relationship between student and

pat.ients previous study of Arts/Humanities is thought to

give a path to greater understanding and insight into
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human understanding. (Richards 1983, Roessler et al-

re78).

In fact previous studies

successful- performance at

in the humanit.ies underpin

medical school- (Neame et al

1-992, Lipton

humanities and

et aI 1984)

science show

compared with having studied

as likely to complete their medical degree. In a study

from the University of Newcastle NSVù the same study found

that âge, gender, admission interview results, written

Students who studied

higher intern performance

science alone and are twice

psychometric test

previous tertiary

scores, academic

study had been

marks, and whether

undertaken

school were

prior to

of internentering the medical

performance ratings (Ro1fe et a1

not predictive

199s).

Students entering medicine so1ely on academic marks may

possess

indices

Rothman

high indices of achievement and endurance and low

of play and impulsivit.y (Murden et al_ t978,

L973) .

ALso identified in these studies was a tendency of

students to infl-exibility, having difficulty with

adapting and with innovation and seeming to need a rigid

and structured environment and avoidance of ambiguity.

fn the clinical- environment the successful- student tends

to be motivated, emotionally expressive, secure,



sensitive, independent, spontaneous
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and communicative

with an orientation to power and status (Turner 1,974)

Solkoff (1968) suggest a higher ranked clinical student

is more sensitive. Gordon (tggt, 7992) reviewed the

research up to 1990 on the accuracy and validity of

medical students' self-assessments and concluded that, in

conwentional medical education, students' self

assessments in a varj-ety of areas r¡/ere of only low to

moderate accuracy and validity.

5.6 Medical students and video feedback

Video feedback is an integral part of Communication

Skills Training today. Several studies have shown that

video based teaching on interviewing have been effective.

David Pendleton (1990) has created wefl- known rules of

positiwe feedback which seem to have wide accept.ance.

Medical schoofs may need to encourage more of this

reflective learning and use well- trained facilitators.

How medica1 students feel about videotaping is important.

Videotape can record not only verbal- communication but

also non verbal-. Video-based teaching on j-nterviewing

be effective

Trainees for

and psychological skills has been shown to

(Robbins et aI 1979, Maguire

general practice taught in a

feedback have demonsLrated

et al- 1986 ) .

improved

group setting

significantly

with video

interviewing skiIls after training. The trainees who



were below average

improvement (Gask et

before training showed
2s4

the greatest

a1 1988).

Video methods are now a recognised part of post. graduate

countries (Jackson etgeneral

aI 7983,

practice training in many

Hewitt 1985, Roberts 1985).

To maximise the potential of videotaped feedback, it

would appear that the following criteria should be

observed.

1. Trainees' attention must be directed to the pertinent

features of playback. The need for feedback to be

focused in this rnray is widely recognised (Carroll et

al- 1980). It coul-d be to this end that students

prefer to have tuLors present during video

debriefing.

2. Video feedback shoul-d be provided within the context

ofa sLructured training

sensii:isation and

sequence this and can

support practice procedures

Sanders L982) .(Wallace et a] L975, Speas 1-979,

3 - The extent of exposure to self-viewing seems to be

important (Hung et a1 L978) unless the recording

lasts long enough for trainees to be exposed to

sufficient insLances of the targeted feature.



Lacey (I993) has

consultations in

rules or the rufes

described the use of video

small groups. He

of positive
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recordj-ngs of

the Pendletoncites

feedback which are

designed to give

doctor involved to

consultations but

to change

that the

damaging

or improve

doctor is

effects of

such a way

potentially

Lacey adds

information or observations to the

enable hi-m or her

l_n

protected

personal

First the

from the

criticism two further trrulesrr

general practitioner (or trainee/student) whose

videotaped consultation is being analysed must always be

present in the group, and second, the group leader or

teacher cannot lead the group using his or her own

consultation videos as this tends to cause chaos to group

process.

The Pendleton Rules are:

L. Briefly clarify matters of fact: one may want to ask

the doctor whose consul-tation has been shown for

further information about the patient - details of

past history, occupation, medication etc.

2. Doctor in question goes first: the doctor is then

invited to comment on his/her or¡rn consultation, on

what he/she intended to achieve or whether it. was

successful, and on the other ways it might have been

handled. This al-lows the group to view the

consul-tation from the GP's perceptive and gives

him/her some control over subsequent. discussion- The

GP's owrt level- of insight will also affow an



experienced group to judge

carried without the rísk of

how far discussion can
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be

hurt or threat to the GP

whose consultation tape is being analysed.

3 . Good points first: telling the cP what he/she did

weII is a useful way for discussion to start; it

helps to put the GP at ease and reinforce positive

aspects of his/her consultation style. A certain

amount of praise and support is al-so an import.ant

part of the therapeutic function inherent in smal1

group work.

4. Recommendations not criticisms: if a certain aspect

of the consultation has not been well handled or a

task not achieved, simply pointing this

concerned is often not helpful-. The Gp

welI the shortcomings

Recommendations from

how the

out to the GP

may recognise

in his/her

t.he

only Loo

consultation

needed on

group are

have beenconsultation might.

the other handhandled better. On the cP may

disagree with the group's

nehl set of suggestions to

observations or generate a

improve the consultation in

question. Such useful interaction, which is so much

part of the dynamics of small group work, is more

likely if

are given

the group's comments on the consultation

in the form of a recommendation for change.

Criticism of the doclor's performance

l-ead to an unproductive spiral

defending.

will often simply

of attacking and



Although video feedback using standardised

been shown to produce most changes

communication skills, it also creates distinct.

25,1

pat.ients has

in learners'

challenges

potent.ially

nature is

for the teacher as experiential teaching

unsafe, intrinsically unstructured and

random and opportunistic (Silverman et aI

While Pendleton Rules are designed to

feedback they have been criticised

(1996 ) . V'lhil-e Pendleton insists

give positive video

by Silverman et al

on giving the good

can't be discussed as

surface the rules are

fS,

by

7996)

points first this means that

they are thought of. While

non ewaluative, often in

hence 'what would you

be seen as'now t.eIl us

points

on the

the mind of the

do differently

what you did

student they are

next time'coul-d

that was wrong'.

student fromInsist.ing

raising at

difficult.

on good points

an early stage

first may block the

The group can

'good' with littl-e time left for constructive hetp with

the actual difficul-ties of the consultation.

Silverman et a1 have modified Pendleton's rules and

calIed their approach the agenda-Ied outcome based

analysis

This starts with the doctor,s agenda. Then the l-earner

and t.he group need to ask: 'hlhere do I want to go to?'

the doctor isand 'How

what particular area is seen as

spend too much time on what. is

get there?' AIso

reflect and problem solve before the

is a problem solving method,

might I

to selfencouraged

group makes suggestions. It



group.
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Usinginvolving both the

descriptive feedback

group: 'Here's what

doctor and the

is like holding up a mirror for the

I see happened - what do you think?,

Balanced feedback is provided as in Pendleton's Rules but

the facilitator must consider the climate of the group.

Sometimes good points first works, sometimes it pays to

Ieave this to later. It is al-so t.he group, s

responsibility to provide a supportive environment. They

feel that role playing rehearsal is important and that.

the wideotape is a gift of raw material for the group.

The teacher can opportunistically introduce teaching

exercises and research evidence. It also enables

learners to develop an evolving and structured

understanding of their communicat.ion curriculum

(Silverman et al- 1996).

Sil-verman et al (1997) have with twenty years of Canadian

experience of video debriefing created a mnemonic that

allows for an agenda led outcome based analysis of the

taped consultation. They have described this as the set-

go met.hod of descriptive feedback. Here group members

base their feedback on what I [s] aw and this feedback is

descriptive,

facilitator is

The

with eit.her or

what happened

is to ask the

to prompt,

lel lse did

if necessary

you see and

specific and non judgmental.

both of 2, what

next in descriptive

student what did

reflection back to

terms. The next area

or

you [t] hink John? Here there is

the doctor on the video who is then
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2

given an opportunity

The facilitator t.hen

solve.

2s9

to acknowledge and problem solve.

is to get the whol-e group to problem

Can we clarify what [g] oa1 r^¡e would like to achieve

(outcome-based approach)

Any [o] ffers of how we would get there, suggestions,

alternatives to be rehearsed if possible.

Another set of guidelines for effective videotape reviews

have been created by Steinert from Montreal (1993)

Prior to the videotape review she:

1. Considers the many uses of videotape reviews ín

gj-ving feedback

determines her

on cl-inical performance and carefully

own objectives in using this teaching

method.

2. hlorks to overcome commonly encounLered problems

3. Ensures 'informed consent'

4. Chooses the best format for teaching and prepares the

student for the videotape review.

During the videotape review:

5. She helps the student to dewel-op a game plan

6. Creates a supportive environment and discusses the

student's reactions to being on tape.

7. Determines how the session wil1 proceed



B Requests a brief description

the videotape.
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of what will be seen on

9 - Reviews selected parts of the tape.

10. Follows principles of effective feedback.

11. Focuses the discussion

L2. Summarises and evaluates the review

Video feedback is really a form of reflection and self-

assessment if it is done properly. There have been major

barriers to learners in medical schools being reflective

and self assessing (according to Ïrùest.berg et al L994) .

Medicine they feel is dominated by unreflect.ive doing.

In the fiercely competitive environment of many teaching

programs, many learners correctly perceíve that it is

unsafe to reveal their fears and deficiencies. Learners

often retain this caulious posture even after moving to

programs where it is unnecessary.

ff this barrier can be overcome, video feedback can be

used as an effective teaching and research tool.

Learners can view t.heir performance, review feedback on

their own behaviour, knowledge and displayed attit.udes

and develop plans to change behaviour that can be

followed up on subsequent tapings. fnLerviewing skil-Is

can be documented and preserved (Beckman et aI 1,994) .

The use of video recording to guide feedback offers many

advantages over the provision of feedback from
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observation of the life int,eraction alone (Hargie and

Morrow l-986,. Beckman and Frankel 1994 ¡ Westberg and

,Jason 1994) .

l-. Learners who can observe or l-isten to themselves

understand their own strengths and weaknesses much

more readily than if they rely on reflection alone:

our own perceptions of our behaviour are not always

accurate.

2. Recordings encourage a learner-centred approach with

the learner being more centrally and actively

invol-ved in the analysis of the interview. Seeing

oneself on video helps objective self assessment.

3. The record prevents disagreement about what actually

happened in the consul-tation.

4. Rewinding the tape to a specific point can help gain

a deeper undersLanding of what went on.

5 Recordings help feedback to

rather than evaluation, an

constructive feedback.

f ocus on descript.ion

essential aspect of

6 Recordings allow areas to be reviewed on several

occasions and 1et. the learner revisit feedback and

learning at a l-ater date.

Video recording has advantages over audio recording it

focus feedback and sel-f assessment on atois possible

much broader range of non verbal as well as verbal. It.



is also

periods

should

feedback

towards

looks

family

fine,

easier to concentrate on a videoLape for

than an audiotape. V'lhen

descriptive (Kurtz et al

should be non-judgemental,

behaviour rather than
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longer

giving feedback it

1998) . Descriptive

specific, directed

personality, well

be

intentioned, sharing and checked with the recipient.

An example given by Kurtz et aI is: if a patient looks

down, fiddles with her fingers, slows down her speech and

weepy, and the interviewer then asks her how her

is getting on to which she responds that she is

regains her equanimity and never returns to the way

feedback inshe looked so uncomfortabler 1rou could give

two dif ferent r^rays:

"f think you real1y mj-ssed a big cue when she

obviously had something important to say and you

chickened out of asking her" -

This Kurtz et aI considered judgmental. General feedback

that assumes a motive for t.he learner's actions is really

an implied comment on his personality.

'At 3 minutes 23 seconds, there was an interesting

point when she starts to look down, fiddles with her

fingers, slows down her speech and l-ooks h¡eepy. You

didn't everthen asked her about her family and she

seem to get back to

you think, John?'

what. was upsetting her. What do



'Yes, I didn't know quit.e how to get her to

Kurtz et aI state that this is descriptive

specific.and very
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open up'.

feedback

It alsothat ís non judgmental

very ef f ect.ively Ieads

outcome you are trying

t.he discussion into what

to achieve. This feedback

concentrates initially on what, when, where and how,

not why.

The term 'video allergy, has been coined (Campion 1992) to

a student's unpleasant exposureeffect ofdescrj-be the ongoing

to vj-deotaping. The

wideotaping but the

study was undertaken

source of the anxiety may not only be the

poor quality of the video debriefing. A

at the General Practice Teaching Unit. to

assess undergraduaLe attitudes to videotaping of their

consultations. A further

difficult it was to make

about social history, ask

how videotaping ínfluenced.

chapter Iooks

communication

care.

STT'DY VI

study asks

information

the students about how

giving statement.s, ask

patients

them.

about their feelings and

The final study in this

at the students' conf idence about how t.heir

skills training can potentially improve patient

of theirUndergraduate atËitudes to videotaping

consultations in a general practice setting

The use of videotaping with feedback is now an

5.7

established part of generar practice teaching before and
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proven toafter graduation. This method of teaching has

be very effective (Gask et

but for some students and

al- L99I, Maguire et al- 1986)

trainees the process creates

has been coinedmuch anxiety. The term "video al1ergy"

to describe this phenomenon and it has been postulated

that medical students who have become ,.sensitised,, by an

unpleasant exposure to the method may develop a decreased

abilíty to gain from the techni-que ever again (Campion

19e2) .

This anxiety was noted in a South Australian group of

first year postgraduate general practice trainees

prompting their trainers to establish a video

acclimatisation session (Farmer l-.992) . Farmer feel-s that

the trainees' concentration on such issues as mannerisms,

non verbal communication and personal appearance often

preclude attention to the consultation it.sel_f . This view

is supported by self - confrontation theory which

suggests that. people may be so disturbed by hearing and

seeing themselves that the educational value of self

observation is reduced (f'uller and Manning 1973) .

Another source of anxiety may be the method of video

debriefing. Pendleton rules of feedback which include

briefly clarifying matters of fact, the doctor in

question goes first, good points first and

recommendations not criticisms (Pendleton et aI l9g4) ,

may not always be observed at the undergraduate (Campion



1992) and postgraduate levels of general

education (Field 1995) . It may be that the
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practice

use of

videotape in undergraduate teaching is creating problems

for future teaching and this means that the attitudes of

these students about this is extremely important. This

study looks at such attitudes in an undergraduate general

practice consulting skills training program in South

Australia.

Aim

The first aim of this study is to assess the attit.udes

consultingbefore and after a course on general practice

nationality and prior exposure to videotaping.

aim is to investigate the attitudes of a larger

to wideotaping by a

students. A second aim

effect on these student

students before and after

general practice setting.

group of Fourth Year medical

is to investigate any

attitudes of student

possible

sex, âgê,

A third

group as

to whether they found the videotape

and whether they found it useful.

met.hod threatening

Method

A questionnaire was given to 106 Fourth Year medical

the Modbury

Australia.

responses of

or disagree

Agree strongly

3, Disagree =

a consulting skills course in a

This was undertaken in ]-992 at

General Practice Teaching Unit in South

Using a 5 point Likert scale with possible

Neither agree5, Agree = 4,

and Disagree 12, strongly
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thcy were asked to record their att.itudes to videotaping

consultat.ions using I statemenLs (fable 1) . The scores

for each student before and after exposure to videotaping

in the communication skills training were recorded. At

the beginning of training a 15 minute introduction on how

people feel when being videotaped was given. During this

introduction ít was emphasised that seeing one's body

image and behaviour on videotape can create discomfort.

The sites of the video cameras were pointed out and the

confj-dentiality of the subsequent videotapes emphasised.

Then 20 hours of communication skills training followed.

rhis training was done in smal-l groups with tutorial

sessions and also by videotaping all consul-tations. The

duration of videotaping \¡ras ident.ical f or each student

and occurred in a general practice consulting room with

standardised patients. Each student saw the same

standardised patients. Video debriefing was carried out

using the "Pendleton RuIes".

As weLl as this, the views of (a second group of) 792

had done exactly the

sought concerning the

were asked to respond

Fourth Year medical- students who

same course from L992 to ]-999 were

videotape met.hod of

t.o the statement

threatening" and "I

learning. They

"I f ound the videotape met.hod

the videotape met.hod useful" by

Iittl-e; a fair amount or a lot.

found

indicating not at all; a
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Results

l-06 out of I2O students (88?;) completed both

questionnaires as L4 students either failed to turn up on

time or became i1I before the end of the course. Of the

L06, 57 (54?) of the students v/ere born in Australía, 23

(222) in Malaysia and 26 (252) elsewhere. Sixty five

(58?) were 2l years or younger and 60 (572) hrere male

while 46 (432) were female. Thirty eight (36?) had

prevíous1y been videotaped in their psychiatry term.

There \Àrere significant changes in the responses to the I

statements after the exposure to videotaping in the

course. The students felt more positively about every

statement from before to after the CST- Thus the mean

score for each of the I questions fel-I significantly by

the end of the training (Tab1e 1) -
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Table 1

STT'DENT ATTITT'DES TO VIDEOTÀPING CONSULTÀTTONS

Before After t
value

df
(10s )

I feel uncomfortable
with seeing myself on
video

Mean
SD

3 .87
0.07

2.75
0 .97

9.9 *

I feel- uncomfortable
with receiving feedback
on my tapes

Mean
SD

2.2s
o -79

l.7s
0.6r-

6.3 *

I do not feel in control-
when being videotaped

Mean
SD

3.12
o.94

2.53
0.83

5.6 *

I feel- videotaping
cannot help me ímprove
my rapport. building
skills

Mean
SD

2 -2t
0.73

t_.5
0.69

7.7 *

I do not feel
videot.aping helps me
understand myself better

Mean
SD

2 .47
0.73

1.62
0.59

10.9 *

I do not feel-
videotaping can improve
my understanding of
patients' body language

Mean
SD

2.04
0.6s

1.38
o .49

9.3 *

f do not feel
videotaping can improve
my understanding of my
own body language

Mean
SD

L .97
o.7L

1.42
0.51

9.1*

I dislike being
videotaped with my
colleaques present

Mean
SD

3 .35
t_.07

2.51
0.94

8.01*

* p < 0.001

There \^¡ere some sex dif f erences in responses. Seventy

they feltone percent (33) of females reported that

uncomfortable with seeing themsel-ves on video at the

beginning of the course compared with 522 of males (31)

which was a significant sex difference (Chi square 4.4 df

1 p < 0.05)- This fell to 26% of females (L2) and 30å of
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males (18) at the end of the course which \^ras not a

significant sex difference. Forty seven percent of

females (22) reported that t.hey disliked being videotaped

with their colleagues present at the beginning of the

course. This percentage r^¡as signif icantly more t.han that

of the male students (383) (Chi sguare 5.15 df 1 p <

0.05) . V'Ihil-e these percentages dropped at the end of the

course (ZzZ of females and 8? of males), the significant

sex difference remained (Chi square 4.14 df 1 p < 0.05).

Thirty nine percent of those aged 2I and younger years

t.he course that they feltreported at the beginning of

uncomfortable

significantly

with receiving feedback

higher than for those

and this \,vas a

aged 22 and over

(l7Z) (Chi square 4.47 df 1 p < 0.05)

While there was no significant difference in the

percentages of st.udents reporting *I feel uncomfortabte

with seeing myself on video" whether they were or were

not previously videotaped in psychiatry (55? versus S9Z),

there hras a significant difference in these percentages

after the course (4S? previously videotaped in psychiatry

versus 2OZ not) (Chi square 6.7 df 1 p < 0.01) . The one

student who reported a strong dislike to .'seeing myself

on video" had been prevíously videotaped in psychiatry.

There was a significant difference in the percentages of

students reporting that "videotaping cannot help my

rapport building skiIls" in the group previously
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square 10.1 df 1 p < 0.01) at
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not (249a versus 442) (Chi

the beginning of the course

but t.here was no significant difference at the end (0?

versus 62) . Five percent of those who had previous

videotaping in psychiatry reported at the beginning of

training that they felt that ,'videotaping can improve my

understanding of patients' body language,, compared with

282 of those without such a previous experience and this

was a significant difference (Chi square 5.i df 1 p <

0.02).

There were some differences in reported attitudes between

students born in Malaysia and students born elsewhere-

While there r¡/as

the beginning of

feel in control- when being videotaped,, (SZZ compared with

a significant

born agreeing

50?), there was at the end of the course

difference with 392 of the Malaysian

compared with 9.62 of those born elsewhere (Chi square

11. s9 df 1- p 0.001) . There was no difference between

no difference between these 2 groups at

the course for the st.atement: ..f do not

the 2 groups aL the beginning

dislike being videotaped with

compared with 422), but at the

the Malaysian born st.at.ed this

born elsewhere (Chi square 15.1

nine of t.he students were born

for the statement: \I

colleagues present,, (43+

end of

compared

dflp Forty

of t.he

being

4Z (1)

the course 4OZ of

with 62 of those

0.001) .

overseas and 392

Malaysian born (9) reported lack of control when

videotaped at the end of the course compared with
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of those born overseas outside Australia (Chi square 9.99

df1-p<0.01)

Seven hundred

threatening.

littl-e" and

Fifty nine percent

the videotape method

responded that it was ..a

3Z "a l-ot" . V'Ihen asked if they found the

videotape method useful 592 responded ,,a Iot,, and 1? *not

at all".

Discussíon

There t,r¡as no

\999 reported

and ninety

if they

the group of

control group

students that

in psychiatry, the group

videotaping in the medical

two students between L992 and

found

in this study but apart from

had previously been videot.aped

had no prior exposure to

curricul-um.

There \âras signif icant student change to more report.ed

comf ort with seeing t.hemselves on video, receiving

feedback from their tapes, feeling in control when being

videotaped, improving their skitls in rapport building,

improving their understanding of patients and also their

own body language and liking being videotaped with their

colleagues present. This suggests that. our attempts to

challenge the students while at the same time offering

support was decreasing the negative feelings they may

have had towards aspects of the videotaping and

subsequent feedback.



The t,eaching method

descrj-bed by Gask et

used in this study was
212

the one

aI (1991) , where the t.rainer and

students watched t.he videotape through before

to view it a second time at specific points in

A discussion u/as held on what the patient

doctor, what the doctor "saw" (which could be

and how the doctor

returning

the tape.

told the

non verbal

feIt, withbehaviour

positive

(1e84).

or paralanguage)

comments first as according to Pendleton et aI

The student was asked what could have been done

or said differently at that point in the interview. When

the tapes were to be debriefed the student held the infra

red remote control and hras instructed to fast forward

the tape through any parts of the consultation they did

not want us to effectively experience. From 1,992 to 1999

not one of the 792 students has fast forwarded any more

than a quarter of their consul-tation and most watch aII

their tapes. I¡Ie consistently noticed that student

discomfort with videotaping (Campion's "video shock,,)

seemed to ease considerably after the first debriefing of

tapes (Campion L992) .

The videotape

of observalion

method for 3Z of students over the 7 years

\^/aS reported

592 found

as threatening "a Iot". On

t.he positive side, the videotape method useful

"a loL", so it seems that gain can be made with a little

pain overall. OveralL t.he residual group of student.s who

stated they were uncomfortabl-e at the end of our course

was 292. This percenLage was roughly simil-ar to those of



other studies of videotaped students in

settings but comparison is difficult due

duration of exposure to the videotape

(Davis et al 1980, Del Mar et al 1,992) .

videotape as

which is more

213

general practice

to the different

in these studies

is non verbal behaviour

important to women (ltayo

surprising at the reported

as the areas of behaviour that

Why women

themselves

student.s reported more discomfort with seeing

on videotape at the beginning of the course is

not clear. They also reported a greater dislike of being

videotaped with their colleagues presenL which r¡/as

significantly different from male students both at the

beginning and the end of the course. Studies of v¡omen

medical students have shown them to show more empathy to

patients and to give them more information (Marteau et al

7991-, Bean et al- L982) . Bot.h of these attributes are

visible on a

interpretation

1981) . It hence may not be

discomfort in this study

are val-uable to them are

Other studies have shown

on display for others to see.

women general practice trainees

to hawe better j-mprovement in communication skill-s with

training (Farmer 1996). However st.udies of women general

practitioner communication skills show variable results

with positive (Waller 1-998, Heins et al 1979, Iatasserman

et al L984, Weisman et aI 1985, HaI1 1-994) and negative

findings (Cartwright et aI 1981, Meulman et al 1992).
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One certaj-nLy of all experiential learning and especially

communication skills work is that strong feelings wíII

feature from time to time. As communication is so

closely aIIied to self concept

students to take the risk

and self esteem asking

ne\^I Of

that every

of the course that

alternative education approaches

trying out

adds another Iayer of

of makingfear fear of the unknown, of risk taking,

mistakes or failing (Kurtz et a1 1998) . This could

possibly explain why our younger students reported more

discomfort about recej-ving feedback from their videot.apes

at the beginning of the course.

More research needs to be done on the ethnic background

of students and how they feel- about wideotaping of their

consultations. The Malaysian born students reported more

Iack of control when being videotaped compared with other

overseas students at the end of the course. Whet.her this

is because of a language or cultural difference requ].res

Malaysian

of

more research- It is interesting

born student reported at the end

videotaping had made them understand themsel-ves better

and that they stilf had a significant dislike for being

videotaped with colleagues present.

Those students

videotaping in

discomfort with

of the course

who had been previously exposed to

psychiatry reported significantly more

seeing themsel-ves on videotape at the end

compared with those who had not. fn
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addition this group's perception. of not feeling in

control when being videot.aped did not change

significantly compared with the other st.udents at the end

of the course. While we do not know that stating feeling

comfortable equat.es with .'video aILergy,, , the results may

suggest that possibly once one is "video allergic" it is

very difficult to be "desensitised,,. This supports

Farmer's work on postgraduaLe trainees for general

practice in the same city which found a subgroup of

trainees reporting anxiety arising from undergraduate

training where they v/ere videotaped during their

psychiatry term (Farmer 1-992) - V,Ihile our students who

were previously videotaped in psychiatry stated more that

videotaping coul-d improve their understanding of

patient's body language and help their rapport building

skills when they started our course, compared with the

non exposed students, there was no significant. difference

in this at the end. This may suggest the degree of

difficurty for subsequent Leachers to desensitise .'video

allergic" students.

In conclusion it seems that medical

this course reported negative

videotaping but these had decreased

course. Attitudes varíed according to

undergraduates in

atti-tudes towards

by the end of the

of birth and previous

sex, â9€, country

videotaping in

the attitudes of

exposure to

is needed onpsychiatry. More

women and younger

research

students to videotaping as wetl as the
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ofeffect of ethnic background

deal-ing with sensit.ised st.udent.s

and successful ways

need to be researched.

STTIDY VII

5.8 Medical Students' stated beliefs about consulting

behaviour ín a general practice settíng

Patients who receive adequat.e information and

psychosocial counselling in consultations have been shown

in studies to have a better healt.h outcome. A better

control of diabetes and hl4gertension has been tinked to

more inf ormation seekj-ng by the pat.ient in the

consul-tation (Kaplan et a1 1988) and receiving adequate

i-nformation from the doctor seems to diminish t.he stress

felt by patients with serious il-Iness (Fallowfietd et aI

L986, Fallowfie1d et. al- 1990) . The amount of information

given to patients by

sat.isfaction (Korsch

doctors has been linked to patient

et al 1,972, Comstock et al ]-982)

Counselling by

been shown to

doctors for psychosocial t.opics has also

increase the satisfaction of patients

attending the doctor with chronic disease (Bertakis et a1

]-997), and

when they

understanding

cannot be

the patient's concerns, even

resolved can

significantly (Macleod L991,) . Patient

reduce anxiety

satisfaction with

the consultation is a very important part of compliance

with agreed managemenL tasks (Korsch et a1 1969, Becker

et al- L984, Dimatteo L979 and Stone 1979) . It follows
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that adequate information giving, and finding out about a

patient's social history and psychological needs are

desirable tasks ín a consultation. Indeed exploring the

patient's beliefs .and ideas el-icited earl-ier on in the

interview needs to be incorporated into the doctor's

explanation in order to increase the patient, s

understanding and commitment (Tuckett et al- t-985).

There is a shortage of knowledge about what medical

students say they feel about these tasks and this study

of fourth year students in a general

about this.

practice setting

attempts to find out more

Videotaping

feedback has a lasting

(Maguire

medical students' consul-tations

had positive effect. on

and giving

subsequent

consulting

students

skil1s et al- 1986) and this group of

r^rere al-so asked about aspects of their

videotaping.

Aím

The aim of this study is to find out how a group of

fourth year medical students responded to statements

relating to their consulting behaviour and aspects of

their videotaping in a general practice set.ting before

and af t.er a course on general pract.ice consulting skitls.
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Method

The students r^rere asked to nominate on a Likert scale of

5 to 1 (strongly agree, agree, neither

disagree, disagree, disagree strongly), theír

in response to the following three statements:

7

practice consulting

student consulting

skills. This course involved each

agree nor

preference

l-. I f ind it hard to make informat.ion giving statements

during the consultation.

2. I find it. difficult to ask patients about their

3

4

5

6

social history.

I find it hard to ask patients questions about their

feelings.

Videotaping does not help me understand how I feel

during the consultation.

Videotaping does not help me understand how patients

feel during the consultation-

At t.his point in t.he medical course f would not l-ike

to eventually be a specialist.

I do not feel- the preclinical curriculum should

include arts subjects.

The students were asked to respond to these statement,s

before and after an intensive 20 hour course on general

1-2 standardised patients with chronic

illness and then receiving video and written feedback.

This r,r¡as conducted at the University of Adel-aide's



General- Practice Teaching Unit in 1-993.

analysed usíng a paired 'L' test.
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The results were

The answers were also analysed by gender and whether they

felt arts should be included in their preclinical

curriculum.

Results

One hundred and twenty-six 4th year medícal students were

given the questionnaíre immediately before and again

after the course and 119 completed both questionnaires.

There were 55 male students (462) and 64 female students.

Fifty eight students (49e.\ were aged less than 22 years

of age and 52 (442) h¡ere born in Australia.

The answers to the 7 questions are shown in Tab1e l-



ATTTTUDES ÀBOUT CONSUI,TING, VIDEOT.â,PING, CAREER AIID
CURRICULITM

Mean Score

Statement Pre Post t value
(dr =
1l_8 )

1_ I find it hard to make
information giving
statements during the
consulEaLion

3.0 2.3 6 -3 ***

2 I find it difficult to
ask patíents about their
social history 2.6 2.1 4.5 ***

3 I fínd it hard to ask
patients questions about
their feelings 3.0 2-5 4.6 ***

4 Videotaping does not
help me understand how I
feel during the
consultation

2.7 t-.8 9.6 ***

5 Videotaping does not
heJ-p me understand how
patients feel during the
consultation

2.5 1_.7 10.1 ***

6 At this point in the
medical course I would
not like to eventualJ-y
be a special-ist

2.7 3.1 -4.5 ***

7 I do not feel the pre
clinical curriculum
should include arts
subj ects

3_1_ 2-9 2.5 *

p < 0.001
p < 0.05

***
*

Tab1e 1
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Before the CST 6eZ of male students and 7OZ of female

students reported: 'T find it hard to make informatj_on

giving statemenls durÍng the consultation',

a significant difference. There was a

which was noL

significant

after thedifference between male and female students
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course however ¡ 22% males and 41? of females (Chi square

4.87 df 1 p 0.0s) .

After t.he CST, 53% of those who indicated at that point

that they would like to be a general practitioner (2L out

of 1-19) reported: 'f find it hard to make information

giving statements during the consultation, compared with

292 of others (undecided and specialising) which r¡ras a

significant difference (Chi square 4.08 df 1_ p < O.05) .

Discussion

There was a significant stated change in attitude for a1I

the statements from before to after the course. This

rel-ated to stated feelings about giving information,

asking about social- hist.ory and asking patients about

their feelings. There was no control group in this study

so the resulLs should be interpreted cautiously. However

there \¡ras no other course in the year involving

consulting skill-s

caution is that

or video feedback. Another reason for

what students say they feel may be

their teacherplease

views not always

consulting

that marks

consult.ing

students'

col-oured by a strategic desire to

and yet anolher is that subjective

equate with objective measures of

do

perf ormance. They \^/ere told at the beginning

woul-d be given for trying to improve t.heir

skil-Is so an element of assessment driven behaviour may

exist..
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There was a difference about the stated feelings about

the ease of making information giving statements at the

end of the course by sex. Seventy-eight percent of ma1e

student,s stated they felt easy about t.his compared $/ith

592 of female students. Studies have found that women

students are more skilled in communicating warmth,

competence and empathy than mal_es in their initial

crinicar year and tend to hol-d more positive attitudes to

giving

However

r_n women

information (Marteau et aI 199I, Bean et aI 1,9g2) .

this study implies

student.s at qiving

that there is not as much ease

information compared wit.h men

more confidence in the mal_estudents. This may

students rather than

reflect

competence at giving information as

medícaI students in the United States has

in observed consultat.ions using standardised

patient.s, male medical students ürere regarded as equal to

explanat.ion (CoIIiver etfemales in t.heir thoroughness

al- 1993 ) . AIso a study of physicians in the United

States in care has shown that compared to male

physicians, physicians give more information and

a study of

shown that,

prr_mary

female

pract j-ce

stated feeling easy

statements during the

reflection of their

the completion of the CST segment

about making information giving

consultation. If this is a

of

their patients do as wel-I (Roter et al- 1991) .

Significantly fewer students who nominated general

as a career at

t.rue feeling this seems a paradox as

practitioner aspirants would possiblyone expects general



be confident about possessing such

Marteau feels that students who are

a skilI.
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However

more confident about

their own communication skills are more likely to prefer

a career in hospital medicine. Marteau also feels that

students' judgement of their ability to communicate

effectively is poor (Marteau et aI 1991) .

The significant

about aspects of

differences in student stated beliefs

consulting in this study

need for these differences to be examined

highlight the

obj ectively-

Student behaviour must be observed to assess any

differences between stated belief and performance

especially in information giving-

STTTDY VTII

5.9 Do students entering their clinical years

about how their comnunication skilIs

potentially improwe patient care?

Fourth year medical- students at the

Adelaide have considerable exposure to

feel confident

training can

University of

the clinical

hadworld. In the pre clinical- years they have

considerable training in communication skiIls.

There are known consultation behaviours that positively

j-nfluence outcomes for patients. For example as

mentioned in previous chapters there is objective

evidence that being taught to encourage patients to ask

questions, allowing emotional exchange and giving the



patient more control can

glycated haemoglobin but

blood pressure (Kaplan et

physicians have reported a

not only decrease
284

patients'

diastolic

of trained

afso decrease their

al 1989) . Patients

reduction in emotional stress

for as long as 6 months (Roter et a1 l-995)

Kaplan et al (1989) have shown that communication

measures in the consultation significantly affect the

patients' health, functional- status and physiological

measures. Greenfietd et aI (1988) showed that diabetic

patients who were randomised to physicians trained in

communication skil-l-s had better functional status and

lower glycosylated haemoglobin scores than cont.rol

subj ects .

Overal-l- between 1983 and 1-993 there were 16 studies out

of 2I that showed positive health outcomes from effective

physician-patient communication

were either randomised trials

physician patient communication

was an outcome variabl-e. The

(Stewart 1995). These

or analytical studies of

in which patient heal-th

communication

the visit and

hras f ound in

out.comes. The

quality of

both in the history-taking segment. of

during discussion of the management plan

t.hese studj-es to influence patient health

outcomes affected were, in descending order of frequency,

emotional health, sl.mptom resolution, function,

physiological measures (ie blood pressure and blood sugar

Iewel) and pain control.
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In ]-999 the number of studies which indicated the

generally posit.ive effect of key dimensions of

communication on actual health outcomes had risen to 22

(Stewart et al a999) . An earl-ier study (Stewart 1995)

concluded that the components of effective communication

ident.ified by these studies can be used as the basis both

for curriculum development in medical education and for

patient education programs-

In the previous chapter, the fourth year students of a

previous year reported in an uncontrolled study that they

found it easier to make information giving statements

during the consultation when they had completed their CST

course. They al-so stated that they found it. easier after

training to ask patients about their social- history and

to ask questions about the patienLs' feelings.

Because of these perceíved improvements it was decided Lo

ask a fresh year of fourt.h year medical students about

how their CST (before and after the fourth year course)

had influenced their confidence in achieving the patient

outcomes described above.

Aim

The aim of find out how a group of

sLatements

referred to

responded to

this study is to

medical studentsfourth year

before and af ter training. The stat.ements



how confident their communication skiIIs training
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made

them feel about decreasing a diabetic patient's glycated

haemoglobin as well as other patient outcomes which in

studies have been linked to interviewing skiIIs. À

year medical students had

a control group.

smal-ler group of t.he f ourth

their statements compared with

Method

One hundred and eighteen fourth year students who

attended the General Practice Teachíng Unit in 1999 were

asked to nominate on a Likert Scal-e of 1 to 5 (disagree

strongly, disagree, neither agree or disagree, açtree,

agree strongly) their agreement with the following I

statements:

1. My CST does make me confident that I cou1d, with my

communication skills, decrease

glycated haemoglobin.

diabetic patients'

2. My CST does make me confident that I couId, with my

communication skiIIs, decrease hlpertensive patients'

diastolic blood pressure.

3. My CST does make me confident that I could, with my

communication skiIIs, improve pat.ients' emotional

heal-th -



4 - My CST d.oes make me conf ident that I could., rf Lh T;

communication skilIs, improve patients' slrmplom

resolution.

5 My CST does make me

communication ski1ls

status.

confident that I could with my

improve patients' functional

6 - My CST does make me

communication ski1ls

confident that. I could, with my

improve patients' pain control-

Students also rated their agreement with the statement:

7 - f find tutor feedback of my videotapes helpful in my

CST.

Reeults

One hundred and ten students out of 118 completed the 7

statements before and after t.he training. Of the 110,

e òZ (66) were mal-e and 4oeo (qq) f emale. Forty seven

percent (52) v\rere aged 21, and under and 53? (58) 22 and

over. For 41? (45) their country of birth was Australia.

The resultant mean scores for the 7 statements are shown

in Table 1-. Related samples 't' tests showed increased

confidence in every it.em.



csr and confidence with skíI1s in achíevíng certain patÍent
outcomes and students, perception of Èraining - 110 students

Fourth Year
Training:

mean agreement

My CST does nake me confident that
I could with my connu¡rication
skills:

Before After t val-ue
(df = 199¡

l.Decrease diabetic patients'
glycated haemoglobin

3.2 3.6 _3 .79 ***

2. Decrease hl4gertensive patients,
diastolic blood pressure

3.3 3.9 -5.7 ***

3. Improve paÈients' emotional
health

3.5 3.9 -3.7 ***

4. Improve patients' symptom
resolution

3.2 3.6 -4.43 ***

5. Improve patients' functional
status

3.3 3.6 _2.95 ***

6.Improve patients' pain control 3.2 3.7 _4.O ***

Student perceptions of fourth year
training:

I find tutor feedback of my
videotapes helpful ín my CST

3.6 4.2 _5.3***

P < 0.001 ***

Table 1
288

sixteen medical- students undertaking csr were matched by

sex, age

medical-

and whether born in Austral_ia or not to 16

students

hrere doing their

same hospital.

conducted a week

in the same year (control group) who

attachment in cl-inical medicine at the

The pre and post. measurement,s were

apart for both groups. The results for

the CST and control groups are shown in Table 2
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Table 2

CST and medical eEudente' reported confidence with ekills in
achieving certaín patient outcomes

Fourth Year Training:
mean agreement rating

My CST does make me confident
Èhat I could with rny
comurunication EkiIls :

Before Àfter t value
(df = 15)

l-.Decrease diabetic patients'
glycated haemoglobin

Ct,rI
Exp

3.4
3.2

3.4
3.6

0

I .96

2 - Decrease hl4pertensive
patients' diastolic bl-ood
pressure

Ctrl
Exp

3.6
3.0

3.2
3.9

1.85
4.86 ***

3. Improve patients' emotional
health

Ctrl
Exp

3.4
3.2

3.7
3-7

L.46
2 -52 *

4 . Improve pat.ients' s)¡mptom
resolution

CtrI
Exp

2.9
3 .1-

3-4
3.8

2.33
3.3r_

*
**

5. Improve patients' functional-
status

Ctrl
Exp

2.8
3.1

3.3
3-7

1.73
3 .48 **

6. Improve patients' pain
control

Ctrl-
Exp

3.2
3.3

3-4
3.7

0.90
1.57

*
**
***

p<0
p<0
p<0

.05

.01

.001
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Discussíon

The expressed confidence of the 110 students in the

abilit.y of their

potentially improve

forms of care

The l-iterature

possible as a

consultation.

communication skill-s t.raining to

patient care increased in all of the

outcome presented in the questionnaire.

has shown that these tlpes of outcome are

result of good communication in the

They were decreasing diabetics patients,

glycated haemoglobin, hlpertensive patients' diastolic

bl-ood pressure and

slrmptom resolution,

improving patients' emotional health,

functional status and pain control

The group of 110 students had no control group for

comparison however. Therefore a smal-ler group

(experimental-) was matched with a control group in the

same hospital at the same time. The control group showed

no significant difference in confidence about their CST

the above patient outcomes except

symptom

of their

resoLution. This may

exposure to the medical

The experimental- group of 16 students showed increased

perceived confidence in the ability of t.heir CST to

inf luence 4 of the 6 hlpot.hesised patient outcomes.

These v\rere decreasing hl4pertensive patients, diast.olic

blood pressure and improving patient.s' emotional health,

and functional status. While it is

being able to influence

for improving patients'

have been a reflection

wards of the hospital.

s)¡mptom resoluLion



encouraging

reported more

outcomes, it

competent

considers
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that student.s in the experimental group

confidence in their ability to achieve such

does not mean that they woul-d necessarily be

achieving such outcomes. Gruppen (1,997)

that students may be poor judges of their

communication skills and reports that fourth year medical

students have in a study given themselves higher ratings

t.han those of the standardised patients they \^rere rating.

Vühy did the perceived confidence increase in the students

overaff and in the smaller experimental- group? The

teaching did include Kaplan's work on diabetic and

hl4gertensive patient.s. The experimental- group did not

significantly bel-ieve they were more confident in

decreasing diabetic patients' glycated haemoglobin.

However they did bel-ieve they could decrease diastolic

blood pressure. They hrere possibly influenced in this

direction because rl¡e encouraged them to take the

standardised patients' blood pressure if they thought it

appropriate and also t.hey saw a humorous videotape on how

not to consult with a patient who has elevated blood

pressure. The students had 72 consultations each with

standardised patj-ents who actually suffered from chronic

iIl-ness, and it may be possible that this exposure made

confident about improving emotiona1

resol-ution and functional status with

skills. However this is speculation.

them f eel- more

heal-th, slrmptom

ln

t.heir consulting
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More research is needed to see how students with their

communication skills can actually positively

biomedical indicator ofpat.ient outcomes. The

haemoglobin in

measured outcome

affect

glycated

diabetic patients ruould be an

but student exposure would need

easily

to be

and aorganised carefully and ethically to such

randomised controlled trial undertaken

patients

with students

randomised t.o those taught CST and those not. It. may not

be desirable to increase student confidence unless it is

wel-l- founded.

5.10 Conclusion

Care needs to be t.aken if the increased confidence in

students' communication ability does not match their

actual behaviour. While it is important that after CST

the students at the General Practice Teaching Unit stated

that they felt less threatened by video feedback, the

changes in student attitude in the last 2 studies create

a need to do more research to see it there is any

congruence between students'bel-iefs and their actual

consul-ting behaviour .
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CIIAPTER 6

NON VERBAL COMMT'NICATION OF STT'DENTS ÀND STÀ}TDARDISED PATIENTS

Non verbal communication, especiatly eye contact and open and

closed knee position is easily assessed by studying videotapes

of consurtations. This a]lows studíes to be done on sp' non

verbal communication and their percept.ions of the consultation

as well as sP feedback on students' non verbal behaviour. Two

studies compare st.udents' bel_ief on aspects of the

consul-tation and the st.udents, consul_tation behaviour.

6.1 Non verbal com¡runication

,-Tames Mckenzie wrote (see Appendix) in 1919:

"A thing that strikes anyone, who gives attention to

the matter, is the curious knowledge which some

physicians and general practitioners acquire after

many years' practice. f t enabl_es them in an

unconsc j-ous manner to estimate the patient, s stat,e

with remarkable

undefinable,

reasons in

uninitiated

knowledge

experience,

insidious

precision. The

they are unable

knowledge i-s

to express the

clear for the

source of this

derived from

stricken with an

slight wasting, ot a

of the muscles of

and

language suf f icient.ly

to understand. The real

is the f amil-iarity,

of the patient when

disease I a subtle al-teration in the

expression of the face, oL a

faint contraction of some
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expression, a faint change in colour, coupled,, it may

be, with an al-teration in the patient,s temper, id.eas

or voice. I(nowing the patient before these changes

occurred, the att.ention is caused by the alteration_,,

(Mackenzie 1919)

A preliminary study of general practitioners'

consul-tations by Byrne et a] (1980) suggests that eye

contact and posture are particularLy significant when

coupled with open questions or silences or when they

occur at points in the consultation when the patient has

reached a crucial part in disclosure.

Furthermore a study of 7I physicians (Dimatteo et aI

1980) and 462 amburat.ory and hospitarised patients showed

that non verbal skiIls of the physicians while not

correlating

show that

to patients' ratings of technical_ care, did

those physicians who were more sensitive to

body movement and posture cues to emotion received higher

rat.ings from their patients on t.he art of care than did

less sensitive physicians. The higher ratings also

applied to physicians who were successful at expressing

emotion through their non verbar communications. The

test used was the profile of non verbar sensitivity (the

Pons test) which was a 45 minute 16mm film t.est of an

individual's ability to decode the emotion communicated

by another through facial expressions, body movements and

voice tone.
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In a further study (Dimatteo et al 1986) a short pons

test of fifteen minutes hras used to test the abílity of

28 family physicians to decode the emotj-on communicated.

by a person through facial expressions and body movements

and al-so a ten minute audiotape test to measure the

ability to decode voice tone.

Patient

patients

doctors.

satisfacLion and int,erpersonal success with

has been linked with the non verbal behaviour of

In a small study of physicians, the ability to express

and anger non verballythe emotions of happiness, sadness

to a standardised patient using the face and shoulders

has been linked to patient. satisfaction (Dimatteo et aI

1986).

Dimatteo et aI (1,979) showed that physicians scoring well

on a standardised test of non verbal_ decoding (tne pons

film) did significantly well interpersonally with

patients in the cl-inical setting

In a study

have noted

discussion

her body positions

oriented towards the

of admittedly one patient. Davis et aI (1990)

that as the patient shifted from superficial

to active exploration of internal- reactions,

became more accessible, open and

therapist.
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In examining patient non verbal behaviour body position,

face and shoulder position was described by Davis et al

(1,994) . They defined in non verbal coding a position

where a still arrangement of the torso and limbs was hel-d

for four seconds. They also commented on knee width

(closed = tightly closed, neutral- between closed and

open, open = knees wider than hip alignment).

Family Practice patients in Seattle have demonstrated a

significant difference in satisfaction with the doctor

when the patient's face was orientated toward that of the

physician. More of this orj-entation was associated with

Iower satisfaction- Hand relaxaLion was al-so associated

with lower satisfaction (Larsen et al 1981) - These

findings however are the reverse of those of Mehrabian, s

(1e68).

While good scores on the short Pons and the audiotape

were linked to pat.ient satisfaction the authors feel a

new measure of non verbal ski1I specific to the medical

setting might better predict medical outcomes.

Bull-er and Street (1988) in their study of fort.y one

physicían-patient int.eractions

practice found several-

communication. The

patient's adjustments

behaviours

in an Arizona family

relating to non verbal

generally reciprocatedphysicians

in response latency (response



latency is the

termination of
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time between the parLner's

turn and the speaker's

assumption of a speaking turn), pauses during speaking

turns, body orientation (the various angles exhibited by

an interactand toward or away from his or her partner

during each minute of ínteraction) and interruptions and

compensated patient's modifications (in turn duration and

gestural rat.es) . Also it was noted that the physician

interaction non verbally with patients aged more than

thirty was Iess domineering and in a more responsive

fashion compared with those under thirty years. This was

noted with comparable turn durations, (turn duration

being the amount of time an ínteractant held the floor

during a speaking turn), more vocal- back channels

(responses that are listeners' vocalisations - uh huh, I

see, "really") and more non verbal behaviour reciprocity.

It was al-so noted in this study that physicians used less

task touch with anxious patients (task touch was defined

period of

a speaking

as the physician's

medical- examination)

touching the patient. as part of the

and to a greater

verbal-

degree compensated

the worried, patients' non

education and

responses- The

(first versus repeat)

of physician-patient.

patients'

had l-ittIe

non verbal-

sex, visit

impact on the st.ructure

exchanges.

Evans in his Thesis (Evans 7990) states that non verbal

behaviour is typically segment.ed into kinesis (facial and
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body movements), proxemics (personal space and

territoriality) ¡ gaze, haptics (touching); physical

appearance,' chronemics (use of time) and olfaction. He

al-so states that the term is also used to cover the

principal divisions of vocal communication Iike voice

quality, intensit.y, rate and timing, pitch dialects and

Iaughing, crying etc. Gender differences in primary care

consulLations have shown that female doctors smiled and

nodded more (Uatt et al L994).

Affective communication occurs more through non verbal

channel-s than verbal ones (Mendez et al- 1986) .

Recognition of the importance of non verbal communication

in the doctor-patient interaction is crucial. Firstly

the patient is sensitive to non verbal behaviour of the

doctor because illness often provides emotional

uncertainty and

cues about how

so the patient turns to t.he doctor for

and what they ought to feel-. Secondly,

information aboutmost patients

their illness

enforces them

are searching for factual

doctors. Thirdly

reply

the patient may play the role of the

they hesitate to ask questions and"good patient". Hence

and often the lack

to on the non

of verbal information

verbal expression of

they rely

patients

and are

feel a position of

more 1ike1y to

on the "unsaid" clues about illness. Fourthly

weakness in the consultation

attend to non

Fifthly a medical illness might interfere

verbal cues.

with normaf

communication and this l-imits the patient's ability to



question the doctor and increases

verbal cues (Friedman I979) .
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the importance of norr

Kinesic cues (body movement

believed to carry a greaterareand facial expression)

portion of the meaning of interaction than all other non

verbal- codes and even verbal ones (Dimatteo et aI 1,979) .

Physicians who sit Ieaning forward, face the patient.

directly with open arm and leg posture and engage in

moderate eye contact are viewed more positively than

those who l-ean auray, do not face the patient directly,

maintain closed arm and leg posture and engage in little

or prolonged eye contact (Harrigen et aI 1983 and l-985).

The legs are the best source of leakage of true emotions

when one is attempting to conceal them, as legs receive

least external and internal feedback as people often sit

too close for inspection of feet/Iegs by the observer.

Minimal internal feedback occurs due to littIe ego

awareness of feg behaviour, as people can afford to be

Iess vigilant about the action of the legs since they

receive so little attention from the external world

(skman et al- 1974) .

Birdwhistell (tglO) in his description of body positions

has described a knee cross as the standard upper or

middl-e status British cross (Y4K) . This is def ined as:

\A knee cross immediately behind knee, l-ower limb

parallel and touching' -



ft has been felt there is a strong

rapport and it has been defined

mutually responsive to each others

feels it is (Neighbour 1994):

something

developing

cues by

feelings.

greater sensory

judgement.s of empathy, psychiatric

therapeutic sessions who were judged

exhibited significantly less feg
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unconscious nature to

as two people being

signals. Neighbour

nurses

AS highly

showing that you understand what the other person is

communicat.ing;

not the same as tiking someonei

part of what a doctor owes a patient;

a process, not a state: something you actively do,

like tuning a frequency dial, not something you

passively hope might happen,-

the route to the connecting checkpoint,.

of ten established at an unconscious 1eve1,.

reading the physical signs of someone's mental state;

consciously practise, by

ar¡/areness of the minimal

you nevertheless

which people signal their thoughts and

Movement of counsellors seems to be relevant to patients'

in actual

movement

empathic

(swinging

who werecrossed 1.9, shifting position) than nurses

judged as less empathic (Hardin et a] 1-983)
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doctors and patients is

doctors exceed patientscompared

on social- touching, verbal facilitators such as "uh-huh",

"mmmm", and "really", pauses during their own speech, and

il-lustrative gestures, but used fewer adaptors (self and

object-touching) than patients. The timing in the

consul-tation of non verbal behaviour also differs between

doctors and patients; doctors are likely to groom

themselves as they begin a verbal interchange, whereas

patients show more hand to self touching when responding

Harrigan 1985).to doctors (Street and Bull-er 1-98'l , 1988,

6.2 Some personal variables in com¡runícating

Doctors may not

stressed. There seems to be a tradition in medicine to

deliver service to patients even when one is tired, (eg.

nj-ght. work) , hungry, ill or distraught emotionally. No

doubt that is inculcated in the medical- school to help

cope with disaster and emergency. This does not reflect

on the quality of service given and the same applies to

learning and teaching. Neighbour draws on Maslow's

hierarchy which include firstly physiological needs then

safety, belongingness, esteem and self-actualisation

needs (Neigh-bour L996) .

Hargie and Marsha1l (1986) have created a model of dyadic

it has been found that.

communicate wel-I if they are themselves

interaction in interpersonal communication.



The cenlral processes in

indíviduals involved and

In t.he long term
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this model are the goals of the

their motivation to pursue them.

obt.aining an accurate medi-cal

history there are

goal of

short

harder to

term goals like

achieve the long

est.ablishing

term goal if

is a range of

rapport. It is

the subgoals are nol achieved. Then there

mediating f actors including cognitions, emot j-ons val_ues

and beliefs. Cognitions can be defined as 'al1 the

processes by which the sensory input is transformed,

reduced, elaborated stored recovered and used' (Neisser

L967) . The skilled professi-onal will- have developed a

wide range of cognitive schemas to facilitate problem-

solwing and decision making during interpersonal

interaction, together wit.h the ability to make rapid,

accurate judgements about people and situations.

Emotions and val-ues and beliefs also impinge on the

consultation. Religious beliefs and dealing wit.h a

request for abortion is a case in point. Al_so in this

model- important factors are the responses of both

parties; the feedback avail-abLe during interpersonal

encounters; and the ability of the individuals to

perceive important cues from others, while being aware of

their own behaviour. Situational factors and personal

factors are also rel-evant'.

Àge

In some contexts older practitioners may be viewed as

being more experienced and competent than younger



col-leagues. However some studies suggest that

mothers prefer younger health visitors (Foxman
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younger

et aI

L982, Simms and Smith 1984) .

The age of the patient and recall- of information has been

investigated in several studies. The commonesL finding

has been that there is no significant relat.ionship

between age and recall (Joyce et aI L969, Anderson eL al

1979, Cassileth et aI 1980, Ley and Spelman 1967).

Gender

Vüith non verbal communication, females tend to smile

more, require less interpersonal space, are touched more,

use more head nods and engage in more eye contact than

males. In addition, women are more skilled at

interpreting the non

aI 1981) . Gahagan

touch in terms of

verbal behaviour of others (Mayo et

interpret(1984) suggests that males

dominance, rather than affiliative

signals. Women patients believe that women doctors have

a better understanding of their problems and that they

take more time, are more caring, more slrmpathetic and

easier to talk to (V'Ialler 1988). However, one major

study (Cartwright et aI 1981) found no evidence that

women general- practitioners were more likely than men to

communicate better.

When women medical students were assessed by standardised

patient.s, one study suggests that t.hese students have a

higher opinion of their interpersonal skil-Is in medical
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doingcare than their standardised patients

communication tasks (Gruppen et aI 1,997) .

filtered speech by Hal-I et

effects of gender. The most

excess of unfriendliness,

in the speech of female

patients and an excess of

voices of the male patients

interest, anxiety and boredom

physicians addressing male

boredom and dominance in the

in those interactions

aI (1,994 ) show a

striking of which

Ratings of

number of

reveals an

Mal-e and femal-e general practitioners in a British study

(Skelton et a1 :.999) use a

is not

speech

gender

style while

specific.

consulting

The authorswith patients that

found an atmosphere

consul-tations which

operative

degree of

women have to approximate mal-e speech styles

male dominated workplace, perhaps.

Ianguage

of empathy in these general practice

is created partly by cl-usters of co-

I¡lomen's language, they feel showed a

psychological androglmy (n1yan et aI ]-978) ie

the abilit.y

when necessary

Skelton et aI

-r_na

to the conventions

that although \ivomen may have to adapt

of medical 1ife, iL is men who are

feel

required to

consultation

adapt their usual communication style in the

This in turn suggests that men

to acquire characteristícs of speech that are

- who have

thought. of

to travelas representatrve

than women to

communicators.

of female t.aIk have further

achieve competence as professional
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Dress:

V'Ihil-e clothes

signify group

Mesomorphs have a

connective tissue,

protect from cold or

membership, gender,

injury they can also

status, occupation

a1 1988) .personal identify and personality (Dickson et

A doctor in the community has to dress in such a way as

to appear competent and efficient wit.hout being

unapproachable.

Physical appearance:

Physique can influence how people are perceived and

responded to. Endomorphs are defined as having a

relative preponderance of soft roundness throughout the

body, with large digestive viscera and fat accumulations,

and with large trunk and thighs and tapering extremities.

They tend to be viewed as warm-hearted, agreeable, good

natured, slrmpathetic and dependent on others. Ectomorphs

have a t14ge of body with visceral and body struct.ures are

relatiwely slightly developed, t.he body being l_inear and

delicate. They are seen as quiet tidy and tense.

preponderance of muscle bone and

usually with heavy hard physique of

(Dorland 1989) . They are seen asrectangular

adventurous,

a97s) .

outline

forceful, self reliant and healthy (Argyle

Taller men tend to achieve more in occupational status

and social opportunities such as dating. Individuals

rated as physically attractive are seen as more popular,

friendly and interesting to talk to. They tend to
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receive more eye contact, smiles, closer bodily proximity

and body accessibility (openness of arms and legs).

However, attractiveness also includes dress, cleanliness

personality and competence (Kleinke l-986, Altman lg't7 ,

Rosenblatt 1977) .

Doctors' anxieties:

Phillip Myerscough has written that doctors, anxieties

about their ov/n inadequacies and fear of failure, about

patient.s' emotional reactions and their own unresolved

personal problems all impact on communication and affect

the quality of the doctor-patient rel_ationship

(Myerscough 1990) .

Patients who are more well-dressed and neat receive more

gaze and body position attention from doctors (Hooper et

aI L982) - Hadjistavropoulos et al (fggO) found that

photos of more attractive patients were given less

negative affective experiences by physicians. Nordholm

(1980) found that health professionals endorsed the same

"physical- attractiveness stereotype,, about patients

attribut.ing better overall qualit.ies and lower pain to

more attractive individuals.

Knee position:

Open and closed knee

consultation and the

position is easy to observe in the

following st.udy attempts to assess

between students and standardisedthis in consul-tations
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6.3

patients. As mentioned previously, the legs are

emotion leakage.
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a very

good non verbal source of

Most

have

open

has

studies of non verbal behaviour in the consultation

been on doctors. Among other kinesic variables,

leg posture ín a study of family medicine trainees

shown an association with better patient-doctor

SÈandardísed Patients' body language and their

perceptions of the consultatíon wÍth fourth year ¡redical

students during training for general practice

Kinesic cues, that is body movement and facial expression

are believed Lo carry a greater proportion of the meaning

of interaction in the consultation than all other non

verbal- codes and even verbal ones (Dimatt.eo et al L979) .

rapport (Harrigen 1985)

A study of one patient in a counselling interview ted

Davis et al (1990) to note that as the patient. shifted

from superficial discussion to active exploration of

internal- reactions, her body positions became more

accessible, open and oriented towards the therapist.

Ekman et aI (19'74) felt. that the legs are the best source

of leakage of true emotions when one is at.tempt.ing to

conceal- them, as legs receive least external and internal

feedback as people often sit too close for inspection of



feet/legs by t.he

feedback occurs

observer looking down.

due to little awareness
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Minimal internal

of leg behaviour,

about the actionas people can afford to be less vigilant

of the legs since they receive so little attention from

the external world.

The author taught communication skill-s to fourth year

medical- students at the Modbury General Practice Teaching

Unit in South Aust.ralia. As videotape feedback of

consultations of students with Standardised Patients

(SPs) was frequently used, the non verbal behaviour of

SPs was easily observed. However the camera was not able

to pick up facial movements well so the common forms of

non verbal behaviour seen \^¡ere upper and lower limb

movements and sitting position in the chair.

Some SPs crossed their legs aL the knee and t.his pilot

study attempts to link such behaviour to student

perceptions of the consultation and the scores of two

questionnaires which \^rere filted out by SPs at the end of

the consultation (Howie et aI 1992, Kap1an et aI 1995) .

Aim

The aim of this study is

association between medical

to identify if there is an

students' perception of how

well t.hey

and the

communicated with their standardised patient

same standardised patients' perception of
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enablement and participating decision making style of the

student.

Anot.her aim r^ras to f ind if there was an association

between the knee positions of standardised patients and

enablement and perceived participation decision making

style of the student.

Method

Standardised patients (SP's) were used for this study. A

standardised patient ís a performer trained to represent

a real patient case for use in teaching and evaluation.

In L997, 1,54 fourth year medical- students attended the

General Practice Teaching Unit and 1"26 students rotated

through four

communication

SP consulLations at the end of 15 hours of

skills training. The SPs had been

reproduce the skeleton of a medical-topreviously trained

history accurately at each consultation. The history was

Each student wasbased on their real chronic condition.

provided with some clinical notes and

bl-ood pressure no other physical

required. Both the students and the

the fact. that non verbal behaviour

Every consultation v/as videotaped

minutes with a mechanical timer.

apart from taking

examination was

SPs $rere blind to

was being studied.

and timed to ten
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At the end of each consultation the student. recorded on a

Likert scale of 5 t.o L, from

definiteTy

think you

Do, their response to the

communicated wel-l with this

definiteTy

question:

patient?"

yes to

Do you

A high

score meant perceived good communication

AIso at the end of each consultation, when SPs left the

consulting room they were asked to answer .'in role,, a six

item measurement of "enabl-ement,, . This measurement, was

described by Howie et aI (]-ggl) to define the patient's

feelings of confidence, ability and coping after a

consul-tation. A mean enablement. score was created from

the points for the quest.ions.

The SPs r¡/ere asked: "As a result of your visit to the

doctor today, do you feel you are:

AbIe to cope with life?

Abl-e to understand your iIl-ness?

Able to cope with your illness?

Abl-e to keep yourself healthy?

Confident. about your health?

Abl-e to help yourself?"

The opt.ions given for the first four questions to select

were: fiuch better (Z points) , better (f point) , same or

-Zess (0 points) . The options given for the Sps to select
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for the last two quest.ions hrere: much more (2 points) ,

more (1 point) and same or l-ess (O points) .

Kaplan et al-

participatory

it as the'propensity

in treatment decisions

sense of control over

(1995) have defined and measured a physician

decision making style (PDM). They defined

of physicians to involve patients

by providing treatment options, a

treatment decisions and a sense of

responsibility for care'. The first question v/as: "If

there lvere a choice between t.reatments woul-d t.his doctor

aslc you to help make the decision?', This involved

was: "Hotv often does this doctor make an

you some control over your treat.ment?,,

responding on a Likert scale of 5 to 1

often and L never. The third question

responding on

definiteTy yes

responsibility

responding on a

often and 1- not

questions per

cal-culated and

a Likert. scal-e of

and I definitely no.

5 to 1 where 5 was

The second question

effort to give

This invol-ved

where 5 was very

\^/as: t'Hovr of ten

does this doctor ask you to take some of the

for your treatment?" This involved

Likert scal-e of 5 t.o 1 where 5 was very

the threeat al-L. The total scores for

standardised patient consultation \^rere

a mean PDM score creat.ed. The responses

were made by the SPs ..in rol_e,,

Every videotape was observed by the author- Twelve

percent of the tapes were used for inter-rater

reliability and hrere observed by another rater as well



who was trained in recording knee positions.

positions of the SP's knee were record.ed from

videotape in the following categories: 'knees

crossed at all-' and 'knees crossed at some point in

consul-tation' or 'a1l the time'-

3t2
The

the

not

the

Results

The entire fourth year class of medical students at.tended

the General Practice Teaching Unit during L99't. Because

some students or SPs were i11 or scheduling problems

arose, 28 students did not have their consultations

assessed. This left 1,26 (78.92) who had four

consultations assessed which was a total of 424

consul-tat.ions. Because of this sixty three males were

included in the research and 13 excluded whil-e 42 females

r^rere included and 15 excluded. There was no significant

difference between these two groups (Chi square L.52, df

L, p > 0 . 1) the mean year of bírth \lrras L9j4 .3 (95?

confidence t 4.5) for t.hose included in the research and

t97L.4 (9S? confidence + 3.3) for those not included.

In 50%' of the 424 consultations, the Sp,s knees were

uncrossed. There was complete inter-rater agreement

about knee positions for I2Z of the consultat.ions.

The mean student self perceived communication score was

3.5 (Sn 0.79). The mean SP enablement score was S-2L (SO

3.65) and the mean SP participatory decision making score
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was 10-57 (So z.l+). The correlations between the mean

student perceived communication score

enablement score as well- as the mean SP

decision making score are shown in Table 1

correl-ation between the mean SP enablement

and the SP

participatory

The Pearson

score and t.he

Table 1

mean SP participatory decision making score v/as 0.68 (p

0.01)

* p< 0.01- (2 tailed)

The means of the students' perceived communicat.ion score,

the SP enablement score and the SP participatory decision

making score are shown in Table 2.

Correlation between students' perceived consrunícat,ion
E¡cores¡, SP scores of enablement and participatory

decision makinq

Mean student
perceived

2.5

Mean SP
enablement score

Pearson
correlation

5.2L 0_14

Mean student
perceived

communication

Mean SP
participatory

decision making

2-5 10 .57 o -L2

Mean SP enabl-ement
score

Mean SP
participatory

decj-sion making
score

10.57 5.2r 0.68*
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Table 2

StudentE' perceiwed corrsrunication Ecorea, SP scoreE of
enablement and participatory decision naking and SP knee

position
Consultations Not t value

where SP crossed
knees were

croseed

Number of
consultations

2r3 2IT

Mean student
perceived

communication score

2 .63 2.37 3.47 *

Mean SP enabl-ement 3 .98 6 .45 7.39 *
score

Mean SP
participatory

decision making
score

9-62 11.5 1-56 *

* p< 0.001

DÍscussion

V'Ihile the SP and the student were blind to the assessment

of non verbal communicat.ion and care must be t.aken in

interpreting the results of t.he standardised patient's

non verbal behaviour- There are no studies which show

that SPs have similar non verbal behaviour to real

patients. However there is evidence t.hat SPs can assess

the communication skil-Is of general practice trainees who

subsequently consult with real- patients accurately

(Pieters et al 1994) .

An at.tempt hlas made to control for case variability (Van

Der Vleuten et aI 1990) by giving the student,s four
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each saI/ìI

the same SPs. However the literature only presents a

study of students' communication skil-l-s and case

variability, not self perceived communj-cation skiIls or

perceptions of standardised patients.

The length of the consuLtation was control1ed at 10

minutes because that length of time is common in

Austral-ian general practice and lengt.h of consultation in

the United Kingdom had been associated with the concept

of 'enablement'. Howie (L997) found that after

cont.rolling for case mix beLter 'enablement' in Scottish

general practices correlated with Ionger consultations

(10 minutes or over). The measure of perceived student

communication, enablement and PDM have never been

compared with SP non verbal communication before.

There was no association between the student perceived

score and both the SP enabl-ement and PDM score. The

students had been taught in the sessions prJ-or to this on

the value of empowering

with chronic

pat.ients

illness.

done with video

and sharing management

Most of thj-s teaching

feedback of students'

This seems to indicate

link their perception of

in patients

had been

consul-tations with other SPs.

that the students were unable to

how well they communicated with t.heir SP's perceptions of

enablement and patient

the training.

decision making ability despite
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Three broad t)4)es of communication skil-l-s have been

defined which have been deemed necessary to include in

communication skilIs training (Silverman et al- 1998).

They are content skills (what doctors communicate),

process skiIls (how they do it) and perceptual ski11s

(what t.hey are thinking and feeling) - All of these

skills are inext.ricably linked. One cannot be addressed

without the others.

Perceptual skil-ls

are thinking and

what they

internal

decision making, clinical reasoning and problem solving;

their awareness of feelings and thoughts about the

patients and other issues that may be concerning them,.

awareness of their own self concept and confidence, of

their o\,vn biases, attitudes and distractions. It seems

that the CST the students received did not fully address

the perceptual skill- of the student in judging their

ability to infl-uence standardised patients.

as previously mentioned are

feeling the students'

why

the

did this happen? Is the course too

students' perceptual skiIls? Is

medical student behaviour which cannot

short to improve

this "t,ypical"

be changed?

et al- 1997) .(Gordon I99L, Mart.eau et al 199L, Gruppen

Should we al-low even more time for reflective learning?
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fncidentally, there was a large correlation between the

enabl-ement score and the PDM score in these consultations

which gives them good concurrent validity. Howie's

enablement score \¡ras constructed with careful

psychometric work on construct validity and instrument

reliabilit.y but requires comparison with other measures

of patient satisfaction (Toon L997) . In this smal1 study

of 424 consul-tations there was a substantial correlation

beLween enablement and Kaplan's participatory management

score. However these were not real general

consulLations. Kapl-an's PDM score has been

practice

high in

who gavepatients

the more time, had low volume practices and \^¡ere trained

in primary care or communj-cations. These doctors felt

they had

patients

more professional autonomy than doctors whose

gave them lower scores (Kaplan et al 1,996) -

In just over half of the consultat.ions the Sps crossed

their knees. We know that two of the Sps had

osteoarthritis of the hips and we hrere aware of some Sp's

reproducing similar knee positions in many consultations.

However each student had an equal chance of exposure to

each SP.

What. does knee crossj-ng by people mean? BuIl (1987)

feel-s that disagreement postures seem to be a vigilant

threat and that in

to fold their arms

and defensive body closing response to

in the United States who had doctors

disagreement, subjects are more likety
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the knee. This may

account for the lower enablement and participatory

decision making scores of the SPs when their knees were

crossed. More studies are needed to see which direction

came first, how many times crossing occurred and when in

the consultation they occurred.

These findings are from the videot.aped observations of

the knee positions of standardised patients. The

j-nterraLer reliability of these observations was

excel-Ient making this an easy way to observe non verbal

behaviour in the consultation. However these

consultations \¡rere not with real patients even though the

created on their real healthplaying a story

and the resul-ts

SPs r^rere

problems cannot be extrapolated to the

reality of general practice. Studies of knee position

and patient scores of enablement etc in real patients are

required to be able to inform student.s who are being

trained in communication skill-s in the future as to

whether these findings are part of non verbal_ behaviour

in patients in real consultations.

It is disappointing that the student,s perception of how

weII they consulted r¡ras noL linked to positive

percept,ions of SP enablement or participation decision

making.



As previously mentioned

Iooking at videotaped
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eye contact is easily assessed by

consultations

t.wo studies the duration of student

. In the following

eye contacL with the

beginning of thestandardised patients at the

consultation is assessed. In the first st.udy 769

consultations hrere assessed with various Sps and in the

second l-05 consultations with the same Sp.

STT'DY X

6.4 The views of standardieed Patients al¡out fourth year

medical student consultatíons

for the student to look away

record at the beginning of the

related to how long it took

fron the¡r to the medical

consultation

In studies of empathy in consultations by counsellors,

Counsel-lors and physicians who

their consultations have been

more empathetic and this has

satisfaction.

use more eye contact in

regarded by patients as

Ied to greater patient

et al- 1978) . It

been shown to be

quality ratings by

al 1979, Tepper et

has been suggested

cues of the counsellor (eye cont.act,

smiles) are more important in a

cues (Iike psychological jargon,

disclosure and reflections)

eye contact and ot.her variables have

Iinked to higher counsellor empathetic

the patient (Haase et aI 1,972, Seay et

aI L97B and Tipt.on

t.hat the non verbal

gestures, forward lean,

consultation than verbal

interpretations, self

(Robbins et aI l-985) .
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When a physician spends less time reading the patient's

notes and shows greater non verbal interest as well as

leans forward, is physically closer and nods more,

patient.s report greater satisfaction. Eye contact, in

particular, has been shown to be posj-tively related to

ratings of counsellor respect and genuineness (Ke1ly et

aI l-980). It can be a behaviour in a psychotherapy

setting that is part of immediacy - a positive invoLved

relationship between interactants (Anderson 1985) .

Also doctors who maintain a moderate leve1

face

of eye

their

contact

with their patients and who

have been regarded as more

(Harrigan et aI 1985) .

verbal communication

satisfied patJ-ents who

et aI 1980, Dimatteo et

Doctors who are skilled in non

are more popular and have more

keep t.heir appointments (Dimatteo

aI 1986, Larsen et a1 1981) .

directly

empathic, interested

patients

and warm

As well eye contact can help the doctor

psychopathological

Many primary care

states l-ike anxiety

pick up common

and depression.

consultations involve treatment of

psychosocial problems. It is a fact that general

practitioners are often the first contact for patients

suffering from difficulties needing psychotherapy. Hence

ahrareness of non werbal behaviour associated with

psychopathology is essential -



In patients with depression eye contact

the patient. is listening and speaking
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is less both when

(Hinchliffe et aI

I97O, Rutter 7973). As the depression lifts an

improvement occurs most notably in eye contact, smilJ-ng,

general movement and speech rate (Ellgring 1986,

Hinchcliffe et aI L975) . Also it is possible that

decreased eye contact from t.he patient may be a non

verbal behaviour for anxious patients (,Jurich et aI

re74) .

Apart from eye contact being important in the diagnosis

of depression and anxiety there is evidence that patients

during the greeting phase of the consul-tation are more

Iike1y to show hand to body self touching if they have a

"hidden agenda" (Shreve et aI 1988) . Thís is not only

for rapport enhancing (fickle-Degnen et al 1989) but also

for more accurate diagnosis of "hidden agendas".

Research by Heath (fgA¿) suggests that patients withhol-d

speech until they have secured the gaze of the doctor.

By influencing the doctor to turn from the medical-

records to the potential speaker, the doctor can

demonstrate his or her preparedness Lo attend, to receive

the activity of the speaker.

Heath's studies also found that the patient could

encourage the doctor to realign his gaze, simply by

vrithholding talk; for example by not immediatety replying



to a question or

utterance. By doing

doctor, to shift his
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pausing within the course of an

this, Lhe

attention,

Body movement is also used to encourage the

realign the doctor's gaze. Various forms of

movement, by the patient are used on different

to achieve gaze

movements which

by the doctor. Heath found

serve to attract the gaze of

patient can encourage the

to display receptiveness.

doctor to

physical

occasions

that the

stand out from other forms of non

a ttco-

verbal

spatialvarious ways. Often they alter the

of the interactants. The movements have been

to alter t.he spatial arrangements of the

by moving body parts closer to the field of

recipient -

participant"

behaviour in

arrangement

shown often

participants

vision of the

Another way

rhythmical

(I967) have

of movement that remain stable

interaction. To attract gaze

of the surrounding movement

ordinated from the preceding

to attract another's gaze is to alter the

structure of the interaction. Condon et aI

shown how peopl-e devel-op co-ordinated rhythms

socialfor periods within

the person alters the pace

and this becomes disco-

fl-ow. A movement which

services to elicit the gaze of a co-participant is the

servant, of the activity with which it occurs.

So when the doctor looks at the medical record or t.he

computer screen the patient will oft.en withhold speech or
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produce changes to the structure of the utterance. There

may be an increase in gestures by the patient. Also

there is some evidence in Heath's work that information

told to the doctor whi-l-e he is reading the medical record

is frequently missed. It was suggested t.hat doctors

postpone using t.he records until at least the completion

of talk about a certain matter by the patient.

There are gender differences

contact more often than \romen

in gaze. Men break eye

(Bente et al- 1998, EIIyson

et aI

male

gaze

Iook

AIso

than

1981-, HaII and Halberstadt 1986). In contrast to

interactants, female interactants show prolonged

during the partner's speech, while males tend to

ah¡ay from their partner, even when she is speaking.

a man's gaze precedes

vice versa- Women

a vroman's body movement more

are also more likeIy to

to look

look at

interrupt their body movement when male partners look

away. Gaze

communication.

positiwe val-ue

are expected

takes a special place in non verbal

In Western society gaze is regarded as a

when two people communj-cate: listeners

occasionally

information is

at the speaker, and speakers

the Iistener to check whether

being understood.

Verhaak (1-988) has shown in a large observational study

(n=I524) that general practitioners show more patient

directed gaze when discussing psychosocial topics

compared to somatic topics.
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In a study of 103 videotaped general practit.ioner

consultations the proportion of gaze was the strongest

discrimínating factor between consultations with high

versus low psychosocial quality assessments (ie stronger

than verbal forms of affective behaviour), and between

consultations with high and low satisfactíon on the part

of patients (Bensing 1991) .

The same author has shown a positive relationship between

consultation length (Bensing et aI 1995) . The

categories of general practitioner

positively to alI

verbaL behaviour

measure. There were higher correlations for general

practitioner empathic behaviour and general practitioner

instrumental behawiour on psychosocial topics than for

general practitioner social behaviour, medical concern

and general practitioner instrumental behaviour on

somatic topics. The relative gaze (proportion) \^ras found

to positively correLate with general practitioners,

verbal empathy and medical concern but not with their

social behaviour-

gaze

total-

and

Gaze was

patient

to the

shown that in

amount of gaze \á/as related

posit.ively related to the amount of

does both in absofute terms, âs wel-l-

general practitioners' speaking time.

consultations with high gaze,

present.ed by the patient.

talking the

as relative

It was also

more heal-th

The higherproblems were



number of health problems were completely

much gaze can

Family medicine

of Cincinnati

with a ne\^r and
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attributed to

produce negat.ive results in

residents who v/ere from the

in 1980 \^rere videotaped in

a return-visit patient. Two

behaviour performed by the

the greater number of psychological and social problems

The health problems were recorded using the International

Classificatj-on of Primary Care (ICPC) (Lamberts and Wood

!987). The higher number of health problems were found

in chapters L (psychological) and Z (social) of the ICPC.

Also gaze was more prominent when the general

practitioner knew previously that the patient had a

psychosocial problem, and led to more patient

satisfaction in a study of rapport expressed through non

verbal- behaviour (Harrigan et a] 1985) .

However too

patients.

University

interwiews

coders recorded non verbal

residents for two, one minute segments of each interview.

Amongst categories of movement - proxemic behaviours of

dístance, orientation and trunk lean, and head, hand/arm

and leg/foot movement. facial expression - there r'.ras al_so

measure of direction of gaze.

Each of the 36 video segments were raled by a group of

using bipolar adjective scalespsychiatric nurses

assessing dimensions of rapport. Significant differences

in non verbal behaviour hrere noted between high and low
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rapport doctors. Doct.ors were rat.ed more positively when

they sat directly facing the patient, with uncrossed

Iegs, and arms in symmetrical side by side positions.

High rapport doctors also engaged in moderate but l-ess

extensive eye contact with the patient, than 1ow rapport

doctors (Harrigan et aI 1985) . The doctors who engaged

in more eye contact with the patient were judged as less

empathetic. Thís result cont,radict,s the work of

Mehrabian (tglZ) which found that mutual gaze índicated a

high level of immediacy.

In Harrigan's study the high rapport doctors engaged in

less eye conlact with their patients but more varied gaze

patterns. These doctors v/ere more likely to look at the

patient when the patient \^ras gazing ah/ay while talking.

They also had more contact with the patient,s chart and

this resu1ted in a greater amount of gaze t.oward the

chart. Harrigan postulates that doctors who use the

chart to some extent are regarded as more diligent,

conscientious and occupied in the task at hand.

Patients tend to present only their physical symptoms in

general practice and the uncovering of psychosocial

This needsproblems is not' a straight

special effort and special

L994) . Bensing et al (1995)

of general pract.itioner

communication skills should

forward matter.

techniques (Bensing

recommend from their

gaze that

be extended

training

study

in

et al

to include non



shows that this can be done Lo some effect (Bensing et al-

1985, Gask et aI 1987). With this in mind we seL out to

look at the impact, if âry, of our students' introductory

behaviour in consuftations.

This study examines the views of Standardised Patients

lSls) about Fourth Year Medical Student consul-tatíons

rel-ated to the introductory behaviour of the student. It.

sets out to find if SPs believe the student is a good

communicator and if this is linked to the duration of the

st.udents' introductory behaviour. It also tries to find

if this duration of student introductory behaviour

infl-uences t.he SP perception that. they woul-d go to this

student as a doctor in real life.

verbaf techniques, gaze in particul-ar.

Method

Throughout A999 a group of II7 fourth

students attended a communication skilIs
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Previous research

year medical

course at the

General Practice Teaching Unit in South Australia where

they consulted standardised pat.ients

behaviour in these consultations was

The introductory

measured by stop

watch for the students

t.he course by

at the beginning

videotapes of the

the videotapes

sat down in the

and the end of

consultations

activat.ed the

chair in t.he

The observer

studying

watching

the SPwhenstopwatch

consulting room at the beginning of the consultation. It

was stopped aft.er the student had settled into his or her



chair and stopped moving and

broken eye contact with the

This was called introductory

in seconds.
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the student had subsequently

standardised patient (SP) .

behaviour and was measured

the SPs were handed 2 written

The questions were "from

Each consultation lasted 10 minutes (determined by a

kitchen t.imer on the consulting desk). Each student had

8 consultations, 4 at the beginning of t.he course and 4

at the end. All students rotated through consul-tations

with the standardised patients who were trained and

checked to reproduce the same clinical story each time.

The clinical stories were taken from the patient,s real

medical- history. The course lasted five mornings.

Another observer who was traíned, recorded the time of

student introductory behaviour for some consultations to

ascertain inter-rater reliability-

After the consultation

questions in t.he waiting

this consultation did

communicator?" and "from

happy to consult with

situation?"

find this doctor a good

consultation would you be

room.

you

this

this doctor in a real life

Results

There hrere 96 students out of a total of II7 who

consulted with SPs 8 times Q times at the beginning of
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the course and 4 times at the end) . Of the 96, 54 (S7Z)

students were male and 42 female (432). Forty nine

st.udent.s (522) were aged 22 yeafs and over and 47 (48?)

2I years and under. There was

in the groups by sex in the 96

LI1 (Chi square 0.2 df 1 p

no significant difference

students compared with the

0 . 1) . Nor hras there a

groups by age in the 96significant difference

students compared with

0.1).

in the

the I1-7 (Chi square .01- df p >

The 96 students conducted 768 consul-tations with the Sps,

384 at the beginning of the course (Monday) and 394 at

the end (friday). fn every group of 4 students each

student consulted 4 times at the beginning and 4 times at

the end. Each SP savv every

different set of SP's at the end of the course. Forty

six percent of the SP consultations were with female Sps

at the beginning of the course compared with 672 at the

< o. ot-) .end (Chi square 35 df 1 p

Inter-rater reliability v/as assessed by comparing the

obserwations of 94 (1-22) of t.he total j6B consultations

wj-th those of another trained raLer. The weighted Kappa

for inter-rater agreement for the duration in seconds of

the introductory behaviour of students in the

consul-tation was 0.99.

student. but there \^¡as a
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There \^¡as no significant difference in mean introductory

behaviour of the student in seconds before and after the

course The means were 6l (SO 17) and jt (SO 106)

respectively (paired t test, t -1.5, p > .I2).

There were 53 SP responses which r^¡ere negative

student being a good communicator and 331

responses in the 384 Monday consuftations.

introductory behaviour in seconds was 70.7 (S¡

negat.ive response and 59.4 (74) for positive

This was not a significant difference (t

unrelated samples 0.8, p > 0.1).

about the

positive

The mean

96 -3 ) for

response.

test for

There were 23 SP responses which were negative about the

student being a good communicator and 361 positive

responses in the 384 Friday consullations. The mean

introductory behaviour in seconds r,rras 42.6 (St 45.3) for

the negative response and 72.8 (SO 109) for the posit.ive

response. This was a significant difference (t test for

unrel-ated samples -2.7 p . 0.01) .

There \¡/ere 82 SP responses which were negative about

going to that student as a doctor and 302 positive

responses in the 384 Monday consultations. The mean

introductory behaviour in seconds r¡/as 70.3 (Sn A2.6) for

negative response and 58 .5 (SO 75 -9 ) for positive

response. This v/as not a significant difference (t test

for unrelated samples 1.17 p > 0.1) -
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There \^rere 46 SP responses

going to that student as a

responses in the 384

introductory behaviour

negative response and

result. This v¡as a

unrelated samples -4.5

Friday

which r,r¡ere negative about

doctor and 338 positive

consultations. The mean

in seconds was 38.4 (S¡ 36.7) for

75.4 (S¡ 111.9) for the positive

significant difference (t test for

p < 0.001) .

For all the 768 consultations the mean number of seconds

for introductory behaviour by male students \^ras 59

seconds (S¡ 81) and for female students 75 seconds (SO

106). This was a significant difference (t test -2-2 p .

0.03).

At the beginning of t.he course 331 (86å) of the 384

consultations were rated

to the question:

positively

"From this

this doctor a good communicator?,, This number

361 (942) of the 384 consultat.ions at the end of

by the SPs in

consultation didresponse

you find

rose to

the course (McNemar's t.est Chi square 5.6 df 1 p . 0.02).

AIso at the beginning of the course 3O2 (792) of the 384

consultations \,\rere rated positively by the st.andardised

patients in response

consultation would you

doctor in a real life

to the question: .'From this

be happy Lo consult with this

situation?" This number rose to
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338 (88?) at the end of the course (McNemar's test Chi

square 14.5 df 1 p < 0.001-) .

Discussion

There was no significant link between introductory

behaviour and the positive feedback of the standardised

pat.ients relating to the student as a good communicator

at the beginning of the course, but there was at the end.

AIso while there l¡/as no signif icant link between

introduct.ory behaviour and the positive SP feedback about

being happy to consult with this student in real l-ife at

the beginning of the course, there was a link at. the end.

Whether t.his was due to improved consulting skills by the

end of the course is not cfear- However in the

literal,ure, a study of Dutch general practitioners has

found that a greater proportion of gaze in the

consultation by the practitioner is linked to positive

empathy and medical- concern (Bensing et al l-995 ) .

However, the results are very difficult to interpret as

there were no consistent directions in the duration of

introductory behaviour and SP views. This may possibly

be due to the mixture of behaviours which occurred during

t.he introductory behaviour period- A gender difference

in the SPs at the end of the course may have been a

factor but this assumes that femal-e SPs are kinder than

mal-es with giving students feedback. More study is

needed in the area of SP feedback and gender.



There was overall a difference in

introductory behaviour Female

inirial gaze longer

findings for

gender

students

JJJ

for student

mai-ntained

similar

and other studies

overall

on gaze have

et al 1998,

Ellyson et al 1981, HaIl et aI

gaze (Bente

1986) .

There was no conLrol group with which to compare changes

in SP feedback- As mentioned the SP feedback was more

positive about student communication and the idea of

being happy to go to that student as a doctor in real

life by the end of the course- It would be worthwhil-e

using a control- group which was given the same

standardised patients but no CST to see if there was a

link between introductory behaviour and measures of SP

satisfaction.

The training in this course did emphasise non verbal

communication and video feedback helped students

understand this. If there was to be inclusion in a

future curricul-um of introductory behaviour including eye

contact as a f orm of non verbal- communicat.ion, it is

difficult to know what the ideal duration of this should

be.

The literature emphasises

in t.he consultation.

introductory behaviour

t.ime when it could be

the importance of eye contact

study concentrated on studentThis

initially in the consultation at a

argued that building rapport with
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the patient (Sp) is very important. The training did not

appear to increase this form of behaviour and only one

link was found with it and positive feelings of the Sp

which \¡ras at the end of traíning. More studies are

needed in real consul-tations and measures of durat.ion of

student or doctor gaze should be undertaken right through

the consultation, not just at the beginning.

to be done to

Studies of

see if thisstudent and SP gender

inf Iuences durat.i-on of

various gender dyads

patients.

need

introductory behaviour based on

of student and standardised

STI'DY XT

6.5 Is there a correlation between introductory behaviour in

the consultation, subsequent use of open ended questions

by the student and the standardised patient,s sense of

"enablement" and satisfaction?

fn the general practice consult.ation the patient usually

sits near the doct.or' s desk . On that desk are the

patJ-ent's detaits about medical- history or attendances

which are in the written records or a desk computer. The

doctor may look at these notes or the computer not only

before t.he consulLation, but during it and there is

evidence that when this happens during the consurtation

patients withhold speech, change the structure of their

uLterance or increase gestures. Information given to the

doctor while the doctor, s gaze is diverted is frequent.Iy

missed (Heath 1984) -
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Doctors who maintain a moderate l-eveI of eye contact with

their patients and who directly face their patients have

been considered more empathetic, interested and warm and

such doctors seem to be given more psychosocial problems

by their patients (Harrigan et aI 1985) - Relative gaze

has been found to positively correlate with general

practitioners' verbal empathy and medical concern

(Bensing et aI 1995) . AIso research by Heath (1984)

suggests that patients can withhold speech until they

have secured the gaze of the doctor. By influencing the

doctor to turn from the medical records to the potential

speaker, the doclor may be allowed to demonstraLe his or

her preparedness to attend, to receive the activity of

the speaker.

The clinical interview skil-l-s of general

can be linked to their psychodiagnostic

consultations. Actiwe listening (which

psychological content

with the ability to

practit.ioners

ability in

among other

things includes eye contact) and the ability to ask

have been shown toquestions with

be associated identify patients'

emotional problems (Giron et al 1998)

One measure of outcome of a consultation with a general

practitioner is "enablement,'. A measure of *enablement.,,

has been described by Howie et al (1997) to define

patients' feelings of confidence, ability and coping



af ter a consult.ation. At the consultat.ion t"r"I:

enabl-ement correlates best with the duration of

consultations and how weII the patient knows the doctor.

These correl-ates apply at a general practitioner level as

well more enabling doctors work in small_er practices

t.han fess enabling doctors (Howie et al L999) .

It is not known if

standardised patient

the consultation and

has been asked to behave

Nor is it. known if the

there is any correlation between

enablement measures at the end of

the eye contact of the student (who

Iike a general pract.itioner) .

number of open psychologíca1

questions asked by the student or the perception by an Sp

about the student's communication skil_1s or the

perception of the SP that she would go to that st.udent if

he or she were a doctor are correlated with enablement.

Asking open ended questions about feelings is an

ímportant part of the general practice consultation. If

the doctor uses closed ended questions there seems to be

a lessening of patient satisfaction, increased

absent,eeism from work and increased functional limitation

(Ha1l et a1 1,998, Kaplan et al- 1989) .

taking patients who are

information in their o\^,n

During history

give the doctor

words rather than by answerr_ng

patientthe doctor's closed questions have good

sat.isf action and compliance and good measurable healt.h

allowed to

outcomes such as systolic and diastolic btood pressure



lowering (CeciI

no information

et al 1997, Orth et aI 1987) .
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There is

concerning correlation between eye contact

at the beginning of the consultation by the person in the

role of the doctor and subsequent asking of open ended

questions by that doctor. Nor is there any known

correlation with such eye contact and whether a

standardised patient would go to that student if he or

she \¡rere a doctor in reality. This study attempts to do

this with one standardised patient who was interviewed by

105 medical students -

Method

Through 1999 a group of 105 ouL of 118 Fourth Year

medj-cal students (89?) who had neared completion of a

communication skills training course at the Modbury

General Practice Teaching Unit in South Australia

interviewed the same standardised patient (SP). Each

student interviewed the SP on their ovrn. The SP

reproduced the same story for each consul-tat.ion and this

\i\¡as frequently checked throughout the year to ensure that

it remained the same. Each consul-tation lasted 1-0

minutes and this was ensured by having a timer on the

consulting room desk. At the end of each consultation the

SP filIed out an enablement questionnaire (Howie et aI

1997 ) which was subsequently scored. The questions asked

in this questionnaire were as follows: As a resul-t of

your visit to the doctor t.oday, do you f eel you are:
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Able to cope with life?

AbIe to understand your illness?

AbIe to cope with your illness?

Able to keep yourself healthy?

These statements were given 2 marks for Much better, 1

for Better and 0 for Same or Less. AIso sLatements that

were asked about asked liì/ere

Confident about your health?

Able to help yourself?

These statements were given 2 marks for Much more, 1 mark

for More and 0 marks for Same or Less. A1I the marks

were added together to create an enabl-ement score for

that consultation. AII- these consultations were

videotaped and the SP was blind as to the purpose of the

research to be conducted on the videotapes. Also the SP

was asked: "Would you go to this doctor if this was a

real situation?"

The introductory behaviour of the student with the SP at

the beginning of the consultation lr¡as later measured by

an observer with a stop watch who observed the videotapes

of t.he consulLat.ions. The observer watching the

videotapes activated the stop watch when the SP sat down

in the chair in the consulting room at the beginning of

the consultation- It was stopped aft.er the student had
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settled into his or her chair and stopped moving and the

student had subsequently broken eye contact with the Sp.

This was calIed introductory behaviour and was measured

in seconds.

The observer also recorded all of the open ended

psychological questions asked by the student during the

10 minute consultation. Both the introductory t.iming and

the observation of open ended psychological questioning

v/ere observed for 13 consultations by another trained

rater for inter-rater reliabitit.y.

Results

There were 105 students who

percent \^/ere mal-e (e f ¡ and

mean introductory behaviour

2'7 .08 seconds (St 37.8i-)

consulLed the SP

f emal-e

Fifty eight

(44) . The42 percent

for the 105 consultations was

and the mean number of open

psychological questions 0.30 (S¡ 0.57). The mean

enablement score hras 4.43 (SO 3 .59) . The mean

introductory behaviour in seconds for males r^ras 21,.95 (S¡

!2.3 ) and females 34.2 (SO 56.2) seconds (t = -L.4 p

0-16). The mean number of open psychological questions

asked by males was 0.23 (SO 0.56) and females 0.39 (SO

0.58) (t= -1.39 p 0.l-7) .

Twelve percent (13) of the 105 videotaped consultations

were assessed for inter-rater reliability. There \i/as

perfect agreement between the raters for the number of



open ended psychological questions asked by

in these consul-tations. The weíghted kappa
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the students

statistic for

inter-rater agreement about the number of seconds of t.he

students' introductory behaviour in these consultations

was 0.99.

The correlations between introductory behaviour and open

perceivedended psychological questions, enablement, SP

communication ability of the student and whether the Sp

would go to this student as a doctor are shown in Table

1. Simil-ar correlations are shown in this table for open

ended questions and the above and enablement and the

above. There was a substantial correl-ation between

enabl-ement and the SP perception that. the student

communicated well- (p < 0.01-) and between enablement and

the perception

or she were a doctor (p

When the student's sex \ilas taken into consideration there

was stil-I a correl-ation between enablement, and

communication (Pearson O-37 p < O.0l-) and enablement and

going to that student as a doctor (Pearson 0.47 p < 0.01)

for mal-es. For females (Pearson O -29 p 0.058) between

enablement and perceived communication and (pearson 0.059

that the SP would. go to this student if he

0.01) .

p < 0.01) for going to that student. as a doctor.



CORRELATIONS

IntroducLory behaviour wiLh Enablement

Pearson

o -L4

p

0. 15 NS

with "Thought this
doctor communicated
welI"

0.09 0.34 NS

with "Woul-d go to
this person as a
doctor"

0.11 0.27 NS

with "Open ended
psychological
questions"

0.11 0 .25 NS

Open ended psychological
questions

with "Enabl-ement" o.r2 0.24 NS

with "Thought this
doctor communicated
wel- 1"

0. l0 0.31 NS

with " Woul-d go to
this person as a
doctor"

0.06 0.53 NS

Enablement with "Thought this
doctor communicated
well-"

0.34 0.01 *

with "would go to
this person as a
doctor"

0.51 0.01 *

* significant

Table 1
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onl-y one standardised patient, which was

Discussíon

This study used

a major limitation

of absence of case

by the SP were

performance of t.he

she did not deviate

to extrapolating

variability. The

simply those of

the results because

feelings expressed

one person. The

SP was checked over t.he L2 months and

from her story.



The consultation she port.rayed was very close to
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her o\^rn

health. It starts as she is coming back to the doctor

(student). The student was asked beforehand to behave as

a locum doctor woul-d. On the desk were results of tests

which in the story had been ordered by her doctor

previously. The SP asks the student about the tests and

has questions about her hot flushes. She was diagnosed

(in both the story and in reality with breast cancer 9

years previously) and asks if she can use hormone

replacement therapy.

There was a significant correlation between the

perception by the SP t.hat the student communicated well

in the consultation and the concept. of '.enablement,,.

This al-so occurred with the perception by the SP that she

would go

Howie' s

to this student if he or she was a doctor.

enablemenL score is a new primary professional

care outcome measure that has been extensively trialed in

the United Kingdom, especially in Scotland. While it has

been shown to be relat.ed to satisf acti_on measures the

Medical- Interview Satisfaction Scale (MfSS) and the

Consultat.ion Satisfactj-on Questionnaire (CSq¡ , it is

different from general satisfaction (Howíe et al- 1998).

In a st.udy of SP perception of medical_ st.udent

consul-tations (Moorhead 2000) a correlation has been

found between enablement and participatory decision

making scores. The participatory decision making score

(Kaplan et af 1,996) has been reported as higher in



patients r^/hose doctors gave them more time, had t'"i

vofume practices and h¡ere trained in primary care or

communication skilIs. Enablement has been shown in

individual consultations to be most closely correlated

knowing the doctorandwith duration of the consulLation

weII. A British study of general

that individual doctors had a

practitioners has shown

wide range of mean

enablement scores (1-1 5 .3 ) (Howie et al a999) .

The mean enablement score from the SP for the students in

this study was 4.43. fn this study the durat,ion of the

consultation was fixed at 10 minutes and the student had

never met the SP before- There clearly are other

el-ements to enablement that are not directly related to

time or f amiliarit.y with the "doctor', for this

standardised patient. In this study enabl-ement was noL

correlated with introductory behaviour by the student nor

the askíng of open psychological questions. üte wondered

if the femal-e SP would favour female students but

analysis found no difference between the sexes for the

correlations between enablement and thinking the doctor

communicated well and enablement and whether the SP would

go to that person as a doctor.

In conclusion this initial study is limited by the use of

only one standardised patient.. For t.his Sp isolat.ing

certain measures in the consultation and correlating t.hem

produced few significant correlations. This seems to
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the consultations

were more complex than I thought they would be. Future

studies using more SPs or real patients should

concentrate on any factor that is measurable in the

consultation that correlates with enablement as this is

easily measured in general practice.

At the conclusion of Chapter 5, ít uras stated that care

needs to be taken if the students' perceived confidence

in their ability to communicate does not match their

actual consulting behaviour. In this chapter (Chapter 6)

one study has shown that. the students' perception of how

well they consulted was not linked to the positive

feedback of their standardised patíents (using enabl-ement

and patient decision making scores) The following study

examines the hypothesis that fourth year medical

students' stated beliefs about psychological orientat.ion

to wards consulting are related to the number of

psychological guestions that they asked in their

consultations and also their standardised patients'

feelings of enablement from the consultation.
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STTIDY XII

6.6 Perceptions of fourth

psychological aspects of

actual behaviour and

With the increase in

year nedical students about

consulting compared with their

standardised paÈients' feedback

the V'lestern world of the number of

people

need

participation

1965) . In a

the consultation

positive patient

asking questions

complaints, concerns,

expectations, impact

support and empathy;

expressing themselves

perceiving that a full

taken place (Stewart et

modeL of consulting (Sasz and Hollender

meta analysis of the history taking part of

suffering from chronic illness there has been a

to train medical students in the mutual

the majority of studies have shown

outcomes with relation to the doctor

particularly about the patienls'

understanding of the problem,

showingand feelings; the doctors

the patients being involved by

the patientscompletely;

discussion

and

of the problem had

effective aspectsaI 1995) - The

in the management phase of the consultation (finding

common ground) \^¡ere patients asking more questions and

being successful at getting the information they needed;

information programs/packages for patienls; doctor use of

information with support; physician willingness to share

decision making with the pat.ients and agreement between

pat.ient and physician about the nat,ure of the probl-em and

need for follow up-



There may be some barriers to training students

model because of confusion in the values of

schools about the
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in this

medical

roles of the doctor as a problem solver

Moorhead et aI (1991-) . Indeed Hoppe etand a care

al (1e90)

transÌat.ing

The interns

shown the

Stewart's fíndings

difficulty

into their

interns have

consultations

giver

have

studied

knowledge regarding

performances. The

medical schools is

undergraduates, and

showed high scores on at.t.itudes and

counselling compared with inadequate

university teaching hospital in some

t.he main teaching environment for

the role models seen by students of

the doctor patient relationship

active passive rather than mutual

may be more towards the

participation -

A relationship has been noted between the perceptions of

general practitioners about patíent centredness,

responsibility for patient management and certain

outcomes of consulting. Howie et aI (1992) in a study of

21000 consul-tations found that. 3 dimensions of an

Australian questionnaire (Cockburn et aI I9B7),

responsibility for decisions (patients considered more

responsibLe), psychological orient,ation (of the doctor)

and appropriateness of consultations \^rere variously

associated with longer consultations, lower prescribing

rates and a greater recognition of psychological issues

as relevant to a consultation. There are few studies

that look at student beliefs and their subsequent

behaviour in general practice consult.ations. This study



measures student beliefs with

behaviour and the perceptions

standardised patients .

Àim

The aim of thís st.udy

medicalfourth year

psychological
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subsequent consulting

of enablement by their

is to test the hypothesis that

students' stated belíefs about

orientation are related to the number of

psychological questions open

in these consultations and

and closed that they asked

also their standardised

patients' feelings of enablement from the consultation.

Method

A questionnaire

medical- students

\^ras administered to L28 f ourth year

before they commenced their General

Practice Teaching Unit attachment.

The questions used were from the section of Cockburn, s

questionnaire on the psychological orientation of the

doctor.

The section on the psychological orientation of the

doctor consisted of three questions and these were

1. Patients are more likely to follow my advice

concerning their physical complaints than advice

concerning their social or emotional problems.



2 I usually don't attempt to help

psychological problems because they

of life situations over which I have
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patients with

are the result

no control

3. I think that it is my job to treat physical disease

and to leave t.asks such as counselling to other

professions.

The students r/\rere asked to respond to these statements

according to a Likert scale of 7 categories which ranged

from 1 = Agree strongly to 7 = Dj_sagree strongly.

Each student then consurted with four standardised

patients who had been trained

extremely close to their o\^rn

almost all- related to chronic

each week there were

to play a role identical or

health probÌems which were

illness. Each consultation

same standardised patients (although

different students and standardised

was timed to ten mi-nutes with a timer and the students

rotated through the

pat.ients) . The consultations \¡/ere

and closed psychological

r¡/ere blind to

questions

videot.aped and open

cl-assified by raters

who the students' perception of

psychological orientation. The quest.ions were taken from

a questionnaire created by Gask et aI (1988) . Gask, s

example of an open psychological

and of a cl-osed

question \^/as: .'How are

you feeling?" psychological question:

reliability was assessed"Are you depressed?" Interater
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eighth of the consultations by another trained

been assessed in a general practice fund

in Scotland (Howie et al 1995) . In

rater.

At the end of each consultation the standardised patient

(who r^ras also blind to the students' perceptions and who

had never met the student before) filled out the

enablement form from which a score was calcul-at.ed. The

enabl-ement form used for the standardised patients had

questionnaire the following questions hrere

holding setting

the enablement

asked:

1 - As a result of your visit to the doctor today, do

you feel you are:

Able to cope with life?

Abl-e to understand your il-l-ness?

Able Lo cope with your illness?

Able to keep yourself healthy?

The answers \^rere: I[uch better, Better, Same or Less

and were scored 3,2 and 1- -

2. As a result of your visit to the doctor today, do

you feel you are:

Confident about your health?

A-b1e to help yourself?
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The answers were : Much More, IvIore and Same or Less

3 ,2 and J.

Results

Out of the L28 students 109 completed the quest.ionnaire

and consulted with 4 standardised patients (+Ze

consultations) . There hrere 69 (63?) male and 40 (37+)

female students the average age \^ras 22.9 years. There

hras no correlation between the psychological orientation

score of the student and the total number of open

(TabIepsychological questions asked in 4

L). There was al-so no correlation

consultations

between the student's

score and the number of closed psychological questions

asked in 4 consultations. There was no correlation

between the psychological score of the student and t.he

standardised patients' enablement score. The weighted

Kappa for inter-rater reliability for open psychologicat

questions was 0.81 and for closed psychological questions

0.95.
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Table 1

There was

enablement

psychological

no correlation between the SPs, total

score and the number of open ended

questj-ons asked by the student (Table 2')

and there was no correlation between the Sps, total

enablement score and the number of closed psychologicar

questions asked by the student.

Table 2

Correlation between Etudents' psychological
quest,ioning and SP enable¡rent score

Mean SP enablement
score

Mean student
open

psychological
questions

Pearson

15 .1

Mean SP enablement
score

1.8 0-05
Mean student

cl-osed
psychological

questions

15.1 4-]- 0.08

Correlatíon between students, psychological
orientation, psychological questioning and Sp

enablement

Mean student
psychological

orientation score

Mean open
psychological

questions

Pearson

14 .9 1.8 0.03
Mean student
psychological

orientation score

Mean student
closed

psychological
questions

1,4 .9

Mean student
psychologícal

orientation score

4.7
Mean SP

enablement score

0.08

1-4 -9 L5.2 o.L2
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Discussion

The psychological orj-entat,ion score of the student did

not seem to be correlated with the enablement of the

standardised patient. This may mean that there are other

factors in the consultation that affect enablement. It

coul-d also mean that students' perception of their

psychological orientation as a doctor in the consultation

does not translate into the standardised patients,

enabl-ement score because the students' beliefs are not

linked to appropriate consulting behaviour. Also there

\¡/as no correlation between the standardised patient,s'

total- enablement score and the number of open

psychological questions asked by the student. There was

no positive correlation between the students'

psychol-ogical correl-ation score and the asking of open

psychological questions by them in the consul_tation nor

was there a negative correlation between the standardised

patients' enablement score and closed psychological

questions asked by the student in the consultation.

It seems that Cockburn's questions on psychological

orientation of the doctor in consulting in this study do

not predict how the student wilt ask open ended and

cl-osed ended psychological questions. It seems that

again students perceptions of some aspects of consultj_ng

do not translate into the way they quest.ion Sps and has

no correlation with SP enablement.
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In the previous chapter .r¡¡e have shown that increasing

video and SP feedback can increase the number of open

ended psychological questions the student asks in the

consulLation. If Cockburn's questionnaire had identified

a poor orientation to the psychological aspects to the

consultation it may be

for these students could improve this as well as improve

consulting behaviour. However this did not occur.

Open ended questions asked by doctors have been shown to

patients happier

of the interview

been shown to detect

that more video and SP feedback

with the information gathering

aI 1979) - They have(StiIes et

make

phase

also

accurately (Go1dberg et aI

psychiatric

1983 ) .

disorders more

Cancer patients

use open

L996) and

about their

disclose more of their worries when doctors

rather than leading questions (Maguire et a1

parents of children in a psychiatric clinic give doctors

more sensitive information when open questions are used

(Rutter 1981-) .

students' perceptions

orientation to consulting a general

this doespractice setting seems dangerous as it. seems

not correlate with asking psychological questions nor

Relying on

psychological 1n

does it correlate with 'enabling' their SPs.
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6.7 Conclusion

Some forms of non verbal behaviour seem easy to

visual-íse. It seems that half of the SPs crossed their

knees in the consultations in one study. V'Ihen the SP's

knees \¡rere crossed t.heir enabl-ement and participatory

decision making scores were lower. When the student.s'

initial eye conLact was longer the SP feedback at the end

of t.he Communication Ski1l Trainj-ng \iìlas more positive

(considering the student to be a good communicator and

happy to consult with this student in real- life).

However when this study was repeated on one SP this did

not occur.

The students' perception of how well they consul-ted wit.h

the SP and also the students' percept j-ons about their

consulting did not linkpsychological orientation towards

to t.he SP feedback (enablement score). More research is

needed to help medical

assessment abilities.

students improve their self

Gordon (tggt), feels that. the

ability to self assess

fundamental to sel-f directed,

as continued competence in

professions. In a meLa

assessment studies, he found

confidence

oners learning needs ís

life long learning as wel1

the ever evolving heal-th

analysís of student self

a generalised student over

Also it was found that

trainees do acquire

be the case

about knowledge.

health professions'although

professional behaviours, it appeared not to
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to themselvesthat they become

the evaluative

more accurate in applying

criteria and standards of

supervisors. There was evidence that trainees

others by theír performances and themselves by

perceived capacities.

their

judged

their

This thesis shows that more research is needed to help

students make better judgements of their own consulting

ability.
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CIIAPTER 7

ST'MMARY OF RESULTS AI{D DISCUSSION AI{D À PERSONÀL VTEW ON THE

FUTURE OF I'IIDERGRJADUATE GENER.AI, PR.a'CTICE TEACHING

This final chapter contains firstly a summary of resul-ts of

the studies in the thesis followed by a discussion of the

strengths and weaknesses of the findings and recommendations

areas that need future research. This is followed by a

personal reflection

undergraduate teaching

consulting skiIls will

on the future of general practice

and how (if possible) interpersonal

fit into this.

7.t Stumary of results

This thesis represented a series of perspectives of

communication skills t.raining in a general practice

setting. These perspectives incl-uded studying patients,

medical- students and standardised patients. Themes

included the importance of Communication Skill-s Training

(CST) in general practice, reasons for teaching CST,

improving CST outcomes, medical students' beliefs and non

verbal communication.

In the first chapter of the thesis the literature was

described concerning the modern medical school- and CST.

Al-so described was the change in educati-ona1 outlook in

Western medical- schools as a background for CST. At

Modbury General Practice Teaching Unit in South Austral-ia

until 2000 \^¡e were fortunate to be sent ]-236 medical-



who \^rere entering their clinical years
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Thisstudents

Unit \^/as

thinking

created as the result of new Medical Faculty

at the University of Adelaide about the

curriculum. Despite generous support from the South

Australian Government, it. \¡ras closed 10 years later

because of a lack of Medical Faculty funds.

Over this time we had the opportunity to try to help the

students to integrate the clinical biomedical approach to

patients with good consul-ting skills. We gave each group

of students 20 hours of CST during which time they

patients each. Video feedback

the students as well as SP

consulted 12 standardised

was frequently

feedhack. The

given to

students consistently rated this t14pe of

learning very highly and they reported very high regard

for the experience with SPs. We felt this high regard

was due to careful- training of the Sps and using them to

present in the consultation with their real chronic

health problems as well as usj-ng their own Xrays and test

reports. This environment created not only learning

opportunit.ies which helped students' actual consulting

behaviour but research into videot.aped consultations

between student and standardised patients -

In the second chapter the question was asked: ,'Why teach

communj-cation skilIs? " IrL a general practice setting it

was felt that the consultation $/as the doctor, s most.

important and int.imate prof essiona1 act ivity. Good



communication skills are needed for this. In a 40 O.i:
career, it has been estimated that the average

practitioner consults with patients 120,000 to 160,000

times. Also patients in consul-tations who expressed

their feelings have been shown in general practice to be

more satisfied and compliant with management of their

condition. With only up to 50? of pat.ients complying

with a management regime or a healthy lifestyle change,

it seems important that patient.s f ee1 comf ortab1e in

discussing their feelings and emotions wit.h their usual

general practitioner.

As a result t.he f irst thesis study was a

interwiew of a sample

were asked, "Vilhen

of 3004 South Austral-ians

you usual

personal

. There

general

practitioner, how

your feelings and

see your

would youcomfortable be in discussing

emotions?" It was found that al_most

al-I of the respondents stated that they had a usual

general practitioner and there \i/as a non l_inear trend for

perceived comfort to increase with age group.

The group that needed further study \^/as f rom 15 - 29.

Twenty-five percent of the respondents in this group

expressed discomfort in discussing feelings and emotions

with their usual- general practitioner. These findings

were disturbing as the risk of suicide in this age group

in both South Austral-ia and also nationally was very

high.
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This study was part of an Omnibus Survey conducted by the

South Aust.ralian Healt.h Commission. The sampling frame

was based on Australian Census data. Of the households

sampled, 892 could be contacted. But not all those

interviewed chose to ans\iìrer the survey question and the

3 004 people who did reply r^rere noL a representative

sample of the South Australian population

At a resul-t of these findings, wê endeavoured to find

volunteer patients who had experienced major depression

and r^¡ere in that age group. Apart f rom a young mother

who had experienced post natal- depression, we were

unsuccessful.

In the third chapt,er the literature about

communication skill-s can influence pat.ient

described. fncl-uded in this were studies

that CST could improve medical students'

how doct.ors'

outcomes was

demonstrating

communication

skil-1s.

group.

fourth

However, many of these studies lacked a control

Consequently ín the next study in

year medical students \^rere studied in

the thesis

two groups

videotape

number of

by randomisation. In one they received more

feedback. The pre and post measures were the

probing t.he problem questions, cue behaviour and

information giving during the consul-tations with the Sps.



There was only one statisLically

in student behaviour between the

training the

psychological

control- group asked

questions than the

Af ter training, the trend \^¡as

experimental group asked more open

questions than the control group.

distress.
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signif icant difference

two groups. Before the

significantly more open

experimental group.

reversed, ie. t.he

ended psychological

This study suggested that

receive more video feedback to help them ask more open

needed forended psychological questions than is

improving non directive questioning and open social

questioning. It can be argued that asking open ended

psychological questions is an important part of effective

general practice consulting. The l-iterature shows that

teaching doctors to ask open ended psychological

questions can contribute to reducing ambulatory patients'

medical students need to

Maguire has demonsLrated the positive long term

medical student video feedback, however in thisimpact

study

of

this did not apply to open ended psychological

questi-ons

It would be useful Lo follow up the two groups in the

thesis study in order to see if the effect of video

feedback (more open ended psychological questions) in the

students in the experimental- group persisted over the

years - A good time to measure this could be after

graduation, perhaps when as doctors they were doing their
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could be

used to determine how much video feedback should be

provided for medical undergraduates. If the open ended

psychological questioning persisted, then t.he next step

would be to look at patient outcomes. Using SPs would be

an easy way to do this as the structure of the interview

basically would be the same for each interview. Using

real patients woul-d be more valid but case variabilit.y

could be a problem.

It is easy to t.hink

the increased open

experimental group.

more episodes of

episodes of verbal

that. videotaping on its ovn: produced

ended psychological questions in the

Howewer while this group had two

video f eedback, it al-so had three

feedback from the SP and one analysis

human element

more so in the experimental- compared

group.

in writing of a

in feedback here

with the control

consul-tation. There is a

The undergraduate curriculum in western medical- schools

has been infl-uenced heavily by Problem Based Learning

(PBL). It has been claimed that medical students who

l-earn with this method demonstrate greater psychosocial

knowledge, better relational skj-lIs and more humanist.ic

attitudes.

I/'Iith this in mind, a study in this thesis was made on the

students to find out if introducing PBL to a segment on
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communicating skills training made any difference either

to the students' feedback on the qualities of their tutor

or the number of open ended psychological questions they

asked of their SP. The results indicated that the good

students'tutor feedback remained the same and that the

consultations were no Iess biomedically focused (in the

sense of fewer open ended psychological questions asked

before and after the PBL segment). More comprehensive

analysis of student behaviour is needed.

In times of economic difficulty in tertiary education in

Australia, Deans of medical schools should be sensitive

to the use of volunteer standardised patients in the

curricul-um. This is why a study was done in the thesis

to see what motivated the SPs to vol-unteer at the Modbury

General- Practice Teaching Unit. A whole year of fourth

year medj-cal students

this unit each year

was taught CST on volunteer SPs at

for nine years at no cost to the

the tutorials and feedback. SPsforUniversity except

hawe a structured presentation that enables students to

compare their consul-tations with each other and this is a

very helpful learning tool.

The control group consisted of other volunteers working

in the same hospital. There was a different set of

perceived val-ues in the volunLeer standardised patients

compared with the controls with l-ess va1ue placed by them

on the "enhancement" and "protective" benefits of
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professionals,
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The SP vofunteers contained more males,

This may

included

associated professionals and tradespeople.

been due to our recruitment method which

placing advertisemenLs in the Iocal press. A

control group of

Modbury Hospital

l-imitation of the study \^ras that the

volunteers was not representat.ive of the

volunteers

Several- studies in this thesis examined Student Factors

in Communication Skills Trainj-ng. One study l-ooked at

the variables of the students' perceived .'confidence in

communication skills" and "being told that my

communication skills are qood" and a set of variables

thought to be linked to the students, career choice

(general practice or the specialities) . The variabl_es

"confidence in communication ski11s,, and ..being told my

communication skllls are good" were found to be incl-uded

in one or three factors that were created by factor

analysis. This factor was "easy and rewarding work,,. It

is worrying that these variables were not found in t.he

factor "people orientation". This seemed to indicate

that confidence in one's communication skills was seen by

the medical students in this study prior to their fourth

year as one reason for medicine being easy, rather than

attribute for developing

Further research is needed

have

as a necessary

r^rith pat.ients.

CST in the fourth year course made any

relationships

to see if the

difference to

this - Will- video f eerlhack change this belief ? Can the
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deeper attitudes of medical students be changed? Cohort

studies are needed to find t.his out. The literature on

student selection for medical school is stil1 in its

infancy. How can medical schools confidently select

students who will be caring communicating doctors?

There \á/ere furt.her studies on medical_ student beliefs

training at the

at.titude, not

study students

about aspects of CST before and after

Unit. These represented changes in

necessarily behaviour.

reported, ât the end of

to ask patients about

social- history. fs this

In the next

CST that. they felt it riì/as easier

their feelings and about their

because such things were not as

relevant to them when t.hey previously took a history from

a patient in hospital with íts biomedical focus and

systems review protocol? They also reported that. video

feedl¡ack helped them understand how the patient felt

during the consultation and also how they felt

themselves. Femal-e students aL the end of CST reported

that it was harder to make information giving statemenLs

more than mal-e students. Future research should examine

these student beliefs and compare them with their

compet.ence in communicating with either standardised

patients or patients. One of the thesis studies on Sp

body language has addressed this and is described later.

Because videotape \^¡as a tool in the student feedback

process, the next study investigated how the students



felt about being videotaped. The

anxious people f el-t when they

thesis study found that after the
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literature reported how

that they f el-t

video, receiving

that they felt

The also felt

more comfort with seeing themselves on

feedback from their tapes and they said

more in control when being videot.aped.

that their skills in videotaping had

of patients' and

liked more being

The groups who

female students

studies need to

abl-e, with their

improve patient

were videotaped. The

CST the students stated

haemoglobin, decrease hl4gertensive

blood pressure, improve patients'

improved as well as their understanding

also their own body language. They also

videotaped with their colleagues present.

felt more uncomfortabl-e than others were

and younger students. The two previous

confident about being

potent.ially

be interpreted with caution however as there \^/ere no

control- groups.

The next study on student at.titudes did include, in part

aim was to find outof the study, a

if students felt

control group. The

communication skil-Is, to

care. In the larger uncontrolled group of students there

were at.titudinal increases in confidence about being abLe

with their communication skil,ls to decrease diabetic

patients'

patients'

emotional

glycated

diastolic

health,

improve patient's

pain control.

improve patients'

functional status

s)¡mptom resolution,

The smal-l-er group of

improve patients'

students showed

and

reported attitudinal increases in confidence about being



able, with their communication ski1ls to
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decrease

hl4pertens j-ve patients' diastolic blood pressure,

emotional- health, symptom resolution and functional

slatus compared with a control group of students in the

same year who v/ere at the same hospital doing t.heir

medical ward attachment. The control group had only an

increase in confidence about patient symptom

This study was about attitudes only, not

attitudinal

student competence in these areas

resolution

The nexL study (in Chapter 6) attempted

students' own perceptions of psychological

consulting with their actual performance in

as measured by the number of open

psychological questJ-ons that they asked-

to compare

aspects of

consultation

and closed

It was found

that there \¡ras no link between the students'

psychological perspective of consulting and their

psychological quest.ioning behaviour in the consultation.

Nor was it linked to positive SP feedback about that

consul-tation using "enablement" as a measure. It seems

that many

psychological

consultation.

students had a false sense of their

orientation of themsel-ves in t.he

-Ln has

Patient and the Illness,

landmark book The Doctor, His

Michael Balint wrote, "A furt.her

the traditional courses is that

consideration the fact that the

reason for t.he failure of

they have not taken into

acquisition of psychotherapeutic skill does not consist

only of learning something ner^¡: it invariably entails a



limited, though

personal iLy . "

medical- schools

goals.

considerable change in
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the doctor's

This was written in 7952 but it seems

have still a way to go to achieve his

Non verbal behaviour in the students' consul-tations \^Iere

report.ed in Chapter 6. Non verbal behaviour was chosen

to study as videotapes record eye contact and knee

posit j-on well-. There were two studies of eye contact.

The first measured introductory behaviour (after the

student settled into the chair) at the beginning of the

consul-tation, until t.he point where they Looked away from

the SP in order to read the SP's medical notes on the

desk- At t.he end of the communications skilIs training

there was a link between the duration of this

introductory behaviour and the SPs' perception that the

student was a good communicator and they woul-d go to this

student if he or she was a real doctor. This increased

if the duration of introductory behaviour increased. It

was also found that femal-e students had a greater

duration of introduct.ory behaviour compared with male

students.

This study was repeated with only one SP who was

interviewed by the whole group of 106 students. Unlike

the previous study which used many different SPs there

was no link between duration of introductory behawiour

and the SP's perceptíon t.hat she felt that the student
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communicat.ed wel-I or she r¡roufd go to that student as a

doctor. There \¡¡aS

introductory behaviour

psychological questions

no link between duration of

and the number of open

students. In this

correlation between

communicaLor" and

asked by the

SP reported a posit.ive

this student as a good

study the

"regarding

"going to

"enab1ed" .

this student as a doctor" with feeling more

fn the study of SP knee position, the SP's enablement and

decision making scores hrere lower in

where the SPs crossed their knees. This

indicat.ed a body posture reflecting

consultation - There \^ras aduring the

negative correlat,ion between the student

participatory

consul-tations

may have

defensiveness

how well they consul-ted

as the participatory

research is needed on

and the enablement

decision making

perception of

score as weII

score. More

the non verbal- behaviour of both

students and SPs.

Overall the studies show that

medical- students' consulting

asking open ended questions

can be done with more video

it is possible to change

behaviour with respect to

in the consultation. This

feedback. More research is

needed to see if this positive behaviour lasts. Another

finding is how inaccurate students' view are of their

ability to communj-cate well in the consultation. This
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CST in their curriculum.
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a considerable amount of

7.2 Discussion

If we need to improve communication skil-Is in doctors

(and the literat.ure seems to say we do) then we need to

train medical students to change their consulting

behaviour. There are several problems though. First is

the medical student him/herself. One study in the thesis

suggests that confidence in communication skiIls in a

group of medical students is not l-inked to career values

that relate to working with people. Have we got the

selection process right for medical students? Once

sel-ected, does a medical f aculty bel-ieve in traini-ng

their students in working successfully with pat.ients or

does the curricul-um have a mind/body split with the

biomedical reductionist paradigm dominating? The

attitudes of medical- student.s towards CST must be

addressed if positive change

occur. They must be taught in

with people who genuinely want

behaviour. On the other hand,

to communication is to

a supportive

to help them

environment

change t.heir

challenged

responded

they must be

and most students in the studies in this t.hesis

that

found

they

ir
felt uncomfortable being videotaped but they

after

CST they

and more

about aspects of vídeotaping

it and they felt the process

They also felt more confident

helpful - In the

felt more positive

comfortable with

studies in t.his thesis

had improved their skill-s.



about using their communication skitls
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to improve

and emotíonalpatients'

health.

blood pressure functional status

AtI of these perceptions must be interpreted

with caution however as all- but the l-ast study were

known if studentlacking control groups and it is not

attitudes correlate with their communication skil1s in

reality

The studies have shown how poor the medical- students !ì/ere

their own communication skills andin assessing

psychological orientation when it came to the feedback of

SPs with whom they consulted. Their confidence in

communication skills did not match with t.he Sp enablement

or participatory decision making score. It seems there

is no point in increasing medical students, confidence in

t.heir communication skil-Is when this does not correlate

with competence in this area. It coul-d be argued that

a valid way to

psychological

not

t.hat SP f eedback

using standardised patient feedback is

interpret the students' confidence

orientation but a Dutch study reports

and

can be linked to feedback from real general practice

patients. Learning can be experiential - leading to

deeper discussion/understanding; or experiential

leading to act.ion/change in behaviour. Both have their

place but the biggest aim of CST should be to change t.he

students' behaviour. The method of changing this is

getting students to undertake an interview while others

observe. Students engage in feedback about the
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specificinterview, rehearse alternative approaches

skills and perhaps try again in part or in

performance becomes a significant part of

fulI. Here

the course

content. This is not just. knowing about effective

communication but being able to communicate effectively

It is important to find out how the students feel but

this is to help them and their tutor to make behavioural

change. One study in

behavioural change in one

psychological) with the CST

to see how long such change

Using SPs is valuable but in

paid. It may be cheaper to

a\ivareness of communiCation

this thesis showed student

area of questioning

and more research is

(open

needed

Iasts.

The second problem is money. It is cheaper

IecLure to 100 students than to encourage

change

trained

in communication which requj-res smaÌl

facilitators and much feedback and

the future they

to give a

behavioural

groups, wel-I

reflection -

may not get

simply

skills

raise the students'

rather t.han creat.e

short sighted

small groups

learning not

help patients

behawioural change. However t.his may be a

approach. Vthite problem based learning has

it's behavioural change ambitions are about

using knowledge and communication skil-1s to

undergo positive healt.h change.

And therein lies the third problem. Does the training of

medical students in communication skills cause positive

change in pati-ents? There is not enough research to
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there is

evidence that good communication skills can positively

affect glycated Hb and diastolic blood pressure things

the future suchthat are biomedically measurable. In

measures of chronic illness management may be the way to

assess CST. The problem is to work out how much of the

improvement in pat.ient outcome was due to the students'

behaviour and how much to other variabl-es. There ís a

need for much more research in this area. A likely venue

for the research could be hospital diabetic outpatients

but patients woufd need to be ethically and carefully

selected -

The fourth problem is how long does positive change in a

student's communication skil-ls last? Maguire has

measured f ive years f or intervj-ewing skil-l-s (not

including open ended psychosocial- questions) and Gask

(who used general practice trainers for general practice

with feedback involving trainer utterances) 18 months.

Gask managed with her training (which in this thesis has

been discussed) to keep t.he trainees' Iearnt psychosocial

questioning behaviour. In this thesis we seemed to

increase open ended psychological questioning in medical

students with greater video feedback with Gask's form of

trainíng but how long this lasts htas not known. Part of

every medical schools' assessment shoul-d be folfowing the

behavj-oural change in cohorts of their students. Indeed

those who accredit medicaf schools should insist on such
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a Iack of uniform assessment
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is consistently

of communicationst.ating

skiIls

schoofs

medical

training in both British and United States medical

and it would not be surprising if Australian

schools had the same problem.

The fifth problem is that much of the teaching and

assessment in this thesis \^ras done on standardised

patients not real patients. The greatest weakness in

many of the studies in the thesis is that the

observations were made on standardised patients.

Attempts were made to minimise the weakness by t.raining

t.hem to reproduce what. reaIly happened to t.hem and using

SPs with chronic illnesses.

In the study

video and SP

neither the

questions were

eliminate the

real pat.ients.

where the group of students who had more

feedback asked more open ended questions,

student nor the SP was aware that the

categorised. This stitl however does not

weakness as the students did not interview

Real patients usually present

Askingdoctor, have the consultation and leave

to the

a group

of students to each interview the same patient again and

again does not get around the problem- Nor does allowing

the student to interview a patient each help because of

case wariability. This is what makes an SP so attractive

in assessment. In the SP's used for the studies in this
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thesis the adherence to their story was repeatedly

checked so that. no drift away from it occurred

A possible way to diminish case variability j-n real

patients would be to screen them with self administered

questionnaires prior to the consultations with the

student. Goldberg did this by using the general health

questionnaire on patients with psychiatric problems.

Other possible self administ.ered questionnaires could

incl-ude the Nottingham Hea1th Prof ile or SF36. AII t.his

woul-d require considerable extra effort in a clinical

setting however and there may be many other varj-ables in

the consultation.

Another vray

standardised patients more. A Dutch

study

with

compared general practice trainees'

SPs and selected practice patients. The

rate of an inadequate rating in communication

high.

Such research is important and more needs to be done as

SPs who are well- trained may be ef fect.ive assessors. In

countries where for whatever reason SP's cannot be paid

there is a place for vol-unteers. The st.udy in this

thesis suggests these volunteers are different from other

vol-unteers and obviously more research needs to be done

here. The experience in George Washington Universit.y of

would be to research the validity of

general practice

performance

predictive

skills was



usrng

these

skilIs
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senior medical- students as SPs is interesting as

SP students benefited in their own communication

from the

This ís a way of

experience of

allowing CST

does however

create standardised patients.

in some medical schools the SPs

assessing younger students.

to extend ríght. through the

take considerable time and

There is a

training may

IIcurriculum.

effort to

danger that

be mediocre and methods of assessing medical students'

Iack uniformity with othercommunication skiIls may

medical schools and also be inwalid. Those who give

medical schoofs accreditation should assess the quality

of training and maint.enance of the schools, SPs.

ïn assessment of students more research is needed on the

validity of SP's judgements at the end of the

consultation about 'enablement' and .participatory

decision making'. Patients suffering from common chronic

illnesses l-ike hlrpertension, asthma, diabetes could be

used especially if they had similar self administered

health profiles. Again however consultations are complex

and sometimes difficult to categorise.

Finally there seems to be a problem of not enough

research into the non verbal aspects of general practice

years over l-5, 000consulting. Over the past 1O

videotaped consultations of

and their SPs v/ere observed -

fourth year medical students

As a resul-t of this, three

st.udies r¡/ere done on the non verbal behaviour of



standardised patients and the

student introductory behaviour

enablement. In one study and
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students. The duration of

did not correlate with SP

in the other the positive

correlation occurred at the end of communication skil_Is

training and not at the beginning. What thís all means

is not cl-ear and this could be a fruitful area for

research. The study on open and closed knee positions

found SPs who had closed knee positions at one point or

all of the consultation, reported less enablement.

Research measuring knee position at different. times in

the consultation could be another future area for

research.

In conclusion, CST needs to concentrate on ways to cause

positiwe consulting behaviour in medical_ students. This

t.hesis demonstrates that more video feedback and Sp

feedback can achi-eve this and more research is needed to

see how long this learning lasts. It. is a fact that the

acquisition of communication skills is tantamount to the

discovery of a number of hard and unpleasant facts about

one's o\^/n limitations so students must have teachers who

can sensitively challenge them. In the final sectj_on of

this thesis, the author's empirical findings are placed

within a broader context of likely fut.ure changes in the

tasks of general practice. The economic, social and

demographic features of the twenty-first. century will

place increasing demands on the communication skills of

general practitioners.
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7 .3 What will we teach uredical students McWhínney or

McWorId?

In the Western world general practitioners wiII perform

most of the patient consultations except perhaps in the

United States where there is stiII an undersupply of

generalist doctors. A general practitioner or family

physician is "the physician who is primarily responsible

for providing comprehensive health care to every

individual seeking medical care, and arranging for ot.her

health personnel to provide services when necessary. The

family physician functions as a generalist who accepts

everyone seeking care, whereas other health providers

limit access to their services on the basis of â9ê, sex,

and/or diagnosis" (VùONCA 1991) .

If the medical undergraduate curriculum is to include

general practice in the 27'E cent.ury, it may be useful to

help students understand what is unique about it. Four

unique features of general practice have been described

(McWhinney 1996).

Firstly, it is the only medical discipline to define

itself in terms of relationships, especially the doctor-

patient relationship. Secondly, general practitioners

tend to think in terms of individual patients rather than

generalised abstractions and thirdly, general practice is
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based on an organismic rather than a mechanistic metaphor

of biology. Finally, general practice is the only major

field that transcends the dualistic division between mínd

and body.

Where does this McWhinney definition fit in the new

McWorld? Are McWhinney's definitions of what is unique

to general practice relevant in a worl-d

embrace Postmodernism? One definition of

is that it is a style of thought which is

classical notions of t.ruth, reason,

objectivity, of

ultimate grounds

doctor-patient

single frameworks, grand

of explanation (Eagleton

that seems to

Postmodernism

suspicious of

identity and

narratives or

1997) . Is the

relationship one of these classical

notions? One can understand Postmodern suspicion of the

doctor-patj-ent relationship if it does not accommodate

patient autonomy but by definition Postmodernism offers

no replacement.

ft has been argued that Postmodernism in practice scoops

up something of the material- Iogic of Advanced Capitalism

and Lurns thj-s aggressively against its spirit.ual

foundations (Eagleton 1,997) . The doctor-patient

relationship may be a rernnant of the o1d order which

society has not decided to give up yet along with the

polling boot.h and the law court. However, society may

need to examine medical schools to see if they regard

pat.ient autonomy as important because the future medical
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principles. There is already

teaching of the psychosocial-
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by Postmodern Capitalist

evidence of damage to the

aspects of medicine from

financial cutbacks (Reisser 1988, Markel et aI 1990) -

The doctor-patíent relationship and the curricult¡¡t

The relationship has some paralleIs with the provider-

consumer relationship in the area of consumer

satisfact.ion (Sofaer et aI 1993) . However a general

practitioner in a Welsh mining village 30 years ago wrote

about the "Inverse care lah/" . By thj-s he meanl that t.he

availabitity of good medical care tends to vary inversely

wj-th the need for it in the population served (Tudor Hart

1971,) . It seems that. Family Medicine will be challenged

even more in this millennium by the increasing divide

between rich and poor in all- countries and general

practitioners will be asked to help people to

constrr.ctiwely cope with these changes (Cox L995, Westin

l-995) . As there is evidence that current society places

the general practitioner-patient reLationship higher than

leveIs of satisfaction with technical or accessibility

issues (Humphreys L997, Stevens et aI 1-999) , personal

doctoring will be part of the future. Therefore personal

doctoring should be maintained in future general practice

undergraduate t.raining.

In areas where there are not enough general

practitioners, a doctor may see many patients each day
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hrith resultant short consultation times. The cost to

society

patient

patient

lees),

(Howie

preventive

may be a decrease in the quality of the doctor-

relationship. This may translate into less

participation in the consultation (Kaplan et al-

patients feeling l-ess enabled about their healt.h

et al I99L) and patients being offered less

and psychosocial medicine (RowIand et al

1986 ) . This approach contradicts aII the McV'Ihinney

features the doctor-patient relatj-onship, the patient

as an individual, clinical complexity and the

transcendence of the mind/body sp1it. Short term cost

saving by a quick cheap consultat.ion may occur at the

expense of long term gains l-ike less end organ damage

from preventive strategies that requíre time spent by the

doctor counselling about chronic illness management.

Such counselling would include giving the patient time to

raise issues and concerns about their il-Iness, its impact

on their lives and t.heir personal management strategies

(Martin et aI 1,999, Brown et aI 1997) . I^le already know

that patients suffering from diabetes have better

glycated haemoglobin level-s if t.hey have more control in

the consultation (Kaplan et aI 1989) .

There is the possibiliLy that the patients of the future

will be very stressed due to the rapidity of social

change. Helping patients deal with stress requires a

good doctor-patient relationship. Such a relationship

may be important for pat.ienLs who present. wit.h somatising
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s)¡mptoms of underlying menLaI heal_th problems Iike

depression which is predicted to become the major chronic

illness of the future. About 9% of patients present to

their general practitioner wit.h vague and non specific

problems to be managed (tfre so called undifferentiated

illness) and in some of these patients management of

somatisation may be needed which requires both time and

skill (eridges-Webb et al- 1986, Frith et al- :-992). As

community mental- health care teams attempt to deal with

major psychiat.ric disorders, much of what other people

suffer from may increasingly become work for the general

practitioner (Tylee 1,99'7) . fn addition, the young adult

age group which is at greatest risk from suicide, ffiây

require greater relationship skiIIs from their general

practitioner (Moorhead 1999) .

other future needs for a good doctor-patient relationship

may be for patient compliance with prevent.ive health

strategies

survival-

relat j-onship

every general

and chronic illness

an increasingly

and communication

practitioner.

management. For sheer

Iitigious world, good

skills may be needed by

of medical

1n

rf we assume that the doctor-patient relat.ionship shourd

be in the general practice curriculum, how should it be

taught? Video feedback has been found useful_ in creating

students'Iasting improvement in some aspects

duringcommunication behaviour their training in



psychiatry (Maguire et aI 1986) .

behaviour of medical students has

Change

been seen
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in consulting

in a general

practice setting (Evans et aI L992, Usherwood 1993,

Moorhead et aI 1999) using a method successfully used in

general practice trainees (Gask et aL 1988) . More

research is needed to see if this Iasts. There are

already teaching methods available to learn how to

reattribut.e physical slrmptoms back to the underlying

psychosocial cause in a general practice set.ting with

somatising patients (Gask et al- 1989) .

Al-so there may be a greater need for the use of

Standardised Patients in the future curri-cuIum. White

Standardised Patients can be used in as simple a form as

role-playing a patient's history, the most powerful form

invol-wes t.he total portrayal of the pat.ient in a complete

encounter (Abrahamson 1996) . There may be a need for

medical- schools to have many well- trained SPs for

teaching, feedback and examj-ning. Their rol-e in giving

marks for student consulting behaviour may become as

important as those of the academic general practitioner

when students are examined. Medical schools that cannot

afford to pay for SPs wil-I need to rely on volunteers.

Other schools may co-operate and share a pool of Sps

(Farmer 1999) -
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Managed care and the curriculu¡r

The general practitioner may be asked to continue to be a

gatekeeper as well as an advocate for his or her patients

in the future. This ambiguous role will- therefore need

to be included in the curriculum. Already in medical

schools in the USA utilisation review and effective

gatekeeping are part. of the curriculum (Ramsbottom-

Lucieret et al- L999) and ín Britain students are being

taught. how to audit in general practice (Morrison et al

re97) -

There may already be elements of general practice that

are cost effective. Expectant mánagement means waiting

by the general practitioner for a patient outcome to

occur rather than ordering many expensive tests. This

may require experience and careful thinking by the doctor

and a trusting relationship which is based on previous

knowledge of the patient. Such an approach has been

shown to save costs in consulting with children, the

e1der1y, those suffering from chronic illness and those

who present with psychosocial- probÌems (Hjortdahl et aI

1991-). Here McWhinney and McWorId may be congruent.

There is already evidence that continuity of care can be

taught in general practice to medical students by

allowing them exposure via their preceptors to a few

families each week for a least a year (Hadac et al L979) .
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trust

could be a price to pay when postmodernists

Trust is an essential element of the
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devalue

docLor-

patient relationship. It may be that patients are

leaving some Health Maintenance Organisations in the USA

because they feel a lack of it. Also in some HMOs there

may be a lack of trust between managers and doctors.

Where HMO managers direct utilisation management at the

macroscopic leveI and grant doctors autonomy to blend

McWhinney with McWorId l-ess tension exists (Clancy et al

L995) , but where the doctor is excessively financially

manipulated enemies are created (Kerr et. a1 1999) . There

is some evidence that. doctors who have more professional

autonomy tend to encourage their patients to participate

more in the consul-tation (Kaplan et al 1,996) .

Medical students may need to know more about management

skil-ls and methods. They may need in fuLure to be more

exposed to the real world and to think about health

organisations both

operate. They will

conflicts that can

and advocating.

government and private and

afso need to l-earn to cope

how t.hey

with t.he

occur between gatekeeping

development and stress

emphasised more, and more

the selection process for

sometimes

Personal

management may need to be

research wilI be needed on

entry into medical schools. Something will- need to be

incorporated in the

prevent suicide

especially with the

curriculum with undergraduates to

future general practitionersl_n

female students. It is possible that
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we need more students who can cope with conflict. and

change and are willing to give to society as well as

receive (Groves 1978) .



Denography and the

By the year 2030,

persons per person of

OECD countries will be
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curriculum

t.he estimated dependency ratio (aged

working age) if averaged for the

O .37. Most of these people will

but will be ambulantnot be in nursing homes

and using their general

adults (Bridges-Webb et

The student may need to

with a patient as well

(Cocks 1,999)

practitioner more

aI 1992) . Most of

Iearn how to become a

wil-1 experience one or more chronic illnesses. The cosL

on average of managing the health care for people with

chronic illness aÌready is three times the cost of the

care delivered to others (Christiansen et al 1998) . It

is estimated that this cost will increase dramatically in

the future.

ft is likety that there will be a greater need to include

the AIma Ata principles of Primary Health Care into the

future curriculum because of a possible greater need to

incorporate soc j-a1 networks of the pat.ient into

management as funding for community agencies continues to

decl-ine. Counselling, especially grief counselling for

loss of loved ones through rel-ationship breakdown and

al-so for loss of function from the more prevalent chronic

illnesses may be needed, and effective management of an

increasing number of patient addict.ions may be

than younger

these people

required.

negotiator

as the third party funder while

remainj-ng an advocate for the patient which sometimes

may be an impossible task. How to survive in ambiguous
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taught.
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situations may be a critical skill to be

In chronic illness management, information technology to

aid in monitoring will be used more but with careful

privacy safeguards.

hospitaì- outpatient

perhaps include how

between special-ist and

not be any generosity

approach it may be

As future lack of funds will close

clinics, the curricul-um should

to share care in the communit.y

general practitioner. There will

from McV'Iorld to help in this new

that both specialist and general

remunerationwil-I need to sort out how much

them from a

practitioner

be paid to

(Hopkins et

communicator

al- L996) - The

if he or she

diminishing source of funds

student will need to be a good

chooses general practice as the

relate to specialist and alliedpractitioner will need to

health prof essional-s as wel-I as the patient and the

patient's social supportive networks-

As a result, medical students will need to learn even

more how to work in a heal-th team. To learn this they

will need to be task oriented, to know what. their o\¡rn

profession can offer to the task and learn in an

environment free of professional po$/er ptay. The chronic

ill-ness patient's home may replace the tutorial room for

a learning environment and etiquette wil_l be an important

part of the curriculum.
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Genome research may create diagnoses where probability of

phenotypic expression will be based on individually known

genotypic tendencies of patíents. Also this research

will after the general practit.ioners, approach to

therapeutics (Cleariham 1998) . We will need medical

graduates who can communicate werl to explain scientific

jargon to individuat patients as weII as the

probabilities of specific genes affecting them in the

future. Às it is likely that there wiII not be enough

genetic counsell-ors to go around, the general

practitioner will- be the person asked many of these

questions.

The precepÈor

The general practice preceptor may be strongly wooed by

medicar school in the future. Medical schools wirl have

Iess money and because of their dependence on the

teaching hospital, fewer patients as investigations wilr

be largely performed outside the hospital and patients,

stay witl be as short as possible. Much of the health

care in the fut.ure wilr be in the community (oswal-d

1991-) - By making their academic aeneral practitioners

redundant. medical schools will save money by using

preceptors who may be cheaper to pay or may be paid for

by someone else. The medical schools will also get free

teaching space in the form of consurting rooms and free

patient reception. The school wiII get some general

practitioners who may be natural teachers as many
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consultation skiIls (Stephens et aI 1999) -
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patient - centred

However, problems may emerge. Close observation of the

student-patient relationship may be replaced by sporadic

teaching from a preceptor who has a service

responsibility to his or her patients (Usatine et aI

1995) . I¡'IhiIe patients are happy with students consulting

them prior to the precept,or seeing them (Bentham et al

1999) , no third party is giving feedback on the student, s

consulting behaviour unless the busy preceptor finds time

for it. Medical- schools that place val_ue on consulting

skills may employ staff highly skilled in video feedback

to visit the practice or view videotapes, while others

may not bother. The future assessments of students in

Departments of General Practice may become more formative

than they are nor¡¡ (Elliott 1,999) . This implies that.

academics and practitioners may need more training in

this type of assessment. If this does not happen,

summative measures will remaín-

Another problem may be a lack of good precept.ors. What a

good preceptor is will need definition. Care will be

needed to nurture and reward these teachers (Foley et aI

L996) as they may become an endangered species due to

over exploiting by aggressive medical school-s. However

the preceptors witl have the upper hand in the future.

If they chose to, they could outvote the academics in the



medical faculty. Effective medical schools
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wilI have

in their medical

r_s described as

(ie patient-

students by

good relationships with their preceptors and reward them

with clinical faculty appointments that are more than a

pretence.

Education

workshops

a1 1997) .

They wil-l- also give them Continuing Medical

discounts, book discounts and most import.antly

for improving clinical teaching (pulkerson et

frequent and

The workshops of the future may be more

consLanL evaluation of community teaching

may be done (Green et aI 1998) .

In such an environment the preceptor may become a long-

of all medicalLerm mentor to the student. Exposure

students to preceptors at an early stage

training may become commonplace (Matson

such mentors practice in a fashion that

et al L999) . rf

un]-que

centred)

example.

to general practice by McV'Ihinney

they may be teaching this to their

However as well as this, there may also be a need for

intense vi-deo feedback of students' communication skills

as there is evidence that students' confidence in t.his

does not match their performance (Marteau i-99T) nor is it

linked to values of caring for people (Moorhead 2000) .

Also it may be an oversimplification in communication

skill-s training to train doctors to speak differently

when their basic skills at cult.ivating and using the
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therapeutic relationship remain underdeveloped (Winefield

1992) . Similarly there seems no point in a

communications course whose function is to train people

to shake the patient's hand unless there is an

understanding of when and why this matters (Ske1ton et aI

1997) . These superficial courses are attractive in the

new McWorld as they can be taught cheaply. A further

reason for the failure of the traditional courses is t.hat

they have not taken into consideration the fact that the

acquisition of psychotherapeutic skil-I does not consist

only of learning something new: it invari-ably aLso

entails a limited, though considerable change in the

doctor's (or student's) personality (Balint 1-952) - This

change can create anxiety as limitations of a student's

behaviour are exposed, but this cognitive dissonance can

be turned gently into behavioural change by a welI

trained and trusted teacher to arrive at what Neighbour

calIs "epiphany". This he defines an unusually powerful

feeling of cognitive resonance when a particularly far

reaching or deep-going piece of learning has taken place

(Neighbour l-996) . This highlights the need for teachers

and preceptors in t.he curriculum who are wel-l- trained at

giving feedback.

7.4 Concl-usion

We should include the principles of uniqueness of General

Practice in the future curriculum if we believe that it

produces good health outcomes and patients would l-ike it.



There is current evidence meeting both of
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these criteria

and there are aspects of postmodern econom.ic

that support this and others that do not. It

the curriculum for the future wiII be firmly

community and more request.s wiIl be made

practitioners to help teach undergraduates.

rationalism

may be that

set ín the

to general

Consulting

skills are crucial if McWhinney's principles of

uniqueness are to

to produce lasting

be honoured. At present the best way

positive consultíng skills in medical

students seems to be by using video feedback. This

requires skilled teachers and protect.ed time but both of

these may be a casualty of future economic rationalism.

The future curriculum may include a 1ot more of this

method of communication skilIs training but this wiII

only happen if old st.y1e consulting skills are valued not

only by patients but more importantly by those who

currently hold the responsibifity of training medical

undergraduates and post graduates.
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APPENDIX À

The Experiences of Students and their Teachers in a

General Practice Preceptorship Scheme

Robert Moorhead

(Published Aust Fam Phys Vol 5, March, 1976)

This article is the result of assessíng

Universítypreceptor reports from

Scheme. Its aim is to present, in an

form, the feelings of etudents and preceptors about theír

experiences ín this schene.

until recently, it was difficult for a medical student.to find

out about what went on in a general practice. If he r^/as

f ortunate to have had a relative who \¡¡as a general

practit.ioner he may have gained some insight by 'sitting in,

on surgery consultations, or doing home visits with him. More

often than not, the onry experience a student had was based on

his or her attendance to the family's doctor as a patient over

the years. He may also have read Cronin,s .The Citadel,, or

observed the terevised activities of TannochJrrae, but the Dr

Finalay myth is not in tune with bot.h the science and humanity

of today's community medicine.

To cope with this problem, most

the

140 paired etudent and

of NSW Preceptorshíp

organised and readabLe

attach their medical students to

training. This is an att.empt

wider

Aust.ralian universities now

general practitioners for

provide students with someto

introduction to the problems of sickness in the



communit.y that occur

the University of NSV'I

outside hospitals. One such

Preceptorship Scheme.

Community Medicine course, medical students

year are attached to general practitioners

Sydney.

Before commencing

l-ectures about

University. They

surgery and each

consultations and

'teacher' Today, the Lerm

who takes an undergraduate
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scheme is

As part of the

in their fifth

in and around

the attachment, most students are given

aspects of community medicine at the

then meet their general practitioner at his

student sits in with his or¡rn doctor during

The

a preceptor.

which means

in most cases, physical examinations.

general practitioner in this scheme is termed

This word derives f rom t.he Latin praeceptor

is given

medical

to a practising

student as a

physician

resident

student and gives him personal training l-n the practice of

medicine. In the scheme, st.udents attend the sick in their

homes and in institutions, such as nursing and geriatric

homes, with their preceptor. The attachment last.s a week and

at the end of it students and their preceptors are asked to

write a report about their experiences. This article is about

these reports.

Questions asked and comnents made

The students were asked the following quest.ions: ..I¡lhat is

your opinion of the scheme? Please be frank. What interested

you most? Least? What did you find most difficult? Least?,,
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This hras a reasonably unrestricted questionnaire and most

students wrote two pages of comments. I personally read 140

student reports and their matched preceptor reports, and I was

struck by the símilarity of certain ideas recurring in report

after report.

Eight-five percent of students stated that the scheme \^ras a

success.

Sll'CCCSS

(rhe remaining 12

or failure). One

percent made no comment as to

student wrote rrr found my

worthwhile

experience

care. In

attachment to a general practitioner a very

experience. ft complements the teaching hospitat

because it. deal-s with different. aspects of patient

addition, it helps a student

view of general practice and

determine at first hand his o\,ì/n

thus helps counteract the vj-ew

gained in a teaching hospital that one settles for general

practice only if one cannot specialise. "

Many students (two thirds in fact) mentioned the psychological

and social side of general practice and appreciated the role a

general practitioner plays as a counsel-lor to his patients.

This point was illustrat.ed by the comment of one student

"The scheme made me realise the extent of counselling which

occurs in general practice and the skil-1s required to give

adequate social and emotional help to individuals and

f amilies. " .Another student wrote . . . "I¡trhat interested me most

was the way Dr 
- 

handled his pat.ients. It was different from

the way hospitalised doctors treated hospitalised patients.

Dr not only knew his patient,s names but al_so their



occupat.ions, interests and

and friend. His technique
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hobbies. He was both their doclor

interested me and I endeavoured to

pick up points

employ them in

in the \ntay

future. "

he handl-ed patients so that I could

Another student admitted; "I have a

of how to tell people that

feeL like fools for

bet.ter idea now than prevJ-ousIy

they do not have a serious illness, et that their child is not

at death's door, without

coming along, something I

makì-ng them

have often witnessed in casualty

I also picked up val-uab1e experience in how todepartments -

recognise and

psychological

'check up'

inquire

problems

after and deal with hidden family or

beneath the facade of a 'headache' or a

AlI the students had been introduced to hospital wards before

their experience in general pracLice, and 60 per cent of their

reports mentioned the marked difference in the two styles of

"In brief, Ihealth delivery. The most apt comment was

met personalities rather than cases. " Another student

commented that, "the thing that impressed me most \^ras the

ability of the general practitioner to take a personal and

long term interest in the patient, in contrast to specialist

work in the hospitals where it is much more impersonal. "

Another l-amented, "I think it is a shame that for most of us

(from non-medj-caI families) the first contact with clinical

medicine is in the highly specialised teaching hospitals and

not general practice." The following idea hras afso stated;

*I had subconsciously developed the idea that all important

medical work v/as centred on hospitals and the specialists



associated with them. There is a tendency in

concentrate on the presenting problem, and there

vague notion of
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hospital to

is only a

how the patient's total situation is affecting

the hospital, the student seldom has a chancehis problem.

to study the

individual, as

In

effect of a disease on the patient as an

a member of a family unit and of society."

The docÈor/patient relationship

Half of the student reports (51

importance of

practice. This

"There is

between patient

general practice-

this idea: "I

experience and a

valuable clue in

the doctor/patient

was emphasised well

a very personal and

and doctor. This had

percent) mentioned the

relationship in general

in one student's comment

intimate relationship

to dewelop.

which helped

taken years

The doctor developed a 'sense' about his patients

immensely in his LreaLment of them. He was a\¡rare of family

problems, the causes of Dad's ulcer, etc. He was treating

people as a whole and not as a surgical or medical problem.',

Forty percent of the studenL reports included a statement

mentioning the value of the personal and family history in

The following statements seem relevant to

think I am beginning to realise how much

personal knowledge of the patient can be a

the diagnosis of

ís the ideal

an illness" "The general

pract.itioner's room

effect of illness

family, his life's

place to gain an idea of the

ona person's life, how it affects his

work and play. f saw a truly beaut.iful

example of the loving relationship between two o1d people that



dramatically changed a great deal
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of my bias against geriatric

in words but I can't.medicine - wish I could explain it

The wide spectrum of morbidity seen in general practice rÀras

noted in 39 percent of student reports,

that the attachment was too

and 36 percent of

short and that thereports stated

students would Iike to 'follow up' patients over a longer

theirperiod of time.

attachment was too

two students stated thatOnly

1ong.

I¡Ihen it came to assessing how students f ound their

relationship with their preceptor, 32 percent felt they had

had a good relationship with their preceptorship and six

percent. felt they had a poor relatj-onship. The remaining

students did not make any statemenL about this aspect.

Further benefits

One third of the reports said the student had learnt about

practice management how to run a practice in a business

sense, how to employ staff, keep records and accounts etc. In

a quarter of the reports, students admitted that t.hey f el_t

embarrassed, or Iike an intruder in the presence of bot.h

doctor and patient. About the same number of students said

they enjoyed accompanying their preceptor on home visit.s.

There was a host of ideas expressed in 10 to 20 percent of

student reports. fn this group students stated
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that t.he scheme had abolished previous misgivings they hado

o

held about general practice

o that they woul-d like to visit a general practice in the

country or in a different socio-economic setting

o that they would like to participate more in the diagnosis

and treatment of patients during their attachment

o that they found the distance required in travelling to the

allotted general practice too far

o that they feIt. that it was a rather dull- experience watching

their preceptor writing out repeat prescriptions

. that they noted how frequently common complaints occurred in

the overall number of doctor/patient contacts

seemed to be able to handl-e most. that their preceptor

problems that arose during consulting

t.hat they fel-t their preceptor was a good diagnosticiana

that t.hey learnL how

services to treat

geriatric and nursing

a general practitioner uses community

his patients, such as domiciliary,

facilities.

There !ìrere some interesting side benef its f rom the scheme. rt

transpired that one student sought help for some psychological

troubl-es from his preceptor and another had his deafness

confirmed and diagnosed by his preceptor. It would seem that

the scheme had become a student heal-th screeníng service as

weII. If I were asked what r,'¡as the most interesting student

comment, I would ans\^/er by quoting

"f am firmTy convinced that most

the following statement

of the medicaf coLtrse up



until third or fourth year is

remember Little and need the

an unnecessary l-oad-

f acts l-earned even
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I find I

Less. Any

circumferential facts of a disease process can best be learned

So consequentTy, if

disease and their

diagnosis and

doctor, in my

most impressive

a l-ot more time

when studying

students were

the disease in question

exposed immediately to

associated anatomy, biochemistry, pathoTogy,

management etc.t a better, more knowledgeabTe

opinion, wouLd result. "

I also found t.he following student's statemenL

and beautiful. trf woul-d have Liked to spend

there in that Toom, where people come with their myriad

slnnptoms, behind

doctor is given

sacred diaTogue

possible. It is

an agreement made

rol-es somehow

which their Lives hide, and

access to their person.

through

Now that

which the

seems a

to me in a way I had never before thought

as if , in ,some strange sil-ent wãy, there is

of trust, which goes way beyond occupationaL

the doctor is al-J-owed into the worl-d of

us are kept away except in the

It is not that every souJ- is

secrets from which most of

deepest of our relationships.

bared there but at different times, peopTe feeT free to let

and fears - "themselves ouE and speak their hopes

The preceptors' comnents

fn contrast to the student questionnaire, the preceptors,

comments were structured around eight questions:
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mainly good

came to t.he

of preceptors

11

1l- ].

An overwhel-ming

opinions of the

question of the

YOü, aS a person.

Does sex of student make any difference Lo you or to

your patienE?

Was studenÈ's attitude Eo preceptor one of

respect /def erence /of f - handednes s ?

Ív Vthat was the attitude of paÈients to students?

V Did the student's presence embarrass professional

relationshÍp?

vi Please give marks out of five (5) for:

Punctuality

Interest, attentiveness, keenness

Participation in discussion regarding the patient

Responsiveness to GP Lutoring

Awareness of the need for sel-ectivity in history

taking, examination and inwestigation

víi Do you think t.his studenL will- make a good doctor?

vl_LL Any further comment on student, scheme or this

questionnaire?

The answers to these questions may be summarised as follows:

95 percent

student as a

of preceptors had

person. when it

sex of the student, 82 percent



stated that it made no difference to them or the practice,

13 percent felt it did make a difference. Respect shown
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and

by

the student for the

preceptor reports.

students were fully

preceptor was

Sixty percent

accepted by all-

mentioned in 95

of preceptors

patients, but

percent of

said their

30

felt that a few patients were

student. Half of this number

bothered by the presence

percent

of the

stated that the presence of a

student embarrassed the professional relationship between

doctor and patient. Eight-two percent felt that their student

would be a good doctor, 10 percent did not answer the question

and one percent said the student would not.

Overall, preceptors felt that students were not aware of the

need of selectivity in history taking, examination and

investigation 'responsiveness to

that fared a little

general practice tutoring'

r¡ras a category better in the eyes of the

preceptors and 'punctuality', 'interest, attentiveness,

keenness', participation in discussion regarding the patient,

were given high scores. Over 50 percent of preceptors stated

that the presence of a student slowed their practice.

Discussion

When one considers the scheme as a whole, it would seem to

have found favour with the students. They have stated how

they found general practice to be different from hospitat

medicine and have come to realise the val-ue of the

doctor/patient relationship and personalised medicine.



it seems

seeing it

If a student graduates without
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a glimpse of general practice

tunnel vision of medicinethat he "develops

as oriented around the hospital ward structure. He

is unaware that the patients he sees are referred to the

structure by a continuing care doctor, and discharged from the

structure to the same. He is made aware mainly of academic

specialised medicine, simply because al-1 his lecturers are

specialist.s, all his tutors are specialists and al1 his

examiners are specialists. "6

The existence of schemes such as this one shoul-d give more

balance to every medical st.udent's education, but one wonders,

along with some students, about the short duration of this

a

scheme.

whether

general

remains

One ans\^rer which did not emerge in this survey v/as

decide onthis attachment had infl-uenced students to

practice as their career. This is something which

unknown, and obviously would be worthwhil-e pursuing at

intervals after the preceptorship is over.

It is interesting to look at the experiences of other

preceptorship schemes overseas. In the Minnesota Rural

Physician Associateship Programme, third year medical students

spent L2 months with a primary care physician located in a

rural- Minnesota communíty. The evaluation ínvolving 23

students concluded "Students have become more confident

and skill-ed Ín extracting data, especially in behavioural

areas. The expectation that three to six months \¡¡as the

minimum period ín which to develop understanding and ease of
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heal-thcare delivery was supported by student opinion.

Preceptor evaluations further suggest that major contributions

of the program include development and refinement of

procedural skills, improved knowledge of common illness, and

understanding and maturity in areas of interpersonal

relations - " 
7

In the University of Fl-orida College of Medicine Community

Health Clerkship, all medical students are required to enter a

five-week clerkship. In a97O-71, the faculty of the department

eval-uated the experience of 60 students and 33 preceptors. Of

the departmental goals examined, students reported that their

learning centred around the effects ofgreatest

attitudes

patient values.

significance

patient's

of healt.h

economi-c and

They reported

of patients'

and expectations on specific dimensions

care. (for example, definition of il-Iness, accessibifity for

treatment, expectation concerning the physician/patient

relationship, desired results from treatment and preferred

methods of payment. ) Students reported significant learning

concerning the influence of social factors on patient care

attitudes - Such learning experiences were apparent where the

patient population r,tlas seen to be different in socio-cultural

background from the student himsel-f.

Students were most sensitive to family,

educational factors affecting

of thel-ess understanding

occupations, religion and race upon health and care. Both

preceptors and students gave high ratings to t.he acquisition



of clinical and patient management skilIs during

exposure to general practice as

their medical education and that

be more attracted toward a

Students in this survey valued

Iasted for more than a week. In

Whether these undergraduate

students to become general

The previous Brit.ish survey

caused the student to be
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the

a valuable contribution to

such exposure causes them to

career in general practice.2

the experience greatly when it

another survey,3 most students

attachment schemes cause more

more attracted

programmes. Students stated that they experienced mosL

they hrere given greatestsatisfaction in these settings where

responsibility for patient care.t

In an Australian pilot study, twenty Melbourne and Monash

Universit.y students \^/ere attached to general practitioners as

part of t.heir fourth year training. In four reports

published, three mentioned the contrast that exists between

hospital medicine and the more personal style of general

practice.

From a questionnaire

British universities,

given to 328 final- year students in five

it \,vas concl-uded that students l-ook upon

fel-t that the general practitioner should play a larger rol-e

in the teaching of medical students.

practice,

undecided

practitioners is open to debate.

mentioned3 felt that such schemes

but that the majority of medical

towards general

students remain

about the nature of t.heir eventual career until
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after they have completed the undergraduate course. Indeed,

severaf authors have pointed out that. schools which emphasized

general practice seemed to be producing relatively sma1I

proportions of students expressing an intention to enter the

fie1d. a'5

FinaIIy, it would be interesting to know what the patient felt

about. preceptorship schemes. Wj-thout the patient there would

be no mentor and no apprentice. In a West London survey, t 68

percent of patients accepted v/ithout question the presence of

a student at their consul-tation. Eight percent rejected the

presence of a student absolutely, and 24 percent gave

instances of situations in which they would not. r,vant a student

present.

hospital

acceptable

personal

something

Other patients thought that what was acceptable in

(they had not minded the student there) , r¡/as not

in general practice where they felt they had a

relationship with their doctor, and this r^ras

t.hat in our NSWthey valued. It is interesting

stated thatsurvey, a

patient was

third of preceptors they felt the

embarrassed by the presence of a student.

Sunnary

The experiences of students and their Leachers in the

University of New South Wal-es' General- Practice Preceptorship

Scheme have been described. The scheme generally seems to

have found favour with students. Many stated how they found

general practice to be different from hospital medicine and

how they now appreciate what the doctor/patient. relationship



means. The importance of personal and family

general practice was also stressed by many students.

overwhelmingly gave good reports about their
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history in

\^Iere not aware of the need for

NSW,

in providing information for

the many students who took

The preceptors

students, but

selectívity in

Medicine at

this article

felt that they

history taking, examination and investigation

The experiences of students in overseas preceptorship schemes

rdere documented. It $/as evident that the NSI^I scheme was much

shorter in duration than any of the overseas schemes

discussed. I feel it is relevant that 36 percent of the

students in this survey volunteered the statement (in a

relatively unstructured questionnaire) that their exposure to

general practice was too short.
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APPENDIX B

Academic General Practice

A New Hospíta1 General Practice Teaching Unit,

The formation of the latest General Practice Teaching Unit in

an Australian hoepital is part of a naEional trend to teach

undergraduates and postgraduates about Eome parts of general

practíce usíng patÍents separated at triage from the accident,

and emergency departments. Planning this unit required nuch

negotiatsing between several Ínstitutions and a set of

guidelines on organisational relationships wae created.

Innovative features of the Modbury General Practice Teaching

Unit. incl-ude payment of teachers to attend compulsory medical

education workshops, dividing the FamiIy Medicine Programme

trainee's time between the unit and a neighbouring practice

and palrment of non-academic general practitioner teachers by

the South Austral-ian Gowernment, which eliminates the risk

that service interferes with teaching

The Modbury General Practice Teaching Unit is currently the

only hospital based unit of this kind in South Àustsra1ia.

(Med iI Àust 1991 154: 597-603)

McWhinneyl

the space

more, 250

states t.hat out of 1000 adul-ts over the age of 16 in

of a monLh, 750 will have experienced one illness or

will have attended their family doctor, nine wil-I



have been admitted to a community

have been admitted to a university

we have an ageing population in

hospital and only

teaching hospital.
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one wiII

Because

South Australia there are

three adults

hospital a

teaching is

on patients

per 1000 admitted to the university

month.2 It is here that the bulk of

carried out. Students learn by pract.ising

who wait more or less passively in bed

much of their autonomy

teaching

clinical-

medicine

, having

to the

more of

resigned their

hospital. This

the biomedical

clothing

kind of

and

treating patients who are, and generally prefer to remain,

dressed, mobile and independent. Psychosocial- aspects are

paramount here.

There is coordination in medical education for

clinical teaching shows much

aspects of practice than the psychosocial. Yet

go into general practice,50? of these medical students will

poor

with Royal

intoof General Practitioners (RÀCGP) the undergraduate

school- input intomedical curricul-um and Iittl-e medical

postgraduate training for general practice.

In an attempt to overcome the bias agaÍnst general practice in

Review of General- Practice

the establ-ishment of Chairs

the undergraduate curriculum, the

in South Austral-ia3 has recommended

of General Practice. The Review and the

have al-so recommended that there shoul-d be an

sharing approach by t.he university and the

practice education.

practice, little input from the Austral-ian

general

College

and Departments

Doherty Reporta

integrated and

RACGP to general
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The idea for a general practice teaching unit was first

described in a paper call-ed "Teaching general practices: what

is required".s It recommend.ed that teaching much be done with

undifferentiated illnesses, that good teaching t.akes time and

that undergraduate and postgraduate teaching should be under

t.he one roof . rt stressed that funding of such a unit shoul-d

not come from service fees - An extremely important goal was to

improve communication and managemenL skirl-s by using video to

provide feedback to the students on their clinical manner and

method.

rt vras against this background that in May 1990 the first and

currently the only General

Deputy Premier and Minister for Health, Dr

Aim

The Modbury General Practice Teaching unit Leaches and

researches general pract.ice - rt is not a service unit in the

sense of treating rarge numbers of patients. rt aims to teach

holistic and comprehensive heatth care. As continuity of care

in the unit is limited to seeing the occasional patient two or

three times, this aspect of generar pract.ice is deal-t with in

neighbouring practices .

Structure

There are 16 generar practitioners in the unit (r2 rocal and

four academic), a part time counserlor , ârr administration and

Practice Unit was opened by the

Don Hopgood.
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research officer, and a clerical officer. The Unit is jointly

run by the University of Adelaide , the Family Medicine

Programme of the South Australian RÀCGP and Modbury Hospital.

The St.ate Government paid for the setting up of the unit and

pays the running costs. The University of Adelaide donates the

equivalent of one fu11-time academic. The Family Medicine

Programme subsidises its trainees and the Modbury hospital

provides the facilities and financiat administ.ration. The

Heal-th Commission pays the wages of the visiting general

practitioners.

I¡'Ihen requested, the nursing sister in the accident. and

emergency ward selects patíents who can be directed to the

unit. Peop1e who attend hospital and emergency department.s

appropriately be dealt

United Kingdom, 35å to

of ten have problems which woul-d more

with by a general practitioner. In the

592 of these people were considered not to require hospital

and 392 to 662 had morbidity that was neit.her ancare6'7

accident nor an emergency.t' In an Australian study, 50? of

patients attending the casualty department had characteristics

of general pract.ice patientslo. Hospitals are using experienced

general pract.itioners to treat these patients and to teach

about them.Lr'L2

After the consulLation in our unit those patients who do not

need to return for acute care follow-up are returned to their

9

owrr General Practitioner. We use the Nottingham Health



Profile, the RACGP medical record system and
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the Int.ernational-

Classificati-on of Primary Care in our records.

Organisational- relationshíps

Before the establishment of the uniL, a working party, with

representatives of the University, Hospital, RACGP, Australian

Medical Association, Iocal practitioners and the South

Australian Heal-th Commission, agree on the guidelines for its

operation. The most important were about the unit's

rel-ationship with the university, RÄCGP, Hospital and Iocal

general practitioner-

The agreed relationship wit.h the University was:

a The University of Adel-aide has t.he responsibility

design and implementation of the curriculum for its

students

The Unj-versity has an input into the appointment of

collaboration with the RÄCGP.

The University should encourage, supervise and

primary care research in the unit.

Suitabl-e visiting general pract.itioners working j-n

should be eligible for clinical University titles.

for the

enrolled

staff in

support

the unit

a

o

The agreed relationship wit.h the RACGP was



. The unit must be accredited by the RÀ'CGP

purposes of the Family Medicine Programme.
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for the training

o The RACGP has oversight of the postgraduate training in the

unit.

o The Co-ordinator of the General Practice at the host

hospital should be involved in the unit

The agreed relationship with t.he local general practitioners

was:

a The unit offers continuing

purposes- However, this is only

will not continue to be managed

Whenever possible appropriate

outside general pract j-tioners,

doctor or, if none such exists,

in the patient's area.

patient care for teaching

short term and such patients

in the unit.

referrals are made back to

eit.her the patient' s usual

the one general practitioner

a

a

o The unit shoul-d slress the importance of communication with

practit.ioners and promptly inform them whenlocal general

their pat.ient.s

The visiting

attend the unit

medical staff should

currently in

be experienced general

active general practice

The only exceptions are

practitioners, who are

in the area outside the hospital

some sessions available to

Family Medicine Programme

general practitioners form either

of the University of Adelaide

Department of Communit.y Medicine.



o The unit should be an advocate for general

to hostthe hospital and will contribute

seminars and conferences.

The agreed relationship with the Hospital was

o The head of the unit has oversight of the standards of

practice within the unit.

o The unit shoul-d be of equal status with other units and

departments in the hospital.

o Visiting staff have the status and privileges accorded to

other visiting specialists.

. Access should be avai-lable to al-l- faciLities and staff which

woul-d normally be accessibl-e to a general practitioner,

including organ imaging, pathology, pharmacy, physiotherapy,

social workers and outpatient specialists.

o Access

415

pract.ice within

the hospital's

be also be available to registrars of hospitalmay

for

. To meet the needs of

when appropriate, especially with

a primary care unit, the records are

hospital records with linking unit

units

regard to

an op1n1on

admission.

separate from

record numbers.

also treated in

other

ünit. records are

Access to t.he hospital records of patients

other hospitals is availabLe to the unit.

available t.o hospit.al doctors and the rules

of confidentiality apply
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Students and t,eachers

AIt University of Adelaide fourth year medical students spend

15 hours in the unit and 15 hours in a city general practice.

The unit aims to increase their communication skilIs, their

general practice history taking and ski1ls in prevenLative

medicine. The students conduct every consul-tation under

supervision and with videotape recording. They al-so receive

training form our part-time counsellor.

Half of the final (sixth) year medical students attend the

unit with the aim of improving their pat.ient management

skills.

Eight Family Medicine Programme trainees are taught in a year.

They spend half of their time in the unj-t and half in a

neighbouring practice. They are conLinuously observed and

often have their consultations wideotaped. They also attend

community

skills and

writes a

trainer.

Future programmes will include

t.raining for rural practice with

agencies to develop their primary care networking

the trainerknowledge. At the end of each session

report on the trainee which is read by the next

The general practice teachers spend a compulsory l-1 hours a

year at medical education workshops and receive personal

writt.en feedback from students and trainees.

Family

release

Medicine Programme

to the hospital for



procedural

Diploma at

skilIs training and linkage to a

one University and a Masters aL another.
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postgraduaLe

by four trainees. The best form of teaching is

informal case discussion, followed by direct

and then debriefing after videotaped

Trainees were equally divided in perceiving a

Feedback

So far six Family Medicine Programme t.rainees (graduates) have

completed t.heir term in the unit. Two found the attachment

extremely useful, three very useful and one fairly useful. The

overall st.andard of teaching was considered excell-ent by two

and very good

perceived as

observation

consultations.

litt1e and a lot of improvement in communication skills, whil-e

four percei-ved a lot and two a litt1e in preventative skills.

Feedback from fourth year medical students !ì¡as obtained by a

questionnaire about communication, history taking and

prevention (Table) . There were 105 repJ-ies from L26

students. Eighty-five per cenL said they had learned a lot or

a fair amount about communication with patients, while eighty-

seven per cent said Iearnt a lot or a fair amountthey had

in generalabout history taking practice. Fifty-seven per cent

a fair amount about historysaid they had learnt a Iot. or

taking in general practice.

An empathy score devised by winefieldl3 has been used with

fourth year students, based on trigger statements before and

af t.er their 15 hour attachment.
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The responses to the two l-ots of 10 trigger statements were

rated without knowledge of which were made before and which

were made after training communication. Double-checking of

some responses showed that int.er-rater reliability was high.

After breaking the before-after code, paired t-tests were

carried out to check for changes in 1,6 students' empathy

fevels. The rating scafe ranged from 0 for an aggressiwe or

derogatory response to 4 for a facilitatory response. There

was no control group. There was a st.atistically significant

increase in the students' empathy scores from the test before

to the test after their attachment to the unit (averages I2.2

and 13.2 respectively) .

It has been suggested that this change is unusual in such a

short student attachmenL of 15 hours. la

Table

Assesgment of the General Practice Teaching Unit by fourth year
medical students

Not at
a77

A 7itt7e A fair
amount

A Lot TotaT

Learnt about history
taking 0 (0?) t6 (1,5 .232) 52 (49 -s2Z) 37 (3s .239á) 105

Learnt about
communicating with
patients

0 (0?) 13(12.38?) sB(ss.23?) 34(32.38å) l_Os

Learnt about
prevention in general 4 (3.8å)
practice

4r(39 .04e") 47 (44.762) t 3 (12.38å) 105
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FacíIítíes

I^Ie have f ound that the unit does not have to be especially

large in si-ze as the service component is low and teaching is

done on a one to four or one to one basis. The tutorial room

and the observation Examination Room 2 with its communicating

telephone have been very useful as has a portable monitor to

pfay back the videotapes.

Conelusíon

The unit is the latest to be formed in Australia and has

seweral innovative features. The pal.ment of teachers to

attend the unit's education workshops is one These workshops

of t.he RACGP forare compulsory

more than five

al-so applies to

and if one has been a fellow

Another innovation is dividing the Family Medicine programme

trainees' time between a neigh-bouring practice and the unit.

years the palrment ís at specialist rates (this

teaching) .

The practice gives

and continuit.y of

t.he trainees the real- pressures of

care and the unit provides

and observational

practice

time for

or videointensive teaching, discussion

feedback.

The State funding for t.he unit means that pressure to service

large numbers of patients does not get in the way of its main

purpose teaching about general practice.
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APPENDIX C

Ower yagoin mate A South Australian Approach to

Teaching AbouÈ the Consultation

(Published in Education for General Practice (fggg) ;9,325-330)

Sumnary

We describe how

mainly on the

we have created a learning environment based

consultation. Translating educational needs

into the processes of teaching, learning, assessment, course

administration and outcomes over a six year period at the

General Practice Teaching Unit in South Australia has meant we

have borrowed ideas and made up some of our own. Much of this

translation has come from the need to teach consulting skil-l-s

and this has led to using standardised patients, small group

learning, chronic il-l-ness management and subj ective heatth

profiles.

Undergraduate feedback seems to indicate that they learn a

*

fair amount

as history

threatening

registrars

to a lot about communication with patients as well

taking and while t.hey state the videotape met.hod is

it is never the less useful-. Most vocational

state that informal case discussion with their

trainer is very good to excellent.

Translation: "How are you going my friend?"
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fntroduction

Early South Austral-ian approaches

practice consultation

distance. Remote

Traeger's invention of t.he pedal generator ín Adelaide in 1-928

which actually used bicycle pedals. This enabled them to

communicate with the Flying Doct.or by radio for advice and to

arrange visits (McKay 1995, McDonald 1-994) . More recently the

quality of the general practice consultat.ion has been

emphasised in the teaching of the State's two Medical_ Schools

and the Royal Austral-ian College of General Practitioner, s

have been

communities

to improving the general

driven by the tyranny of

started to benefit from

Training Program

General Practice

for vocational trainees.

Unit. which combined

ln

The idea for a

undergraduate and

the Iate eightiespostgraduate training was published

(Doherty, 1988, Douglas et aI 1988,

Medical Practice 1989) . The unit was

Modbury Hospital, a small hospital

relationship with general practitioners

run by the University of Adelaide,

Review into General

established in I99O at

with a good working

. The presenL unit is

the RoyaI Australian

and Modbury Public

int.egrated structure

students from the University of

in their 4th year in the General

3-4 registrars who have 302 of

College of General Practit.ioners (RACGP)

Hospital (Healthscope Ltd) . This type of

is unusual- in Australia (Moorhead 1991) .

The context and inputs into

We teach al-1 the medical

Adelaide who spend 20 hours

Practice Teaching Unit and

teaching courses
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their 6 month att.achment in the unit and the rest in local

practices.

Because of the need for communication skills training in the

medical curricul-um and College Training five consulting rooms

with video cameras \^rere created. Our patient.s were triaged

from Accident and Emergency but the promised number was

calculated on overal-l attendance which \âre discovered later to

be mainly at night and weekends. This led us to create

standardised patients, who are mainly used for undergraduate

training. These are real patients or healthy individuals who

have been trained to provide a reproducibl_e and unbiased

representation of an

there \^ras no finance

actual patient case (Barrows L9B7) . As

for this \¡/e asked for volunteers. Most

of our volunteers !ì/ere elderly so v/e

As we write

noliì/ have a pool of 25

mostly retired

close to their

problems linked

(SP's) . their clinical stories

own heal-th we now have SP's with an

to common chronic illnesses. I¡le then

array of

shaped a

teach thetwenty hour curricul-um around this and our aim is to

students communi-cation skill-s with video feedback in

of chronic il-lness us j-ng the

(Szasz &

approach of doctor

patient mutual participation

curriculum involved repeated

Hollender, 1956). The

consulting in this manner to

4th year

the area

allow students to build up

demonstrate po\^¡er sharing.

their communication skills and to

hospital

a general

For the registrars who are usually just out of

training we aim to help them learn how to consult in
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practice setting. our L2 part time trainers who work mainly

with the registrars are experienced general practitioners from

the district and participate in regular paid teaching

workshops. The most common teaching activities are topic

teaching, review of registrars' progress, problem cases and

observation of consulting. Trainers communj-cate with each

other by writing brief reports on every teaching session to

their fellow trainers, and by monthly unit meetings at which

time the registrars' progress is discussed. The low service

work is done on patients from Accident and Emergency, patients

from the Orthopaedíc and Medical wards who receive a complete

general practice assessment and patients brought in with

complex problems from the trainer's practice. The registrar

always raises for discussion their difficult patient problems

recently

pressure

access their supervísor

difficult

experienced in their

sometimes makes it

attached practice where

difficult for them to

Sometimes the training program

The remedial role

servl_ce

easily

sends

us its most registrars because

is closely monitored.

they know that the

registrar in the

of the Unit has recently broadened to include the trainíng of

registrars who have recently failed their RACGP examination.

the Medical Board sent us a general

of "remediation" orr,vas given the choice

and the tribunal- provided us with the

We have an induction program and a mutually agreed teaching

plan for both normal and remedial registrars- Many of our

unit

On one occasion

practitioner who

being struck off

courtroom record.
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registrars arrive in the unit with undergraduate and hospital

reductionist baggage and

"correction". It is thís latter group that causes us the most

anguish.

trainer

They create consíderable discussion at

workshops and have driven some of us

tears. These registrars can be found in the pages of Roger

Neighbour's book on the "fnner Apprentice". We often seem to

find problems with the remedial registrar's Maslow hierarchy

of needs (Neighbour 1996) . AIso before the recent screening

of applicants for vocational training we felt that some

registrars had drifted into the program because they did not

qualify for specialist training. Four of our registrars have

fel-t that general practice was not their niche in medicine

after their time with us -

some of them have been sent for

our monthly

1it.era1ly to

teaching, learning, assessmenÈ and courseSome procesrses

adminístratíon

o The learners the Unit range from rural high school

practitioners. However, the mainsLudents to active general

learners are fourth year medical students and RACGP

Registrars. They l-earn separately as the needs of their

different.organisations are

¡ All- fourth year undergraduates spend 20 hours with us in

groups of four and learn about communicating with SP's in a

of

at

general practice setting.

psychosocial- questions,

I¡tre aim to increase their number of

cue recognition and requested

to increase their awarenessinformation giving. We also aim



of non verbal communication and to help them negotiate

have L2 SP consultations
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with

the SP's with management.

student and the remainder

They

of the time is spent with video

debriefing and tutorials. After this, students spend 20

hours ín a city general practice. They complete a workbook

on morbidity in consultation with their preceptors (who are

volunteer general pract.itioners in their own practices), a

RÄ'CGP Hea1th Summary and a commentary with references on a

patient with chronic íIlness.

The RACGP registrars spend six months at the GPTU with three

different trainers. This deliberate emphasis on different

trainers allows regist,rars to be exposed to a wide variety of

trainer skil-1s interests and personalities. Registrars al-so

have access to a comprehensive unit library, the hospital

library and its computerised search facilities. Individual

trainers hawe created self study 'Teaching Packages' on

common General Pract.ice problems including such areas as

mel-anoma, chronic back pain, hormone replacement

per

o

non verbal communication. We also organise a

therapy and

structured

visit to l-ocal community health services -

¡ On ent,ry to the Unit every registrar complet.es a short

version of the 'SeIf Directed Learning Readiness Scale,

(81igh ]-992) . This scale contains three major factors,

'interest in learning', 'Iearning ski1ls' and 'responsibility

for learning'. Registrars' result.s on each factor are

cal-cul-ated and compared with averages derived from British
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general- practice trainees (B1igh 1993). This activity is

intended to encourage registrars to consider their approaches

to learning. It also prefaces a discussion of their self

directed learning skills and their learning plans for the

attachment which occurs durj-ng the índuction period. We find

the scale easy to administer and vre can score the

questionnaire in about 4-5 minutes- This makes it an instant

feedback tool- and an ideal catalyst to discuss how the

registrars feel

the start t.hat.

about learning. It also makes it clear from

the registrar is responsible for his or her

learning over the next six months.

Registrars are introduced to the Unit's extended consulting

process which includes usi-ng the Not.tingham Health Profile

which every patient completes prior to being seen (Hopton et

al 1991- ) . The registrar is asked to look at t.his at the

close of the consultation. I^tre hope that this activíty

encourages registrars to determine whether they have missed

any psychosocial problems in their history taking, when

compared with the patients' ou/n responses to the health

profile. We have found that the registrars record that this

happens in 5Z of consultations (n = L564) and t.he new

diagnosis is mainly depressive disorder, feeling depressed

and disturbances of sleep/insomnia. As yet we have nol

researched if this Leads to an improvement in their

consulting ski1ls.



. In addition, all consultations are directly observed
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by the

trainer either in person or on videotape and then discussed

after the consulLation ís over. This enabl-es both the

content of the problem and the consul"tation process to be

reviewed. Video feedback is done according to a model

called: "The Five C's" (Farmer 1986) . This model creates a

supportive environment by giving the

video recorder and encouraging them to

trainee control of the

first

o

aspects of the consulLation. Here t.he group

cataÌyst, not a critic.

explore positive

feader act as a

After the consultat.ion, registrars also record the reason for

encounter and define the problem according to the ICCHPC 2

(V'IONCA l-986) using the process recommended by the ICPC (VüONCA

1-987) . Figure 1 shows the most common problems managed in

1561 consecuti-ve encounters at the Unit. The obvious bias

towards musculoskeletal- problems (422) reflects the triage

procedure from

consultations

Accident and Emergency and the excl-usion of

with medical- and orthopaedic inpatient.s with

chronic problems
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35%

30%
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Figure 1

Numerical data:
Musculoskeletal:
Skin:
Respiratory:
Digestive:

Learning outcomes

42 per 100 (GPTU)
25 per 100 (GPTU)
27.4per r00 (GPTU)
11.1 per 100 (GPTU)

15.4 per 100 (MDNMS)
15.9 per 100 (MDNMS)
23.4 per 100 (MDNMS)
l0.l per 100 (MDNMS)

GPTU - The General Practice Teaching Unit
MDNMS - Metropolitan Data National Morbidity Survey

We have seen a

based on tlpes of

of the course and reinforcing this method

significant. change compared with a control

1995). The feedback from undergraduate

1,996 is shoi,r¡n in Figure 2.

significant change in consulting behawiour

questions asked by the students at the end

creates a more

group (lvloorhead

students from ]-992 Lo
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Figure 2: Fourth Year Feedback

Learnt about communication with
patlents

not at all a little

Oo/o 2%

a lot
61Yo

a fair
amount

37%

Found the video tape method threatening

a fair a lotamount 
3o/o

not at all

27Yo
1Oo/o

a liftle
6OY"

n=538

Found the videotape method useful

not at all a little

1% 4o/o
a fair

amount
37o/oa lot

58o/o

At the end of their placement, the Registrars were asked to

complete a confidential questionnaire giving an evaluation of

their term. Fifty of 59 quest.ionnaires were completed from

February 1-992 to April 1-996. From the feedback, 922 of

Registrars rated the standard of teaching as: .'good to

excelÌent", whil-e 9OZ rated the direct observation method of

teaching as: "good to excellentf' , the attachment overal-l- as:

"Fairly useful to extremel-y useful-", the opportunity to view

educational tapes as: "useful"; and the attachment: "helped to

improve basic communication and counselling skills". The main

strength of the Unit r^ras seen as the opport.unity and time for

informal case discussion as shown in Figure 3 -

Learnt about history taking in general
practice

not at all

1Yo
a little
13o/o

a lot
42o/o

a fair
amount

44To
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Figure 3: REGISTRjAR FEEDBACK ll=50

lnformal case discussion

Bad
o%

Fairly good

8%
Good
6%

Excellent
54Yo

Very good

32%

Initiatives

Al-1 undergraduate teaching is on standardised patients which

seems to work extremely well, while registrars are exposed to

patients with chronic conditions from the practices and the

wards. There seems to be a need for more exposure to patients

with chronj.c j-llness in the College Training Program as a

report has indicated that Registrars may see mostly acuLe

patients in their basic aeneral practice training (Farmer

199s) .

Perceived advantages and challenges with integrating under-

graduate teaching with postgraduaEe

I¡le believe that there are advantages and challenges with this

integrated mode1. The advantages include:

Sharing of resources so the Unit can provide cheaper teaching

than its separate organisations individually and maintain

high standards at the same time. Resources are human and

physical (tfre actual space, equipment and Iibrary facil-ities

a



to library facilities and support for subscribing to journals

as we]I as use of aII service facilitíes. Internet

communication is availabl-e through the university's server.

We have found that hospital auxiliary volunteers are

altruj-stic and very loyal. We have a party for them every

year and award them certificates. We often give them

emotional support with their chronic illness problems.

Both university and college have allowed us to achieve small

group learning for undergraduates (4-6) and one-Lo-one

learnj-ng for postgraduates with intensive supervision. This

is critical for communication skiIls training, Iearning

without service pressure and remedial training.

for example). Being a Hospital department

advantages for teaching and service, like free

Following individual undergraduates

training and giving career advice to

433

has lots of

rooms, access

through to postgraduate

undergraduates.

o

o

o Enhancing relationships between academics, social workers,

specialists and general practitioners. This produces a cross

f ertilisation of ideas which can be put j-nto practi-ce. (a

social worker has one session with the undergraduates). The

unit has created the positions of a practice educat,or and

nurse for the trainers' practices.

The challenges incl-ude:



o

a

a

Sacrificing research time for administration.

Coping wit.h the changes in three

434

organisations which means

and adjusting to financial

include t.he

stress for t.he Unit's small- staff

cutbacks. These adjustments

maintenance of 25 vol-unteers as

who can al-so

principles (Van

feedback according

1989) . This takes a

give

DaIen,

standardised

training and

patients (SPs)

Van Dalen's

l-ot of time and

to

many standardised patients need a lot of emotional support

from the Unit (Moorhead 1995). AIso new video equipment had

to be found by donation from grateful patients and the

general practice registrars manage patients u/ithout nursing

he1p. A l-ittle casual undergraduate tutoring has been donated

by a clinical lecturer while the undergraduate teaching

workload has increased 180 hours per annum due to university

cutbacks. Much time is spent trying to prevent further

cutbacks by lobbying the parent organisations. Occasionally

one parent organísation has to be "shamed,, by informing the

other two of lack of commitment.

Not being able to use basic registrars' to teach

undergraduates. Registrars just. out of hospital take time to

become patient-centred and if they act as role models and

teachers t.hey will perpetrate the dominant approach seen in

the undergraduate reductionist curriculum.
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ConcLueion

It is possible to integrate Uníversity, RACGP and Hospital

into a teaching unit for general practice. I¡le believe that the

sharíng of resources can lead to a high quality intensive

learning environment and permits collaborative teaching

init.iatives especially in the area of the general practice

consultation. V'te feel that the challenges v¡e have experienced

of financial cutbacks and continual negotiation about changes

in parent organisations are worth the effort for our unit, s

educational vaIue.
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APPENDIX D

Communication Skills Training for General Practice

(Published in Australian Family Physician 1-992;\foL 2l- No4 2457-46Q)

The value of the practitioner's communication skills in the

consul-tation is widely recognised. Many authors support

communication skiIls training for general practice in such

areas as public health, patient satisfaction, malpracLice

litigation, compliance, somatisation and clinical outcomes in

chronic i1lness. There are many reports of the success of

communication skilIs t.raining worldwj-de for medical- students,

general practice trainees and experienced general

practitioners.

The importance of skilful interpersonal communicaLion in

general practice care is widely recognised. There are some

who argue that it is more profitable to train counsellors for

primary heal-th care than to improve communication skills

t.raining for general practitioners. This phitosophy ignores

the easy access most patients have to their general

practitioner, the r,'lay they presenL often with undifferent.iat.ed

problems and physical slrmptoms, and the use of the general

practitioner by patients at relatively frequent intervals. In

a two week period, 3-4 mil-Iion or 20 percent of t.he Australian

population consults a doctor; of those, 85.9 percent consult

with a general practiLioner.l
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Furthermore, the Royal Australian College of General

Practitioners has stated as an aim of its FamiIy Medicine

Programme that the competent caring general practit.ioner

provides high quality primary, comprehensive continuing health

care to the community.2 Also, general pract.itioners manage

more than 90 percent of the psychiatric il-Iness in the

community.t'n

Communication

information,

through t.he

Communicat.ion

has been def ined as t.he process by which

meanings and feelings are shared by persons

exchange of verbal and non verbal messages.u

skill-ed behaviour means 'a set of goal

social

directed,

situat.ionally

learnt and

appropriate

It r-s widely

social

accepted that most forms of

inter-related,

which can be

ind.ividual-' .6

behaviour displayed in

can be learnt.

behaviours

are under the control- of the

reflexes,

behaviour. This

contexts, apart from basic

Verbal- communication is such a

counters the naive assumption that

born, not made'with its implicat.ion

done to improve those who are weak.7

'good

thatcommunicators are

nothing much can be

Traíníng in medical schools and general practices

Descartes likened the human body to a

health of that. body to be related to

a watch is related to cogs and springs).

view of health has become a dominant

watch and considered the

its individual part.s (as

This reductionist

education -

feature of medical
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plea for holism. He says the holistic

view acknowledges that every illness is different, and that

important aspect of the healing process.the physician is an

Medical- schools around the world are correcting this

imbalance. They are realising that instruction and experience

in the clinical skills of communication, observation,

examinat.ion, investigation, and sensible and sensitive

management are the crux of personal medj-cine. For example,

Harvard has a three year required longitudinal_ course in the

patient-doctor rel-ationship. e Interviewing skills are

increasingly being taught ín medical schools. l0-1s

Some data suggest that medical- graduates of innovative

programmes communicate better with pati-ents and are betLer

prepared to deal with a patient's social and emotional

problems t.han are graduates f rom traditional programmers. t6-tt

Communication skills training (CST) being in the curriculum

may seem like Banquo's ghost making an appearance: impossible

to completely ignore, but certaj-nly not especially welcomed..tB

Improvenent of CST skills

According to Grayle most compraints about doctor behaviour

deal with interpersonal skill-s. It is generally agreed that

the quality of communicat.ion determines the success of a

general practi-ce consultation, but studies have suggested that

t.his communication is often poor -20-22
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It. is possibte to improve communication skiIls of students,

trainees and general practitioners. Most. reports concern

students in training. Maguiret'3 d.emonstrat.ed a lasting effect

of video feedback on medical students 5 years lat.er with

interviewing skills associated with accurate diagnosis,

empathy and warmth.

Gask et al2a have shown that general practice trainees taught

in a problem-based model with group video feedback can improve

the ability to identify psychiat.ric illness accurately and can

change their interview behaviours. General practitioners

after group meet.ings and audiotape feedback have been shown to

improve their general interviewing skill-s.2s

Undergraduate training

There are many communication skills training schemes, but a

refined example is found at Maastricht in The Netherl-ands. In

L974 a new medical faculty was founded in Maast.richt that

adopt.ed the problem-based Iearning approach of McMaster

University, Canada.

In communication skil-l-s training, Lhe quality of the doct.or-

patient. interaction is paramount. Topics include asking open

ended questions and exploring the reasons for the encounter.

As the course proceeds the skills learnt and the situations

pract.ised become more complex.



Interviews with simulated patients are carried out

3 weeks.

complaint

patient' s

patients

In the first year, simulated patients

reliability

reliability

found that
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once every

have one

In the second year, the interview with simulated patients

deals with one segment, for example, examination of the

abdomen. Physical examination is gradually incorporated into

the encounter. These simulated patient encounters t.ake place

without a teacher and are videot.aped. Immediately after the

encounter the simulated pat.ient provides feedback about such

aspects as empathy, congruence and trust.

Van Da1en has observed that in the'final- 2 years of the course

(the clinical years) greater medical knowledge seems to erode

the good results of CST in the earlier years.

and the emphasis is on how the problem affects the

lifestyle. Several students meeL with these

and compare information.

patients.

and are

17 full-

is a far greater problem than inter-rater

In all studies reviewed, it was consistently

At the Skills1ab, heavy use is made of simulated

One hundred and thirty simulated patients are used

paid the equivalent of $AUSIO per hour. There are

time equivalents of staff and 26 training rooms.

In analysing performance-based tests with st.andardised

patients, Van de Vleuten et aL26 conclude that. int.ercase

performance of an examinee on one case is a poor
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This has beenpredictor of performance on another

termed the case-specificity problem.

PosLgraduate traíning

There are many postgraduate skills training schemes but space

permits only one example.

Oxford Uniwersity and the Oxford Region's vocational training

scheme for general practice have after years of research and

medical practice developed an approach to learning and

teaching the consultation. This method can be used with video

feedback.

Pendteton et al27 have defined seven tasks in the consultation

They all require good communication skills. These tasks are

1. To define the reasons for the patient's attendance

including:

o the nature and history of the problems and their

causes

. the patient's ideas, concerns and expectations

o the effects of the problems

2 " To consider other problems:

. continuing problems

o risk factors.

3. To choose with the patient an appropriat.e action for each

problem.
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To achieve a shared understanding of the problems with

the patient.

To involve the patient in the management and encourage

him or her to accept responsibility.

To use time and resources appropriately.

To establish or maintain a relat.ionship with the patient

that helps to achieve the other tasks.

44s

a consultation,

consultation on

6

1

Pendleton et aI27 use this framework to assess

and for the purpose of debriefing they map the

the f irst f ive headì-ngs. A mark is put on

relevant heading after either the docLor or

At the spots the observer can write comments,

t.he map

patient

what \^/as

at t.he

speaks.

said or

Then a

for the

the number indicating

line is marked on a

the spot on a

Likert scale

video recording.

without numbers

consulLation rating scale that covered the same headings - The

result is the basis for debriefing a trainee on the

consultation with precise comments about the consulting tasks.

The trainee is asked how he or she felt the consultation went,

receives posit.ive feerìhack from t.he trainer, is asked how he

or she would 'do' the consultation if there were a next t,ime

and is given specific criticism from the traj-ner in a similar

view. The method al-lows for different. styles of general

practitioner consulting.

There are increasing reports of

medical-skilIs training for students, general practice

the success of communication

trainees and experienced general practitioners. Use of



to provide feedback is

to this process is

constructive yet challenging feedback. Communication skills

training is expanding in medical schools, in postgraduate

t.raining schemes and in continuing education schemes for

experienced general practitioners.
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APPENDIX E

D.hCmm.@d

Of BI RTH

STA
Married

SOCIAL AI'¡O FAÀIILY HISIORY

PROBLEM LISf

r984

Age 75 - Lives at honÊ wilh ntired husba¡d
6 chiltl¡en

Faiher died age 5l - pneunonie
Mother died age 63 - pulmoaary embofus
Mother - rher¡mstoid ¡¡thritis
Brother - coronary occlusion - age 63 bypass done

Aloohol - nil
Cigarettes - gsvo up in 1980 (uns smoking 20 a day)

1985 Thyroid deficiency

Eg[ cåolesterol
triglycerides

Chronic varicose
inm,ffienry

Iþcneosion

GIVEN NAMES

Philþpa Jrmo

AOORESS

PHONES:
8ui

ALLERGIES & SENSIIIVITIES

Oroxine 150 mcgm daily
(thyroxine)

Diet
LþexaOngnd¡¡ly

Paroven caps þrevents crpilrry lcatrgd
Aristocort cream (decreases eozomo)

Frusenidc I d¡Íy

F

Rh

Þete

Abd
pain

NEXT
ol KIN

Code IMMUNISATIONS

No. Påri ProÞlam¡ TYpe

L9A2

Anr¡gen

Aspirin
(upsets
stomach)
NSAIDS

Tet tox 1980Thyroid deficieacy

Aoute panoreatitis

AdlG Probhms (fr6ffir dsrcl MAt¡AG EÂ{ ENT



PATIENT;

ROLE:

Mrs Phil-ippa

"I can'È lose weight"

452

see]-ng

This

1. You are 78 and live at home with your ret.ired husband aged

85 and you have 6 children.

2. You normally attend

a new doctor as your

this practice but today you are

'normal' doctor is on holidays

doctor has your medical

information:

records whích contain the following

Age sex occupation marital- sLaLus

Family history:

Your father died age 51 from pneumonia. Your mother died

age 63 f rom a pulmonary embo1us. She al-so suf f ered f rom

rheumatoid arthritis - Your brother had a coronary age 63

and had a coronary bypass operation

Social- hist.ory:

You are 78 and live at home with your retired husband

Alcohol-: Nil

Cigarettes

You gave up smoking in l-980 (were smoking 20 a day)
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Past history: Borderline hlpertension

Thyroid deficiency

Acute pancreatitis

1955

]-984

1989

ImmunisaLions: Tetanus toxoid in the past 10 years.

Allergies & Sensitivities: Aspirin upsets the stomach

Active problems:

Thyroid deficiency Oroxine 150mcgm daily (thyroxine)

High cholesterol diet

High triglycerides díet

Borderline blood pressure diet

3. You have come back to see the doctor for some blood test

and Xray results. You saw the usual- doctor last week (the

doctor you are seeing now is a l-ocum). You saw the doctor

because:

a You had itchy swol-len ankles

b You had pain in the R hip and both knees

The doctor did a test for rheumatoid arthritis. You had

your hips and knees Xrayed Ask the doctor for the

results.

5. Your ankles get itchy and you get a rash there sometimes

4

It gets better with Aristocort. Ask why do you get it?
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4s4

anything?" "I'm a

(rf the doctor

tries to find out why you are worried tell- him or her about

Then you can say: "Have the tests shown

bit worried about rheumatoid arthritis".

your mother's

affected her) .

the rheumatoid

rheumatoid arthritis and how the medications

The doctor should give you the result of

factor test (which is normal-) and the Xrays

which show osteoarthritis in the R hip and knees.

7. Ask the doctor: "What can I do about my hip and knees?"

You can tel-l- the doctor that you are going to swimming

classes and you play goIf.

8. You coufd ask what should I do to lose weight.

9. The aim of the consultation is to see how well the doctor

gives you information about your varicose eczema and the

arthritis of your hip and knees.



MA¡TAGEMEIIT OF OSTEOARTHRITIS

oA is primarily a disorder of hyaline

subchondral bone, though all tissues in and

joints are hlpertrophic.

455

cartilage and

around involved

Arrest of and occasionally reversal of OA of the hips and

exercise - Exerciseknees can occur using well planned

maintains healthy cartilage and range of motion

Aspirin is the drug of choice for both anti-inflammatory and

analgesic reasons- Other non steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs (usaros) may be used as they inhibít prostaglandins.
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VARICOSE ECZE}IÀ

This is a very common condition in middle aged \^Iomen and

elderly men with varicose veins. The skin on the lower third

or half of the inner side of one or both legs has been for a

long time congested. Then it can become irritabl-e and develop

Iitt.le f l-uid f iIled Iesions called vesicles.

The cause is varicose veins. The veins in the leg consist of

two functionally distinct groups, Lhe superficial, which drain

the skin and subcutaneous tissues, and the deep. The Latter

lie, together with t.he muscl-es, within a tight f ascial

envelope, the fascia lata.

Certain veins perforate this envelope to connect the two

systems. They are the long and short saphenous, joining t.he

deep veins at the groin and popliteal fossae respectively; and

certain direct perforating veins.

I¡'Ihen the muscles contract, blood in the deep veins is f orced

upwards, while that in the superficial veins is sucked into

the deep system via the perforators. Shou1d the valves in the

perforating veins become incompetent. t.hese pressures are

transmitted back into them and they, given time, wil-l- become

dil-ated and tortuous, i. e. varicose. When t.his venous

hlperLension reaches the capillaries, t.hey can no longer

function efficiently, the result being the escape of blood and

fluid into the tissues and this leads to pigmentatj-on, eczema

and sometimes ulceration.
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AITTI NUCTEAR AI{TIBODIES

This blood test is a highly sensitive test for the diagnosis

of systemic lupus erythematus being positive in >95? of

pat.ients. It is positive in up to 7Oe" of other systemic

rheumatic conditions.
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Oate Commftæd

SfATUS

or scHooL

qrÈs9ñr aNvmÉèd¡

GIVEN NAMES

Vickie
ADDRESS

ñÈluHu NUMbt

Widow F

BLOOD
GROUP Rh I Home 8ur.

SoclAL At¡D FAMILY IIISTORY

?ROBLEM LIST

Oât

Grandmotùcr. ür¡cs ¡t homo on he'r oun with her dog

Sister and mother - Isúaemic heart disease

Firs and second husband died

Alcohol - nf
Cigarettes - nil

T¡,pe IIA hyperþfulae,nia

Rosacea (skin ft'shing)

Diet

tue IMMUNISATIONS

No. Pa¡a Probleru Tvpc

199 I
1992
1992
1997

Tphoid
Flwax
ADT
Fluvax

Pel

A^t¡g€n

Mild sensori neu¡al deañess

Reûux oesophagitis
L4-5 Sl-L5 Disc narrowing

A(ír problaft ,(lrom 6mmanc.mht d.tcl
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PATIENT: Mrs Vickíe 

PÀTIENT ROLE: "Reflux oesophagitís and fa¡rily worries"

1. You were born on 26 December L922 and you are a

grandmother. You live at home You are a retired

accountant.

2- Your sister and mother suffer from ischaemic heart disease.

Your second husband died from a cerebral- tumour. Your

first husband drowned.

3. You don't smoke and you don't drink.

4. Your past health includes:

Mí]d sensori neural deafness

Reflux oesophagitis r975

L4-5 L5-S1 disc narrowing

5. Your immunisations include

Typhoid

Fluvax

ADT

19 91

1992

]-992

6. You are allergic to penicillin.

7. Your active problems include type ITA hyperlipidaemia (a

genetic cholesterol problem) which you manage with diet and

rosacea (skin flushing) .
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8. You have come to see the doctor for your Xray results.

Your films and results will be with the doctor

in your

(they show a

neck withnarroü¡ disc space in the backbone

arthritís and possible irritation of

arthritis in the smaller neck joints) .

The narrowing of the

could al-l-ow pinching

upper arms and cause

nerves. There is

5t.h and 6th cervical vertebrae bodies

of the nerves that supply the outer

pain. You have been having some pain

away a few months ago.

9 If the doctor talks about osteophytes (bony projections

from the blocks of bone in the backbone) ask what is an

osteophyte? Ask if the doctor mentions spondylosis what

does that mean? (Narrowing of the discs between the blocks

of bone in the neck).

10.

here but it has gone

11-. TeI1 the doctor that your main problem is your neck

muscl-es. These ache and the ache is much worse when 'you

are under stress' If the doctor wants to know what is

stressing you,

doctor ignores

checked.

mention your current concerns. If the

this, ask could you have your blood pressure

12 - You can shape your story around the following worries

a out of control feeling

b worried about your friends
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c worried about family

d worried about dog's health

13. The aim of the consultation is to see how good the student

ís at giving information and how well the student deals

with your worries (how good is he or she at listening).

The student should Iink your worries with your neck muscle

tension.
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Dat€ Cômñ?næd

8t
MARITAL
sfA

Retired

scHooL

SOCIAL AND FAMILY I{ISTORY

FROBTEil LIST

Date

Age 65
Ivfârried 37 years - no cåiftl¡eo.

Father - TB
Mother - heart problems - ? thyroid agc 74 ycars
Si.ters - 3 living, I deceased - MI 42 years

I living - MI 65 years

Alcohol - 20 mg/week
Cigarettes - reformed smoker (23 years ago) 30 r dry
Cholesterol - 5. I

Inguinal hernia (rertucibþ
A¡th¡itis
Anþa with exercise

GIVEN NAMES

Edwa¡d

AODRESS

Rh 8ur.

ALLERGIES A SENSITIVITIES

Selfreducible
Prednisolone, Solzophriq Eatcric
Anghfue

XtsUUHU NUEIÞL

Dðte R€sol

1948
195 1

t973
r98t
1991

198

ol KIN

Australia

Code IMMUNISATIONS

No. Póst P.obl.ru

Tetanus Nillnown

Ant¡9€n

Actia P¡oblhs lfrom commsccmnt d!çl

Appendicectomy
GesÉreçtomy
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PATIENT: Mr Edward 

ROLE: "Arthritis"

1. You are 72 and married and live at home with your wife.

You have no chil-dren and are retíred. You used to be an

engineer. Hobbies incl-ude orchid growing.

2 You normally attend this practice but the doctor you

usually see is booked out so you are seeing his partner who

can fit you in. You are coming about your arthritis. The

doctor has your medical records which contain the following

information:

Age SCX occupation marital status

Family history:

One of your sisters died from a coronary age 42. You have

a living sister who had a coronary at 65 years. Your

mother had thyroid probl-ems and possibly a heart problem.

Social history:

You are a reformed smoker and gave up 23 years ago. You

Your cholesteroldrink 2 glasses of alcohol a week

reading was 5. l- - Hobbies include growing orchids.

Appendix removed

Gastric ul-cer operation

Gallbladder removal- and

L948Past history:

1951
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subphrenic abscess

Hernia operation (unsuccessful)

Coronary

Immunisations: Tetanus shot

Active problems: Inguinal- hernia (reducible)

Arthritis (on Prednisolone

Salazopyrin, Enteríc aspirin)

Angina with exercise (Anginine)

up in the

about t.he

1,9'73

19 81

19 91

19 91

1_ 981

1988

1980

mornl_ng

wasting

3. The reason for visiting the doctor is to see if anything

can be done for your arthritÍs

4. Ask the 4th years can they help with your arthritis?

5 . With the arthritis ask: "Vilhat sort of arthritis have I

got?" Show t.hem your hands

6. As a reward for listening well and trying to understand

yoü, you could l-et him/her know how your arthritis affects

you. You

gardening,

feel angry and frustrated because it affects your

general house maintenance - you can't hold a

etc. The steering wheel on thehammer you can't paint

car is hard to hold and repotting

shoulder and hands. Also when you

your orchids hurts your

wake

your joints are stiff. You are unhappy

of muscles on your hand
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'7 . Ask what can be done for your arthritis. f f the st.udent

talks about non steroidal anti-inflammatory medicines like:

Indocid, Voltaren, Brufen, Feldene, Naproxyn - teIl him/or

that you have tried them all and they upset. your stomach.

Ask if physiotherapy would help - you tried wax baths and

exercises before and that helped. What about an

occupational therapist

"WhaL tablets can I

to help you perform tasks at home?

take ? " Aspirin j-n more than your

offer goldcurrent dose upsets your stomach

salt treatment or increase Salazopyrine or

say that you are

you ask hj-m

finish the

They could

your

Prednisofone. If t.hey say this you could

seelng

that.

your rheumatologist next week should

Then you can thank the doctor and

consul-tation

8. You shoul-d look a little fed up and in some pain

9 The only physical examination needed is blood pressure - if

running out of conversation. The aj-m of all of this is to

train the student to understand a patient whose health is

affected by a chronic illness and show caring communication

with you. We will score the students effort in giving you

correct knowledge and being a good preventer and trying to

stop the arthritis getting \Á/orse, warning you not to put. on

weight and being careful to avoid causing stomach bleeding.
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4TH YEÀR STTTDENT NOTES

IIR

Osteoarthritis tends to affect the distal joints of the hand,

rheumatoid the proximal.

Management can incl-ude: -

Aspirin - fu1l dose 3-49 daily (watch for a peptic ulcer

Aspirin wiLl make it bleed).

Physiotherapy

deformity.

work on extensor muscles to stop flexion

3. If that doesn't work try the NSAID's non steroidal- anti-

inffammatory drugs

(Diclofenac sodium)

upset ulcers.

fndocid (Indomethacin) Voltaren

Naproslm (Naproxen) etc. They too can

4- Oral gold (can cause diarrhoea) or injections.

5 Salazopyrine (Suphasal-azine) tablets (do 3 monthly checks

for decreased neutrophils in the blood) used if disease not

responding to NSAID's. (May slow down the disease). You

can increase the dose if you t.hink appropriate.
¡

6- RÀ usually is a continuous disease in 50eo of sufferers.

7. Rheumatoid nodules can form - tike little soft cysts
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Dâte Comñened GIVEN NAMES

f¡rr¿ine
ADDRESS

PHONFS:

BIRTH

fi^1,1â' M¡rried F

SOCIAL ANO FAÀIILY HISTORY

?ROALEM LIST

DâÞ

l99l

Marrid 38 years - no chiftlre,n

Husband - 7l

Mother - 9l and heafthy (livos in a nursing home)

Father - died at 75 fromwar injuries

Brother - 72 and hcafthy

GandnothEr - glaucoma (Mrs  checked on a regr.rlar basis)

Smoking - 26 years ago - onþ social smoker
Alcohol- I drinkamonth

Difficulty swallowing -
endoscopy Endoscopy NAI)

Major deprcssion

gu¡

kozac 20mgmbd
(fhroxetine hydrochloride)

Cod. IMTIUHISATIONS

No. P6rt ProbbG TypC

1990
1990

Tet
Flu

Tox

antigên

Hepatitis (4 cpisode.s - 1974)
Nausea
Gallbladder removed

^diË 
Problcm! (from commancêmnt datcl

Hysterectomy
Oophoreotomy

MANAGEMENI
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PÀTIENT:. Mrs Mary

ROI¡E: "Hormone Replacement"

1- You are 68 and live at home with your retired husband. You

have no children.

2 You normally

is on study

doctor has

attend this practice but

Ieave and you are seeing

your medical records,

your present doctor

his partner. This

which contain the

following information:

Age sex occupation marital status

Family history:

Your mother is 91, and is healthy and liwes in a nursing

home. Your father died at 75 from war injuries. A

grandmother has glaucoma.

Social history:

You are retired and live at home with your husband. You

enjoy looking after orchids and travel. You gave up

smokíng 26 years ago (you were a social smoker). You drink

about 1 glass of alcohol a month.

Past history: Hepatitis r97 4

Nausea L984

Gallbladder removed ]-987

Hysterectomy 1981 (Oophorectomy)
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Immunisations:

Active problems

Tetanus toxoid

Influenza

Difficulty swallowing

for endoscopy

1990

r-99 0

3. You have come to see the doctor because you are wondering

about side effects of your Prozac. Ask the doctor what.

they are- Then ask if they affect your sex drive (which

has decreased further since taking them).

4. Mention your dry vagina and night sweats and how it is

causing problems with intercourse. Is there anything that

can be done about it. It has been a problem for years.

The student will probably talk about Hormone Replacement

Therapy. If you want more information about HRT you can

ask.

Ask woul-d there be any ot.her causes

coul-d mention that you try hard to

seem to work.

199L

of your l-ow drive? You

climax but that doesn't

5

6 - You could mention the stress you are under from your mot,her

and also your husband's part.ial impotence.

7 . If al-l this is too much for t.he doctor ask to have your

blood pressure checked. Do you need Lo have a mammogram.
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I The consultation is designed to see how sensitively the

doctor giwes you information about hormone deficiency.
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HORMONE REPI¡ACEMENT

1. Prozac is fluoxetine and is a serotonin uptake inhibitor

It is mainly used for major clinical depression.

In 1 in 10 patients the following side effects may occur:

a t-iredness

a diarrhoea, nausea

anxiety

a l-nsomnl-a

a decreased l-ibido.

2 Hormone deficiency (oestrogen) is linked with chronic

vaginal dryness and hot flushes HRT can correct this and

decrease cardiowascular disease.

Give conjugated oestrogen 0.625m9m daily oral1y or Ethj-nyl

Oestradiol 20 mcms daily for 25 days (or skin patches).

Skin patches can be put on twice a week.

If the patient has an

10mgm daily for last

endometrial carcinoma.

endometrium use Medroxy

10 days. This decreases

Progesterone

the risk of

3. Low libido can be related to
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o antidepressants (Anorgasmia) try Moclobemide

(a mao inhibitor). The fluoxetine can stop and

Moclobemíde started on the next day

arthritis in patient or partner

díscomfort due to oestrogen deficient vaginal lining

1ífe style stress

potency of male partner (penile injections might help)

1ow testosLerone post menopausally (use implants)

trying too hard (fike sitting for an exam)

a

a

a

a

o

a
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APPENDIX F

Some Practical Aspect,s of Teaching and Researching

Conmrunication Skills with Standardísed Patíents

Robert G Moorhead

(Published in Society of Teachers of Family Medicine Research
News. Southern Research Consortium. United States.

l-995;2:13-I7)

A standardised patient is a performer trained to represent a

for use in teaching and evaluationreal patient case

are used because

They

andthey can produce a standardised stimulus

give each student the same challenge. They are easily

arranged in time

used without the

and space for teaching students and can be

student harming the patient -

Standardised patients have become a common feature of medical

education sj-nce they \^¡ere introduced by Barrows over 20 years

ago (Barrows 1971) . He felt that the standardised patient can

reproduce

patient on

faithfull-y the physiological manifestations of a

observation, interview and examination They also

medicallyare more readily available, can play ethically and

unacceptable problems and

the student (Newble I979) -

can be trained to give feedback to

Learning envirorunents and how standardised paÈients fít, it

Pacoe et aI (1976) , proposed a l-ist of characterist.ics needed

for teaching and Iearning interpersonal- skiIls and this has

been modified by Riccardi et al (1983). We have used these



characteristics to teach undergraduates in the

Practice Teaching Unit at Modbury in South Australia.

The first characteristic is to

of the communication

systematically. To do

real chronic conditions

others st.andardise

414

General

isolate the essential elements

define them and teach them

use standardised patients with

ski11,

this we

(Iasting more than 6 months) - V'thile

the person

story thatthe person

experience.

operative

toa

to the "story", wê standardise

is very close to their orÂrn

With chronic conditions comes the mutual co-

model- of consulting as described by Szasz and

HolLender (1956).

This model stresses an active partnership between the patient

and health care provider, where patient treaLment adherence

can be increased. To support this concept in the minds of our

medical students we find it helpful to Iet them think on the

correlations between physician-pat.ient communication and

physiological heal-th measures. Kaplan found that better

control- of diabetes and hlpertension was assocj-ated wit.h more

pat.ient control, more information seeking by the patient, more

patient involvement and more emotional exchange in the initial

visit (Kaplan et aI 1988) .

Then video feedback is given on non verbal communication,

picking up cues. The t)T)es of

systematically assessed.

inf ormat j-on qiving and

questions asked are also



The second characteristic is to let students practice
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the

skil-l-s in either simul-ated or actual interpersonal situations.

Our students each consult L2 standardised patients (SP's) over

20 hours in their early clinical training, with feedback.

They are encouraged to reflect and apply what they have learnt

to subsequent consul-tations. The skills are practised in

consulting rooms equipped with video recording and at times

consultations have "props" like blood tests or Xray results.

The third characteristic is giving immediate descriptive (not

including selfnormative) feedback on student performance,

assessment. Patient and peer feedback

the students and is a key

our trainers has evol-ved a

is also appreciated

their learning. Oneinfluence on

by

of

which gives

encouraging

consul-tation.

structure for giving video feedback

the student control over the video recorder and

them to first explore positive aspects of the

The tutor should act as

acts as a catalyst not a critic (Farmer

a group l-eader here and

1986) .

The systematic feedback on questions asked by the student is

measured by us using the probing the problem questions in a

classification of doctor's statements (eg directive or crosed,

physical, psychological and social), percentage of cues missed

and whether there were statements giving information. (Gask

et aI 1988)

Fourthly training should be

range from 3 t.o 5 and they

given in small groups - Our groups

mostly stay with the same Lulor.
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We can video tape in four different rooms simultaneously which

makes it easier to organise our SP's. This gives the group

afterwards a good chance t,o debrief and reflect on their

tapes.

Fifthly the sma1l group

Emotional baggage has to

analysed.

Sixthly

integral

assessing

hours of

measured

communication skiIls

dlmamics are critical- to

be confronted and previous

Iearning.

attitudes

repetition reinforcement and ongoing assessment is an

part of the training program. Current.Iy we are

an experimental- group of students who received 6

different more reinforced training to see if their

skilLs are 1n any

training is

way different.

so efficient and effective methods still need to be

OveralI

l-abour intensive and hence

expens]-ve

sought.

Finally video tapes can be used to separate

It is a revelation f or many st.udents to

occurring unconsciously during

elementary skiIIs.

see for example

the consultation.mirroring

This can be analysed with sound and on slow motion urithout.

Al-so the tape can be stopped while the student reflects on

what. he or she could have done differently at that point if

they had done the consultatÍon again.
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TrainÍng the sÈandardised paEient

Abrahamson et al (tggZ) feels that the type of patient problem

to be simulated is determined by the purpose for which the SP

is to be used.

Our need at Modbury was to encourage students who were just

entering their cl-inical years to improve their communication

skills and history taking in a family medicine setting- We

had a limited budget so we asked for vol-unleers to be SP's.

Others in the field have

SP's. We provide support

give t.hem a party at the end

considerable altruism in the

and they frequently say how

the students into doctors.

and often go on holidays so

major problem has been with

whose real diabetes has been

warned against this

generally and tea

and pay t.heir

and coffee and

of the year. There appears to be

hospital volunteers where we work

much they enjoy

Thís may be

helping to make

vast untapped

positive side

perform their

a

teaching resource in many hospitals. On the

most of the SP's are punctual, enthusiastic and

role consistently. On t.he negative side they have busy lives

they can't come to the Unit. A

standardised diabetic patients

unstable- Three out

five SP's have died as a resul-t of their chronic

of twenty-

illness and

tend to bet.his af fects the Unit emotionally. Our SP's

retired and suffer from chronic conditions. The studenLs

consistently state how valuable the experience is of

consulting with the SP's. They also walue the tutor, SP and

peer feedback during the course.
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How are standardised patient cases developed?

We have modified a method used by Van Da1en to create a script

for the SP (Van Dalen 1989). The script includes the

following material.

1. Biographical data (age, gender, profession, marital status

and social cj-rcumstances)

z The starting position is a visit to the doctor who is

acting as locum tenens. This means he or she has never

seen the SP before and reads a

patient which

by the Royal

Each student

knowledge

sheet of

sheet" .

to read this information. As the student may not have much

accurately follows

Australian College

is given 3 minutes

management.

10 minutes in

health summary about the

t.he official form provided

of General- Practitioners.

(using a timer on the desk)

Most general practice

Australia and the student

time or when to get the

an introduction to the

about the area of the impending consultation, a

relewant information is provided "the cheat

The duration of each consul-tation is 10 minutes

the timer rings the student has 1

consuftation. This is a learning

and is timed. After

minute to wind up the

timeprocess for

consultations

has to learn

Iast

when to run over

patient to come back. This is

concept of continuity of care

consultation, but it lasts for decades.

there is only one
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brief

psychosocial data, family history for conditions that

commonly run in f amil-ies, al-cohol

history by year, immunisatj-ons by

sensitivities and current problems.

and cigarettes, past

year, allergies and

3. The main complaint: This is the reason for visiting the

doctor. This can be told at the beginning but some

consuftations have a hidden agenda where the reason for

consulting will emerge if the student displays relevant

communication skill-.

4- Spontaneous information: this is information that should

be given to al-1 students/trainees in every SP contacL.

This information is given bit by bit in the course of the

interview.

5 Non-spontaneous information: This is basically the hidden

agenda- V'IhiIe many of the consuftations with the SP's have

hidden agendas, not all do. Earlier training in the

medical course seems Lo have made students t.hink that there

will always be a hidden agenda. We include some

consultations hrithout. hidden agendas because that is what

occurs in real life. We notice at the beginning of our

course that many students think the v/ay to find out what

t.he hidden agenda is, is to simply ask, "j-s there anything

else?" They get frustrated when thj-s does not work.
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Non spontaneous information is information given to the

student as a "reward" for attending to the pat.ient. The

rnray in which the SP gives non-spontaneous information can

range from a clear and complete ans\â/er to a vague answer or

no reply at all to the

histories are written

student's first question. Many SP

where the patient gives a cue or

in the consul-tation and it is thenladen statement

the student to pick this up either then or fairly

to then

6. The psychological meaning of the patients

wishes andmeans the patient's fears

everything the SP thought about his/her complaint

7 Expectations:

it information,

What does the SP expect. from the doctor? fs

etc? We l-imit

moral support, reassurance or counselling

the physical examination to using the

or taking a peak flow but of course SP'ssphygmomanometer

can be used for aIl physical examinations

8. Reason for encounter: The scrJ-pt must state why the SP is

going to the doctor.

9 . Interpretation of the role: All

affect

up to

close

complaint: This

expectations

about the r^/ay in which the SP must

example, Iooking anxious, closed

The non verbal requirements shoul-d

part of the consuftation but be an

the necessary remarks

perform the role. For

up position, clothing.

be not specific to one

overall request. A Iot.
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of the SP's natural body language is instructive when

teaching on the video afterwards. It pays to be honest to

the student in this debriefing when an SP does a'nose

ftick' at the point where he/she may be lying about their

simulated role. The SP's display a lot of natural body

language as most of their role is real.

10. Physical slrmptoms: The SP must know the nature and degree

of these -

11. Physical examination: Students and SP's have been t.old

beforehand what examínation may be required and what is

not

12. Data the patient. shares: A written list of information

that is on the Health Summary has been given to t.he SP

The SP must know what is on the chart.

Research, primary care and standardised patients

Researching before and after studenL attit.udes to aspects of

the training

operating at

difficulty of

hras relatively easy. Finding a control group

the same time however was not possible because of

changing curriculum structure elsewhere in the

course. However the Iiterature offers no evidence of

spontaneous changes in untaught. students' attitudes.

I^le have found students on completing the course said they were

significantly more comfortable with seeing themselves on video



and receiving feedback

helped improve rapport

themselves better and

as wel-1 as their own
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from videotapes. They said that taping

building skil-l-s, helped them understand

understand the SP's body language better

. (411 p < o. ooo1 2 tailed wilcoxon

matched pairs signed rank test).

Assessing changes in sLudent behaviour using standardised

patients helped us rediscover "Flanagan's law" . Flanagan's

law states that Murphy was an optimist (Murphy's law is: if

anything will go hrrong, lt wilt). Litt1e things can destroy

the ability to record enough consultations for research:

o batteries that suddenly run f ]at,'

o students who play with the camera controls;

o students who are late (the SP's invariably are on time) ;

. , the medical- f aculty communication chain,'

. a student may not arrive and fel-Iow studenLs say he/she has

decided to give up medicine;

o video tapes that run out before the consuftati-on ends,'

. forgetting to turn on the recorder;

. unauthorised people entering the consult.at.ion when it is in

progress;

. the hospital announcement system interrupting conversation

in the consultation;

¡ sludents who become iII etc;

¡ short weeks due to public holidays (affects length of

training)

o being sent an unequal number of students.
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We also found that. boxes holding about 20 videotapes are

difficult to carry over a reasonable distance

A useful feedback tool has been the debrief worksheet (see

appendix). This enables the teacher

video counter number such things asa

to quickly

change in

was given

question $ras

forward or

note with the

the student's

or recognised

given by the

reverse to the

or SP's

if given

student.

area to

body language, whether a cue

and when an open ended

This enables rapid fast

discuss. We do stress the importance of non verbal

communication in our teaching but we do not evaluate it yet

for research purposes, but

such as the

is a 45 minute film of

in the future, wê may consider

Profile of Non-Verbal Sensitivit.y.

an individual's abitity to decode

usr_ng

This

measures

the meaning of

and voice tones

facial expressions, body

(Rosenthal et aI a979) .

movements, postures

The most common non

verbal communication we notice is the position of the SP's

upper knee (if knees are crossed),the nose flick, position of

arms, steepling of hands and non verbal mirroring-

I¡Ie have a rater who is a

details surrounding each

used a val-idated rat.ing

psychologist and who is blind to the

vj-deotaped consultation. While we

scale we still found disagreement on

students. This ratingclassifying some questions asked by the

scale is the same scale that we use for aII student feedback

and is a modification of the scale used by Linda Gask (Gask

1988, see Appendix). We chose items in that scale that found

common events in the consultations Gask studied. Two sessions
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oftogether with

questions which

our psychologist

coul-d be ambiguously

created three pages

classified and we reached

agreement on where to Put them analysis of

(Cohen 1960)inter-rater reliability using

demonstrated around 0.9 for all the ty¡res of questions asked.

Other variables that required controlling included the

teaching curricul-um in the experimental and control group

which had to be reproduced exactly each time and the length of

the teaching in both groups which was allowed to vary only by

5 minutes. The consultations themselves were timed - I¡Ie found

simple clockwork kitchen timers to be useful. The

consultations all tasted l-0 minutes and the blind rater wrote

down the first and last question asked by the student so

inter-rater rel-iability coufd be checked accurat.ely.

Another variable is that of the cases played by the SP. They

have a slructured protocol which has been agreed to by the SP

and the writer and this is monitored to make sure they do not

wander off in another direction. The students sometimes push

them off track but the SP's soon bring them back to the

structure with things l-ike why t.hey came, whaL inf ormation

they want and cues about their concerns. When the SP's are

ill they simply cancel their attendance. Most of the time

t.hey are playing their role their chronic condition is stable.

However there are day to day minor variations in their role

that we cannot control.

a

A subsequent

weighted Kappa



For evaluation of a student's behaviour we use 4

consultations before and 4 after training to
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SP

to cope with

student sees

try

Eachcase variability e

the same group of

make sure one does

is about. It is

.9. â9€, sex of the SP

SP's as their colleagues and are watched to

not teII another what the next consultation

interesting for us all- to see how different

students handle consultations with the same SP. We have not

noticed performance of the SP's declining after several

consultations, but we do not ask them to do more than 4

consultations in a day.

Preliminary findings

randomised controlled

before and after with the number

feelings in the experimental and

signed ranks matched pairs test

on 54 students in a single blind

trial- have found significant dj-fferences

of open ended questions about

the controf group. (witcoxon

p < 0.0001 and p < 0.02)

There was afso a significant difference in the differences

beLween the experimental group which asked more open ended

questions about feelings at the end of the course and which

received more video debriefing than the control (Mann Whit.ney

U test p 0.002). We do not know if this student behavioural

change will last as some of the courses they will go on to do

not stress communication skills.

We obviously bel-ieve that communication ski1ls can be taught

using standardised patients and video f eedback. I¡le f eel to

get results that the SP's need thorough training with follow

up observation and feedback and that volunteers can be used.
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I4Ie also f eel- that reinforcing the positive aspects of the

students' behaviours by video debriefing in an atmosphere of

support is a powerful educat.ional tool. Research can help to

find which emphasis r,rle need to place on which parts of this

process remembering that this ís a labour intensive exercise

and hence expensive.

Dr Robert G Moorhead
Head of Unit and Lecturer in General Practice
General- Practice Teaching Unit
University of Adelaide
Modbury' Publ-ic Hospital
Smart Road
MODBURY SA 5092
Australia
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There are 5 morning sessions at

from Monday to Friday. The number

The aim of the curriculum is to

489

APPEIIDIX G

the unit which usually run

of students is usually four.

introduce the student to the

The Curriculum for Fourth Year Teachíng at

the General Practíce Unit

general

model of

practice consuftation and t.he mutual participation

consulting as described by Sasz and Hollender (1956)

This means consulting with standardised patients who have

chronic illnesses and reflecting on the consultation in a

smal-l- group teaching environment. The principles in the

learning experience are based on Egan's Comprehensive, Client

- oriented Model of Helping which includes:

1 A conceptual understanding of the steps of the model

reading, lectures etc.

2 A behavioural- understanding of the helping model

others or vj-deotaping of others -

watching

3. Initial- mastery practicing skills under supervision.

Further mastery - using them in practical situations

"Prof essional- Adol-escence" .

4



5 Lifetime learning

dest.ination.
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FuII mastery is a journey rather than a

Egan G, The Skilled Helper 1990 4th Edition Brooks/Co1e

California - p18

THE MOIIDÀY MORNING SESSION

Short íntroductíon and wídeo desensítísíng

The students are required to arrive at the unit at 8-45am and

they are separated from the standardised patients who also

arrj-ve. The staff organise the 4 consultations for each

student on an itinerary sheet. Prior to this each of the 4

consulting rooms hawe been tested for sound and visj-on and

f resh batteries inserted j-nto the sound system. The

preliminary "cheat sheeLs" (see Appendix) have been put in the

consulting room desks and the presence of timers on the desk

noted.

At 8.50am the teacher has a short tutorial- with the 4

students. In this tutorial- the students are asked what they

know about the course from t.heir colleagues. They have been

t.old surprisingfy I j-ttle as in 4th year they are separated

into small groups all- over Adelaide. They usually mention

videotaping- Their previous experience of videotaping is

sought and it transpires that in 2nd year they had interviews

vüith another student or a person paid to roleplay ("rent-a-

patient") which was videotaped and sometimes this was played

back with a tutor present.
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The teacher ment.ions that it is normal to feel threatened by

the process of being videot.aped and this can be by seeing

their own body from different camera angles and being

embarrassed by their behaviour. AIso the compression of pitch

by the recording system is mentioned and how there are about

15 pitches to the human voice. The confidentiality of tapes

is mentj-oned saying in jest they won't be shown to the Dean or

sent to a local television station for a program on

"bloopers" .

Also mentioned in this short tutorial is the standardised

patient. The students mention they have interviewed "rent a

patients" in their previous year and some express

dissatisfaction with this as an artificial experience. They

hawe never seen a standardised pat.ient before and they are

tol-d that 9O to 100? of what the standardised patient telIs

them is true. This because the traj-nJ-ng of the standardised

pat.ient incl-udes their oüIn health history to a great deaL if

not entirely. The mood of the students seems to be one of

threat when they are told that in 5 mj-nutes they will consult

with 4 of these standardised patients. Indeed the teacher

often jokes that they can all go home if they wanL to.

The "cheaL sheet" is then introduced to the students. This is

contained in a Royal Australian College of Generaf

Practitioners' History FoIder and contains a RÄCGP Health

Summary, empty progress notes, sometimes test resulLs , a



l-etter from a consultant or hospital doctor,

scan film and the "cheat sheet. "

The Health Summary contains

social history and smoking
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an Xray or CT

the patient's demographic detail-s,

and alcohol history. The family

coronary heart disease (under 55),

depression, migraine, peptic uIcer,

history

diabetes

breast,

Then the past

immunisations in

includes premature

epilepsy,asthma,

colon, brain and melanoma cancer

history is recorded

a similar fashion. The

and thyroid disease.

by year and also

patient's allergies

problems is made by

management included.

are also recorded and a l-ist of current

year of origin and with medication and

Each student is allowed to peruse this and ask any questions.

the student toThe "cheaL sheet" has been designed to enabl-e

get a

This

basic idea of the illness the patient is suffering from.

is because of the student's limited clinical knowledge at

the sheet isthis stage

enough to

of their training.

read in 3 minutes

The information on

and

lateral thinking by the student.

will have 3 minutes to read the

noL enough to discourage

The students are told they

notes and the consultation

will l-ast. for 10 minutes. A kitchen timer is placed on the

consulting room desk. When the belL rings at 1-0 minutes the

student is al-l-owed 1 minute to finish the consul-tation. They

are told that the average consultation time in Australian

General Practice is 10 minutes.

The students are told that they are noL required to examine

the patient with the exception of taking a blood pressure or a



peak

their

know

expiratory f1ow,

training in the

if they think it appropriate.

previous year many studerrts still
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Despite

do not

wide range of

anxiety on the

readings between them

pressure as evident in the

. This sometimes leads to

part of t.he Standardised pat.ient and sometimes

we have to put on the notes for the student not to examine

this patient's pressure. Students also need to understand how

to put on a blood pressure cuff as the side facing them varies

with different brands of cuff.

Often a student will- ask: "what do you want us to do?" The

teacher replies do what you think a general practitioner would

do- This does nol make them feel any more comfortabl-e as

their previous exposure to general practice in the curricul-um

has been 4 sessions in 4 years. The teacher repeats t.he

ans\iver when asked: "do you urant us to do what we did last

year 1n the Communication Course." The lack of specífic

guídance is deliberate Lo enable the student to get a feel of

the general practice consul-tation and to respond to it from

their ohrn personal- resources.

how to take a patient's blood
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Four consultations

The students rotate through 4 consulting rooms and meet 4

different st,andardised patients. At the end of this each

student will have consulted with each of the 4 standardised

patients. Rarely due to last minute

a substitute

failure of a standardised

standardised patient usedpatient turning

from the staff.

the videot.apes.

up is

The teacher and staff start the timers and

Thís lasts from 9.am to 10. am and is

foll-owed by a morning tea of 30 minutes to 1-0.30am

The housekeeping

This lasts for l-0 minutes and consists of the assessment,

timetable and handouts. The assessmenl consists of a mark for

trying to improve consulting skill-s and for attendance at the

unit at the required time. The following preceptor attachment

marks are mentioned, a fog book for 20 patients wit.h either

acute or chronic disease, two healt.h summaries and commentary

on a patient on whom you have done a health summary with

chronic illness. At the end of the year there will be 2

extended matched questions taken from the recommended reading

for the course: A Textbook of Family Medicine. McWhinney I

Oxford University Press 1989.

In the commentary study

describe principles of

problem. About five

interaction and

patients chronicmanagement

references

the doctor patient

of the

are enough.

he or she wil-I

While you

ir.preceptor will read the commentary

In fact I will mark it. (RM)

not mark
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Failure has a positive aspect

At the same time a timetable is handed out and a handout on

Fail-ure in Medicine. It is stressed that failure is an

integral part of

involved and the

mistakes. This

medicine as there are so many variabl-es

Iearning by one's

how to consul-t in

the unit is about

The students are

to this problem is

applies to learning

the attachment togeneral practice

reflecting on this

key

also

and

after each consultation

reminded of the author of the poem on failure who works in an

and who had a group of 4th yearAmerican

students

repeated

decided

Medical school

who could

meetings

to send off

not make their experiment work. After

at the "Department of ignorance" they

the buf f er sol-ution to an independent

ft was found that the buffer solution

and the students were the first to find out despite

schools with nosupplied to many medical-

analyst to

Iivas f aulty

check it

the solution

one finding

dealing with

out. This is a

being

this

failure. The students

constructive example of

in the unit at this stage

are still

what the

apprehensive but interested now they have a taste of

atLachment is about. The students are also reminded

that 50? of what they learn in medical school will be

different in 10 years time.

Tþe handouls are

Findlay D. Body Language, Aust Fam Phys 1987; 32229-236

Cameron-Hil-I Patricia and Shane. Angry People, Yates Seminars,

Windsor, Victoria.
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have notKerwin Ann- Can you

failed anything?

Tucson Arizona.

just done.

knowledge was

is very useful

thinkíng about

reflects

imagine, he said, that they

medicalThe curricul-um on

consulting

felt their

placed on knowledge in their

Occasíonally a student will

l_gnorance

Garcia-Shelton. Interviewing and communication skilIs. Ch6 in

p51 - 56

McVühinney L The importance of being different. British

JournaL of General- Practice 1996;462433-436

Monday Feedback fron 4 consultations

The students are asked to reflect on the they have

Iack ofThey often say how theY

a major disadvantage. V{hite the "cheaL sheet"

it doesn't spoon feed the student and creative

the patient's problems is needed- This

and their

the importance

examinations.

problem

training

realise

that they can

which describes

look up the MIMS book on the consulting desk

most prescribed medications.

Giving information in a fashion that minimises medical

is another problem for the student. A good example of

have the standardised patient Mrs Lewis who asks the

answer is the student

ACE inhibitor?"

is tempted to

stil1 jargon.

j argon

this is

The problem with this

tal-k about enz)rmes and

Mrs Lewis may know what

if they

student: "What is an

Angiotensin 1 which is

an enz).me is because she is a retired horticulturalist. and
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about
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of the exercise is to find out how much the patient knows

the topic

Another problem is the concept of time managemenL. V'lith a

timer ticking on the desk they feel the pressure of time. As

explained before this is a psychological pressure similar to

the general practitioner's consul-tation where while there is

no ticking cl-ock there is instead an appoíntment system and

patients

angry if

when 10

waiting in the waiting room.

they are kept waiting. The

minutes are up is discussed in

session.

Some of these will be

problem of what to do

a teaching model later

in the teaching

The students express confusion as what to do during each

momenL in the consullation. They find that the model of

consulting which they have l-earnt in the hospital ward setting

just doesn't work.

is that they have

and who is often

The time factor is

rote

one thing

who wants

but the other

to be heardan ambulant patient

They f ind t.hat their patient is

seeking information about their problems.

passively answering a set of

systems review is impossi-ble

selective in the probing the

student is also confused

not lying in a bed, nor

learned questions. Their

appfy and the need to beto

problem quest.ioning arises. The

as to whether to treat the

consultation on a communication skill-s basis as ]earnt in the

principles picked up ]-n prevr_ous years

method with itsthe hospital ward

questions and rote

of training or

many closed

to apply

physical

Iearned systems review. This conflict is
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made v/orse by the behaviour of the standardised patient who at

many times is in control of the consultation. The student

often gets out of control with aII of these conflicting values

of consulting and admits they really have been thrown in Lhe

deep end. The way they adapt to this is from their own

in a learning mode to see ifstrengths and for many they are

make their consultationthey

the question of outcome an overhead is

of Kaplan's study in

Diabetes, Hlpertension

overhead on doctors with a participatory decision

style. The results were that in a randomised controlled

can

Boston on the

a better outcome. On

shown of the findings

chronic conditions of

have

and Duodenal Ulcer. There is another

better diabet.ic control as measured by

and hl4pertension control as measured

pressure r'.ras linked to more patient

consultat.ion, more information seeking

patient say in the management and more

the first consul-tation.

making

trial

glycated haemoglobin

by diastolic blood

involvement in the

by the patient, more

emotional exchange in

general

patient

deeply.

is more

The sLudent comes to realise t.hat the consultation in

practice is a very dynamic thing and not telling a

what to do or asking questions hrithout thinking very

They acknowledge that this form of consult.ing

demanding than what they do in the hospital-.

The students usually have

patterns appear in the 4

most standardised patients

to be asked what common morbidíty

consul-tations. The f irst. is that

are over 55 and suffer from chronic
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Mut.ual

model the students, when asked, say they feel

when consult.ing because of their lack of more

Participation

low in power

than basic

the hray.

from the

is power

asked who

knowledge

lived with

and the fact that the standardised

patient has his or her chronic condition for a long

time and picked up a fair amount of working knowledge along

Slapping Dance

that knowledge

We played the videotape of the Fish

Monty Python series

and the doctor has

the allegory is

the big fish. The students are

is Sasz and Holl-ender. They were given information

on this in their First Year Behavioural Science course. This

question is greeted with silence and I tease them with

statements like names of British Comedy Duos eg French and

Saunders and Hal-e and Pace as simil-ar groups of people. Then

I ask them what is the "sick role". While they remember what

this is to a degree, they do not know who postulated this

hypothesis (Talcott Parsons) . The "sick role" is basically

about the patient who becomes i1l and goes to the doctor. The

doctor diagnoses the condition and advises the patient what to

do. The patient does what the doctor says and is given time

off his/her work with a certificate. The patient. does his/her

best to get better

does the Tal-cott

and then reLurns to work. I ask then, how

Parson sick role model apply to chronic

illness. Af ter del-iberation they realise that if you cannot

be cured, you cannot be a patient in the sick role model. I

add that the model does not apply to preventive medicine or to

psychosocial problems .



Sasz and HoIlender post.ulated a

of doctor and
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model- with 3 elements to

patient in the consultationdescribe the power

The first is the active

told what to do. This

passive element' where

could be the induction

the patient is

phase of being

anaesthetised or having a plaster put on for a fractured

wrist. The second may be suggesting t.hat the patient should

be taking ant.ibiotics for their Tonsillitis but t.he patient is

concerned that t.hey might get thrush with antibiotics (they

got thrush with antibiotics several times before). What

fo1lows is information giving about narro\^¡ and broad spectrum

antibiot.ics and some sort of negotiation between patient and

doctor). The third model is that of mutual participation an

overhead here records the following statement:

"Patients are active processors and recipients of

information; there is therefore a clear need to develop

a mutuality of

Only when such

expectations

expectations

for

satisfact.ion and accompanying

i-ncreased

Such joint consideration of

to nurlure a more equitable

and HCPs, a relationship

between patients and HCPs.

are congruent will patient

Lreatment adherence be

mutual expectations will help

relationship bet.ween patients

where pat.ients can assume

the outcome of t.he treatment.

shifts to one of helping patients

and Hollender's

greater responsibility

The task for the HCP

help themselves, as described by Szasz

(1956) mutual participation modef ."
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The common problem with consulting is using the hlrong model.

In some consul-tations the active passive model- is used when

the mutual participation is more appropriate. This met.hod

improves patient satisfaction and compliance- Of course other

factors are rel-ated to compliance like an appointment system

and other system factors, simplification of the management

t.ask for the patient, the rel-ationship between patient and

doctor and the patient's ideas and beliefs. The Students are

shown a videotape of a consultation where the doctor

by Rowan Atkinson in a dominating active

patient is

reading is

and accused

suf fering f rom hlpertension

pass1ve

and his

is played

way. The

diastolic

elevated. The patient is told off because of thís

his tablets. It turns out that theof not taking

patient is terrified by his doctor and this is why his

patient's pressure is elevated.
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À Managerial Model of Consulting

A video caIled: "Can you spare a moment" from Video Arts

which has been borrowed from the Royal College of General

Practitioners' Library ís shown. While addressing managers in

business it relates very well to the mutual participation

model. The four headings addressed are: 'setting up the

interview,' 'Encouraging patients to LaIk,' 'Helping them

t.hink it through' and 'Letting them find the Answer.'

The Cartoons

1 - Academics "Sad case took the Uni gold medal.

Holism vs. reductionism.2

3

4

Interesting

Statement on

spleen in bed six.

chronic illness.

STEROTYPE OF
51% Female
Australian
2L
I-2 Siblíngs
Heterosexual

4TH YEAR MEDICAL STI'DElflT

(more than Arts faculty)
Alcohol

(skullduggery drinking club)
Ectomorph
Saints, PAC
Pembroke , Se)¡mour,
Norwood High
Few kids
Few married

Malaysian
23

3-5 siblings
Heterosexual

Orange juice
Musl-im

Ectomorph
Boarding school

Few kids
Few married

Why at a party do you deny you are a medical
student?



THE TUESDAY MORNING SESSION

9.0Oam

The lemon game

The first
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session lasts for 45 minutes and

game" which has been adaPted from

University of New South Wales.

consists

part of the

of the "Lemon

Professor Ken Cox from the

For 4 students sel-ect 5 lemons of varying sizes and

you do strange l-ooks from fellowyou wíII get

Put these in

weeks. Al-so

shapes. If

shoppers in

refrigerate and they will

eye masks like airline

the students to play the

is about thei:r

fruit

last.

t.his

shops.

for 6

a bag and

have 4

passengers

game. As

indicates

Ask permission for

don't know what it

use.

t.hey

how

response

this gamemuch the teacher is trusted. However

has never been rejected by students

Then ask the students to select a lemon

this teII the students to examine their

they will

time. Note

Iemon with

be giving a tutorial on their

the different way the female

the f inger t j-ps as opposed

aspect. of the distal 2 phalanges. This is

observing body language.

examine their lemon ask

describe shape and size

marks. When all- the

the lemons back in

After they have

from the bag- After

Iemon carefully as

lemon in a minutes

students hold the

to the males vol-ar

to get them to start

had enough time to

. They usually

distinguishing

ask them to put

fifth lemon in

each one to present

in centimetres and

presentations are finished

the bag. There is st.iIl the

t.he bag. Then hand them the blindfolds with comments like no



free trips on Malaysian Airl-ines or this is the only

and not get
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time you

can legitimately go to sleep in a tutorial caught

The rul-es are that you will hand them a lemon. If it is theirs

they should keep

pass it to their

Iast student on

it in their

colleague on

the teacher's right

take it. Hand out aII

Iap. If not they are asked to

their left. In the case of the

they should

5 lemons to

pass it

the blindforward so you can

folded students. rf it is eventually rejected it will end up

in your hand.

Most students select their own l-emon. When everyone says they

have found their own lemon tel-I to take off their masks.

Then ask them with what

lemon. They will mention

did they choose their own

a particuÌar characteristic

process

síze and

of their lemon and the ans\iì¡er is the shape - the 3 dimensional

shape of the lemon. Then

recognition of shapes. It.

remember from geriatrics.

ask what. is the word for the

is stereognosis which t.hey might

This is an introduction to stereognosis or pattern recognition

and the aim is to help the student learn j-ts importance in

general practice.

Some other analogies can be made first. Some rural students

can individually recognise 20 to 30 sheep. It is easier if an

animal has colours l-ike the sienna brown and cream of



Hereford cattle and the

Another analogy is bird

flies in from Siberia
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black and whíte of Friesan cattle.

watching in the Coorong. If a bird

te11 from its silhouette

or juvenile. The so called

a key factor in

head of a bird of

apricot tree - at

you might

adultwhether it is male or female,

Iateral view used by radiologists is

recognition. Indeed the silhouette of the

prey will keep other birds away from your

least for a while.

Ask the students what do the Americans mean by friendly fire?

They will

usually one

recognition

shot in the

marshall of

give

male

an example from the Gulf War or at least

student wilt. Tt is a failure of pattern

at t.he court

and they were

threre be for

information such as there is none of our l-ot in

- although

back. Ask

unpopular officers have sometimes been

the students if they were

some one who fired on his own troops

the defending officer what possible reasons could

the "friendly fire". They

due to

could incl-ude poor

impaired concentration drugs or alcohol,

and radar blips or aj-rcraft silhouettes which are

appearance. If a specific example is discussed never refer to

t.he enemy by nationality, call them Darth Vada's l-ot as our

students come from many countries. An example of stereognosis

in warfare is its use in protection. Camouflage is an example

and so is the programming of surface to surface missiles at

sea. Most naval vessels will have such a protective mechanism

and one form is firing a charge under a collection of metal

strips so that a bigger image is created ahray from the ship so

t.ral-ning,

misleading

that sector

similar in



the missil-e is diverted. The missile's compuLer

to l-ead the missile to the biggest object which

an aircraft carrier.

s06

is programmed

might include

here? They will mention symptoms and they

butor signs they

They certainly will mention

worthwhile point.ing out that

the hospital

only 3 out of

1000 adults in a month end up in a University Teaching

250 wil-I go to their general practitioner

Then ask what about medicine? Where does stereognosis fit in

signs. On asking are

will- say cl-assicalcl-assical

someLimes

morbidity

Hospital,

(McV'Ihinney

certainly

slrmptoms

atlzpical.

and it is

whereas

the students rote learn for the exam then

Textbook of Family Medicine L989 p28) They

have not seen the classical and atypical l-emons in

general practice.

One can say that it is normal to learn classj-cal slrmptoms and

signs first

a slice on

after all you do not l-earn to correct a hook or

the first golf lesson. Another point is to ask if

forget about most of

it afterwards. If they do not agree ask them what t.hey

remember about the Kreb's cycle. The point. about l-emons is you

have to have them in your mind for the rest of your cl-inical

l-ife- Also it is critical that in general practice we know the

subtLe dífference between what is normal and what is not. The

l-ead time gained from this can lead to picking up cancer at a

treatable stage or picking up serious illness which requires

urgent management.



Ask them what sort of lemons

The teacher has learnt his

patient.s have taught him or

do you

or her
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have compared with theirs.

lemons by experience the

her. The students have learnt them

from the hospital ward and from textbooks. A story to

illustraLe this is useful. The great Master of Nineteenth

Century General Practice ,James McKenzie went into practice in

the 1890's at Burnley in Lancashire. The Gulf Stream made

Lancashire humid and this was conducive to the spínning of

cotton imported from the USA over the Atlantic.

\^tas a cotton spinning town and as part of

\^rere attracted to

Hence Burnley

the Industrial

work in thisRevolution agrarian people

town. The back to back tenement housing created overcro\¡Iding

it.s element.and t.he Lancefield GrouP A Streptococcus lvas

is in the General-McKenzie (whose photograph Practice Teaching

Unit in t.he hallway) saw many patients with Rheumatic Fever

and Mitral Valve disease- He threw away his recently bought

selective physical examination textbooks and 1et the patients

teach him the lemons. He kept. meticulous records and recorded

the Carotid pulse, the 'Jugular Venous r,rlaves , the Apex beat.

and the Radial pulse on an instrument he built himself - This

l-n

included a smoked rotating drum with stylii

the charcoal - Then he varnished the record and kept it with

the Mitral- Val-vethe patient's notes. One day he notices that

murmur in a patient went a\^iay when a fluttery wave appeared on

the smoked drum. He felt this was due to paralysis of the Left

auricle deducing that t.he blood flow through the stenosed

valve had diminished. He called this condit.ion Auricular

Fibrillation and became the Father of Cardiology.

that scratched off



Now give them a true story and ask them to be the doctor-

This a story that happened

Newcastle NSW. I had just

to myself when I was in practice in

finished my morning

there was a home
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surgery when the

visit. to do. rtpractice secretary told me

v/as to a Mr Smith who h¡as

after his wife previously.

made me feel the visit was

v/as in bed. His age is 55,

a new patient although I had looked

She was a reliable patient and this

justified. When I arrived Mr. Smith

he works in a factory, there is no

history of common f amily ill-ness,

and left home and he is a smoker.

the children have grown up

His complaint is that he

"feels awful doctor". He has felt this since this morning- The

students askteacher can now be the patient and let the

questions.

physical

All the answers will be negative. The selective

Blood Pressure of L2O/80,

.Abdomen normal-. On examining

shoulder and noticed when I

examination reveals a

Normal Heart sounds, Chest c1ear,

his chest I had my hand on his

took my fingers off his skin that the blanching time took a

bit longer than I thought to go a\^ray for the temperature of

the room.

If the students are making hl4gotheses remind them of an

occasion during the course when they discussed the hypethet.ico

- deductive model- of Karl- Popper. This is based on creating an

hypothesis and continually testing it until or if it is

destroyed. They will remember the analogy about all- swans are

white until you see a black one. One can emphasise that this



model is commonly used in general practice.

creating hypotheses in this clinical story

el-iminate a lot of chronic problems because

slrmptoms started when the patient woke up.

When

they

the
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they are

sometimes

onset of

Then say

one going

to the students they are the doctor and what is each

to do? They are still standing at the bedside and

because he doesn't know what is wrongthe patient is anxious

and so is his wife. There are no other things the pat.ient says

are worrying him- Some students will say to ring them if

things get worse, others will- come back fater in the

afternoon, some witl come back that evening and others wiII

admit him to hospital.

Then I tel-t them that the pat.ient died that night. This

produces quite a lot of concern among the students who want to

know why the patient died. I ask them to t.hink about it again.

If they can'L get the reason I tel-I them t.hat the most

powerful instrument in general practice is the

55 who is a smoker feel-retrospectoscope. Why

awful in a sudden

would a man age

wây, have poor capí1Iary

In reality the patient died

This emphasises the snapshot the general

subsequently die?

myocardial infarct.

practiti-oner got of progressing acute atypical

who wanted t.o go back for

refiII and

of a silent

condition and

another visit.

a

supports the students

Many students wanted order a battery of tests as a dragnet

The hypothesis I don't know but I

to

and had no hypothesis.

can't eliminate a serious cause here would warrant urgent



intensive monitoring. Many

be wasting the hospital's

sending someone with such

reality the patient died in
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students are concerned they would

sitting next to a

plane flight. This

bej-ng a professional and

practitioner has to draw

different occasions that

social-. If the doctor is

time and financial resources by

vague symptoms to hospital. In

the coronary care unit despite al-I

talkative patient of his on a long overseas

15 an opportunity to discuss the nature of

how in particular a country general

appropriate lines with patients on

are clinical and occasion that are

too kind in the consultation there is

the appropriate care but of course \¡¡e gave him the best !ìIe

could to save him

In summary many of our lemons are taught to us by our patients

(the previous pattern was taught to me by a patient with a

silent infarct 10 years previously), often the dj-fferences

between a normal and an abnormal lemon are subtle, and in

general practice we rely on our communication and patient

rel-ationship skills, selective history and examination skiIls,

choice of investigation and referra1 and overall our lemons.

Some people would cal-1 the lemons clinical intuition or a

diagnostic sixth sense.

Being a professional

9.45am

The students are shown a cartoon of a doctor finding he is

a danger that an important test may not be ordered and a

crucial diagnosis missed.
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consultation has been cl-assifiedFurther overheads show how a

by Roger NeighJrour. The

consultations which !\Iere

practitioner to my practice on an fnterpractice visit

of my Continuíng Medical Education. Not all aspects of

examples

marked by

given are

a visiting

my own

general

as part

all the

three consultations got good marks and admitting this

demonstrates that honesty about one's feedback is expected

from the students during t.he attachment. The areas assessed in

my consulting were the Connectíng Phase, The Summarising

Phase, the Handover Phase the Safety - Netting phase and the

Housekeeping Phase. The aim of this is to show that being a

professional- means having good consulLing skiIls.

The patient centred consultation

Show the students the overhead on the patient centred

consullation from Textbook of Family Medicine I McWhinney 1998

p 118. Here the patient attends with cues of unwellness which

today we would call reason for encounter. The traditional

pathway foll-ows the History, Physical examination and

Laboratory tests and leads to a Diagnosis, which we would caII

an hypothesis. The other pathway involves the patient's ldeas

Thoughts and Expectations as wel-l- as the Impact of the illness

on the pat j-ent. Most students f rom the previous consultat.ions

yesterday express confusion as to which pathway to follow and

are just as confused as the faculty as to whether to be a

problem solver or a care giver. McWhinney f eels the ans\^rer is

integrating both in the general practice patient centred



consul-tat.ion - This leads

which is Integration. T
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one to the last label on the overhead

usually say that the holistic approach

was followed at the Coan school of Medicine and the Nidian

school \^ras more reductionist. McWhinney Op cit p113) Indeed I

ask t.hem to ans\Â/er who wrote the saying "Lif e is short, and

art is long, Lhe occasion fleeting and judgement difficult".

As a clue I say he played centre forward for Greece in 400 BC.

He lect.ured on the isl-and of Kos. Hence the Coan medical-

school.

The next overhead concerns this statement by Hippocrates and

refl-ects on its significance to today's general practitioner.

Charmian Clift has been regarded as Australia's greatest

essayist and lived on a Grec j-an isl-and with her novelist,

husband George Johnstone. The aim of this is to show that it.

is an art to practice this integration in the consultation and

it takes a long time to acquire indeed I am stilt acquiring

it. This skitl is one of the arts of medicine.

Show t.he overhead of the t.ied up patient answering the many

closed ended physical questions. The patient centred

consultation does use these questions but to Iesser extent

than the traditional hospital history taking.

Show the overhead of the person with the

up. From where that person is looking

way up but not to the person in charge.

box saying

does l-ook

this way

the right

This has relevance for

ir

patients in the consultation where their ideas may be not



picked up. An example

natural remedies.
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is the patient who only believes in

Body Language

10.00 am

Ask the students what overall is the most powerful form of

communication in the consul-tation and let them give individual

anshrers.

a person

f eel-s it

The choice is from non verbal paralanguage (the vray

says something)

is non verbaf.

have cancer obviously the verbal component

important. This of course doesn't. happen very frequently.

them body language? They might. say t.hird

and verbal. Birtwhistle from the USA

However if you tell a patient they

is the most

course but it is most

Then ask who taught

year communications

Ieaning forward. Many feel

this discomfort wil-l be what

parents. Who taught their parents? Their

introduces the cultural- factors in non verbal

likely their

parents. This

communication

uncomfortable with this and feel

is transmitted to

and as the students have such varied ethnic backgrounds thj-s

will become evident in theír videotapes t.hat will be seen t.his

morning. The cuftural expression is to be encouraged as this

is an honest part of the their non verbal communication. The

students sometimes are confused about whether to fake body

language or noL and sometimes feel they have to fo1low certain

formulae like sitting with their knees slightly apart and

the

the patient.

hlpothenar edgeA unj-versal form of body language is usJ-ng

of the hand in a cutting manner vüith the upper limb straight



to make a point when arguing. This crosses

However what is acceptable in one culture for some

of non verbal communicat.ion is not acceptable in

example is eye contact in communicating with

Another cultural- story is that there is a town
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aII cu1Lures.

other forms

others. An

Aborigines.

in Northern

Italy which was conquered by soldiers from the south centuries

not go any further because of the AIps. Theago. They

invaders when they said \rr1o" would toss their heads back

whereas the locals would simply shake their head. Today in

this town the descendants are still usíng these different ways

to il-lustrate the same point.

Demonstrating body language

First emphasise the role of t.he swivel chair in the tutorial

room. Some students when consulting will swing the chair so

patient when askíngtheir shoulders square on towards the

questions and then swing back to l-isten.

could

in the chair

spreading your

half is closed

The students don't understand ambiguous body

demonstrate by crossing

language so sit

your arms and

you are sending

this by saying

because you are

that you may be

to

knees apart and ask what am I saying? The top

and the bottom half is

a mixed message. Some students will-

how do we know that you are crossing

col-d and not being threatened? The answer is

cold and it is up to the observer to keep observing to see if

this is true from the congruence or incongruence of what you

sâ!, how you say it and further body language.

open, so

challenge

your arms
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Cross your knees and ask the students how positive you seem

towards them. By swivelling t.he chair you can include 2

students and be neutral or exclude t.he rest. They should

eventually conclude that if the crossed knee on top has its

medial aspect facing the patient. the patient feels more

comfortable. Ank1e crossing is a simíIar variant.

Find out who has

story. The bl-ue

the absence of

blue eyes - ff no

eyed student has

melanin in the

one does then ill-ustrat.e the

an obvious pupils because of

iris - Hence you can see

a distance. Accident andsympathomimetic amine influence at

emergency is full

of a1cohol. Al-so

of people with this who also sometimes smell

v/e become al-ert to the situation when a

patient says there is nothing hrrong and their pupils say

otherwise.

Tel-1 the students that there are other common body language

become obviousmovements especially

when their videotapes

of the hands which wil-I

are played back. This will- be greeted

with groans of anguish

Show the cartoon overheads of the man at the party trying to

understand body language, the group of men with an obvious

aut.horitarian man lying about creating a relaxed friendly

atmosphere, the man saying one thing and pointing in the other

direction (here you can mention turning off the television and

watching the body language of politicians or car salesmen),



the doctor not maintaining

axe in hisan
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eye contact and the result with a

head and the doctor giving totallY

because he wasn't watching his

patient with

inappropriate

pati-ent.

management

Avoid jargon

There are 13OOO nehr words that a medical student acquires

during t.he

these words

the patient

medical course. The public don't understand all

and the doctor should explain things in language

especially for

is an overhead

understands. Having

the stomach and

to illustraLe

confidence to draw is useful

the reproductive system. There

this. The Malaysian students

graduation will be

to work in a hospital

speak a different dial-ect

Also patients sometimes do not know where their anatomy is.

Examples are where the heart is and the stomach. Show the

overhead on where people think their thyroid gland is.

appreciate this

terms and after

paying student,

as they have learned

Smell

SmeIl- is a powerful form of communication

aftershaves are a mu1t.i billion industry.

smell- of fear or sympathetic system response

well as the effect of phereromes.

English and the medical

required, if not a fee

often where the people

Perfumes and

In medicine the

is an example as
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Morning tea

10.3Oam

Debríefing videotapes

10.3Oam

First the students are told that the student whose tape is

being debriefed can hold the infra red monitor and fast

forward t.hrough any part they don't wanL to show us. (Uo one

has fast forwarded through the 1ot yet. )

After watching the consultation use the Pendleton Ru1es.

(Pendleton D, Schofield T, Tate P, Havelock P The consultation

An approach to Learning and Teaching.1990 Oxford Medical

Publicationsp69-71)

AIso look at the hand out based on Farmers rules for feedback

Finally give the students a copy of their consultation using

Gask and Boardman's rating. The questions are probing the

problem questions and are open or closed and physical,

psychological and social. In the centre of the sheet is a Gask

score of the percentage of open psychological questions asked

of overall- probing the problem questions for her group of

general practice trainees before and after training. Stress

that t.his is only a description and not indicative of the

student's overal-1 consulting style- The session should finish

at 12.30 -
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Briefly clarify matters of fact

It may be difficult to evaluate a consultation without

access to a few crucial details such as the dose of a

particular

discussed

medication prescribed or whether the doctor had

consultation. These few details

problem in a previous

should be discussed first

the effects of a

but this is not to be used as an occasion to

under the guise of a rhetorical question such

make points

as 'l¡lhat on

earth did you expect to

chest with his shirt on?'.

2. The doctor in questíon goec first

It is important to allow the l-earner to

comments about hís consultation. Learning

dewelopsmuch more easily when the l-earner

of his own strengths and

learner's remarks reveal

achieve by examini-ng the man's

make the first

wilL t.ake place

a real-istic idea

weaknesses . I¡'Ihat is more, the

his val-ues and his degree of

know about both of

know that feedback

the unhelpful spiral of attaching and

that the learner's strengths should be

Iale may

precede

ensure that anxiet.y is

which is always present

perceptiveness. The teacher needs to

these matters. But it is sufficient to

is much more acceptable when the learner feels in control.

3. Good points first

In order to prevent

defendíng, we

discussed at

Ínsist

length before any suggestions are made

think in terms of a bank account deposits

withdrawals. In this r,r¡ay we also

not raised above the minimal level



r,vhen a learner allows colleagues

his performance.

A docLor's investment of himsel-f

considerable and negative comments
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or a teacher to observe

in his work is usually

can be hurtful, so there

must be encouragement rather than punishment. Another

reason for the discussion of strengths is that the learner

needs as cl-ear an idea of what

consul-tations as he does of

should be preserved in his

those aspects which coul-d

thrown out with bathwater

rather wel-I but learning

of positive reinforcement

prof it.ably be changed.

might illustrate the

theorists would tal-k

Babies

point

in terms

Ieading to the mainLenance of desirable behaviours. There

is an additional reason for discussing strengths which

concerns the teacher. In observing the work of several

learners the teacher wil1 notice that t.heir strengths and

weaknesses are in different areas. The teacher needs to

understand how that successful achievement of each of the

tasks may be brought about. When the teacher discusses

learner's strengths in detail, he becomes familiar

any

with

possible ways

notices that

in which each task may be achieved. When he

a l-earner is weak in an area in which another

learner was strong, he is more able to help.

4. Recom¡nendations not criticisms

Vühen those tasks are discussed which were not achieved

weIl, it is essential that recommendations should be made.

Simply to inform a learner that a task was not achieved is

of l-ittl-e help. If , or the ot.her hand, the learner is told



It may be that the

he did not achieve

about how he might

case, the teacher
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how he might have achieved the task, he has the opportunity

of putting the matter right. But, again, wê start with the

Iearner.

merely a helper.

recommendaLions ,

learner knows only too well which tasks

He may also have perfectly good ideas

have achieved the task. If this is the

d.oes not have to be a critic at a1l

Even if the learner cannot make his own

the helping role of the teacher is still

dominant when specific suggestions are made. It may be

that the teacher and the learner disagree about those tasks

which \,üere achieved well and Lhose which were not. In this

case, a discussion of criteria is needed. What criteria

might we use to d.ecide whether the effects of a problem

\^/ere explored adequately and appropriately? And how might

we apply these general criteria to a specific consultation

with a particular pat.ient. The teacher and the l-earner

will need to discuss these matters and to achieve an

agreement. But the discussion is part of the educational

exercise. Resolution of this form of discussion may only

be possible when research evidence is considered or when a

more detailed examination is made of the task, the problem,

t.he patient, Lhe doctor and the available resources. AtI

of these matters are usefully discussed by both learner and

teacher - thus, disagreement can provoke learning too-
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THE WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION (1993-1994)

On Wednesday the students were randomised into two groups

From 9.00-10.3Oam the conÈro1 group let:

Two students watch videotapes of their tutor consulting

with patients. These tapes were showj-ng the tutor's skill

in psychotherapy.

From 10.45am-12 .3Opm

Two students had an open discussion about the tutor's

videotaped consuftations. Here the issues dealt with a

holistic and preventiwe care. Then fol-l-ows a discussion

about clinical skil-l-s foll-owed by a discussion on primary

care primary care opthalmology and ear nose and throat-

The lrlednesday morning experinental group let:

Two students from 9.00-9.30am have a tutorial which was an

introduction into the feelings and emotional side of

consulting wit.h patients.

\^ras given to the students

A handout on listening skills

and they are asked to fill them

out (see X). They are al-so requested to write down six or

seven points which make someone a good listener and six or

seven points which make someone a bad l- j-stener.

At 9.30am the consult with a standardised patient. Each

student had two 10 minute consultations and this was

followed by 5 minutes feedback from the SP. At 1-0.35am

there is a short morning tea and at 10.55 a tutorial is
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conducted for the two students on Iistening ski1ls and

personal vafues and dealing with emotions (see Y). More

specifically this included understanding how to ascertain

the client has understood explanation and/or instructions,

how to work with interpreters, how to deal with strong

emotions and how to understand the implications of shock.



X

Please answer the following questions with the closest correct answer

This is not an exercise used for assessment.

When you take part in a conversation, meeting or discussion; do you

523

Always Often Seldom Never

1. try to have the last word

try to judge the value of the message's
content, not the speakers ability.

look for basic ideas, discriminating
between fact and opinion?

4. listen for ideas and underlying feelings?

fight distractions and actively
concentrate on listening?

enjoy listening to difficult and variable
presentations and subjects?

wait impatiently for the speaker to finish
so you can say something?

quite often finish the sentence for slow
speakers?

2

3

5

6

7

I
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o determine your opinion on the subject
and get ready to give that opinion?

10. use severalforms of note taking when
you want to recallthe information?

11. get annoyed when the speaker is
emotive over a subject in which you
are not interested?

12. keep a pokerface so that the speaker
does not know what you are thinking?

13. prepare questions to try and trap the
speaker
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Y

Please read these questions and mark which, if any, you ?gr.ee. with. There m.ay be
more than one. Thére are no right or wrong answers, and it is just for discussion.

1 lf I were an intern and was convinced that one my colleagues was practicing
unethically, lwould:

a)
b)
c) se_quences .. .d) of the hosPital

2 Doctors who work with culturally diverse groups of people without having
crosscultural knowledge or skills:

3

4

are violating the medical rights of their clients
are probably guilty of unethical behaviour
should realise the need for specialised training
can be said to be practicing ethically.

help the patient work through these feelings and understand them
enjoy the feelings if they were positive
refer the patient to another doctor
direct the consultation into less emotional areas.

refer the patient to a Dr of the same sex.
confront the patient with my suspicions.
ignore the problem.
slowly try to build the patient's confidence in me

6 With respect to value judgements in patient interaction doctors should

lf I had strong feelings toward a patient, I think I would most likely:

ent
ey would eventually disappear
superusor
ey began to interfere with the doctor-

tf a patient evidenced strong feelings of attraction or dislike for me, I would:

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

5 lf I felt a patient of the opposite sex was reluctant to discuss certain issues with
me, lwould:

b
feel free to make value judgements about their patient's behaviour
actively teach their own values when they think patient's need a different
set of values
remain neutral and keep their values out of the consultation process
encourage patients to question their own values and decide upon the
quality of their own behaviour.

c)
d)
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7 Doctors should

teach desirable behaviour and values by modelling them for the patient
encourage patients to look within themselves to discover values that are
meaningful to them
reinforcè the dominant values of society
very delicately, if at all challenge clients value system.

I

lf a patient came to me with a problem, and I could see that I would not be
objective because of my values, I would:

a) accept the patient because of the challenge to become more tolerant
b) tell the patient at the outset my fears concerning our

conflicting values
c) refer the patient to someone else
d) attempt to influence the patient to adopt my way of thinking.

lf I were to have lesbian or homosexual clients, a major concern of mine would
be:

a)
b)

c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)

10 Of the following, I consider the most unethical behaviour to be:

a) promoting dependence (eg constant attendance) in the patient
b) becoming sexually involved with patients
c) breaking confidentiality without a good reason
d) accepting a patient whose problem is beyond my competence.

11 Regarding confidentiality, I believe that it is ethical:

a) to break confidence when there is reason to believe that the patient may
do serious harm to him/herself

b) to break confidence when there is reason to believe that the patient will
harm someone else

c) to break confidence when the parents of a patient ask for certain
information

d) to inform the authorities when a patient is breaking the law.

12 My view of peer review is that it is:

something I could use on a permanent basis
a threat to my status as a professional
valuable when I reach an impasse with a patient
a way to learn, and to get insights into how I work with patients

13 lf I suspected a patient of misleading me with regard to prescribing rugs, I

would:

maintaining objectivity
not knowinþ and understanding enough about this type of lifestyle
establishing a positive relationship
pushing my own values.

refuse to prescribe.
write a prescription this time, but refuse to see the patient again.
suggest they seek some expert help.
discuss your concerns with the patient.
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THE THURSDAY MORNTNG SESSTON (1-993-1994)

The students were still divided into experímental and control

grouPs.

The control- and experimental groups ran from 9.0Oam to

12.15pm. The number of tapes debriefed in the control

group \^ras two and in the experimental group f our.

The control group viewed a videotape which was created by Sir

David Goldberg and Linda Gask from the Department of

Psychiatry

teach the

in Manchester, United Kingdom. This tape aims to

skitts of reattributing the slrmptoms of somatising

patients which have been misattributed by them to an organac

to the

psychosocial cause. This tape established three stages to

cause when there is an underlying psychosocial cause,

linking somatic symptoms to psychological distress

v/ere, 'feeling understood', 'changing the agenda' and

the link'.

They

'making

Under Stage 1 'f eelJ-ng understood' the f ollowing point.s were

made: First, the doctor (student) shoul-d take a full history

of the pain by eliciting other associated synrptoms and asking

about a typical pain day. Secondly, respond to mood cues.

This was demonstrated on tape using an actor with lower back

pain consulting with a general practitioner. The responses of

cl-arification, empathetic comments and probing the patients

mood state \^rere demonsLrated. Tasks r¡rere exploring social and



family factors, checking

appetite in depression)

physical examination.

Under Stage 2 'changing the

'feeding back the results

'acknowledging the reality

patient's complaint' (by

slrmptoms and l-inking t.hem to

agenda the t.asks described were

for biological

and carrying

slrmptoms (like

out' a brief
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Ioss of

focussed

of t.he

of the

physical

pain' ,

examination' ,

'reframing

patient of

the

moodreminding the

life events)

Under Stage 3 'making the link', seven different

were shown for doing this by

consul-tations with videotaped

practitioners. The seven strategies

demonstrating

actors and

were:

strategies

them with

general

between anxiety and physical slrmptoms

between depression and physical slrmptoms

by practical demonstrat,ion

to life events

in the 'here and now'

with illness in other family members (by explaining

shared slrmptoms - 'identification by explaining shared

illness behaviour).

After watching this tape the students consul-ted a standardised

patient (non somatiser) - each student having one consultation

each. After morning tea (ZO minutes) there hras a video

debriefing of these two tapes.
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On Thursday morning the experimental group started and

finished at the same time as the control group. Between

9.00am and 10.3Oam t.he trtro videotapes

experimental students on the previous

the tutor. Then after morning tea

that were made by the

day r^tere debrief ed by

the two students had

a standardísed patient and the SP

. This consultation was videotaped

. Al-so the Boardman and the Gask

probing the problem questions and

another consultation with

gave

and a

five minutes feedback

scores

given

debriefing came next

r^rere calculated for

to the students.
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THE FRIDAY MORNING SESSION

All the students meet at 8.

things they have picked uP

in the past week (+ morning

replies a bit. After that

50am and each student is asked what

in terms of their consulting skills

sessions) . I try to develop their

given the same exposure to

experienced on the Monday

patients with each

The 4 students a1I

In L993-L994 at the end of the

these consultations which had

they are

standardised patients that theY

morning.

Each student consufts 4 standardised

consultation lasting 10 minutes

see each standardised Patient.

consulting the studY stoPPed and

been videotaped were analYsed

(timed) .

for comparison between the

initial tapes on Monday. The experimental- and controf groups

tapes were afso comPared.

The st.andardised patients are

they are different from the

seen during the week-

new to the students on Friday

standardised patients previously
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APPENDIX IT

fnter-rater Agreement

Classífication of díffícu1t questions

Open questions

No social chit chat to be recorded at the beginning-

The open question included open or closed questions, of an

opening type and

"And how is your

any not classifiable questions later like

general health?" "How are things at home?"

Open Physícal

"Why do you hate taking medication?"

"hlhat do you understand about asthma?"

"How has this arthritis affected your l-ife?"

"What stopped your goLf?"

Pat.ient - "T do take aspirin." Doctor - "What

"How long have you had it?" Answer - "Within

is that for?"

the last yean.."

a probing the problem question,"htrithin the last year?" (noL

more a refl-ective one) .

Open Socia1

"How long have you been back from Brisbane?"

"Hornr are things with your wife?"

Closed Physícal

"Have you been told about diet?"

"Do you find it hard to control your diet?"
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.'Are there any problems that you have?" (after talking about a

physical condition).

"It's not a very high score (peak expiratory flow) , is LL?"

"Does the arthritis stop you from doing a lot of things?"

"Do you have a family history of breast cancer?"

"Ialhich hip is it?"

"Are there any other things that are worrying you?" (Tf a

general dragnet guestion) .

"How do you t.hink it (the exercise) would go?"

..When you feel depressed - is that when you notice the pain?"

"Do you want to know more about arthritis?"

'tDo you have any other problems?" (related to physical

health) .

Closed Psychological

"Does that make you frustrated?"

..Is there a main reason why you are worried about lung cancer

- is there something public or in the papers?"

An instruction is given and then the doctor says "OK?"

Closed SocíaL

"Do you smoke?"

"Does your wife smoke?"

Cues given

*I find it harder to

*I'd love to work if

do everything. "

I was allowed to

of the asthma."*I'd like to get rid
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"I hate insulin."

*I don't like seeing doctors-"

"I just have to put up with it. "

Statements not regarded as cuest

*I feel better sitting.'

\I love chocolates. "

Doctor - "Does that make you frustrated?" Patient - "Yes, it

does make me frustrated. "

.'yes I,d be happy with that.,, (In response to doctor making a

statement) -

'.I don, t know whether the stress from the Menieres Disease has

caused the blood pressure" -

..That,s what I was concerned about, having been a smoker all

my life-" (not in current tense).

Other areas of agreement

We agreed not to record reflective questions as they were noL

probing the problem questions. For example the patient may

say "the tablets make it better" . Then the doctor says:

"they make it better?" This is not rated.

fn the consultation (after the

"Can I ask you about your familY

(it is not probing the problem

opening) if the doctor asks:

life?" This is not recorded.

it is asking permission from

the question: "Can Ithe patient). Again, in the same vein

ask you about your family life?" is not' rated.



With cues , íf a cue is given and it \^Ias not picked up and

again,

cues

s34

the

same cue is given again or for that matter given yet ír
is recorded only once- That means only fresh are

recorded. It is not picking up on a cue by simply using the

word .so" as a refl-ection. For

to the patient by saying "so

does not follow this up any

picking up a cue.

rat.ed and naturally

against this

example; if the doctor replies

you want to lose weight?" and

further, it is not rated as

is a closed ended one. Students will

decision but \^/e felt the patient

student asks open

the

Oft.en students ask an open ended question and instantly tack

on a closed ended one to it. The last question is the one

argue answers

t.he l-ast question not the f irst. When a

ended question about feelings

feeling is mentioned this is not

and during the ans\^rer

an

regarded as a cue. However

if during the answer another feeling is brought üp, this is

rated as a cue.
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APPENDIX I

Sir ilames Mackenzie (1853 -L925)

Víews on General Practice Education and Research

(Published in Journal of t.he Royal Society of Medicine L999;
92:31-43)

Sumnary

Under and postgraduate medical education has undergone change

come true or is he sLill a prophet crying in the wilderness?

Introduction

,fames Mackenzie r,'¡as a visionary Scottish

in this century. As hle enter a new

timely to reflect on the thought.s of

Ieft his mark on general practice

around the beginning of this century.

mil-Ienium it might be

Sir ,.Tames Mackenzie who

education and research

Have all his wishes

general practitioner

international acclaim

firmly

in the

general

north and east of

of the late 19th century who receiwed

research into rhythms of the heart. He

in the importance of basing medical education

and the value of observation of patients in

for research.

for his

bel-ieved

community

practice

Mackenzie was born in 1853, Lhe third child of a highland

farmer, ât Pickston Hill near Scone, Perthshire. Macbeth's

Vloods of Birnham and Dunsinane fay to the

a farmer inthe farm.

Mackenzies

Univers j-ty

progressive

Times ü/ere

managed to

(with a bag

tough for

send a1l

the 1870rs yet the

three children to Edinburgh

due to theof oatmeal each) . This \^/as

farming methods used by his father as weII as his



industriousness plus the inspiration of his mother.

brother wrote of her:

she ráras the mainstay of the f ami1y. She had a

strong, indomitable
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HIS

and when thíngs r^rere going

noble soul that rose above

was also the unostentatious

farm it

spirit,

I{¡aS herbadly on the

difficulties and trial-s. She

and generous helper of

in distress came to her

the poor in the viJ-Iage, and all

for assistance and comforiu."

,James owed much to his parents and his mother's inf luence

endured throughout his Iife.l

Childhood learning

Mackenzie demonstrated that he was a reasoner at an early age

Brought up

difficulty

argued about

in a strong Presbyterian family he used to have

l_n memorising the shorter catechism and often

this with his father (an elder in the rirk). He

wrote to his father remember what St. Paul says 'r I had

rather

thousand

speak five words with my

words in an unknown tongue"

understanding than ten

(f Corinthians 14, verse

1.9) .2 Looking back at his early education t.he local parish

school- and the academy at Perth, he said:

.the things that I remember mosL clearly about my

school education \^Iere that I was considered a dunce

at most of my cl-asses, and that the subjects in
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which I did well

understanding rather

pray" - 
3

Mackenzie left school at

working life apprenticed

hours a week on an annual-

leisure hours were spent

were those in which my

called intothan my memory lvas

15 at his own request and began his

Dickens, Thackeray, Huxley,

to a Perth chemist. He worked 80

stipend of five pounds. His limited

reading Scott, SmolIet, Fielding,

Darwin and Tyndal.a

The Undergraduate

He commenced medicine at

managed to scrape through

2L at Edinburgh University and

the scÍentific years by hard work

and committing long passages from lectures to memory and on

was memorising.many occasions he did not understand what he

However he delighted in the

medals. His reflections on a

Iater clinical years and won 3

medical- education are similar to

his earlier thoughts on his schooling

". . .examinations are specially contrived for the

purposes of discriminating those wit.h

memories, and to them all- the honours and

given.....the individuals who, on t.he

possess more of the power of reasoning

fellows, receive no consideration" .s

the best

prizes are

contrary

than their

Mackenzie had. a refl-ector learning sty1e6 as

preferred to think about data thoroughly before

he obviously

coming to a

to theoriseconcl-usion. He Iater demonstrated his ability



about arterial and venous pulse waves. It is
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suggested that

current eritishthis learning style is similar to

general practitioner Lrainers. T If

would probably be an advocate for

for medical undergraduates as

graduates having better analytic

t.hat of

he were alive today he

case workproblem

this has

solving

been to

and communication

Iinked

skills .8

While at Edinburgh

Lister who first

Mackenzie headed

University he studied surgery under ,foseph

grasped the importance of Pasteur's work.

his notes on one of Professor Lister's

Iectures on bacteria and

pencilled rrgerms again".

reductionist medicine and in an address concerning the defects

of medical educatíon said later in his career:

". - .again

distracted

symptoms.

deducti-ons

research is

the microbic theory of disease has

people from the scientific theory of

There is less and less ability to draw

from the use of the unaided senses. Much

carried out in laboratories, apart from

the patient, ot in hospital wards on patients who

wound sepsis with an elaborately

He foresaw the excesses of

have long been

association with

i11. Patients must be studied in

t.heir natural environmenL and the

Later Mackenzie

predicted the

academic:

stresses and strai-ns of real lif e" .10

reflected on his undergraduate training and

future role of the general practitioner
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"There is an important ídea which has been omitted

in the consideration of medical education, namely

that a teacher of practicaT matEers must be one who

has experienced what he teaches. We al-I recognise

t.hat the best teacher for a youth who wants to be a

shoemaker ís a man who is in the habit of making

shoes. ff he wants to be a chemist, he goes to a

teacher who has a practical knowledge of chemistry.

That idea in relation to these subjects will, be

accepted universally. Unfortunately this

commonsense idea is rarely applied to medical

education. The vast majority of students who enter

Iarge number of teachers, not one

may pass through

for years by a

of whom has had

any experience of the life he is to l-ead as a

general pract.itioner. Às a resul-t a large portion

of the student's time and energy has been spent in

acquiring information that is of no use to him in

the practice of his profession, while much of the

knowledge which he often finds essential has never

been given to him."11

Mackenzie l-ater continued to direct criticism at medical

education and the trend to fully embrace the model of

reductionist medicine that was to characterise most western

on the study

practitioners,

his curricul-um and

of medicine ultimat.ely become general

and yet

be

a student

instructed



universities

"Medicine is

practice are

practitioner

experience" -r2

correct this

in the 2Oth century

taught by specialists;

He repeated

the problems of

and the
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that:

general

general

teach from his

estate helped to

as it \¡/as used to help found the first Chair of

General- Practice in the world at Edinburgh University in

1963 .13

On the curriculum he said: "Much of the teaching in medical

schools deals with rare or establ-ished conditions of disease

not carefully investigated

has no opportunity to

The money from Mackenzie's

Many of the ailments with which the

confronted are l-ooked or, in hospital

to deserve consideration" .14

general practitioner is

practice as too t.rivial-

Mackenzie continued to criticise the composition of his

medical curriculum by saying of the student:

"If we turn to the consideration of the subjects he

is taught, it wil-l speedily be realised how much of

his time and labour are spent unprofitably. In his

training he is taught a variety of subjects which

tradition has imposed upon the teaching world as

being necessary to his education, such as botany,

zoology and chemistry. It may be said that a

knowledge of these

him to understand

subjects is necessary to enable

and appreciate the facts in his

other studies, such as physiology and clinical



"Anatomical books and teachers

much or more prominence to a

tuberosity on a bone, which will

again in the student's life, âs

like the centre of respiration."ls

Today Abrahamsonl6 shares this

s4t

only acquire a knowledge of

unreasonable to expect that

be limited to that portion

of anatomy give as

detail, such as a

never be referred to

to some vital point

view and while agreeing with the

must learn the basic sciences",

medicine. Admitting this is true how much is

necessary for this purpose? The teachers are men

skilled in their particul-ar subject, but have litt1e

knowledge of what. part of their subject is necessary

and what part is immaterial to one who does not

intend to become a botanist, a zoologist or a

chemist, but a practitioner of medicine. Seeing

and thatthat these subjects are

the medical student can

a small- part, it is not

his instruction should

of a vast extent,

which will be of real use to him in his studies and

in the practice of his profession."

rn the same vein Mackenzie argued:

shibboleth: "Medical students

he asks: "what will our graduates have to be able to do that

might require their learning this 'material'?"



Indeed it is likely that if Mackenzie hlere alive today
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he

would heartily agree with Abrahamson who

organized according to discipline,

instruments of the territorial imperative

said: "Departments

with regard to the

tend to become

also feels that sometimes intercurriculum" Abrahamson

department committees

territorial politics.

In general

gap in his

a patient

in medical schools still play

practíce Mackenzie realised that there

undergraduate education. Mackenzie did

was a malor

not receive

centred undergraduate education. He found that:

"Most of the patients had no physical signs, and often

such physical signs as I detected had no seeming

relationship to their complaints. The patients fel-t iII,

or suffered from pain or other disagreeable sensation.

These subjective slrmptoms had received but scant

attention in our t.raining and I was unable to appreciate

them" .17

The Vocational Trainee

After university, Mackenzie had

Edinburgh Royal Infirmary and in

ín Durham, he started work in

Briggs who gave him a room

Parade. Immediately he

understanding the health of

medical encyclopaedia was

a house appointment at the

1,879, following a locum stint

Burnley. His mentor was Dr

at the top of his house at 68 Bank

found his text books useless for

the Burnley people, buying a Iarge

not a help either. In his spare



time Mackenzie set about working to know the meaning
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of the

signs and slrmptoms he

patient's líving. He

experience of Dr Briggs

met with everyday

r,r¡as able to draw

as they affected a

on the accumulated

for two learning objectives:

1. an understandíng of

2 - an understanding of

the mechanism of slrmptoms,- and

their prognostic significance - 
tt

Mackenzie wrote:

"I had not long been in the practice when I

discowered how def ective \^Ias my knowledge. I left

college under the impression that every patient's

condition could be diagnosed. For a long time I

strove to make a diagnosis and assiduously studied my

lectures and text books, without avail- for some

years I thought that this inability to diagnose my

patients' complaints was due to personal defects, but

gradually through consultations and other ways, I

came to realise that the kind of information I wanted

did not exist".le

Murdoch2o call-s this "Mackenzie's Pt)zzle". He feels that today

in our medical school-s the mismatch between what

and what the patients feel can go unrecognised

the books say

by teachers,

students canand as a result family

find themselves in a

physicians, residents

state of blundering

and

experienced by Mackenzie.

similar to that
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McWhinney2l comments on this by saying: "A student who learns

cl-inical- problem solving in a tertiary care hospital will tend

to have a frame of reference appropriat.e for patients with

serious and weII defined. diseases in their later stages. If a

student uses this frame of reference for solvíng problems in

into difficulties, the

by ,James Mackenzie many

family practice, he

kind of difficulties

years ago".

or she will get

described so weII

Much of his research occurred when he was in practice at

Burnley in North l¡Iest England from L879 to I9O2. Britain was

an industrj-al- nation at the time and Burnley functioned as a

mill- town for the manufacture of cotton- The year Mackenzie

arrived 56 townspeople died from scarlet fever and in 1-883 the

infant mortality rate was 205 per L000 live births.22

Rheumatic fewer was common and Mackenzie heard many mitral

valve murmurs in his patients.

The Self Directed Learner and ContÍnuing Medical Education

Fate then intervened on his fertile mind. When he lost a

young patíent who died in labour from heart faiLure, Mackenzie

resolved to research heart disease. He decided to study the

venous pulse (in the neck) as well as the apex beat or

arterial puIse. Mackenzie

approach to

practitioners

self directed

continuing

which had a

today would have

medical education

tendency to cater for

criticised any

for general

Iow l-evels of

levels of SDRLIearning (SDRL). Those with low



look for external direction and didactic teaching,
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while Lhose

f acil-itation but want to Iearnwith high Ievels respond to

autonomously.23 Mackenzie put

good use and recorded:

his autonomous learning style to

af t.er much labour I hit upon a plan almost

This method consistsits simplicity.

hol-Iow lead cone or funnel (cal-Ied a

over any pulsating part where the

surface of the skin permits the

sphygmograph or revolving

of this method is enhanced

such receivers can be used

and the same time of heart

venous pü1se".z¿

In L892 a further development of this

Mackenzie called it his clinical

illustrated in his book, rThe Study

of an India rubber tube to a

lever, the latter of which can

the smoked paper of a Dudgeon's

cylinder. The advantage

by the fact that several

to take tracings at one

beat and of arterial, or

ridicul-ous in

of placing a

treceiver' )

to be hermetically

connected by means

Marey's tambour and

be made to write on

closed.

the Movements

cavity of the funnel

This receiver is

phlebograph was made and

polygraph. This is

of the Pul-se, Arterial ,

of the Heart'2s which wasVenous and Hepatic and

his first publication

research.

af ter 20 years of general pract.ice



Using this

of tracings

with heart

with missed

problems. His

heart beats.
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nerÀr instrument Mackenzie studied an immense number

and applied them to slrmptoms and signs of

ana

patients

patientfirst discovery was

With simultaneous

pulse and neck vessefs, he noticed that at the moment the beat

was to be missed, the left ventricle of the heart had

contracted too soon whereas t.he auricle maintained its normal

rhythm. He invented the term rrextra systoletr and called the

pulse the irregular pulse of the adult type. The tracing is

recorded in his book The Pulse.26 No one believed him but he

persisted with his research. He saidtrnot withstanding the

complete indifference with which my work was viewed, I knew I

was getting at the Lruth".27 Mackenzie kept tracings

(varnished after being recorded on a smoked drum) of these

patients' extrasystoles and found that they \^¡ere all- alive and

well and in active work six years further on. With tracings

and fifteen to twenty years of observation he described what

he cal-Ied the "youthful type of irregularityrrzs which we know

of as sinus arrythmia. At the time patients exhibiting this

arrythmia \^rere confined to bed for months and Mackenzj-e proved

the pointlessness of such an approach.

The reasoning of Mackenzie is evident when reading about

recordings of

and the murmur of mitral stenosis.paralysis of the auricle

In the chapter entitled Paralysis of the Auricle and the

Ventricular Form of the Venous Pulse (The Pulse) ," h" wrote:
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in all the cases when there is onlY a

ventricular venous pulse, I have never heard a

presystolic murmur

examination weII marked

Thus in 1894 in taking

the pause in the puIse.

stenosis.marked mitraL

This a third type

the'paralysis

ventricular

contracting.

contraction the

a tracing of

in Fig 2I8, I scratched the tracing

there was a systolic murmur and

even when at t.he post mortem

mitral stenosis r^/as present.

the sfow pulse

indicating that

After

a long murmur during

death there was found

fn 1899 ï came across an

exactly similar case The explanation Lhen dawned

no presystolic murmur,

systolic, even though

on me. First there was

meaning thereby auricular

there was marked mitral stenosis, because the

auricl-e was incapable of contracting. Second the

long diastolic murmur was evidently due to the

onrush of bLood from the dilated paralysed auricle

through the mitral- orj-f ice during the ventricular

diastole".

of

of irregularity which he described as

auricles' . Here when there was a

jugular veins bulged instead of

was irregular and no two beats

these patients with auricular

Al-so the pulse

\¡/ere the same. Many of

fibrillation had fast pulses and heart failure. The potency

of digitalis in slowing the ventricular rate in auricular

f ibrillation can be attributed to Mackenzie. He r^/rote



student devises a suitable

student re-evaluaLes the

experimental- tesLs on the
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galvanometer to

and found the p

hlpotheses. Then the

test. Finally t.he

hypothesis and the

the new information

". . . so long as the heart beat at a rate u¡rder 80

these patients \¡vere pretty well; whereas when the

rate exceeded l-10, they gradually showed increasing

signs of heart failure. I therefore tried in each

case to keep the heart in check with digitalis and

the dose to thatvras frequently able to regulate

amount which kept the rate under 80 and thus enabled

the patients to pursue their occupations for years'

though at a lower level t.han in health' .30

Later Lewis appli-ed the Einthoven strj-ng

Mackenzie's patients with auricular paralysis

wave missing.

Mackenzie \^ras also able to inf er that in certain conditions

the auricle and ventricle would beat simultaneously3l'32 and

that when the ventricular venous pulse is present, contraction

occurred from fibres joining auricle and ventricl'e.

Today Mackenzie would have been regarded as a good 't.riple

jumper'. The triple jrr*pt' is a strategy for assessing process

in problem based curriculi. The student classically is asked

to think about a problem and to consider

experimental

original

basis of

supplied. The student would then be assessed on problem

solving skills, self directed learning skills and knowledge of



Mackenzie's triple jumPing would
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have beenthe problem area.

judged well and considered valid as it applied to several

problems thus avoíd.ing content specificity'tn

He fought for his ideas in London and became a respected

teacher and consultant. Unlike ,Jenner 100 years before, he

was elected a member of the Royal College of Physicians and

received a knighthood.

At 65 Mackenzie reLurned. to general practice at St Andrews in

Scotl-and. Here he lectured, worked on general practice

To theresearch and revised his book "Díseases of the Heart.rl

end, Mackenzie preached that the specialist who concentrated

on diagnosing and treating one organ was disadvantaged by the

generalist. The true "science of medicine" as he delighted to

call it, must be based on cl-inical observation of the whole

person. A research worker once explained to Mackenzie that he

\^ras not sure whether or not the smal-I blood vessels of the

skin were under nervous control from his studies of the web of

a f rog,s foot under a microscope - rrone can see t.he blood

moving in the small vessels of the webrr he explained.

Mackenzie nodd.ed and added, 'rone can also see a girl blushing

when the name of her l-over is mentioned".3s Another example of

patient centredness can be gleaned from the statement:

"When it happens that the abnormal manifestation

indicat.es that there is something wrong with the



heart, the question may be more clearly realised by

asking what it is the pat.ient fears".36

Mackenzie showed that despite difficulty, it was

general practice.

reviewer stated:
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possible to

a review of

by Osler who

a scient.if ic

and patient.

best place to

do significant research in In

his book on 'The Pulse'37 the

". . . r^re often hear that in the bustle of general

practice, scientific work is impossible and it

is al-most pathet.ic to read in the preface t I have

seldom been able to give an uninterrupted hourrs

study to the subject days and even weeks (have

elapsed) before I have been able to resume iL. ''

In 1-925 Mackenzie died, ironically from a disease of the

heart, angina pectoris. He insisted that an autopsy be

performed after his death to have colleagues study his heart.

Still a prophet?

Mackenzie strongly believed that

is cl-inical observation - Here

the basic science of medicine

felt that western medical school-s were

ethos which would impose itself between

Mackenzíe believed that. general practice

Iearn the natural history of disease.

he \^ras supported

creating

physician

was the

McWhinney3E feels that

unfortunately there is very litt.le evidence that this example

is being followed today. He feel-s it is rare to read a

description of cl-inical observat.ions made over a long period



of time by the author himself.
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feels that today's

of extracting data

follow up occurs it.

McWhj-nney

the resul-t

and if

general practice research is

from other practitioners' records

is for a short time. To wait

have been a general practice

opinion of his undergraduate

of providing a deep learning

general

general

related

ten years before

and IittIe

academic. Mackenzie had a

university and its apparent

as usefuf by real

woul-d possibly be

of chronic illness

publishing

credit inone's results woul-d earn few grants

medical school -

However this assumes that if Mackenzie \^Iere alive he would

poor

lack

experience for general practice

He did not know the politics of "grantmanship"3e and. if he were

alive today he would share Howie's concern that much academic

practice research is not regarded

practitioners.no His research

to the general practice observation

in patients over a long t.ime and his education criticisms

directed towards any medical- school that largely avoids

studying: "patients in association with their natural

environment and the stresses and strains of real Iife".a1 rn

short Mackenzie may not be welcome in some academic

departments of general pract.ice today and woul-d need to choose

his university carefully.

Professor John Howie of Edinburgh University's Department of

Generaf Practice can trace his ancestry back to Mackenzie and

has in his possession a script written by Mackenzie for his

grandmother (Fig 1) . Howiea2 believes Mackenzie \^/as certainly



right, for example, when he wrote that medical teaching
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should

start with the simple and

and afso in his belief

that the complex then became easy'

of the importance of t.he general

practice contribution to research

Mackenziesrs close friend Sir Thomas Lewis wrote of him in his

obituary:

he \¡ras an exceptionally vigorous and strong

personality, intolerant

tradition, trenchant and

of statements founded on

acuLe in

personal experience, combative in

criticism, rich in

argument, but open

on all questionsnever the less to conviction

without reserve. He saw, as few or none of his day

saw where clinical knowledge ends and ignorance

43

of General

begins"

Mackenzie's memory is perpetuated in the annual- LTames

Mackenzie lecture of the Royal College

Practitioners and the Chair of General Practice at Edinburgh

Uniwersity. The Mackenzie Report into General Practice in the

Medical- Schools of the United Kingdom in 1986 was financed by

the Mackenzíe Fund 44 This fund r^ras created from t.he residue

of monies from the estate of Sir ,James Mackenzie

Mackenzie was typical of many of the 19th century masters of

general practice. He had a rural background and was a

meticulous observer of general practice patients. He



persevered with his research enquires despite

rejection. He broke new frontiers of discovery by

his general practice patients over long periods of

their own environment. This ecological paradigm of

st.ill remaíns largely untapped today- He will

remembered as one of the great visionaries of general

553

inirial

studying

time in

medicine

also be

practice

and his critícisms of medical education stiIl carry some

weight today.
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